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INTRODUCTION TO THE PORTFOLIO
This is a portfolio of work completed across three years of a PsychD 
Clinical Psychology training programme.
The portfolio is split into two volumes: the first is a public volume that 
will be held in the library at the University of Surrey; the second is a 
private volume containing more sensitive and confidential material and 
will be stored electronically and securely in the psychology department 
at the University of Surrey. This is the first volume.
Each volume is further divided into dossiers: academic, clinical and 
research. In this volume, the academic dossier is a collection of a 
literature review, essay, two reflective accounts of problem-based 
learning exercises and summaries of process accounts of the first two 
years of a personal and professional learning and development group. 
The clinical dossier is a collection of five clinical case reports (one of 
which is a summary of oral presentation of material), together with a 
summary of the clinical experiences gained across five placements. The 
research dossier contains a service-related research project, major 
research project and qualitative research project.
The aim of the portfolio is to give the reader a flavour of the breadth 
and depth of work completed over the three years, together with a 
sense of the developmental progression of the author across her 
training.
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ACADEMIC DOSSIER
The dossier begins with a literature review completed in year one of the 
Psych D training programme and is followed by an academic essay 
competed in the second year.
It  then contains two reflective accounts of problem-based learning 
exercises that were completed at the start of the first two years of the 
programme.
There are then two summaries of process accounts of a Personal and 
Professional Learning Discussion Group; the full accounts of these are 
included in Volume Two of this portfolio.
LITERATURE REVIEW:
Premature Term ination from  Group Therapy for Bulimia
Nervosa
Year One 
January 2010
Abstract
Group therapy has been shown to be an effective treatment for bulimia 
nervosa and it has been used for the past three decades. However not 
everyone who is offered group therapy will benefit from it. This 
literature review will explore the reasons why individuals with bulimia 
may leave group therapy prematurely. The impact on the person 
leaving the group and those who remain and how the therapist can 
manage drop out will be discussed. In addition, in order to provide 
optimal effectiveness of a bulimia therapy group and hopefully reduce 
drop out from the group, the therapist must provide clear screening 
criteria for prospective members of the group. Therefore, cautions and 
contraindications for screening potential members will be critically 
evaluated. Implications for clinical practice and research will be 
discussed.
Introduction 
Declaration o f position
I come from a position of having an a priori interest in eating disorders 
but have had no clinical experience working with this client group. From 
a personal perspective my background is similar to many people who 
experience eating disorders, including educational history, family 
structure, socioeconomic status and cultural influences regarding body 
image, yet I have not experienced these difficulties. In addition, as part 
of my adult placement I will be co-facilitating a psychotherapy group for
people experiencing bulimia nervosa. Therefore I am using this review 
to guide my clinical practice, particularly when screening prospective 
members of the group and being mindful of the possible challenges of 
running the group.
Background
The National Institute for Clinical Excellence (NICE; 2004) recommends 
that individuals with bulimia nervosa in secondary services are offered 
specifically adapted cognitive-behavioural therapy (CBT). This should be 
provided in 16-20 sessions over a period of four to five months. This is 
supported by a recent Cochrane Review (2009) which also states that 
CBT has been used effectively in groups.
However there is wide variability in terms of service provision across 
England and Wales. Clients with bulimia are often referred to clinical 
psychologists in Community Mental Health Teams (CMHTs) for 
therapeutic intervention who have limited resources available for 
individual therapy. Group therapy is often seen as a cost and time 
effective means of intervention (Berg et al, 2002). There are several 
advantages to group therapy for bulimia. It  provides individuals with 
bulimia a safe and containing environment in which to discuss and 
disclose their distress and learn about and practice new coping skills. 
This is an important aspect of intervention as many people who 
experience binging and purging do so in isolation while shrouded in guilt 
and self-condemnation. The empathie responses of the group can help 
to reduce feelings of shame and encourage self disclosure. By reducing 
social isolation and alienation, hope can be instilled when individuals see 
other members of the group making progress towards recovery (Berg et 
al, 2002).
Rationale and relevance o f the review
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The current review aims to provide a summary on premature 
termination from group therapy from bulimia. Several treatment 
approaches for groups are currently in use within the NHS. However it 
is clear that not everyone with bulimia who is referred to group therapy 
benefits from this intervention. Dropouts in bulimia therapy groups are 
common (Riebel, 1990). This has implications for the individual who has 
left the group, those who remain and morale of the therapist. This also 
has wider implications for CMHTs wishing to provide treatments for 
those clients who would benefit the most from group therapy thus 
maximising limited resources.
Main objective o f the review
To summarise and critically review literature regarding dropout of group 
therapy of bulimia nervosa and screening criteria for inclusion of 
members to these groups.
Question formulation
When I began reviewing the literature in relation to group therapy and 
bulimia, I was initially interested in whether group therapy was an 
effective treatment method. However as I became more familiar with 
the literature, premature termination from therapy emerged as a theme 
that was more interesting and relevant to my clinical work. I felt that in 
many articles, this issue was not being taken into consideration which 
may lead to inflated claims of the effectiveness of group therapy for 
bulimia. I consider this issue to be highly relevant for clinical practice as 
those running therapy groups for bulimia should be aware of potential 
pitfalls when undertaking this work. Therefore I narrowed the scope of 
the review to focus on this issue.
Method
An electronic search was conducted using the Psych Info, Google Scholar 
and Medline databases using the terms "group", "therapy".
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"intervention", "treatment" and "bulimia" and variants of these terms. 
The International Journal of Eating Disorders was also electronically 
searched using the above terms and all reference lists of articles 
selected were examined to identify further relevant papers. Articles 
were selected if they referred to a specific group intervention for 
bulimia, or examined premature termination from group therapy. A 
focus was placed on more recent papers or papers that were highly 
relevant. Therefore the articles that are included in this review are seen 
as up-to-date and/or representative of the literature regarding this 
topic. Both empirical and theoretical papers were included in this study, 
as were papers that discussed lived experience of bulimia. Articles were 
excluded if they were unpublished dissertations, not in English or 
included clients who were under 16 years of age. Papers reviewing 
hypnotherapy and pure self-help were also excluded from the review.
Main Text:
Treating bulimia nervosa can be problematic and challenging, 
particularly as there is a great deal of variation in aetiologies, the 
functional severity of symptoms and comorbid mental health problems. 
Furthermore, many individuals with a lifetime diagnosis of bulimia do 
not receive treatment for their eating difficulties (Mond et al, 2009). 
They conducted a prospective analysis of predictor variables related to 
treatment seeking among women with bulimic eating disorders in 
Australia. Participants were selected from the community as part of an 
epidemiological study in an urbanised region. They found that 
individuals who received treatment for bulimic eating disorders 
perceived themselves as having greater impairment in role functioning 
and inability to suppress emotional difficulties than those participants 
who did not receive treatment. They concluded that it is possible that 
individuals' recognition of the effect their eating patterns are having on 
their quality of life may be a better predictor of treatment seeking than 
recognition of an eating disorder itself. However of the 95 participants 
only 18 met DSM-IV criteria for bulimia nervosa and only five met 
criteria for the purging subtype. Therefore this is unlikely to be
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representative of the presentations that would be referred for treatment 
for bulimia in secondary or tertiary services.
While there may be difficulties generalising these findings to clinical 
populations it does suggest that recognition of bulimia might not be 
enough to fully engage in treatment. People may experience binging 
and purging for years prior to seeking treatment and this can worsen 
during times of stress (Reiss & Dockray-Miller, 2002). Group therapy 
can help individuals with bulimia by exploring the meaning that their 
eating behaviour holds for them and discussing the links between their 
emotions, relationships and eating patterns. Many therapists running 
groups are heavily influenced by the work of Yalom (2005), particularly 
in relation to group climate and negotiating the early stages of group 
cohesiveness (e.g. Roy-Byrne et al, 1984; P resta no et al, 2008). 
However, it is beyond the scope of this review to discuss this theory in 
depth.
Types o f group therapy
Group therapy has been used to treat bulimia nervosa for almost three 
decades and many theoretical orientations have been claimed to be 
effective. However it is beyond the scope of this review to evaluate the 
merits of each theoretical orientation. The types of therapy available 
within the NHS are: psychoeducational and guided self help groups
(e.g. Davis et al, 1992); CBT (e.g. Chen e ta l,  2003); psychodynamically 
oriented groups (e.g. Prestano et al, 2008); relational approaches (e.g. 
Tantillo, 2000) and mindfulness based approaches (e.g. Proulx, 2008).
Although there are different approaches to running therapy groups for 
bulimia, McKisack and Waller (1997) observed that group therapy is 
effective but no one theoretical orientation had an obvious advantage 
over another. In practice many groups can be described as integrative 
and the theoretical orientation largely depends on the therapist running 
the groups. In addition, group therapy appears to be well received by
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the members of the group themselves as shown by the following 
reactions:
"I purged a lot less, like a 700%  reduction less. I haven't purged 
since I started the group" (Proulx, 2008)
"I learned that I'm not alone...it also makes me feel good to 
know I can help others and they really value my personal 
opinions" (Berg ef a/, 2002).
The literature shows that views of researchers, clinicians and the group 
-members appear to support the effectiveness of group therapy as a 
treatment for bulimia.
Challenges faced when conducting research into group therapy for 
bulimia
A major difficulty of conducting research into group therapy for bulimia 
is that there is a great deal of variability in the theoretical orientations 
studied, how well they lend themselves to empirical research and the 
operational definition of outcome. Furthermore, there is a great deal of 
overlap between some of the theoretical orientations (McKisack & 
Waller, 1997) and in practice the same theoretical approaches can be 
applied very differently. Different experimental designs and 
methodologies also result in difficulties in making comparisons across 
studies (Davis et ai, 1992). Empirical studies examining group therapy 
for bulimia are underpowered with relatively small samples compared to 
the number of outcome variables. This could lead to studies not being 
an accurate reflection of the general population of bulimic individuals.
In terms of diversity, many studies neglected to mention ethnicity or 
socio-economic status of the members of the group. If  these issues are 
not addressed in the group, then it is possible that certain members 
could feel isolated and their individual differences are not being taken 
into account. Therefore these individuals may not benefit fully from the 
group and group cohesion could be compromised. In addition, although
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men do experience bulimia, most of the literature tends to be dominated 
by women with bulimia. This discrimination is found in both some 
theoretical orientations and in the practice of running groups. Indeed 
feminist relational psychotherapy is specifically informed by a 
psychology of women. Indeed, some studies actively excluded male 
clients to even be considered for group therapy (e.g. Blouin et al, 1995).
Finally many studies exclude clients with personality disorder or 
cormorbid mental health problems. Therefore it is possible that the 
members of these therapy groups were more likely to benefit from 
therapy as they had less complex presentations. Furthermore, across 
most of the literature there is an assumption that if an individual with 
bulimia engages in group therapy, then there will be some benefit to the 
individual or at least will have a benign influence. However, given the 
substantial dropout rates recorded in the literature, this assumption 
should be questioned. Furthermore, in empirical studies, dropout rates 
tend to be seen as sources of artifice that might interfere with statistical 
analysis, or may affect whether the treatment is seen as effective. In 
addition, some studies report their findings in terms of the effect the 
treatment had on those who completed rather than the intent to treat 
sample. This could possibly inflate the claims of effectiveness of the 
intervention being described.
Premature termination o f treatment in group therapy for bulimia
Throughout the literature regarding group therapy and bulimia almost all 
studies report individuals dropping out of treatment. However some 
authors appear to regard this as the fault of the individual who dropped 
out, i.e. that they were not able to fit into the intervention that was 
being offered to them. The majority of these studies do not consider the 
effect this may have had on the person who left, those who remain in 
the group and the therapist (Riebel, 1990). This is more common in 
reports about psychoeducational and CBT groups (Hobbs et al, 1989). If  
someone drops out of group therapy and it is not managed well, this can 
rupture group cohesiveness and lower the morale of the remaining
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members and the therapist. This could in turn slow the progress of the 
group and the rate of therapeutic gains. In addition, if an individual 
leaves the group prematurely, they could view themselves as a "failure" 
which could have a negative impact on their already low self esteem.
Therefore it is important to understand what might lead to members 
dropping out of group therapy for bulimia. This has important 
implications for clinical practice as leaders of groups could adjust 
screening procedures and also be aware of ways to manage dropout to 
reduce the impact on the individual leaving therapy and those who 
remain.
As stated above, Mond et al (2009) found that individuals with bulimia 
were more likely to seek help when they recognised the impact their 
eating was having on their lives. However, there is evidence from the 
literature that disordered eating serves a function in many individuals' 
lives and they have a lot invested in binging and purging. For example 
one woman felt:
"The desire to binge was greater than the desire not to. As much 
as I loathe it, even after years of treatment, it gives me great 
relief" (Lazerson, 1984).
Therefore some people may be reticent to engage in treatment and have 
low motivation to change.
If  someone is strongly ambivalent about engaging in treatment this will 
manifest in group therapy (McKisack & Waller, 1996). It  has been 
suggested that individuals who are ambivalent about changing their 
eating patterns could benefit from a completing a contemplation group 
that would enhance readiness for treatment (Tantillo et al, 2001). This 
could provide education and support during the early stages of change 
(Prochaska et al, 1994). By conducting a full assessment of readiness 
for treatment and providing appropriate interventions as a result, this
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could reduce the dropout of group therapy for bulimia. The 
contemplation group was integrative in approach and incorporated 
aspects of relational therapy, stages of change theory and motivational 
interviewing. They also argue that at the end of a contemplation group, 
members should be able to repeat the contemplation group, attend a 
psychoeducation group or enter formal group or individual therapy. The 
focus was very much on the needs of the client and not forcing them 
into an intervention that they might not be ready for simply because 
they have bulimia.
Riebel (1990) argued that if an individual has never been in therapy, or 
has never attended a group before, a prerequisite group could be 
beneficial as an exposure to the experience of the group and the 
individual's ability to engage successfully. Franzen et al (2004) also 
advocated the use of preliminary motivational sessions prior to joining 
an intensive group therapy programme. The aim of this was to assess 
the individual's motivation to change prior to joining the group and 
model appropriate behaviours.
This is consistent with Mond et a/'s (2009) findings that those who 
perceive their eating problems to be impacting on their quality of life 
would be more motivated to seek treatm ent and engage successfully. 
Merrill et al (1987) also observed that dropouts from bulimia therapy 
groups using variety of different theoretical orientations (CBT, 
psychodynamic and feminist) tended to be younger and have less 
severe functional symptomatology and subjective distress.
However just because someone feels ready to change and understands 
the impact their bulimia is having on their life, this does not necessarily 
mean that he or she will be able to benefit from group therapy. Franzen 
et al (2004) found that individuals who did not complete therapy had 
more severe symptomatology and were more impulsive than 
completers. They attributed this to impulsive individuals possibly finding
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it difficult to adhere to the high level of structure in the group.
However, Blouin et a! (1995) did not find that severity of bulimic 
symptoms or restrictive eating patterns were related to dropout from 
group CBT. Instead they found that two-thirds of dropouts from the 
group could be predicted by difficulties with trust and a sense of 
personal alienation which were measured using psychometric
assessment. The authors observed a dropout rate of 25 people, which 
constituted 28.7%  of all women invited to join the groups. However 
some of the people who terminated treatment early were asked to leave 
by the therapist for missing more than two sessions for any reason. 
This was standard policy and was explicitly stated in the therapeutic
contract. Therefore it is possible that some members could have left
treatment, not because they did not feel they were benefiting from it, 
but were unable to commit to the group due to life circumstances e.g. 
sickness, travel or workplace demands.
Blouin et al (1995) suggested that personal alienation and mistrust 
could affect these members' ability to identify with and contribute to the 
cohesiveness of the groups. Merrill et al (1987) also observed that 
those who dropped out of treatment tended to feel that they could not 
be helped and did not belong in the group. Riebel (1990) described this 
as a "Catch-22" situation: if the individual could overcome the sense of 
alienation and mistrust, then they would not need to be in the group. 
Merrill et al (1987) suggested that by instilling hope and developing a 
sense of universality in the group should be the main focus during the 
initial therapy sessions in order to address hopelessness and alienation.
Merrill et a/ (1987) also found that groups run by more experienced 
therapists generally had lower dropout rates than those run by less 
experienced therapists. Riebel (1990) supported this notion and 
outlined several specific events that could precipitate an individual 
leaving the group which therapists should be aware of. For example, a 
relapse in binge eating and purging may trigger a sense of shame that 
prevents them from facing the other members of the group, or they may
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fear discovery. Other incidents include one member making a comment 
that is, or can be interpreted as negative, or unrealistic expectations not 
being addressed early on in the group (e.g. that they will not have to 
self-disclose or they will be able to hide their own negative emotions). 
Riebel (1990) suggested that an exploration of the feelings behind a 
member wanting to drop out can demonstrate that just because 
someone has a desire to leave the group, it does not necessarily mean 
that they have to. By discussing these feelings, members can be 
reassured that all of their feelings are valuable and of interest to others.
However, even if a member is carefully screened and well prepared for 
the group, he or she might still leave therapy. Riebel (1990) reminds 
the reader that the professional's job is to serve that member even as 
they are leaving. She argues against pressuring a member into staying 
as that could cause harm to that individual and might put him or her off 
engaging in therapy in the future. Managing the group while a member 
is dropping out can be taxing for the therapist. Either direct or indirect 
criticism of the member who is leaving can lead to the rest of the group 
feeling unsafe. The reactions and feelings of the rest of the group about 
the dropout can be used to further explore their own uncomfortable 
emotions and defensive styles. Riebel (1990) provides a balanced and 
thoughtful account of precipitating events leading to client dropout and 
considers the influence the therapist has on the effect of dropouts and is 
aware of the lessons that can be learned when running groups. She 
also emphasises the importance of clear and considered screening 
criteria in order to optimise the effectiveness of a bulimia therapy group.
Cautions and contraindications for the inclusion of prospective members 
for group therapy for bulimia
It  is clear from the literature regarding dropout from therapy groups for 
bulimia that careful and thorough assessment of potential members is 
needed in order to optimise group composition. Therefore, clear 
screening criteria are essential when conducting assessments for the
19
group. I will now critically evaluate the reasons suggested for exclusion 
criteria for therapy groups for bulimia.
Someone with active suicidal ideation should not be included in group 
therapy because if a client is struggling with issues about whether life is 
worth living then this will be their focus rather than how to manage their 
desires for binge eating and purging (Reiss & Dockray-Miller, 2002). It 
is clear that the individual's safety should be prioritised and once their 
emotional state is stable they can be included in a group. Similarly, 
overt psychotic symptoms are a contraindication for inclusion in group 
therapy for bulimia and once these issues are managed then a referral 
to a bulimia group can be made.
Reiss and Dockray-Miller (2002) argue that individuals who have active 
alcohol or substance misuse problems should be referred to substance 
misuse services prior to engaging in group therapy for bulimia. They 
consider that it is too difficult to change eating patterns when someone 
is chemically addicted. From their clinical experience they have found 
that some members compensate for intolerable feelings that emerge 
when they stop binge eating and purging by increasing their alcohol or 
substance use. This is consistent with current practice in CMHTs, where 
service users generally must use substance abuse services to address 
these issues prior to being on the CMHT caseload.
Some clinicians express a concern that therapy groups for bulimia 
should not include individuals experiencing anorexia or those with 
personality disorder. Arguments for both sides can be made for 
excluding people with anorexia. Individuals with anorexia can display 
strong denial and resistance to change (Berg et al, 2002). It  is thought 
that individuals with anorexia could foster a competitive atmosphere in 
the group and this could in turn increase desire for weight loss and 
unhealthy thought patterns. Those members with bulimia could view 
themselves as "failed anorectics" (Reiss & Dockray-Miller, 2002) and
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focus on this rather than exploring the issues that are important for 
them. Hobbs et al (1989) suggested that a homogenous group is more 
likely to instil a sense of safety and hope where group members could 
learn from each other.
However, Shisslak et al (1986) argue that combining people with both 
anorexia and bulimia does not necessarily result in group cohesion being 
compromised. The authors suggested that at the beginning of group 
therapy the anorexic and bulimic members tend to be acutely aware of 
their different eating patterns. However as the group progresses and 
members begin to define themselves in ways that encompass more than 
their disordered eating they become aware of the similarities in their 
interpersonal struggles and feel safe to disclose their difficulties. For 
example, Riebel (1990) argued that universality in the group can be 
achieved by focusing on the common themes found in both anorexic and 
bulimic individuals, such as loneliness, low self esteem, fear of others' 
opinions and avoidance.
Reiss and Dockray-Miller (2002) also caution against including 
individuals with bulimia who have a formal diagnosis of borderline 
personality disorder in therapy groups. Common themes of experience 
among individuals with bulimia include difficulty relating to others, 
impulsivity, intense emotional reactivity and an inability to engage in 
self soothing techniques (Proulx, 2008). Therefore it is unsurprising that 
many individuals with bulimia could be considered to have elements of 
borderline, narcissistic and histrionic personality traits.
It  has been argued that if a group member has a borderline personality 
disorder they could have difficulties relating to the therapist and others 
in the group and thus be inclined to make poor progress in a group 
setting (Davis et al, 1992). These individuals could also engage in 
splitting or other behaviour which could compromise group cohesion, for 
example the rest of the group could focus on this one individual rather
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than their own difficulties. However NICE guidelines (2009) state that 
having a diagnosis of a personality disorder should not be excluded from 
any health or social care service because of their diagnosis or because 
they have self-harmed.
There is evidence in the literature suggesting that long term groups run 
by specialist therapists would be the most effective means of treatment 
for individuals with bulimia and borderline personality disorder. Roy- 
Byrne et a! (1984) provided a detailed case report of a year long 
therapy group for bulimia which combined behavioural and 
psychodynamic approaches. Individuals with anorexia were not included 
in the group. The group consisted of weekly 90 minute sessions. It  
took several months for a consistent membership of 11 people to be 
established. Nineteen members came to the group at least once. Three 
of the people who terminated treatment prematurely had a borderline 
personality disorder. Of the 11 who completed treatment, three had 
borderline personality disorders, one had avoidant personality disorder 
and others had highly suggestive traits.
The authors suggested that rather than excluding individuals with 
personality disorder, the number of people with formal diagnoses should 
be limited to three. They argued that if this limit is exceeded, then 
managing intense feelings across the group as a whole becomes 
untenable at points of confrontation or times of increased stress. If  
many individuals cannot deal with their emotional intensity and 
impulsivity then this can compromise group cohesion. They also 
suggest having two therapists to run the group can dilute some of the 
intense transference anger often expressed by individuals with 
borderline personality disorder.
Roy-Byrne et a! (1984) provide useful information about the themes that 
arise while running a therapy group for bulimia. Furthermore it 
examines in detail the challenges that can arise and how to address
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these issues. The authors are thoughtful and reflective about lessons 
learned from the mistakes made in the group. In addition the members 
of the group privately funded this treatment, so this could have an 
influence in terms of motivation to attend and make use of the 
interventions on offer. Also a year-long therapy group with two 
experienced therapists represents a significant amount of resources that 
may not be available in many CMHTs.
However Davis et al (1992) suggested that group psychoeducation could 
be an effective intervention with individuals with borderline personality 
organisation. The groups in question were didactic in format and 
educational information and self-care strategies were presented and 
group process was explicitly discouraged. The groups consisted of five 
90 minute sessions run over four weeks and were facilitated by two 
Ph.D.-level psychologists. They found that borderline organisation was 
not a predictor of poor outcome. The authors suggest that the 
psychoeducational format placed less demands on those individuals and 
therefore any difficulties in establishing a therapeutic alliance did not 
preclude successful engagement in treatment.
These findings suggest that services need not provide long-term 
psychotherapeutic groups to treat borderline personality disordered 
individuals for bulimia. The main advantage of psychoeducation groups 
is that they are time limited; therefore services would be able to run a 
cost and time effective treatment. In addition as the format is didactic 
and involves presenting educational information, an applied psychologist 
does not necessarily have to facilitate these groups. Other 
multidisciplinary professionals, possibly with supervision and 
consultation from applied psychologists could run these groups 
effectively. These groups could be run as a prerequisite to engaging in 
longer term therapy groups as discussed above. In addition Davis et al 
(1992) used psychometrics to assess borderline organisation and did not 
specify whether any of the group members had a formal diagnosis of
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borderline personality disorder. It  is also unclear how generalisable 
these findings are in relation to other personality disorders.
Conclusion and implications for practice and research
Premature termination of group therapy for bulimia is a common 
problem which affects the individual who has left and those that remain 
in the group. Premature termination of group therapy for bulimia can be 
addressed by having clear screening criteria for prospective members 
and conducting thorough assessments. Therapists should have a 
thorough understanding of why they do not include individuals in the 
group. It  is also important to be consistent in the application of these 
screening criteria, even though it may be tempting to include members 
in order to get a group running as quickly as possible. Therapists should 
also be prepared to offer individual therapy, if available, for those 
individuals who are not suitable for the group.
Therapists can hope to reduce dropout rates by fully assessing 
prospective members' readiness to change and being flexible in terms of 
what they offer clients with bulimia. In addition, therapists should be 
not assume that an individual is at the 'action' stage of change and 
should consider the possibility of offering clients membership in a 
contemplation group prior to formal group therapy. Therapists should 
also fully inform prospective members of what is expected of them in 
the group, in order to address unrealistic expectations prior to starting 
the group. Therapists should also be aware of the precipitating factors 
for someone leaving the group and be prepared to address this 
ambivalence. In addition, clinicians should be mindful that they should 
serve the person terminating treatment, even as they are leaving. 
Careful management of someone dropping out can be used as a future 
issue to be discussed in the group and can be worked through. This 
may result in group cohesiveness being increased, rather than 
compromised.
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Future research could focus on the effect premature termination of 
therapy can have on the therapist. For example, it is likely to be taxing 
for the therapist when even the simplest level of running a group -  its 
members attending the group -  proves challenging. It  would also be 
beneficial to explore how clinical supervision aids the management of 
someone dropping out of therapy. If  someone leaves the group, it can 
be difficult to manage ones' own feelings of rejection that someone has 
left therapy and it could be challenging to ensure that the group 
survives the dropout. All of these issues may exact a high cost from the 
therapist and it would be beneficial to explore these issues and how they 
can be addressed in more detail.
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PROFESSIONAL ISSUES ESSAY:
Moving bevond the distress/disability  of the individual: 
How can clinical osvcholoaists w ork w ith iocal 
communities to reduce the stiam a and discrimination th a t 
lead to social exclusion?
Year Two 
January 2011
Introduction 
Declaration of position
When approaching this essay question, I thought the topic areas that 
will be discussed, such as stigma, discrimination and social exclusion 
were of particular relevance to people with learning disabilities^, which is 
a client group with whom I am currently working on placement. These 
issues have regularly arisen during conversations I have had with my 
supervisor, service users, their carers and family members, as well as 
from the literature I read in preparation for my placement.
Perhaps more so than other client groups, people with learning 
disabilities can often be marginalised members of their community and 
their lives are often impacted on by distal forces such as changes in 
social policy. Social inclusion is often at the core of such policies which 
aim to improve the quality of life for people with learning disabilities 
(e.g. Valuing People, 2001; Valuing People Now, 2009). Therefore the 
issues raised in this essay will be viewed through the lens of evidence
 ^ I recognise that the adoption of a term  such as 'w ith learning disabilities' may help to  
perpetuate a potentially unhelpful notion of locating disability w ithin an individual. 
However, I have adopted this terminology to  assist the essay's flow  for the reader.
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from learning disabilities literature^. Evidence from practice that has not 
yet been published will also be included in the current essay, due to the 
dearth of research into community action projects with this client group.
Now I  have interpreted the question
The title of this essay makes an assumption that an outcome of stigma 
and discrimination is social exclusion, a causal link which has been made 
explicit in various policies, including the Valuing People (2001) and 
Valuing People Now (2009) white papers. However, I would like to 
suggest that this may not necessarily be the case. In my experience 
prior to working with people with learning disabilities, I was aware that 
the context in which I had grown up had not provided me with many 
opportunities for meeting people with learning disabilities and I 
admittedly did not seek out such opportunities. Prior to starting my 
placement, I was aware that this unfamiliarity with the client group had 
created a sense of anxiety which I had not experienced with other client 
groups. Therefore I would argue that if a group is marginalised in 
society, then people have fewer opportunities to have positive 
encounters with people who have not been particularly present in the 
community, which may perpetuate a sense of stigma, which could then 
lead to discriminatory practices. Perhaps a more nuanced view of the 
relationship between stigma, discrimination and social exclusion will be 
more helpful, so for the purposes of this essay I will assume that the 
relationship is at least bidirectional.
Scope o f the current essay
 ^ I acknowledge that there is a great deal of evidence from  the community psychology 
literature tha t indicates how clinical psychologists can be utilised in reducing stigma and 
discrimination by working w ith  the local community. However, most of this focuses on 
working-age adults w ith  m ental health problems. Therefore, when I use analogous 
literature, I do so w ith  the  assumption that these ways of working could be readily 
transferred to  working w ith  people w ith learning disabilities.
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First, a brief discussion of how social exclusion is traditionally addressed 
by clinical psychology will be provided. Second, the experience of social 
exclusion by some people with learning disabilities will be discussed. 
Third, examples of how clinical psychologists have been involved in 
community action projects will be outlined followed by a critique of 
clinical psychology's involvement in community action groups. The 
essay will end by examining the potential of using the internet and 
online social support groups as means of engendering a sense of 
belonging.
Main Text
How can stigma, prejudice and social exclusion Impact on quality o f life?
Social exclusion is a multifaceted problem which extends beyond 
material poverty and includes aspects of social, cultural, economic and 
political contexts which many people with learning disabilities cannot 
access (Hall, 2010). Stigma and prejudice can often affect people who 
are labelled as having a learning disability in many ways, including social 
exclusion. People who are in positions of power in communities such as 
landlords and employers may have prejudicial views that impact on 
others' opportunities to have a job or live in a home they choose, for 
example (Corrigan, 2004). Such discrimination can also manifest in 
unequal access to healthcare, including mainstream mental health 
services (Emerson & Baines, 2010). Moreover, the public stigma of 
having a diagnosis of a learning disability can also affect people's sense 
of identity (Abraham et al, 2002). Living in a society with a prevalence 
of stigmatising discourses can lead to people internalising these ideas, 
which in turn can impact on their own sense of agency and self-esteem. 
A result of self-stigma can be for people to avoid such labels and thus 
isolate themselves from society as a means of self-protection (Corrigan,
2008). Thus public and individual discourses of stigma can be important 
maintaining factors in the social exclusion of a group of people who have 
been historically marginalised.
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How is soda! exdusion traditionally addressed by dinlcal psychologists?
The marginalisation of people with learning disabilities is intrinsically 
linked with historical, political and social attitudes which in turn lead to 
beliefs and behaviour which privilege 'knowledge' and 'ability' (Haydon,
2009). However, interventions aimed at addressing the exclusion of 
people with learning disabilities can often be located at an individual 
level, such as increasing educational qualifications or skills, providing 
opportunities for the individual to become a house owner or tenant, or 
advocating for self-directed care (Hall, 2010). In my experience of 
working in a Community Team for People with Learning Disabilities 
(CTPLD), this has been demonstrated as the focus of many professionals 
working within the team. Indeed there are many models in the 
literature of clinical psychologists working at an individual, family or 
wider systemic level, aimed at improving an individual's quality of life 
(e.g. Summers and Witts, 2003; Jenkins, 2006; Goldberg et al, 2005), 
because this has long been an established way of working for our 
profession.
However, this individualistic focus can often ignore the wider social and 
environmental influences that can lead to disempowerment and further 
disabling of people with a learning disability (Haydon, 2009). Indeed, 
individual therapeutic approaches can often imply an agency in the 
'receiver' of therapy that they have more control and power over their 
lives than they actually have or perceive they have (e.g. Kagan & 
Burton, 2003). Indeed, many people who are referred to the CTPLD do 
not refer themselves and some are not even aware that they have been 
referred (Haydon, 2009). Therefore, perhaps an approach emphasising 
the role society has in the construction of marginalisation may be a 
helpful way of moving away from locating distress or disability in an 
individual.
What does social exclusion and Inclusion mean for people with learning 
disabilities?
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One of the ways in which people can be marginalised is geographically. 
The vast majority of community services for people with learning 
disabilities are based within the local community but are often out of 
sight (Hall, 2004), such as day services, colleges and sheltered 
accommodation. There is almost an assumption that people with 
learning disabilities will never gain paid employment, endlessly repeat 
college courses for their own sake and live with family until this is no 
longer viable, in which case supported accommodation will be provided 
by the local authority (Haydon, 2009). These types of services can be 
seen as excluding and isolating in that their presence may prevent 
people with learning disabilities accessing mainstream services, such as 
employment, mainstream colleges and private or council tenancies (e.g. 
Valuing People, 2001; Valuing People Now, 2009).
It  seems clear that the dominant discourses of social inclusion policies 
are organised by social inclusion as a means of empowerment. 
However, it is unclear exactly what people with learning disabilities 
should be included in. Most policies tend to privilege paid employment, 
independent living and people with learning disabilities as 'active 
citizens' of their communities. This appears to imply that inclusion 
means belonging to a community, but this may not always be a direct 
result of being present in a physical location, such as a house or a 
college. In order to belong, we must also have a psychological and 
social sense of identity as a member of that particular community 
(Kagan & Burton, 2003).
There are many examples from community psychology literature of 
projects that have worked with both marginalised groups and their local 
communities to facilitate conversations that encourage belonging and 
close identification with one another as members of their neighbourhood 
(e.g. Parr, 2008). One way that has been described has been the 
creation of spaces for social inclusion that are visible in and meaningful 
to the local community that aim to create systemic changes but can also 
allow space for individual change. Such projects tend to focus on
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community arts, which encourage members of the community to value 
and celebrate the works of the project. They also provide an alternative 
discourse to dominant notions that employment is the only means of 
becoming an active participant in local communities.
Examples o f community action projects
Hester Parr (2008) described community gardening projects in Glasgow 
and Nottingham where urban green spaces were reclaimed. The sites 
chosen were ones which had previously been valued spaces in the local 
community and as such were seen as valuable and belonging to the 
community as a whole. Michael Murray (2010; in press) researched a 
similar project in Manchester which involved older adults of a 
marginalised (and soon to be re-designated) area of Manchester taking 
part in a community arts project and displaying the works of art in the 
local community. The members of the groups were also involved in 
every aspect of the projects, including locating the spaces used, 
budgeting, advertising and decision making.
The aim of both of the projects was to enable social change through 
challenging narratives of decline in the communities and promoting the 
idea that older people and people with mental health problems are 
useful citizens who are contributing to the overall wellbeing of the 
community. Such projects help to challenge not only public stigma of 
people with mental health problems but also self-stigmatising 
statements (Corrigan, 2004). As a result of being part of the projects, 
members of the groups spoke of having a sense of achievement and 
enjoyment at being involved in something creative and larger than 
themselves, which can be seen as one of the cornerstones of living a 
meaningful life (Dykens, 2006). They also reported increased levels of 
social interaction and feelings of belonging and identification, not only 
with the project and the other members, but the wider community.
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However, Murray (2010, in communication) warned against the idea 
that 'outsiders' of the community can 'parachute' in and pick a location, 
provide resources and the project will succeed. He described the 
importance of coming alongside local communities and finding out what 
is important to them and how they would like to be included. For 
example, he said that one of the most important aspects of the 
community arts group was to find a location where the group could meet 
and create art and display it which was meaningful to the community. 
In this case, it was vital that the location was local because members of 
that community did not view services or opportunities that were outside 
their immediate neighbourhood (one or two square miles) as either 
relevant or accessible (Murray, 2010, in communication).
How can clinical psychologists facilitate social Inclusion?
Although there was not a clinical psychologist involved in the above case 
examples, that it not to say clinical psychology could not have helped to 
develop, initiate and maintain the projects. For example, clinical 
psychologists in the Brighton and Hove CTPLD have set up a positive 
psychology group (Doswell, in communication) for a non-clinical 
population. The aim of the project is to promote health and mental 
wellbeing and thus reduce the likelihood of referral to mental health 
services. It  also challenges the stigmatising discourse that learning 
disability is associated with what people do not have by emphasising 
hopes, dreams and strengths and promoting happiness (Dykens, 2006).
In addition, the role that an academic psychologist played in establishing 
the community arts project for older people described above could easily 
have been taken up by a clinical psychologist. Clinical psychologists 
tend to be aware of the different organisations in the NHS, local 
authority and voluntary sector that are available. We could therefore 
work to link people together who want to share their experiences and 
use social action to make changes to their communities. By sharing 
resources, the volume of voices that have often been marginalised can 
be made louder (Burton et al, 2007) and thus more likely to be listened 
to by those people in positions of power.
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Moreover, our skills in research place us in a useful position to 
investigate what people with learning disabilities want from their spaces 
of support and care and how they would like to participate in their 
community. Our consultation and managerial skills could aid us in 
working alongside local communities to lay the groundwork of 
community projects, such as finding out where spaces could be 
meaningful and relevant. We could also play a role in managing the 
projects through supervision of group members, volunteers and paid 
staff, liaising with other agencies and building relationships with other 
professionals (Burton et al, 2007). We can also publish the results of 
such projects in order to raise awareness in the wider local community 
as well as disability and mental health communities and hopefully 
encourage others to adopt a similar approach (Murray, 2010, in 
communication). In addition, our position as leaders in mental health 
services can often place us in a position that may help to influence the 
distal forces, such as social, political and health policies that can impact 
on the lives of marginalised people {NHS Leadership Qualities 
Framework, 2006).
However, while it seems that clinical psychologists can have a helpful 
role in organising community action projects as well as service and 
policy development, we have to be aware of the complexity of political 
dynamics between professionals, academics and service users in such 
groups. This may be particularly relevant for self advocacy groups, 
where service users or people with lived experience of disability or 
mental health link in with one another to provide support and share 
experiences (e.g. the Hearing Voices Network; People First). An equal 
emphasis is placed on making links with professional and voluntary 
networks through conferences and training courses. Self advocacy 
groups also aim to promote tolerance and social awareness of the 
experiences of people with disabilities or those who have struggled with 
mental health issues (Beart et al, 2004; Goodley, 2005).
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On a first look, self advocacy groups seem to fit well with the aims of 
other community based projects, such as the arts schemes described 
above, with a subsequent role for clinical psychology. Indeed, clinical 
psychologists have tended to take an advisory role in such groups or 
provide infrastructure in partnership with service users and facilitating a 
truly shared and collaborative process (Beart et al, 2004). However, we 
should be aware that our voices may not always be welcome in self 
advocacy groups. After all, they tend to be formed in order to challenge 
dominant discourses and the promotion of independence from service 
providers and professionals (Goodley, 2005). Therefore, it is expected 
that some members may reject the involvement of professionals in self- 
advocacy groups, because this may be contrary to the notion of self- 
determination. There is also a danger that when professionals, such as 
clinical psychologists seek to 'empower' people with a learning disability 
by being involved in the creation of self-advocacy groups, they may 
inadvertently reinforce the 'one-down' position of people with learning 
disabilities. By placing ourselves in the leadership or facilitative role, we 
may help perpetuate the unhelpful and untrue notion that people with a 
learning disability are not valued as leaders or facilitators. It  also poses 
a dilemma for clinical psychologists in terms of how we balance the 
value of our knowledge and skills while seeking to avoid perpetuating 
the notion that knowledge and ability are privileged.
Critiquing social exclusion as a desired possibility
The above examples are clearly focussed on an almost-unquestioned 
assumption that promoting social inclusion will improve the quality of 
lives of people who have been marginalised by society and enhance the 
possibility that people can have more active control over their lives 
(Goodley, 2005). Indeed, there are examples from the literature that 
suggests this is an outcome of working with communities to reduce 
stigma, discrimination and social exclusion, which have been discussed 
above (e.g. Hall, 2005; Burton et al, 2007; Parr, 2008). However, social 
inclusion may not always be desired by the people that are targeted by 
these interventions.
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Indeed, 'opting out' of a society that actively makes life difficult for 
people (Haydon, 2009) can be a valid option. For example, during a 
conversation I had on placement, a mother expressed her desire protect 
her child from being bullied by neighbours and balked at the idea of her 
daughter seeking employment and becoming more involved in her local 
community, effectively questioning why she would want to subject her 
much-loved child to more distress. In response to experiences such as 
these, many people with learning disabilities and their families have 
begun to seek alternative means of social inclusion other than those set 
by social inclusion policy makers.
One way in which this is occurring is by some people beginning to 
reclaim the term 'excluded' and replace it with 'exclusive'. Some see 
their separateness from mainstream as a means of empowerment and 
change. For example. Lung Ha's Theatre Company in Edinburgh
provides opportunities for people with learning disabilities to become 
actively involved in the performing arts (Hall, 2010;
www.lunahas.co.ukT Like other community arts based initiatives, it has 
rejected the notion that employment-based activities are the only valued 
means of becoming an active member of one's community.
The membership of the company is 'learning disability exclusive' and it is 
claimed that this is crucial to its success, because the culture of the 
company is one that is respectful, supportive and challenging, which is 
different to the normality of many members' everyday lives (Hall, 2010, 
p.54). They also resist involvement from local authority and health 
services, instead looking to local charitable organisations for support. 
This may have assisted the links Lung Ha's has made with local 
mainstream theatres in Edinburgh and Glasgow in order to 'showcase' 
learning disabilities to a wider theatre-going public. From this space of 
acceptance and security, the company seeks to create systemic change 
in the Scottish theatre community. As well as providing opportunities 
for a small number of individuals, the project aims to challenge wider
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stereotypes and stigma surrounding learning disability and encourage a 
greater provision of performing arts opportunities from other members 
of Edinburgh's theatre community. Members of the theatre group have 
spoken of belonging to the theatre company and the wider Edinburgh 
theatre community as a whole.
So, it appears that there are many different types of successful 
community action groups that may or may not have a place for clinical 
psychology, depending on the needs and culture of the members of such 
groups. Perhaps we can take a position of openness when researching 
how people would like to be included in their communities. Although we 
have valuable skills that can be used to good effect in community action 
projects, we should not always assume that we will be welcomed 
unconditionally. By coming alongside communities, knowing the types 
of groups present in them and maintaining links with community groups, 
we can promote our availability and services without imposing our 
presence. Perhaps we are well suited to a role that attempts to 
influence 'mainstream' communities about the value and attributes that 
people with learning disabilities have outside the domains of paid or 
unpaid employment.
Spaces o f virtual Inclusion
So far in this essay, the idea of community has been rooted in physical 
spaces, be that cities, theatres, gardens or day centres. Indeed, even 
the essay title asks how clinical psychologists can work with 'local 
communities', implying that communities need to be tangible. This is 
not surprising given that many community psychology projects privilege 
locality and physical spaces. For example, the arts project implemented 
by Michael Murray emphasised the importance of geography to the 
relevance and meaningfulness of 'community'. However, even within 
one geographical location there can be many different communities 
linked together by any number of commonalities that may or may not 
overlap. Such communities can be based on sexuality, ethnicity, shared 
interests, vocation or a multitude of other types of connection.
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Therefore, focussing solely on geography in terms of what community 
means to people and the subsequent sense of belonging can be 
misleading. This is particularly exemplified by online communities. The 
advent of new technology has created the possibility for people to 
belong not just in their local community but also in virtual communities. 
Most people use the internet to make connections with other people, 
using internet-telephones, email, social networking sites or specific- 
interest forums to name but a few. No m atter how specific a person's 
interest is, there will undoubtedly be someone somewhere in cyberspace 
to share that interest and they can connect to each other in real time no 
matter how far away they may be geographically.
There is an emergent literature base which advocates the use of internet 
based social support as a means of creating empowerment and 
belonging in groups that have been marginalised by society. For 
example, Siddiquee and Kagan (2006) found that teaching internet skills 
to six refugee women facilitated not only the maintenance of 
connections with their countries of origin but also resettlement and 
integration in the UK. Similarly, Obst and Stafurik (2010) described the 
use of online support sites for people with physical disabilities to 
enhance a sense of wellbeing in its members by fostering a sense of 
belonging and community, similar to the projects described above. 
However, in comparison to the participants in Siddiquee and Kagan's 
(2006) research, it appeared that a sense of belonging was facilitated 
through anonymity: members experienced a sense of equality online 
that they had not experienced before.
However as with other means of support, people with learning 
disabilities can often be excluded from using information technology (IT ) 
(Makinen, 2006). There are many barriers that preclude some people 
from using IT in a meaningful way. These can include a lack of provision 
of computers as well as a supportive infrastructure to overcome 
difficulties accessing information. Mainstream IT  programmes, 
hardware and websites are often designed without taking into account
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difficulties people may have with generalising information, learning and 
retaining new information or using language (Mackenzie, 2007).
In my experience on placement, even when IT is available to service 
users the programmes that are recommended to service users tend to 
be educational in nature, rather than promoting social involvement or 
participation in a wider online community. Therefore, it appears that 
not only is it important for access to IT to be improved, but also the 
marginalised context in which IT  tends to be used for people with 
learning disabilities (Mackenzie, 2007). Perhaps there is a case for 
clinical psychologists to take the lead in improving access to IT  and 
online communities. We could liaise with software and hardware 
developers to outline the barriers that may preclude accessibility for 
people with a learning disability and how these can be overcome. For 
example, we could advocate the production of hardware, software and 
websites that make use of speech-to-text technology, pictograms or 
sounds to assist people who have difficulties with written language or 
programmes that incorporate short, easy steps and repetition to assist 
learning. There are some websites that are targeted for people with 
learning disabilities which take these barriers into account, for example 
the People First self-advocacy website fwww.oeoDlefirstltd.coml gives 
visitors the option of listening to the website, making text larger and 
uses pictures. However, as yet there is no precedent of mainstream  
social networking sites such as Facebook, Bebo or Twitter improving 
access to their websites to facilitate use by people with learning 
disabilities.
Although to date there is no published literature which has looked at 
creating online social support for people with learning disabilities, there 
is some practice-based research being conducted that has not been 
published yet. Suzanne Conboy-Hill in Hove used Second Life^ to create
 ^Second Life is a virtual world which enables its users, called 'residents' to  interact with  
each other using avatars (a com puter generated representation o f the self). Residents
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a virtual replica (including avatars of hospital staff) of Brighton which 
was then used for people with learning disability to become familiar with 
the hospital prior to visiting it for an operation. Typically, 
communication in Second Life is via text based public or private 
messages, but participants in Conboy-Hill's project accessed Second Life 
in their local day centre by using a speech-to-text programme, which 
reduced the barrier of written communication. The aim of this project 
was to reduce people's anxieties in visiting a new place which can be 
associated with fear, pain and isolation (Conboy-Hill, in communication). 
The meaningfulness of the one-hour session was highlighted in a four 
month follow up: every participant remembered the experience and 
asked when they could use it again. Consequently, the day centre has 
loaded Second Life and the speech-to-text programme onto their 
computers so that participants and others can access it.
Although the intention of this project was not to create a sense of 
belonging at the hospital, it is feasible that Second Life can be used as a 
previously inaccessible means of social inclusion and participation. For 
example, there are many support groups on Second Life for people with 
autism, Asperger's syndrome and physical disabilities. As discussed 
above, clinical psychologists could play a key role in consulting with IT 
and software developers and raising awareness of such programmes 
through research publications or liaising with service providers and 
voluntary agencies to promote its use. Indeed, using online virtual 
worlds can create a whole new way in which clinical psychologists can 
engage with service users and promote discourses that challenge stigma 
and discrimination.
Conclusion
This essay has outlined the ways in which people with learning 
disabilities can be marginalised in society by stigmatising attitudes,
can, among other things, participate in group or individual activities and create and trade  
virtual property.
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discriminatory practices and social exclusion. It  also briefly discussed 
traditional ways in which clinical psychologists have attempted to 
address these issues and the drawbacks of taking an individualistic 
approach to reduce marginalisation. The evidence base, from both 
published research and practice-based evidence provides examples of 
how clinical psychologists can work with local and virtual communities to 
challenge both public and self-stigma as well as prejudice and 
discrimination. It  seems that being involved in something that is larger 
than oneself is important in fostering a sense of belonging, whether that 
is a garden, theatre performances, self-advocacy groups or arts 
projects. By being visible and present, these projects help to bring 
meaningfulness and ownership of the projects to the wider communities 
and promote the notion that people with learning disabilities or mental 
health issues can be active and valuable citizens.
The various roles that clinical psychologists can take in the 
development, maintenance and management of community action 
projects were also outlined. Particular emphasis was placed on 
research, supervisory and leadership roles of clinical psychologists and 
how these skills can be used alongside local communities and 
community action groups. Indeed, the dearth of published research 
specifically into community projects for people with learning disabilities 
compared to working age adult mental health services perhaps serves as 
another indication of the marginalisation of this particular client group, 
even within community psychology. In order to redress this imbalance, 
clinical psychologists can and should publish their experiences of 
involvement in community action groups in order to promote their 
viability and usefulness to the wider clinical psychology community.
In addition to discussing the usefulness of clinical psychology to working 
alongside communities in reducing stigma and discrimination, examples 
of groups that have resisted the involvement of health and local 
authority professionals were also outlined. As such, although clinical 
psychology can and does play an important role in community action
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groups we should not assume that all groups would value our 
participation. However, local communities and community action groups 
need to know we are there in order to decide whether or not we would 
be relevant to them. One of the challenges facing clinical psychologists 
working alongside communities is the balancing act between promoting 
our services and the assumption that all community action projects 
require our involvement.
The essay also widens out the notion of community from one of 
geography and physical spaces to one of virtual communities and using 
online facilities to promote inclusion. Perhaps one of the most promising 
and exciting ways in which clinical psychologists can work to reduce 
stigma, discrimination and social exclusion is to embrace the abundance 
of online communities. Suzanne Conboy-Hill's (2011, in communication) 
observations seem to be particularly pertinent to summarise this 
discussion. Online communities have arisen with relatively little 
involvement from us and It is likely that social networking will continue 
to grow and grow. We can either join in, use our influence to promote 
positive discourses of looking beyond disability and distress, or let it 
continue without us and get left behind.
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PROBLEM BASED LEARNING REFLECTIVE ACCOUNT I:  
The Relationship to Change
Year One 
March 2010
The cohort was introduced to the Problem Based Learning (PBL) exercise 
on the second day of the course. The exercise was organised around 
'The Relationship to Change'. After an introduction to Personal and 
Professional Learning Discussion Groups (PPLDG) and the PBL task, we 
were split in to four groups of eight trainees and were introduced to our 
facilitator. Over the course of six weeks we were required to create a 
group presentation on 'The Relationship to Change'. We were given 
resources surrounding PBL and change but were not given any specific 
instructions regarding the content or style of the presentation. Our 
group decided to focus the content of our presentation on how change 
influenced our process during the six week period and to display this in 
the form of a collage.
In the first session of the PBL exercise I was feeling overwhelmed at 
trying to remember 31 new faces and names and adjusting to a new 
stage in my life. I came into the PPLDG group feeling vulnerable, 
anxious and resistant to the notion of change. The emphasis on the 
change we would go through during training felt threatening to me. This 
was because, prior to the start of the course, I had worked very hard on 
accepting myself and had reached a stage of liking myself and being 
content. However, looking back I think I was feeling vulnerable to other 
people's opinions of me and perhaps I was clinging to staying the same 
as that felt safe. I think that I have changed since the start of the 
course but not necessarily in a way that I can define. I think that I am 
more confident and more curious about myself and how I will continue 
to change in the future. Perhaps this is a function of feeling more 
secure in myself and my role in the PPLDG group and as a trainee.
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During the first session I was feeling that I had to prove myself and that 
I deserved to be on the course. When we were introducing ourselves 
and our previous experience I felt as though I had nothing unique to 
offer the group. Throughout the session I thought that the conversation 
was disjointed as we were not really acknowledging and following on 
what others in the group had said. I felt as if we were all jostling for 
position and to prove that we deserved to be there. We discovered that 
we did not really know how to take things forward but instead focussed 
on our experiences of personal change. It  felt good to be able to take 
things at a slower pace and not worry too much about the end product. 
The introduction of group rules was also helpful as it made the 
experience of being in the group safe.
After the first session I heard other people in the cohort discussing that 
the aim of the PPDLG groups was to make us bond with the members of 
the group and these bonds were supposed to last throughout the three 
years. I still do not know if this is true, but at the time, I was resentful 
of this. I felt that I did not know the other people in the group and 
wanted to bond with people on the course in the same way that I would 
make friends. It  felt forced and artificial. However after five months of 
the course and the PPLDG group I think that we have bonded well as a 
group and are aware of both the similarities and the difference between 
us. I respect and like every other member of the group personally and 
professionally.
I went into the second PBL session with trepidation. However in 
contrast to the first session, the conversation flowed well and it seemed 
as if we were all feeding off each others' ideas and energy. The scope of 
discussion also widened as we reflected on historical, social and political 
change. I came away from the session feeling exhilarated and that I 
was a valuable part of the group. However I was aware that during the 
session I did not contribute as much as I did during lectures. I think 
that might have been due to me feeling less anonymous and more
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pressured to think of something important and insightful to say. On the 
other hand, perhaps different members of the group felt more 
comfortable contributing in a smaller group and I allowed myself to take 
a back seat.
In the third session we related our ideas to theory. It  was interesting to 
have many different perspectives on change and several ideas of how to 
display our presentation were suggested. We decided that a collage 
would be a creative and unusual way of putting forward our ideas and 
was grounded in theory (Ernst & Martin, 2006). My learning preference 
is predominantly verbal rather than visual and initially I did not feel that 
I would be able to contribute as much as others were. Although I felt 
out of my comfort zone and this was not a particularly pleasant 
experience, I felt that I would be doing something creative that I would 
not have the chance to do elsewhere. Others in the group felt pressured 
that we were halfway through the PBL exercise and were still unclear 
about the content of the presentation. However I felt confident that we 
would be able to present something as we simply would not let 
ourselves not have a presentation by the end of the six weeks.
During that session someone noted that I had a tendency to retract 
ideas I had put forward before they had a chance to be discussed in the 
group. Although I was aware that I can be self-deprecating I was not 
aware that it was so apparent to others. Afterwards, someone 
commented that I had a tendency to apologise for my contributions, 
both in the PPLDG group and during lectures. She encouraged me to 
continue contributing and I felt valued and supported as a result. This 
experience has been important in my clinical work in the three months 
since the PBL exercise ended as I am more aware of the importance of 
creating a safe environment. I doubt that I would have had such a 
positive experience from this feedback if the group had not created a 
safe space in which we could express positive and negative feelings and 
give each other feedback. This has made me more patient when 
working to develop a collaborative and trusting relationship with my
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clients. I am also mindful of not rushing through the process because I 
feel we should be making progress and am more comfortable with 
staying with the clients' needs and pace.
The fourth session was focussed on the content of our presentation. 
One of the group members suggested that we could focus on our 
process as a group throughout the task. I was concerned that our 
presentation would be lacking in theory and was uncomfortable with the 
research we had done possibly going unacknowledged. Therefore we 
agreed that the collage would include aspects of theory. One member of 
the group said that all some groups in the previous cohort also chose to 
focus on their own process. I thought that it was interesting that on a 
task with strict marking and process criteria, it would be likely that you 
would get the groups diverging a great deal on how to present their 
task. However on a task with rather vague aims and no clear advice on 
how to complete the task, people chose to create similar boundaries on 
how to complete their presentation.
We collectively decided that focussing on our process was a good idea 
but spent the rest of the session unable to make a decision about how to 
do that. Many people in the group, including myself, expressed 
frustration that we were not making progress and we were perhaps 
being too inclusive rather than making a decision. The session ran over 
but by the end we had decided on how the collage would be presented. 
The relief in the group was tangible and several of us were exhausted by 
the end. The feeling of frustration when I did not think we were making 
progress has been helpful when I have felt stuck with a client. It  has 
also made me mindful that the client was also feeling frustrated as well. 
However when our group worked together we moved forward and 
created our presentation. Perhaps we would not have been able to 
appreciate the progress we made had it not been for the frustration we 
experienced. The PBL exercise has made me more aware of working 
through this frustration and not getting discouraged when I felt stuck. 
This experience will hopefully stand me in good stead for when I am in a
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leadership role as a clinical psychologist and multidisciplinary team  
members are at an impasse or am involved in service development.
The next two sessions revolved around us putting together the collage 
and organising what we would say during the presentation. I did not 
feel too Concerned about how our presentation would be judged by 
others. In addition I thought that the lack of marking criteria would 
work in our favour as we had been allowed to be creative in our 
presentation. I felt very proud of our collage and how we had worked 
together as a group. I was somewhat disappointed that not that many 
people looked at our collage but as we were the last to present, it is 
understandable that other people in the cohort wanted to go home. I 
would imagine that if a different group had completed a collage and I 
had the choice of looking at it in depth or getting home earlier, I think I 
would have chosen to get a head-start on the traffic.
When we received our feedback I was surprised that I was not too 
concerned about it. Normally I hang on every word of feedback and 
anticipate negative evaluation so I can improve the next time. However 
I felt that we had done as well as we could and more importantly had 
come together as a group. So in some sense, the feedback did not hold 
as much weight for me because I felt I had learned more than simply 
how to do a presentation. I think that if we had completed the exercise 
individually, each of us would have completed a good presentation but it 
would not have been as rich or as deep because we would not have had 
the input of seven other individuals' values, input and ideas as well as 
the guidance of our facilitator.
I think that this has influenced my clinical work over the last few months 
as it has highlighted the importance of my role facilitating change in 
clients (e.g. Bennett-Levy, 2003). By working collaboratively and 
appreciating difference I hope I am working towards creating meaningful 
change for clients.
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When I sat down to write this reflective account I was unclear whether 
the process of the PBL exercise had had an impact on my clinical work 
over the past four months. I am still not entirely sure how much of an 
impact the task has had. I think that it has had an impact, as discussed 
above, but I think that it is difficult to tease out the role the task played 
from all my other experiences. Being on the course, making new 
friends, moving home and learning more about clinical psychology from 
lectures and supervision have all played a role in my clinical work. 
However, on balance I think that the experience of the PBL exercise was 
a positive one. I feel lucky that I have been able to work in a new and 
creative way and privileged to work with the other members of the 
group and our facilitator.
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PROBLEM BASED LEARNING REFLECTIVE ACCOUNT I I :  
Child protection, domestic violence, parenting and learning  
disabilities
Year Two 
February 2011
In this account, I will briefly summarise the Problem Based Learning 
(PBL) task and how our group decided to approach the exercise. 
However, for the majority of the account I will focus largely on key 
processes that occurred over the duration of the task and how these 
have related to my clinical practice.
Summary of the PBL task
During the first week of second year, the cohort was given the second 
PBL task which was designed to link in with our experiences on child and 
learning disabilities placements. We were given a vignette as an 
example of the experiences of some of the people who are involved in 
the child protection system.
The vignette
The information focussed on a family where there had been domestic 
violence between the mother and father, which had been witnessed by 
two four year old twins. Learning disability played a prominent role in 
the family, because the mother had been given a diagnosis of a learning 
disability and there was a question over whether the father had a 
learning disability. It  was also unclear whether the information given to 
the parents concerning legal matters was presented in an accessible 
way. The paternal grandparents supported the nuclear family both 
financially and emotionally but were not as yet considered as potential 
carers to the children. In addition, there were concerns over the 
father's drinking habits but it was uncertain whether he was abusing
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alcohol or not. The mother had had two children previously adopted out 
of her care while she was in a former relationship, which also involved 
domestic violence. The family also had a great deal of involvement with 
professional services, including social services, legal teams and mental 
health professionals. The vignette asked us as psychologists to perform 
a risk assessment of the family and then as part of the PBL task we 
presented our work to other trainees and course team members.
How we as a group approached the task
We met six times between the introduction of the task and the 
presentation for about an hour and a half each time. Over the course of 
the meetings, we considered different approaches to presenting what we 
had discussed and researched. One of the options was to do a 
documentary-style role play in which the group members would play 
members of the family, professionals involved and a journalist. We also 
thought about role playing family therapy sessions in the future, one of 
which focussed on what issues might have arisen had the children been 
adopted out of the family and the other looked at what might have 
happened if the children remained in the family. However, we finally 
decided to present about our group process and role play ourselves.
Our presentation involved half of the group role-playing three short 
scenarios that focused on the content of our discussions and future 
recommendations for groups working in the child protection system 
(Barclay & Kerr, 2006). These scenarios were: our difficulty in 
conducting a mock risk assessment, outlining the needs of the parents, 
children and grandparents and 'othering' other professionals, particularly 
social workers in child protection teams. The other half of the group 
stood behind the role-players and after each scenario, discussed the 
process of the group and how this could be repeated in multi-disciplinary 
teams, for example.
Looking back, by making the 'reflecting sections' of the presentation 
separate to the 'content sections', we may have suggested that content 
and process should be separated out in our clinical work, which is not 
the case. Perhaps if we were to do the presentation again, we would
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integrate the reflections and content and this would be a more accurate 
reflection of the discussions we had and how reflective practice is used 
in clinical work. However, I was particularly pleased about how we 
approached the presentation, because I thought that if we had done a 
'typical' role play, this could have resulted in us taking potentially 
stereotypical views of members of the family or other professions.
Balancing being collegiate vs. making a decision
Particularly at the beginning of the task, the group focussed on 
considering the information presented in the vignette and everyone had 
so many ideas that at several points it became very difficult to fully 
consider everyone's contributions. It  was a pattern that was familiar to 
us from our first PBL task. This process continued for a couple of 
sessions and when members of the group attempted to bring the 
conversation around to how we could put this information into a 
presentation, somehow we continued to either talk in great detail about 
our hypotheses about the family or how services are set up and the 
potential limitations of the child protection system.
During this phase, myself and a couple of other members of the group 
became particularly frustrated at our inability to move forward and 
make decisions. It  seemed to me that we were skilled in hearing and 
valuing others' opinions and holding multiple perspectives, but this could 
be a hindrance when we needed to make a decision about how to do the 
presentation or when to conduct the mock risk assessment. It  was at 
this point where the person chairing the meeting seemed to be 
particularly powerful. When we had someone chairing who was able to 
state the objectives of the meeting, review these at regular intervals 
and move the conversation along, the most amount of progress was 
made.
When it was my turn to chair, I found that I could use the experience of 
other people who had chaired our meetings successfully to influence 
how I chaired the meeting. It  was almost as though the need for 
someone to lead the group was the 'elephant in the room' (p .290, 
Edmonstone, 2008), unaddressed but crucial to success. As trainees.
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there is an expectation that our future roles in the NHS will involve 
organising, managing and leading mental health services (e.g. New 
Ways of Working, BPS, 2007; Standards of Proficiency, HPC, 2009). 
Even as trainees, we are role models to assistant psychologists or other 
people who hope to undertake a career in clinical psychology. We can 
also discuss leadership scenarios in supervision and become more aware 
of the political and organisational context in which we work. Most 
importantly, perhaps, we can seek out people whom we see as role 
models and think about the types of leaders we want to be in the future.
After the PBL task, I was able to further develop such skills in my 
current learning disabilities placement. I was asked to conduct a 
challenging behaviour assessment of a client, which involved working 
with him, the day centre he attended and his carers. I found this work 
to be challenging because the client had been deemed as not having 
capacity to consent to the assessment and there were opposing views of 
what 'caused' the behaviour and how best to manage it. Moreover, the 
client's behaviour was such that it was very distressing to anyone who 
had seen it and thus created an atmosphere of strong emotion. In my 
role, I had to present my report to both parties and work together to 
create a risk assessment and management guidelines that were 
meaningful to all parties and would ultimately help to provide a better 
quality of life for the client and those people who were important to him. 
Although the meeting was difficult, I was able to use my position as 
chair to find the balance between considering different views, while 
keeping focussed on the aims of the meeting. Therefore, we came to a 
shared understanding of the client's challenging behaviour and a 
consistent risk management framework (Rocco-Briggs, 2008).
Reflecting back on the vignette presented during the PBL task, perhaps 
the scenario described was not unique to child protection services as I 
had assumed during the exercise. Looking back, the skills that we 
described as being important in our roles as clinical psychologists in that 
situation were just as transferrable to my experience of conducting the 
challenging behaviour assessment on placement. I was looked to as a 
source of information, a means of containing strong emotions enough
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for people to think, while at the same time empathising with the distress 
that people were experiencing (Mossman et al, 2002).
Impact of personal and professional exoeriences on how the group 
approached the task
Due to the confidential nature of the information shared during this 
process, I have changed some details and may not be able to describe 
some events in great detail in order to protect the anonymity of other 
members of the group.
I value openness and transparency in my personal and professional life I 
discussed how the issue raised in the PBL exercise resonated with me 
with other members of the group. I realised during this process that 
one of my learning styles is to see the relevance of evidence in terms of 
how this made sense to my personal and professional experience.
However, I was also aware during the task that not everyone in the 
group chose to share their personal experiences in the group, which was 
something that I struggled with during the exercise. Although on a 
cognitive level, I understood that everyone has different learning styles 
and not everyone values self-disclosure as much as I do, I experienced 
a sense of disconnection from one group member in particular as a 
result. This experience led me to question whether I was sufficiently 
protecting myself and whether I was acting in a professional manner. 
After all, the other members of the group were not only friends, but 
colleagues as well, so deciding whether to self-disclose became even 
more of an area of'unsafe uncertainty' (Mason, 1993).
The uncertainty that both myself and the other member of the group 
described above about self-disclosure is reflected in clinical psychology 
literature, which is very much influenced by theoretical positions. I was 
aware that our tentative alignments to different therapeutic approaches 
may have also influenced our decisions on disclosure. Therapist 
disclosure is a controversial issue (e.g. Farber et al, 2004) and while 
none of us in the group were acting as therapists to each other, being a 
therapist is a role that we have identified with during training. Perhaps
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because the issues we were considering during the PBL task were also 
characterised by uncertainty (Robinson, 1999), this also added to the 
feelings of uncertainty I was having with my position.
After looking back through my reflective journal entries, I have begun to 
think of this experience as an illustration of how I manage uncertainty. 
When I felt uncertain over my disclosure, I found myself being self 
critical. Therefore, I brought my reflections to the next PPD meeting, 
which led to a valuable discussion about the impact of our clinical 
experience on how we approached the task. For example, most 
members of the group spoke of how they tended to align themselves 
more with the members of the family that may have been represented 
in their placement. However, by making our positions explicit, this lead 
to some conflict. For example, members of the group who aligned 
themselves with the children thought that those of us who were 
advocating the parents' needs were not thinking about the children's 
best interests. Looking back, it was interesting to note how these 'gut 
reactions' (Howarth, 2007) in an emotive dilemma created an artificial 
divide between being on the parents' side versus being on the children's 
side and how these could easily be recreated in teams working in child 
protection (Weingart et al, 2010).
During my professional life, I will undoubtedly come into contact with 
people who do not share my values or ethical stance on many issues 
and the experience of the PBL task was a useful place in which to 
'practice' how I would manage these conflicts in the future in a way that 
neither alienates people nor subjugates my voice. One of the key 
learning points that came out of my experience in the PBL task was to 
realise that my life experiences very much make up my personal and 
professional identity and to work on accepting this and seeing it as a 
resource in my journey to becoming a congruent clinical psychologist. 
Indeed, I am starting to see my feelings of uncertainty as a means of 
testing out hypotheses I have and feeling alright with this, rather than 
retreating to a position of safe certainty (Mason, 1993) of assuming that 
my views on self-disclosure, for example, are 'right'.
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However, this process also provided other members of the group with 
opportunities to explore their assumptions about self-disclosure. One 
person in the group talked about how she valued protecting her 
professional identity and remaining abstinent in her approach to clinical 
work, which was why she did not feel comfortable disclosing the impact 
her lived experience had had on her during this task. This discussion 
allowed us to see the merit on each other's positions without necessarily 
feeling the need to declare one as the 'correct' professional stance.
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SUMMARY OF PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL LEARNING 
DISCUSSION GROUP PROCESS ACCOUNT I
Year One 
September 2010
One of the main themes that arose in the group was balancing a sense 
of cohesion with addressing points of conflict. While our cohesiveness 
tended to be seen almost as a marker of our success as a group, it was 
not always an environment where opposing opinions could be expressed 
to other members. It  is possible this dynamic arose in order to avoid 
potential conflict. This theme of emphasising cohesion while potentially 
neglecting areas of disagreement was echoed in two other occasions on 
placement, specifically my involvement with a multidisciplinary reflective 
practitioner group and while co-facilitating a bulimia treatment group.
My use of negative self-evaluations in the group illustrated my own 
personal and professional development, in terms of future leadership 
roles in clinical psychology. In addition, the 'task' of group members 
sharing their genograms demonstrated issues of difference and diversity 
which could be transferred to client work. Furthermore, the process of 
sharing my genogram helped me to understand not only how my own 
experiences may mirror client experiences when coming to therapy but 
also how my context has influenced my development as a practitioner.
The PPLD group was also a means of validating difficulties I was having 
on placement and this experience helped another member of the group 
to raise similar issues with her supervisor. This demonstrated how the 
PPLD group is an important influence on our practice as trainee clinical 
psychologists.
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SUMMARY OF PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL LEARNING 
DISCUSSION GROUP PROCESS ACCOUNT I I
Year Two 
July 2011
During this account I discussed certain aspects of the Personal and 
Professional Learning Development Group (PPLDG) and how this has 
facilitated and helped anchor both my personal and professional 
development and highlighted how these can be inextricably linked. I 
outlined how the group found it difficult for any one of its members to 
take a leadership role and how this could have implications for 
leadership roles we may or may not take in the future. In addition, the 
experience of the sculpting task during the PPLDG has made me more 
appreciative of the influence of language, particularly during identity 
development and how having an outsider witness can not only help 
consolidate change but also act as a form of permission to maintain that 
change. Finally, I discussed how I introduced a topic to the group about 
coping or rather, not coping during training, which upon reflection also 
helped to challenge my assumptions about how I manage being different 
and think about the implications that can have for working with clients in 
the future. That discussion has also highlighted my increasing tolerance 
for uncertainty and how I now see the value of ambivalence and am 
finding it easier to sit with the discomfort that arises.
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CLINICAL DOSSIER
The clinical dossier starts with a summary of the experiences gained 
across the clinical placements (detailed placement contracts, log books 
of clinical activity, placement evaluations and feedback forms are 
included in Volume Two of this portfolio).
Summaries of five clinical case reports (one of which was an oral 
presentation of clinical activity) are presented in order to demonstrate 
some of the clinical work conducted on placement. These reports 
represent a variety of presenting difficulties and include formulation and 
intervention using two distinct therapeutic models. A 
neuropsychological assessment is also presented. These reports are 
included in full in Volume Two.
All case material in this dossier has been anonymised. All names are 
fictitious and identifying personal details have been changed to preserve 
the individuals' anonymity. This was checked by my Clinical 
Supervisors. All the individuals provided written consent for their 
information to be used in this way.
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SUMMARY OF CLINICAL PLACEMENT EXPERIENCES 
Adult Mental Health
Setting: Placement split across two Community Mental Health Teams 
and a Specialist Psychology Service.
Clients and Presenting Difficulties: Adults (aged 19 -  54) with moderate 
and severe and enduring mental health problems. Presenting difficulties 
included obsessive compulsive disorder (OCD), body dysmorphic 
disorder (BDD), trichotillomania, hoarding, bulimia and depression.
Modes and Tvoes of Work: Direct work with individuals. Group work. 
Joint working with other professionals. Indirect work via sharing 
formulation with other professionals.
Model: CBT, Acceptance and Commitment Therapy (ACT)
Service Delivery Settings: Outpatient, clients' homes
Teaching and Training: Presentation to CM HT on 'Acceptance and 
Commitment Therapy'
Research/Audit: Service Related Research project on 'Psychological 
Skills and Training across two CMHTs'.
People w ith Learning Disabilities
Setting: Community Team for People with Learning Disabilities 
(integrated health and social care team).
Clients and Presenting Difficulties: Adults (aged 19 -  56) with 
significant, severe and profound learning disabilities presenting with 
anxiety, relationship difficulties, anger management difficulties, 
challenging behaviour, difficulties associated with autistic spectrum 
conditions and dementia.
Modes and Tvoes of Work: Direct work with individuals, families and 
carers. Part of a reflecting team in Family Therapy Clinic. Indirect work 
with staff teams and carers compiling behavioural guidelines in 
collaboration with staff. Set up and co-facilitated a 'Feeling Better
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Together' group (joint work with another Trainee Clinical Psychologist), 
which was a hybrid CBT and psychodynamic group for people presenting 
with mixed difficulties. Joint working with other professionals.
Models: Narrative, systemic and social constructionist, CBT, behavioural 
(including functional analysis) and psychodynamic (supervised by a 
psychodynamic counsellor). Psychometric assessments were completed 
using a range of assessment tools.
Teaching/Training: Presentation to Trust-wide psychology learning 
disability psychologists on Acceptance and commitment Therapy and its 
potential use with people with learning disabilities.
Children, Adolescents and Families
Setting: A Tier 3 multidisciplinary Child and Adolescent Mental Health 
Service (CAMHS) service.
Clients and Presenting Difficulties: Children and young people (aged 6 - 
17) presenting with depression, suicidal ideation, OCD, social anxiety, 
post-traumatic stress disorder, developmental needs associated with 
autistic spectrum disorders, phobias, issues arising from stress of being 
a young carer. Cognitive assessments with children with a specific 
learning difficulty and a learning disability. Joint working with other 
professionals.
Modes and Tvoes of Work: Direct work with children, young people and 
family groups and indirectly with parents.
Model: CBT and narrative
Teaching/Training: Presentation to the CAMHS service on Acceptance 
and Commitment Therapy and mindfulness.
Service Development: Alongside an Assistant Psychologist in the team, 
conducted interviews with parents about the experience of a new 
assessment process. Leading on from this, helped to establish a 
multimedia, service-user led presentation of the process of assessment 
and therapy in the CAMHS service.
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Older Adults
Setting: Community Mental Health Team for Older People (integrated 
health and social care team for adults over the age of 65).
Clients and Presenting Difficulties: Adults aged 57 -  85 presenting with 
depression, health anxiety, bipolar disorder, psychosis, dementia, 
challenging behaviour and relationship difficulties.
Modes and Tvoes of Work: Direct work with individuals, couples and 
family groups. Indirect work with staff teams. Co-facilitated a 
mindfulness group (alongside a Trainee Counselling Psychologist). 
Consultation to other professionals.
Model: Integrative (incorporating CBT, narrative and behavioural and 
functional analysis). Psychometric assessments were completed using a 
range of assessment tools.
Service Deliverv Settings: Outpatient service, clients' homes, physical 
health inpatient ward, day hospital, nursing homes
Teaching /  Training: Presentation of my Major Research Project findings 
regarding older parental bereavement to the CMHT.
Supervision: Supervision of an Assistant Psychologist who was working 
on a stroke rehabilitation ward and conducting cognitive screens and low 
level therapeutic input.
Service Development: Worked alongside a Community Psychiatric 
Nurse and Team Manager of a day hospital to provide psychological and 
recovery oriented groups for clients.
Advanced Competencies
Setting: Joint Community Learning Disability Team (integrated health 
and social care team) for people with learning disabilities
Clients and Presenting Difficulties: Adults aged 19 -  68 with significant, 
severe and profound learning disabilities presenting with relationship
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difficulties, anxiety, anger management difficulties, challenging 
behaviour, difficulties associated with autistic spectrum conditions, 
dementia and issues arising from bereavement and loss, eligibility 
assessments.
Modes and Tvoes of Work: Direct work with individuals, couples, 
families and carers. Indirect work with staff teams and carers compiling 
behavioural guidelines in collaboration with staff. Joint working with 
other professionals. Consultation to staff teams.
Models: CBT, narrative, behavioural (including functional analysis). 
Psychometric assessments were completed using a range of assessment 
tools.
Teaching /  Training: Teaching to staff groups on Intensive Interaction in 
residential services (joint work with a Speech and Language Therapist).
Service Development: Played a lead role in developing and establishing 
a consultation service to JCLDT members working with clients with 
complex and chaotic presentations, who often have input from multiple 
professionals. Acted as the Data Lead for the pilot of the Payment by 
Results clustering tool for people with learning disabilities.
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SUMMARY OF CLINICAL CASE REPORT I:
Exposure and Response Prevention and mindfulness w ith  a 
wom an in her th irties presenting w ith obsessive- 
compulsive disorder
Year One 
April 2010
Abby was a wife and a mother in her mid-thirties was referred to the 
CMHT for assistance with what she understood to be Obsessive- 
Compulsive Disorder (OCD). Abby's difficulties focussed on OCD when 
driving as she thought she was responsible for pedestrians and cyclists 
and feared she might injure someone. During assessment, Abby talked 
about other aspects of her life, including OCD symptoms concerning 
contamination, for example avoiding using public toilets, sometimes 
resulting in extreme discomfort for her and anxieties regarding her 
perceptions of motherhood.
Abby's difficulties were conceptualised in using a cognitive-behavioural 
perspective. Exposure and Response Prevention (ERP) was used to help 
Abby in reducing her overt compulsions and associated obsessional 
thoughts. Techniques derived from Acceptance and Commitment 
Therapy (ACT) were also used to encourage Abby to increase her 
willingness to experience her obsessions and build on positive aspects of 
her thinking, th e  beginning and middle stages of therapy, including 
addressing initial setbacks and misunderstandings during therapy are 
discussed. As a result of the exposure work, Abby's score on the YBOCS 
reduced and she reported feeling more confident in driving and spoke of 
a number of improvements in her quality of life. The plan for future 
work and moving on from exposure work is outlined in the report. Her 
concerns regarding her relationship with her son are discussed from an 
attachment and ACT perspective. The possibility of reframing Abby's 
difficulties in terms of a trauma reaction is also discussed.
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SUMMARY OF CLINICAL CASE REPORT I I :  
Neuropsvcholoaical assessment of a woman in her late
thirties: D ifferential diagnosis of post-traum atic stress and
mild traum atic brain in iurv
Year One 
August 2010
Felicity was a woman in her late thirties, who was in a road traffic 
accident two years prior to her neuropsychological assessment. On the 
recommendation of the pain management team at the local general 
hospital, she was referred to the Community Mental Health Team 
(CMHT) by her GP for post-traumatic stress. The purpose of the 
assessment was differential diagnosis of PTS and traumatic brain injury 
(TBI).
During clinical interview. Felicity reported a number of changes she had 
experienced since the accident, including an increased sense of 
irritability, which was impacting on her relationships with her partner, 
mother and friends. She also reported loss of hearing in her right ear, 
tinnitus in her left ear and some word finding difficulties and memory 
problems.
My hypotheses regarding the possible outcomes of the assessment were 
informed by a literature review on the cognitive sequelae of mild 
traumatic brain injury (mTBI), post-traumatic stress (PTS) and chronic 
pain. Overall, Felicity's neuropsychological profile suggested some 
findings that were consistent with the cognitive sequelae of both mTBI 
and PTS and some that were not consistent with either (Table 1). 
Therefore, I was cautious in attributing her symptoms to either mTBI or 
PTS. The results of the assessment were fed back to Felicity and 
recommendations that would aid her journey recovery were given. The 
report was also critically evaluated.
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SUMMARY OF CLINICAL CASE REPORT I I I :  
Narrative therapy w ith  a woman in her late th irties w ith a
learning disability: Making Moodv qo awav
Year Two 
April 2011
Karen was an assertive woman in her late thirties who lived in a care 
home in south east England for individuals with a mild to moderate 
learning disability who also had complex needs. At her request, she was 
referred to psychology for 'anger management'. For Karen, anger was 
associated with shouting and hitting out at important people in her life, 
such as care staff and her sister. Occasionally, she had damaged her 
bedroom furniture and the bathroom facilities.
A narrative approach to anger was deemed appropriate for our 
therapeutic work and it also fitted well with Karen's preferences. 
Therapy consisted of three phases: externalising 'anger' as something 
outside of Karen, so that she was not considered to be the 'problem'; 
anger was the problem. A new alternative story was then developed 
which emphasised Karen as a person who did not always have to be 
controlled by anger and had a range of resources she could draw on to 
cope with difficult feelings and thoughts that anger brought with it. 
Finally this alternative story was anchored and shared with members of 
her care staff, with Karen acting in a consultant role so that she could 
tell them how to help her take control of anger. The report also 
critiques the therapeutic work and the possibility of conceptualising 
Karen's difficulties within an attachment narrative therapy framework is 
also discussed.
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SUMMARY OF CLINICAL CASE REPORT IV  fORAL 
PRESENTATIONS:
Vive la resistance: Developing a greater appreciation for
w hat maintains sameness in cognitive-behavioural theraov
w ith  a 15 vear old bov presenting w ith depression
Year Two:
October 2011
Dean was an articulate and bright 16 year old who was referred to a 
Child and Adolescent Mental Health Service (CAMHS) in the south east 
of England for low mood. For Dean, low mood tended to be associated 
with a struggle between two different aspects of his personality. 
Although he could be outwardly sociable and gregarious, particularly 
when he was participating in performing arts activities, he was 
concerned that this was not the 'real' Dean. He was concerned that if 
other people knew the 'real' Dean, who was rather introspective and 
insecure, that they would reject him. Therefore, he increasingly relied 
on the more outgoing part of his personality to protect his more 
vulnerable side, but was unhappy about the quality of his relationships, 
because he did not consider that others genuinely liked him. He was 
assessed by a Consultant Clinical Psychologist, who considered that 
cognitive-behavioural therapy (CBT) would be an appropriate 
intervention.
At the beginning of our work together, I was initially hopeful that Dean 
had the necessary skills and strengths he would need to make positive 
steps to improve his mood and challenge his beliefs about himself and 
other people. However, as therapy went on, it became apparent that 
although Dean attended sessions, he was not convinced that the 
intervention I was offering would help him at that time. He 
demonstrated this by burning his formulation diagram and changing the 
subject whenever the conversation turned to strengths or how his 
patterns of thoughts and behaviours could be maintaining his low mood.
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This also occurred in the context of Dean's increasing cannabis and 
alcohol use and a strained relationship with his mother.
My therapeutic work with Dean has helped me to develop a more 
sophisticated understanding of'resistance' and how this plays out during 
therapy than I had at the beginning of clinical training. I have begun to 
see how it is more helpful to therapeutic work if resistance is seen as an 
interpersonal phenomenon, where both clinician and client can 
contribute to maintaining sameness, rather than locating it entirely 
within either the client or myself. This has occurred within the context 
of me developing a greater sense of confidence and competence in my 
clinical skills, as well as acquiring a more in depth theoretical knowledge 
base of therapeutic work. Furthermore, over the course of training, I 
have become more mindful of how 'resistance' can been used 
pejoratively and the ethical concerns of using the word 'resistant' as a 
general description, rather than as an opportunity of exploring how 
impasses can be negotiated.
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SUMMARY OF CLINICAL CASE REPORT V:
A narrative therapy approach to relapse prevention w ith a
woman in her m id-sixties following an experience of
depression
Year Three 
May 2012
Helena was a warm and vivacious woman in her mid-sixties who lived 
with her husband in the greater London area. After experiencing and 
overcoming what Helena and professionals working with her understood 
as an episode of depression, Helena spoke of a tremendous fear of 
returning to the 'dark place' which was characterised by Helena being 
unable to talk, even to her husband, John and feelings of helplessness 
and hopelessness. She hoped that seeing a psychologist would help her 
to understand what had led her to 'the depression' overwhelming her, so 
she could attempt to prevent it from happening again. She also wanted 
to discuss the influence of her early life and her first marriage on the 
depression.
Helena and I decided that relapse prevention would be the focus of our 
work and I considered that a narrative therapy approach would be 
suitable for my work with her. The intervention plan had three main 
parts. The first involved Helena recollecting her past experiences, and 
bring out the strengths, resiliencies and resources that she had had 
throughout her life. Second, we created a coherent narrative of the 
'depression' so that she could integrate it into her wider sense of self. 
Finally, we developed a highly meaningful relapse prevention plan. The 
report also critiques the therapeutic work and the possibility of 
conceptualising Helena's difficulties within a bipolar framework is 
discussed.
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RESEARCH DOSSIER
The research dossier begins with a service-related research project 
conducted while on placement in an Adult Mental Health Setting using 
quantitative and qualitative methodologies.
It then includes a Major Research Project -  the key constituent of this 
dossier -  that was conducted using a qualitative pluralist approach.
The research dossier ends with an abstract of a group qualitative project 
completed during the first year of training.
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SERVICE RELATED RESEARCH PROJECT:
Audit of DSvcholoQical therapies training in tw o  Community
Mental Health Teams in South East England
Year One 
July 2010
ABSTRACT
A questionnaire survey was used to conduct an audit of the 
psychological training within two Community Mental Health Teams 
(CMHTs), to assess to what extent the teams were equipped to deliver 
psychological therapies in accordance with NICE guidelines. Receipt of 
psychological therapy supervision was also assessed to identify any 
discrepancies between use of psychological therapies and receipt of 
appropriate supervision. Finally, the psychological therapy training 
needs of team members were also assessed in order to inform training 
provision within the CMHTs. Fifteen respondents returned the 
questionnaires, representing a return rate of 62.5% , and only one 
indicated that he/she did not use psychological therapies. Cognitive- 
behavioural, psychodynamic and systemic psychotherapies were the 
most represented in terms of training. Three respondents indicated that 
they received supervision in the use of psychological therapies. All 
respondents indicated that they would like to develop their psychological 
skills through training. Some respondents indicated that they would like 
to be supported in the use of psychological therapies by supervision, 
consultation and reflective practice groups. The implications of the 
current study include: CMHT members running groups initially with the 
assistance of a qualified psychologist or psychological therapist, 
development of supervision and consultation with psychologists and 
psychological therapists and informal training being established by team  
members and colleagues from outside the CMHTs.
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INTRODUCTION
NICE recommend psychological therapies as key interventions for a 
range of mental health problems, e.g. 16-20 individual sessions of 
Cognitive-Behavioural Therapy (CBT) are recommended for people 
diagnosed with Generalised Anxiety Disorder (GAD; NICE, 2007). 
Psychological therapies should be carried out by a qualified or trainee 
psychologist or psychological therapist. In addition, service users and 
carers' preferences for psychological therapies have been frequently 
cited (BPS, 2007a).
The development of psychological competence in the multidisciplinary 
workforce is crucial to provision of psychologicai therapies in the NHS 
(BPS, 2007b). The New Ways of Working (NWW) document on working 
psychologically in teams suggests that psychologists are expected to 
work directly with service users with the most complex needs (BPS, 
2007c) and assist other professionals in undertaking less complex or 
more routine work. The availability of qualified psychological therapists 
will be limited in CMHTs, so teams will need to deliver psychologically 
informed practice through non-therapists. Psychologically-informed 
interventions may be provided by multi-disciplinary team (MDT) 
members who are not formally qualified in a psychological therapy but 
can use psychological techniques under supervision and/or consultation 
with a qualified psychological therapist or psychologist. However, NICE 
guidelines do not specifically provide guidance on psychologically- 
informed interventions, only psychological therapies.
The quality of psychologically-informed practice through non-therapists 
needs to be assured through training, supervision and consultation. The 
consultation process can help to challenge the notion that only 
psychologists can work psychologically (Solts & Creasey, 2006). 
However in order to develop effective consultation and supervision 
throughout teams, it is necessary to tailor it to the needs of those 
receiving it, by assessing the level of training in psychological therapies
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in the teams. While it is important to assess formal qualifications it was 
also acknowledged that team members may have acquired knowledge 
informally from reading, attending workshops, consultation or 
supervision that have not resulted in a formal qualification. Although no 
published literature could be found that examined the formal accredited 
training in psychological therapies or informal psychological training 
across disciplines in CMHTs, it seems plausible that many team  
members possess and use these skills in their clinical practice.
Therefore it would be useful to identify the extent to which local CMHTs 
are equipped to deliver NICE guidance on psychological therapies and 
identify any gaps in training, supervision or consultation that may be 
limiting provision of NICE-recommended interventions.
Research aims
The present study had three main aims:
1. Identify the formal and informal psychological training of MDT 
members in two CMHTs. This was intended to assess the current 
level of expertise in psychological therapies in clinical practice 
across the CMHTs.
2. Identify the level of supervision of MDT members' use of 
psychological therapies, in order to identify any discrepancies 
between the use of psychological therapies and receipt of 
supervision by a qualified psychological therapist.
3. Identify MDT members' perceived training needs in psychological 
therapies, which would provide an opportunity to develop 
provision of training, consultation and supervision.
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METHOD
Participants
The two CMHTs surveyed were both in the South East of the UK. They 
were redesignated as 'recovery teams' approximately a year prior to this 
study, with service provision focusing on long-term mental health needs. 
The teams were similar in professional composition (Table 1). From the 
24 questionnaires sent out, 15 questionnaires were completed: eight 
from Team 1 and seven from Team 2, representing a return rate of 
62.5% .
Table 1: Composition of the two community mental health teams
Team 1 Team 2
Clinical Psychologists 1 (PT) 1 (PT)
Social Workers 2 (FT) 2 (PT)
CPNs 4 (2 FT; 2PT) 3 (all FT)
Psychiatrists 2 (1 FT; 1 PT) 2 (1 FT; 1 PT)
OTs 1 (FT Locum) 1 (FT)
Mental Health Practitioners 1 (PT) 0
Assistant Care Managers 0 2 (1 FT; 1 PT)
Managers (with clinical caseloads) 1 (PT) 1 (FT)
Total 12 12
PT, part time; FT, full time
As part of the current study, MDT members were asked to estimate the 
percentage of clinical time given to the different client groups (Table 2). 
Respondents indicated that most of their clinical time was spent 
providing services to individuals and no more than 40%  of clinical time 
was spent working with families or carers. One respondent indicated 
that he/she spent clinical time working with couples or groups.
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Minimum Maximum Mean s.d.
Individuals 30 100 75.07 19.53
Couples 0 15 1.27 3.94
Groups 0 4 0.27 1.03
Families/Carers 0 40 9.40 11.56
Organisations/Teams 0 20 2.40 5.67
Questionnaire development
The questionnaire used in this study (Appendix 1) was adapted from the 
Sussex Partnership NHS Foundation Trust Workforce Psychological 
Therapies Questionnaire (Wheatley & Pemberton, 2008; available on 
request from the author). It  was designed to audit the types of 
psychological therapies qualified psychologists and psychological 
therapists used in their work and the level of training they had received 
in these therapies. The types of therapy included in this questionnaire 
formed the basis of the first item in the current survey. The Workforce 
Psychological Therapies Questionnaire included items on the level of 
receipt and provision of clinical supervision for psychological therapies, 
development of psychological skills and recommendations for the 
provision of psychological therapies.
The current questionnaire needed to be adapted for team members 
working in CMHTs. In order to acknowledge in vivo skills development 
that can occur while working professionally, informal training in 
psychological therapies was assessed as well as formal training. 
However, the operationalisation of this was somewhat problematic, 
because there was no accepted definition of formal and informal 
training. For the purposes of this study, training was considered to be 
formal if the respondent had received a certificate of completion or 
competence. Training was viewed as informal if it did not result in a 
certificate of completion or competence.
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The items in the current questionnaire were also adapted to reflect the 
different supervision tasks in CMHTs. Clinical supervision was stated 
explicitly in items 3 and 4, in order to differentiate between managerial 
or caseload management supervision. Finally, an item was included to 
establish whether respondents would like to develop psychological skills 
and used the same categories of therapy types used earlier in the 
questionnaire. The current questionnaire was also influenced by a 
survey of provision of psychological therapies for inpatient services 
(Mahmood, 2006). The psychometric properties of the current 
questionnaire are not currently available.
Procedure
The study recruited a group of three trainee clinical psychologists to 
pilot the questionnaire, for length and ease of completion. None of the 
pilot respondents took more than 10 minutes to complete the 
questionnaire and did not report any difficulties in completing it. In 
order to maximise the return rate, it was acknowledged that the time to 
complete the questionnaire should be as short as possible, because 
CMHT members have many competing demands for their time.
The author outlined the aims of the study, including the timeline for 
completion and feedback in the team meetings. It  was hoped that 
answering any questions or concerns about the study prior to the 
distribution of the questionnaires would help maximise the return rate. 
Care was also taken to explain the anonymous nature of the 
questionnaire because this was a concern for some team members and 
those who completed the Workforce Psychological Therapies 
Questionnaire (R. Pemberton, personal communication, 14 April 2010). 
Therefore, names, professions and location of team were not requested. 
Contact details were given, so that respondents could ask questions, if 
needed. On the advice of team members, questionnaires were 
distributed to their pigeon holes with sealable envelopes and returned to 
a box in the admin offices, which provided anonymity for respondents. 
A two week window was given for completion and the author emailed all
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team members a reminder of the deadline date one week after 
distribution to support return rates.
Ethical considerations
It was acknowledged that respondents could recognise that they may be 
using psychological skills without formal training or clinical supervision, 
which could result in feeling deskilled or unsupported. This was 
addressed by a question related to how respondents could feel 
supported in the future and acknowledged during feedback of results.
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RESULTS
Questionnaires were fully completed by all respondents. Less than 4%  
of quantitative answers were omitted and there was a 100% response 
rate to at least one of the three open ended questions.
Quantitative results
Use of psychological therapies
Table 3 shows the number of respondents trained in the psychological 
therapies included in the questionnaire (see Appendix 2 for the subtypes 
of therapy trainings). Only one respondent indicated that he/she did not 
use psychological therapies. When respondents indicated they had 
received formal training in a particular psychological therapy, most did 
not specify the type of training they received. Therefore, for the 
purposes of this study, formal training was divided into two categories. 
If  respondents indicated they had received an accredited qualification 
this was seen as separate to those who attended workshops or did not 
specify details of their training.
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Table 3: Formal and Inform al Training in Psychological Therapies
N = 15
Type of 
Psychological 
Therapy
Formal
accredited
qualification®
Training Type'*
Brief or
training
None
Total respondents 
using therapy 
type
Any Psychological 
Therapy Training
3 7 11 1 14
Cognitive-
Behavioural
Therapy
3 4 7 1 14
Psychoanalytic and 
Psychodynamic 
Psychotherapies
2 2 7 4 11
Integrative  
Therapies -  
Cognitive Analytic 
Therapy
2 1 0 12 3
Family and 
Systemic Therapies
2 3 6 4 11
Humanistic/person 
centred counselling
1 3 5 6 9
Psychosocial
Interventions
1 2 3 9 6
Eye Movement 
Desensitisation and 
Reprocessing
0 1 1 13 2
Art Therapies 0 0 1 14 1
Other 0 0 0 15 0
The dates of formal training ranged from 1991 to 2009. Levels of formal 
training ranged from one day workshops to two year courses. Informal 
training included reading, workshops, supervision and training 
undertaken at work, during undergraduate degrees or professional 
training.
Some respondents indicated having both formal and informal training in certain 
psychological therapies. For the  purposes of clarity in Table 3, informal training \was seen 
to  be superseded by form al training.
 ^Training was considered as form al if the respondent received a certificate of 
com pletion/com petence.
^Training was considered to  be informal if it did not result in a certificate o f 
com pletion/com petence.
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Supervision
Twelve people (80%  of respondents) reported that they did not receive 
supervision in the use of psychological therapies. The three respondents 
(20% ) who indicated receiving supervision in the use of psychological 
therapies were the same three respondents who had formal accredited 
qualifications. All indicated that they were supervised in integrative 
psychological therapies and one reported receiving weekly individual 
supervision for 60-90 minutes and peer supervision every six weeks 
which lasted 30 minutes. The remaining two reported receiving monthly 
supervision, lasting for 60 minutes.
Development of psychological skills
Fourteen respondents (93% ) indicated that they would like to develop 
psychological skills, with informal training being the most preferred 
means of accessing training. Respondents could choose to advocate 
development in more than one type of psychological therapy and Table 
4 shows the number of respondents indicating each category.
Table 4: Areas where respondents would like to develop their psychological skills 
N =15
Type of Therapy Type of Training
Formal Informal
Cognitive-Behavioural Therapy 4 8
Psychoanalytic and Psychodynamic Psychotherapies 1 2
Integrative Therapies 2 1
Family and Systemic Therapy 1 5
Humanistic/Person Centred Counselling 0 2
Psychosocial Interventions 0 4
Eye Movement Desensitisation and Reprocessing 1 1
Arts Psychotherapies 0 0
Other (Motivational Interviewing) 0 1
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Qualitative Results
Content analysis identified a number of common categories for two of 
the open ended questions (Krippendorff, 2004). In ter-rater reliability 
was established for these categories by two raters examining the 
responses, generating categories independently and agreeing on these 
categories. For the first question there was one disagreement in 
identified categories which was resolved by discussion. For the second 
question there were no disagreements in identified categories. Each 
response was then allocated to categories by each rater independently 
and the level of agreement was noted.
How respondents would like to be supported In working with 
psychologicai therapies
Ten respondents replied to the above question and their responses were 
collapsed into four categories (Appendix 3): Supervision/Consultancy; 
Training; Joint Working and Unclear. The level of agreement reached 
between the raters for these categories was 93% .
How development o f psychological skills would improve outcomes for the 
teams
Eleven respondents answered the above question and three main 
categories were identified (Appendix 4): Improving Qutcomes;
Promoting Recovery and Development of staff 
skills/expertise/confidence. The level of inter-rater agreement for these 
categories was 90% .
Any other comments
Five people responded to the above item and their comments have not 
been reported because the results were too disparate and idiosyncratic 
to collapse into common themes, e.g. 'extra responsibility should lead to
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extra remuneration, which I cannot see happening'. All responses to 
this question can be found in Appendix 5.
DISCUSSION
Use of and training in osvcholoaical therapies
The results of the current study indicated that, of those 62.5%  members 
of the two CMHTs who responded, all except one were informed by 
psychological ways of working in their clinical work and all but one 
responded that they would either like to develop their skills in 
psychologically-informed practice or undertake an accredited training 
course in psychological therapy. All of the main psychological therapy 
types were being used by at least one MDT member, with CBT, 
psychodynamic and systemic therapies being the most represented. 
This suggests that team members do not assume that only psychologists 
can work psychologically (Solts & Creasey, 2006).
Supervision
The results reflected a lack of supervision for respondents in their 
psychologically-informed practice, as only three respondents replied that 
they received regular clinical supervision and these were the three 
people with formal, accredited therapy training. Therefore, it appears 
that none of the respondents without formal, accredited training were 
receiving supervision or consultation to support them with 
psychologically-informed practice.
Provision of services
Respondents indicated that the majority of their clinical time was spent 
providing services to individuals and only one individual was running 
groups. This is surprising because group therapy can be seen as a cost- 
effective means of intervention for many different mental health 
problems, e.g. NICE (2004) recommend groups for people with bulimia.
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In addition, a relatively small amount of clinical time was reportedly 
spent working with couples, families and carers. This could be seen as 
an indication that MDT members may not be effectively supporting the 
wider systems of service users, e.g. NICE (2009) recommend family 
work for people diagnosed with schizophrenia. However, given the lack 
of supervision of psychological therapies, these results could be seen as 
team members working within the remits of their competence.
Implications and recommendations
The following implications for service provision and training were fed 
back verbally to Team 1 in their team meeting on July 2010 and a 
written summary was provided for each team member (Appendix 6). 
The results are due to be fed back to Team 2 on 11 '^’ August 2010 in the 
same way.
Running groups
The results indicate that psychological skills and knowledge were 
present within the teams that could be utilised effectively to run groups. 
However, it is acknowledged that team members may need support in 
creating time to be able to assess potential members and to run the 
groups. In order to facilitate this process, a qualified therapist could co- 
facilitate a group with a non-therapist, which could help to develop skills 
through joint working and supervision. The co-facilitator may then run 
groups independently in the future, hopefully with supervision and 
consultation arrangements in place.
Training
Every respondent apart from one indicated that they would like to 
develop their psychological skills through training. Formal training could 
be implemented through individual team members arranging training 
agreements with their line managers. Informal training could be 
provided in-house by members of the CMHT, thus using the skills
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available within the teams, or by accessing colleagues outside the 
CMHTs to conduct workshops.
Psychologists supporting the use o f psychological therapies
Some respondents indicated that they would like to be supported in the 
use of psychological therapies by supervision, consultation and reflective 
practice groups. This is consistent with the NWW proposal of the most 
appropriate ways for psychologists to work (BPS, 2007c). Group 
supervision was not available in either of the two teams, but Team 2 
had access to a reflective practice group and Team 1 had access to a 
group facilitated by a psychologist focussing on team issues. Joint 
working and consultation were available through request at team  
meetings.
Critical evaluation and limitations
There were several limitations of the study, some of which could have 
been avoided.
Reliability and validity o f questionnaire
As stated above, the psychometric properties of the questionnaire used 
in this study were not available, so its reliability and validity could not be 
evaluated. Therefore the generalisability of the current results cannot be 
assumed.
Response rate
The response rate in this study was lower than similar studies requiring 
CMHT members to respond to surveys (e.g. Blumenthal & Lavender, 
1997). The use of a link-person in the team (e.g. an administrator) 
could have organised the completion of questionnaires by team  
members by keeping a record of those who returned questionnaires and
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reminding those who did not respond. This would maintain 
confidentiality of the responders to the researchers (Blumenthal & 
Lavender, 1997).
Representativeness
As only 62.5%  of CMHT members returned the questionnaires, it was 
unclear how representative the results were of the teams as a whole. 
Those who did have training in psychological therapies may have been 
the most likely to return the questionnaire. Therefore, the results may 
have over-estimated the extent to which psychological therapies were 
used in the two teams.
Defining key concepts
Due to the difficulties discussed above regarding the definitions of 
formal and informal training, there may have been some uncertainty 
among respondents when completing the first question of the current 
questionnaire. This could have been addressed by defining formal 
training as a formal qualification by an accredited institution or training 
course and anything other than this as informal.
Confidentiality
Although steps were taken to ensure the anonymity of those who 
responded, the author worked in both teams and was privy to 
information about the expertise and training of some team members. 
Therefore, confidentiality may have been compromised.
Implications and future directions
As a result of this study being fed back to Team 1, a relapse prevention 
group will be established and two informal training workshops were 
arranged by members of the team. A future project could evaluate the
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extent to which the recommendations outlined above have been 
implemented across both teams.
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Appendix 1: Survey for Community Mental Health Teams
I am aware that each member of the team brings unique and valuable skills to their 
roles which may or may not be psychologically informed. However in order to 
develop psychological ways of working within multidisciplinary teams (MDTs) I am 
currently in the process of surveying the psychological training and skills that MDT 
members have. I would also welcome and value your views and opinions on 
psychological skills you would like to develop.
When completed, please place in the attached envelope and return to the box in 
the admin office by 1®* April 2010. 
do not hesitate to contact me
If you have any questions or comments please
Thank you for completing this survey. 
XXX, Trainee Clinical Psychologist
Use of psychological therapies
1. Please indicate the level of training that you have had in each of the 
following therapeutic models, if any. Please categorise your 
experience using the coding outlined below. Space for providing 
additional information is provided at the end of this questionnaire.
Informal Training = training in the therapy model that has been provided through 
supervision or reading or as part of your core professional training, or following 
qualification, e.g. workshops THAT HAS NOT RESULTED IN A CERTIFICATE OF 
COMPLETION OR COMPETENCE. At least some elements of this training will 
have been incorporated into your clinical practice.
Formal Training = training in the therapy model that has been provided as part of 
your core professional training or following qualification or an accredited 
qualification in the therapeutic modality THAT HAS RESULTED IN A 
CERTIFICATE OF COMPLETION OR COMPETENCE. At least some elements of 
this training will have been incorporated into your clinical practice.
(Adapted from Wheatley C. & Pemberton R., 2008, Sussex Partnership NHS 
Foundation Trust Workforce Psychological Therapies Questionnaire, unpublished 
document)
Tick if 
you use 
therapy 
type in 
your 
work
Therapy Types Date Duration (e.g. 
2-day
workshop, 1 
day a week 
for a year etc)
Type of training If formal, 
qualification 
received, e.g. 
certificate, 
diploma, master’s 
degree, doctorate
□ None (please move to Question 2)
□ Cognitive and Behavioural Psychotherapy 
(CBT) Including:
Formal Informal
Behavioural □ □
Cognitive Therapy □ □
Cognitive
Behavioural Therapy
□ □
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Schema Focussed 
Therapy
□ □
Dialectical Behaviour 
Therapy
□ □
Mindfulness 
Cognitive Behaviour 
Therapy
□ □
Acceptance and
Commitment
Therapy
□ □
Other CBT therapy 
type (please state)
□ □
□ Psychoanalytic & Psychodynamic 
Psychotherapies (PPS) Including:
Formal Informal
Psychoanalytic
Psychotherapy
□ □
Psychodynamic
Psychotherapy
□ □
Focal Dynamic 
Therapy
□ □
Group Analytic 
Psychotherapy
□ □
Interpersonal
Psychotherapy
□ □
Mentalisation based 
therapies
□ □
Other PPS therapy 
type (please state)
□ □
□ Integrative Therapies (IGT) Including: Formal Informal
Cognitive Analytic 
Therapy
□ □
Other IGT therapy 
type (please state)
□ □
□ Family & Systemic Therapies (FST) Including: Formal Informal
Systemic □ □
Family Therapy □ □
Narrative Therapy □ □
Solution Focussed 
Therapy
□ □
Other FST therapy 
type (please state)
□ □
□ Humanistic/ person 
centred counselling
□ □
□ Psychosocial interventions e.g. Thorn Formal Informal
Individual □ □
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Family □ □
□ Eye Movement 
Desensitisation & 
Reprocessing
□ □
□ Art therapies 
(Please state):
□ □
□ Other therapy type 
(Please state):
□ □
2. Who do you provide services to?
Please estimate percentage of clinical 
time
Individuals □
Couples □
Groups □
Families/Carers □
Organisation(s) and/or 
teams
□
Receiving supervision for psychoiogicai therapy
3. Do you receive clinical supervision for psychological therapy by a 
qualified psychological therapist, e.g. clinical/counselling 
psychologist, CBT therapist, psychoanalytic therapist, family 
therapist etc?
Yes □ No □
4. If yes, how often are your supervision sessions held?
Supervision of 
which type of 
therapy
Type of supervision 
(e.g. individual, group 
or peer)
Length of 
supervision
Weekly or 
more than 
weekly
□
Fortnightly □
Monthly □
Every six 
weeks
□
Less than 
every six 
weeks
□
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5. if no, how would you like to be supported in working with the 
psychological therapies indicated above? E.g. supervision, 
consultancy etc
Development of psychological skills
6. Please list which psychological skills you would particularly like to 
develop (if any) and how you think this might improve outcomes for 
the team
Type of therapy Type of training In your opinion 
how would this 
training help 
improve
outcomes for the 
team
Informal, e.g. 
2 day 
workshop 
(please 
specify)
Formal
Qualification
(please
specify)
Cognitive Behavioural 
Therapy
□
Psychoanalytic and
Psychodynamic
Psychotherapies
□
Integrative Therapies □
Family and Systemic 
Therapy
□
Humanistic/Person 
centred counselling
□
Psychosocial
Interventions
□
Eye Movement 
Desensitisation and 
Reprocessing
□
Arts psychotherapies □
Other Psychotherapies 
(please state)
□
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7. Any additional comments you would like to make
THANK YOU FOR COMPLETING THIS SURVEY
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Appendix 2 -  Summary of Results from  both CMHTs
Type of Psychological Therapy Training Type'
Formal Informal Total respondents using therapy type
Cognitive-Behavioural Therapy
14
Behavioural Therapy
3 7
Cognitive Therapy
1 7
Cognitive-Behavioural Therapy
5 6
Schema Focussed Therapy
3 0
Dialectical Behavioural Therapy
0 2
Mindfulness Cognitive Behavioural 
Therapy
2 3
Acceptance and Com m itm ent Therapy
0 3
Psychoanalytic and Psychodynamic 
Psychotherapies
11
Psychoanalytic Psychotherapy
6 1
Psychodynamic Psychotherapy
4 7
Focal Dynamic Therapy
1 0
Group Analytic Psychotherapy
3 1
Interpersonal Psychotherapy
1 2
Mentalisation-based Therapies
0 0
Integrative Therapies -  Cognitive 
Analytic Therapy
3 0 3
Family and Systemic Therapies 11
Systemic Therapy
2 3
Family Therapy
1 3
Narrative Therapy
2 1
Solution Focused Therapy
5 5
Humanistic/person centred 
counselling
4 5 9
Psychosocial Interventions 6
Individual
3 4
Family
3 2
Eye Movement Desensitisation and 
Reprocessing
1 1 2
Art Therapies 0 1 1
Other 0 0
 ^Some respondents indicated that they had both form al and informal training in 
psychological therapies, which is why, in some cases, the  form al and informal training  
frequencies do not correspond to  the frequency o f respondents using the overall therapy  
types.
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Appendix 3: Ali responses and categories to Question 5 (How  
would you like to be supported in working w ith  psychological 
therapies?)
Category Content
Supervision/consultancy Relevant supervision
Individual supervision
Group supervision
Consultancy
Reflective practice
Training Formal Training
Informal training
Refreshers/updates on previous training
*  Target sessions \not sure^
Joint Working Joint working
Joint assessment
Needs to be aimed at suitable level -  not 
basic
Need to be trained in the therapies first
Unclear Not sure
More time to incorporate training into clinical 
practice
*  D isagreem ent w ith  independent ra ter
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Appendix 4: All responses and categories to  open ended part of 
Question 6 ( In  your opinion, how would developm ent of 
psychological skills improve outcomes for the team ?)
Category Content
Improving Outcomes Provide effective treatments
Provide efficient treatments
Improve quality of care
Improve discharge rate
CBT works effectively with majority 
of client group
Improve services to meet clients' 
needs
Accessible route for clients to 
address issues
Assist staff with formulation of 
complex cases
Help clinical work -  particularly 
PTSD
*  Thorn would be useful [increasing 
expertise']
*  We tend to get referrals for EMDR 
or PTSD, but these get discharge 
due to no appropriate support to 
give [increasing expertise]
More systemic needs of clientele 
with specific mental health concerns 
due to their environment
Help support clients
Promoting recovery Assist clients in recovery and 
independence from CMHT
Help in providing and incorporating 
recovery into clinical work
Will promote recovery
Development of staff skills/ 
expertise/confidence
Remind me of what I know and 
encourage me to use it more in 
consultation and practice
Have more expertise
Help team with formulation and 
considering relational issues
Increase skills in team
Increase understanding of effective 
ways of working with individuals and 
families
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Appendix 5: All responses to Question 7 (Any additional 
comments you would like to m ake)
Content ___________ _____________________________________________
We all have skills we are unable to fully use due to paperwork -
particularly funding__________________________________________________
We are not provided with enough training to keep up with problems
people have______________________ ___________________________________
Extra responsibility should lead to extra remuneration (cannot see this
happening)___________________________________________________________
Interested in family/systemic therapy, motivational interviewing because
it is applicable to clinical work ___________________________________
Difficult to access psychological therapies___________________ __________
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Appendix 6: W ritten summary of SRRP provided to each team
m em ber 
Reasons for audit
• NICE recommend psychological therapy as a key intervention for 
a range of mental health problems.
• Psychological therapies should be carried out by a qualified _ 
psychologist or psychological therapist, or trainee.
• Psychologically informed interventions may be provided by MDT 
members who are not formally qualified in a psychological 
therapy but can use psychological techniques under supervision 
and/or consultation with a qualified psychological therapist or 
psychologist.
Research aims
The present study had three main aims:
4. Identify the formal and informal psychological training of MDT 
members in two CMHTs. This was intended to assess the current 
level of expertise in psychological therapies in clinical practice 
across the CMHTs.
5. Identify the level of supervision of MDT members' use of 
psychological therapies.
6. Identify MDT members' perceived training needs in the use of 
psychological therapies, which would provide an opportunity to 
develop provision of training, psychological consultation and 
supervision.
Results
Training in psychoiogicai therapies
• The results of the current study indicated that, of those 62.5%  
members of the two CMHTs who responded, all except one were 
informed by psychological ways of working in their clinical work.
• In addition, all of the main psychological therapy types were 
being used by at least one MDT member. Cognitive-behavioural, 
psychodynamic and systemic therapies were the most 
represented.
Supervision
• The three respondents who indicated receiving supervision in the 
use psychological therapies were the same three respondents 
who reported receiving formal accredited training in psychological 
therapies.
Deveiopment of psychoiogicai skills
How respondents would like to be supported in workina with
Dsvchoioaicai therapies
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Supervision /  Consultancy; Training and Joint Working.
How development of psvcholooical skills would improve outcomes for the 
teams
• Improving Outcomes; Promoting Recovery and Development of 
staff skills /  expertise /  confidence.
Implications and recommendations 
Running groups
• Only one person indicated that he/she was running groups. The 
current results indicate that psychological skills and knowledge 
are present within the team that could be utilised effectively to 
run groups.
• However, it is acknowledged that team members may need 
support in creating time to be able to assess potential 
participants and to run the groups. In order to facilitate this 
process, a qualified therapist could co-facilitate a group with a 
non-therapist, which could help to develop skills through joint 
working and supervision.
• The co-facilitator may then run groups independently in the 
future, hopefully with supervision and consultation arrangements 
in place.
• Although groups tend to be the preserve of Day Hospitals, 
perhaps there is scope for CMHT-based groups. There may be 
some staff members who are doing valuable individual work with 
service users but the service user may benefit from group work 
as well. This may also have the benefit of helping service users 
to consolidate the work they are doing in group/individual work.
Training
Every respondent indicated that they would like to develop their 
psychological skills through training.
Formal training could most effectively be implemented through 
individual team members arranging training agreements with 
their line managers.
Informal training could be provided in-house by members of the 
CMHT, thus using the skills available within the teams, or by 
accessing other trainers to conduct workshops. This is now 
happening a t Team 1 .
Psychologists supporting the use o f psychoiogicai therapies
• Some respondents indicated that they would like to be supported 
in the use of psychological therapies by supervision, consultation 
and reflective practice groups.
• This is perhaps best provided by applied psychologists or 
psychological therapists working in the teams and could most
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effectively be done through the use of group supervision, which 
is currently not available in either of the two teams.
This has been offered to Team 1, but the team have decided to 
work on team issues first.
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Appendix 7: Letter received from  Team 1 acknowledging
feedback of SRRP results
07 July 2010
Dear Trainee
Thank you for your presentation on your recent audit to the team on the 7^  ^July 
2010.
We all found it most interesting as well as informative.
In the discussion which followed we talked about therapeutic groups and their 
benefits, as a result in addition to the one we have already planned we will be 
planning some more. Thank you for being the catalyst for this discussion.
Yours sincerely
XXX, Team Leader
CC Trainee's Supervisor, Clinical Psychologist
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ABSTRACT
The loss of a child has the potential to be one of the most 
devastating events that a parent can go through because it 
represents an inversion of the natural order for a parent to outlive 
their child. Older parental bereavement is an under-studied 
phenomenon and the current research attempted to address this by 
using an in-depth case study design. This study investigated 
bereavement experiences of three older bereaved parents after the 
death of an adult child through illness. The data were analysed 
using a qualitative pluralist paradigm and used three methods: 
Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (IPA), Narrative Analysis 
and Discourse Analysis. The findings indicated that the influence of 
age in older parental bereavement is variable and alluded to the 
presence of ageist discourses. The results also highlighted the 
interpersonal difficulties of talking about the death of their adult 
child, including to family members and grief counsellors. 
Furthermore, the role of self-reflection, religion and agency as 
protective factors in bereavement were identified. The clinical
implications of the current findings are explored as well as the 
limitations of the study are discussed as well as potential directions 
for future research.
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INTRODUCTION
This review explores the current understanding of the experiences of 
older bereaved parents after the death of an adult child within a wider 
context of literature on parental bereavement. It  also examines the 
personal, relational and societal dimensions that may influence older 
parents' experiences of bereavement and critiques traditional 
frameworks that emphasise the benefits of disclosing about 
bereavement narratives. Finally, it makes links between older parental 
bereavement with historical and contemporary theories on 
bereavement.
Background to the literature
There is an extensive literature on parental bereavement and for the 
purposes of this study it was not possible to conduct an exhaustive 
review of the literature on parental bereavement. Therefore, studies 
that were conducted before 2000 were excluded, to highlight 
contemporary issues in parental bereavement literature. However, 
compared to the wider parental bereavement literature, scant attention 
has been paid to the experiences of older bereaved parents who have 
lost an adult child. Therefore, papers that were written before 2000 that 
examined older parental bereavement were included in this review if 
they were highly relevant. An electronic search of the psychology 
database Psych Info was conducted, using the terms "parental", 
"bereavement", "grief", "older" and variants of these terms. Limits were 
also placed on the search terms to exclude studies that did not have 
participants who were over 65 years of age. Sociology databases were 
also searched, because in the United States, bereavement research is 
seen as the domain of sociological study, rather than psychological. 
Furthermore, the following journals were electronically searched to 
identify further relevant papers: Mortality, Death Studies and OMEGA: 
Journal of Death and Dying.
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Bereavement following the death of a child
Losing a child is probably one of the most devastating events that a 
parent can experience because it represents an inversion of the natural 
order of the life cycle (Alam et al, 2012). The death of a child has been 
described as profoundly life changing for the surviving parent (Toller,
2008) because they not only mourn the loss of their child, but their 
identity as a parent for that child. The parent has lost their role as a 
care giver, provider and nurturer for that child, but the relationship to 
their child remains across the life-span, even if the object of that 
relationship is no longer there (Malkinson & Bar-Tur, 1999).
It has been suggested that there are experiences that disrupt one's 
identity (Murray, 2003) and the loss of a child may be such an example. 
The inability to fit this loss within the story of someone's life or the way 
they talk about themselves has been argued to threaten a person's 
sense of self. A parent may well consider it their responsibility to 
protect their child from harm, expect that they will outlive their child or 
hope to see their son or daughter reap the benefits of their work or their 
own parenting (Mahgoub & Lantz, 2006; Rubin & Malkinson, 2001). 
These beliefs, hopes and expectations can be shattered by the death of 
a child. If  this loss cannot be fitted in to the parent's belief system, then 
he or she may struggle to make sense of their loss (Keesee et al, 2008) 
and this can be reflected in the intense and prolonged experience of 
parental bereavement. It  has been suggested that one of the processes 
of mourning the death of a child is to negotiate the shift in identity from 
being a parent of a living child to being a parent of a deceased child 
(Toller, 2008).
Bereavement as a social construction
The above studies have focussed on the individual experience of 
parental bereavement, but it is not only a personal experience. It  also 
illustrates the impact and significance of the death of a member of a 
community (Lebel, 2006). The experience of bereavement is influenced
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by who died, the significance of their role in their family and wider 
community, the relationship of the deceased to the mourner and the 
gender of the mourner (Rosenblatt, 2008). The society in which 
bereaved person lives also provides rituals that surround death, which 
function as a means of expressing grief and can either encourage or 
repress that expression, depending on the society in which the mourner 
lives (Makatu et al, 2008). For example, social norms establish 
expectations of who should be a mourner, what behaviour is expected 
from those who mourn, how the dead should be commemorated and the 
status of bereaved people in society (Lebel, 2006). Therefore, 
bereavement could be argued to be a constructed event (Neimeyer et 
al, 2002), which can change over time or be different between different 
cultures.
To cite but one example, it has been argued that loss occupies a 
prominent place in Israeli society (Rubin & Schechter, 1997) through the 
memory of the Holocaust and soldiers being killed during military service 
(Malkinson & Bur-Tur, 2006). Furthermore, it has been suggested that 
bereaved Israeli parents whose sons died during military service have a 
duty conferred upon them to accept and be proud of the sacrifice their 
sons made (Lebel, 2006), which brings a national and political 
significance to death and bereavement. Therefore, it can be seen that 
bereavement is not only a personal experience of an individual who has 
lost an intimate other, but also one that occupies a social and political 
arena.
Furthermore, there has been a gender bias in parental bereavement 
literature, which privileges the perspective of mothers. Indeed, what 
can be referred to as studies into the experiences of bereaved parents 
could more accurately described as studies exploring maternal 
bereavement, which has been acknowledged in the literature (e.g. Riley 
et al, 2007; Smith, 2011). This could potentially be because most, if 
not all, participants in parental bereavement studies are self-selecting 
and, it has been suggested that mothers have tended to value talking to
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others about their deceased child more than fathers (Alam et al, 2012). 
Furthermore, it could be argued that models of bereavement privilege 
responses and behaviours that are oriented towards emotional 
expression and disclosure of the grief experience, which tend to favour 
Western societal expectations of women (Alam et al, 2012). Therefore, 
fathers who eschew this approach to managing their grief could be seen 
to be "fail[ing] to work through elements of their loss" (Rubin & 
Schechter, 1997, p.280). Therefore, fathers' grief responses could 
potentially be pathologised, given that they may not be consistent with 
the dominant discourses on talking about bereavement. However, 
Strobe's (1998) 'dual-process' model of bereavement acknowledges that 
some people may oscillate between a 'restoration-oriented' and a 'loss- 
oriented' style of bereavement. This therefore allows for bereaved 
people to move away from, or closer to, people and situations that can 
facilitate these different styles of managing their grief.
Difficulties talking about the death of a child
Indeed, during the late 1990s and early 2000s, there was an 
assumption within bereavement literature that discussing one's pain and 
loss is necessary for bereaved people to recover from their loss (e.g. 
Pennebaker, 2001). However, over recent years, there have been calls 
for a more nuanced, complex understanding of talking about 
bereavement (Baddeley & Singer, 2009) that takes into account the 
singular and social experience of bereavement. After all, although an 
individual feels a loss, usually others respond to it (Dunn & Civitello,
2009). There have been many studies that have argued the benefits of 
parents disclosing about their grief experience following the death of 
their child. For example, Riley et al (2007) found that bereaved mothers 
who sought support through discussions with family and friends or a 
mutual support group such as those run by the parental bereavement 
charity The Compassionate Friends facilitated the search for meaning 
and personal growth. They went on to argue that the desire to share 
experiences of grief with other people was related to "better 
bereavement outcomes" (Riley et al, 2007, p.290). However, not only 
does this set up a context where a bereaved parent might be considered
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to have a 'pathological' grief reaction if they choose not to disclose 
about their bereavement, it also confers an obligation to talk about the 
loss in the bereaved parent, without taking into account the 
interpersonal and contextual factors that may influence the experience 
of talking about the death of one's child.
Indeed, telling the story about an intimate loss is a sociocultural act, 
which is influenced by the aims of the storyteller, the attachment style 
of the person disclosing (Stroebe et al, 2006) and the social roles that 
each person in the dyad might inhabit (Baddeley & Singer, 2008). The 
person listening to the bereaved parent's narrative can heavily influence 
the content and nature of the experience of the conversation (Baddeley 
& Singer, 2008). The listener's attentiveness, ability to tolerate 
expressed emotion, gender, familiarity and similarity to the person 
disclosing about their loss can result in a multitude of responses for the 
bereaved person to negotiate. Bereaved parents in particular can 
become objects of pity, embarrassment, avoidance or possibly blame 
(Mahgoub & Lantz, 2006), especially if the disclosure about the death of 
a child comes up as a response to attempted small talk by someone 
unfamiliar to the bereaved parent. Therefore, bereaved parents may 
carefully monitor their discussions about their child or their experience 
of grief in order to protect themselves from potential harm, particularly 
if others are unwilling or unable to understand their grief experience 
(Toller, 2005, 2008).
However, it has been argued that the uniqueness of being a bereaved 
parent can lead to a sense that this experience can be so alienating to 
and from other people, including friends and family, that bereaved 
parents can often form a "club" (Toller, 2008, p. 314) with other 
grieving parents. It  is considered that the members of this club share 
an insider's knowledge (Toller, 2008), where they may be freed from 
social constraints that may preclude talking about the loss of their child. 
This therefore allows bereaved parents to find emotional comfort and 
discover and maintain new relationships through discussing their
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bereavement (Pennebaker, 2001). It  also serves the function of the 
bereaved parent continuing the, albeit changed, bond with their 
deceased child, as well as developing and maintaining bonds with the 
living (Baddeley & Singer, 2008). This therefore facilitates the transition 
from the identity of a parent of a living child to the identity of a parent 
to a deceased child. However, to date there have not been any studies 
that have examined how older parents talk to other people about their 
deceased child and their bereavement experience.
Older parental bereavement after the death of an adult child 
When does a parent become an older parent?
Most of the parental bereavement literature has focussed on the nature 
of bereavement in younger parents following the death of a child under 
the age of 18 and the experience of older bereaved parents who lost an 
adult child has therefore tended to be overlooked in the evidence base. 
However, some studies have looked at the experiences of older 
bereaved parents, but have not differentiated these findings from those 
of younger parents (e.g. Polantinksy & Esprey, 2000). This may in part 
be because it has been unclear at what age someone becomes an 'older' 
parent as opposed to a 'younger' parent or a parent without a prefix. 
Some studies have included parents in their early sixties (e.g. Malkinson 
& Bar-Tur, 2006; Smith et al, 2011), while some studies on the 
bereavement experiences of older people have included participants in 
their early fifties (e.g. Golsworthy & Coyle, 1999). In some studies, the 
child died before a parent might be considered to be older (e.g. 
Malkinson & Bar-Tur, 2005). This is in part because 'old age' is a social 
construction and typically linked with the accepted age of retirement 
(Phelan, 2011). Often, old age has been demarcated into the various 
categories including: young-old (65-75  years), old-old (75-85 years) 
and oldest-old (85 years and above; Laidlaw et al, 2003). However, it 
has been argued that life cycle stages and consequently social identities 
have become blurred and that people may often not self-identify as an 
'older person' (Schwaiger, 2006) and people in their sixties and early 
seventies may have more in common with working age adults than
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people in their late seventies and above. Furthermore, it has been 
argued that younger adults might go through different meaning making 
processes after a loss than older adults (Damianakis & Marziali, 2012). 
Damianakis and Marziali (2012) suggested that younger-older adults 
employ competency-related coping strategies after the loss of a spouse, 
while older-older adults use a more accommodating style. Therefore, 
one concern about the current literature on bereaved older parents is 
that some of the parents in these studies may not be considered to be 
'older' and may have a qualitatively different bereavement experience 
than younger older parents.
Older parental bereavement after the death o f an adult child
As a child becomes an adult, the relationship they have with their parent 
will undergo many changes over time and this relationship will be 
represented in a parent's life in a significant and complex way. It  is 
unclear how the age of an older parent affects the grieving process over 
the life course and towards the end of life. Malkinson and Bar-Tur 
(2006) explored the experiences of older bereaved Israeli parents who 
lost their sons in war or military service. They described an on-going 
process across many domains including: personal bereavement, its 
implication on the spousal relationship and the parental relationship with 
surviving children in the family. They suggested that older bereaved 
parents' grief lasts a lifetime, but eventually becomes an integral aspect 
of their identities and their life fabric (Rubin & Malkinson, 2001). 
Furthermore, it has been argued that a parent's relationship with their 
deceased child goes on and can even become stronger as the years 
pass. Indeed, in Malkinson and Bar-Tur's study (2006), many of the 
bereaved parents viewed their relationship to their deceased child as 
closer than their relationship with their surviving children because the 
memory of their deceased child remained with them while their 
surviving children moved on with their lives.
During the years following their loss, older bereaved parents can 
undergo a personal development as the nature of their grief matures
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and their ability to contain the intense emotions of the acute grief 
reaction increases. Indeed, Malkinson and Bar-Tur (2006) termed the 
phrase "ageing grief" where the sorrow at the loss of their child became 
a preoccupying focus in their lives, even though other events go on 
around them, such as children's weddings or becoming grandparents. 
Some of these events can also include other losses, such as retirement, 
widowhood or divorce or declining physical health, which younger 
parents may not have had to contend with (Mahgoub & Lantz, 2006). 
However, it could be argued that the duration of grief that has been 
found in these studies may well be unique to Israeli parents, because 
prolonged grief may be more socially acceptable or encouraged. This 
may be different for parents in Western cultures, where the duration of 
public grief is not socially acceptable beyond a few days or weeks, after 
which someone may be expected to 'get over' the loss (Monk et al, 
2006), particularly when someone has reduced social support, as may 
be the case for older bereaved parents (Laidlaw et al, 2003).
An older parent in particular may have become increasingly dependent 
on their child with age for companionship, emotional or practical support 
(Worden, 2002). Indeed, older parents may well find themselves 
grieving not just for the loss of their child but also for the loss of their 
present or future caregiver (Smith et al, 2011). However, despite the 
profound and on-going nature of this loss, it has been suggested that 
the experiences of older parents are often marginalised and the grief of 
their child's spouse or offspring is privileged (Moss et al, 2001). 
Furthermore, older parents may have fewer opportunities afforded to 
them to talk about their deceased child or their experience of grief than 
younger parents, either because of reduced social support (Laidlaw et al, 
2003) or an assumption that older people are somehow resilient to loss 
because they have tended to experience more intimate losses than 
younger people (Mahgoub & Lantz, 2006; Ong et al, 2007). In addition, 
for older bereaved parents, the death of an adult child may well bring to 
mind issues regarding their own mortality (Azaiza et al, 2011; Bennett, 
2005).
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Scant attention has been paid to the experiences of older bereaved 
parents, despite the large role that adult children play in the social and 
emotional world of their parents (Moss et al, 2001). The studies that 
have been conducted tend to focus on the experiences of parents whose 
children died through rare or violent incidents, such as through war, 
homicide or suicide, even though the majority of older parents lose their 
child to illness (Moss et al, 2001). Polatinsky and Esprey (2000) 
suggested that the opportunity to anticipate death through the process 
of a terminal illness might result in better scores on measures of 
adjustment after the death of a child. However, although they included 
older adults in their sample, they did not differentiate their experiences 
from younger parents who may have had more resources and social 
support available to them. Furthermore, other literature suggests that 
on-going and lingering death as a result of illness may well erode the 
resources of parents (Rubin & Malkinson, 2001). Therefore, it is unclear 
whether the experiences of older bereaved parents whose child died 
through illness are different to those parents who lost their child through 
more violent causes. Therefore, this leaves a gap for psychologists and 
counsellors who are looking to the evidence base to inform their clinical 
work with bereaved older parents.
In addition, the most extensive research that has been conducted into 
older parental bereavement has been undertaken by Israeli or northern 
American researchers (e.g. Azaiza et al, 2011; Smith et al, 2011). 
Given that the experience of bereavement and how age is valued are 
influenced by the society and culture where the parent lives, further 
research is needed to explore bereavement in older parents in other 
cultures. Furthermore, although there have been a handful of studies 
into older bereaved parents, the quality of the studies is questionable. 
For example. Smith et a/'s (2011) study into bereaved older parents' 
experiences of the death of an adult child used a hermeneutical 
approach to analyse data from ten focus groups of parents aged 60 
years and above. However, the analysis did not seem to go beyond the 
re-description of the data and, indeed, merely appeared to be a list of 
themes that emerged from the transcripts. Therefore, there is a case 
for an in-depth exploration of older parents' experiences of losing an
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adult child to illness, which takes into account the personal, 
interpersonal and societal contexts of bereavement that have been 
described above.
How does older parental bereavement fit with current perspectives in 
bereavement theorv?
Grief, loss and bereavement have been the subject of a vast number of 
research studies and there have been many theories of bereavement 
which have tended to focus on Western perspectives of grief. Therefore, 
given the scope of the current review, it is not possible to provide a 
comprehensive theoretical review of Western perspectives on grief and 
bereavement, but instead a brief overview is offered.
Historically, Western bereavement theories have focussed on attempts 
to identify 'healthy' and 'pathological' trajectories of bereavement and 
how a bereaved person's suffering after the death of someone close 
could be resolved. In 1917, Freud posited the first modern theory of 
bereavement, in which he argued that on-going emotional relationships 
with the deceased were pathological (Rothaupt & Becker, 2007). It  was 
proposed that in order for such 'complicated grie f to be resolved, the 
bereaved person must emotionally disconnect from the deceased and 
these assumptions dominated psychological theories on bereavement 
until the late 1960s and early 1970s (Stroebe et al, 2009). However, 
the phenomenon of parental bereavement was one of the bereavement 
experiences that challenged the prevailing discourse on the importance 
of disconnecting from the deceased (Rando, 1985). Her research 
indicated that parents remained emotionally attached to their child, 
even years after the death occurred and their grief experiences were 
often labelled as abnormal. In the mid-1990s, the value of maintaining 
a connection with the deceased, known as the continuing bonds theory, 
took hold in bereavement literature (Klass, 2006). This resulted in 
bereavement research paying more attention to the relational aspect of 
bereavement and contemporary studies have been examining the role
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that the quality of the relationship and pre-existing attachment styles 
have on the experience of grief (e.g. Stroebe et al, 2009).
Another dominant bereavement discourse, both in academic circles and 
in the general population due to circulation through mass media (Green 
& Grant, 2008) was Kubler-Ross' five stages of grief (Kubler-Ross & 
Kessler, 2005), in which it was posited that bereaved people go through 
various stages of grief, including denial, bargaining, anger, despair and 
acceptance in a linear fashion (Calderwood, 2011). Although these 
stage models are still Widely accepted in everyday understandings of 
grief, they have been thoroughly critiqued as being overly simplistic, 
normative and absolutist and can pathologise people if they do not 
express their grief in this prescriptive way (Kaiser, 2008; Rothaupt & 
Becker, 2007), which may often be the case for bereaved parents, who 
may struggle to accept the loss of their child. Furthermore, further 
research argued that people do not go through these stages in a linear 
fashion, and often go back and forth through them, which led to task- 
oriented theories of bereavement being put forward in the early 1980s, 
by theorists such as Worden (2002). These theories posit that bereaved 
people need to 'work through' the pain of their grief by completing 
certain tasks such as adjusting to the loss, emotionally relocating the 
deceased and memorialising the person they lost. They also 
represented a shift towards researching protective factors that facilitate 
personal growth and resilience in bereavement (e.g. Bonanno et al, 
2005; Riley e ta /, 2007).
However, these theories of bereavement have been criticised for 
focussing too much on the personal phenomenology of grief and 
bereavement, rather than a more inter-relational perspective. 
Therefore, more contemporary task models have begun to include the 
adaptational tasks that face families after the death of one of its 
members, such as role changes or letting go of patterns that do not 
work anymore (Walsh & McGoldrick, 2004).
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Generally, the field of bereavement work is moving more towards a 
growth-oriented paradigm, which takes into account the influence of 
social, cultural and religious practices on the experience of bereavement 
(Rothaupt & Becker, 2007). However, mainstream bereavement theory 
has been criticised for not taking into account the socially constructed 
nature of grief experience, as described earlier in this review. Green 
and Grant (2008) pay particular attention to disenfranchised grief, 
where the experience of bereavement is made worse when the loss is 
not valorised or acknowledged by wider society, as has been the case 
for lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgendered people. Older parental 
grief is not disenfranchised in the sense that the loss of an adult child is 
acknowledged by wider society, but more attention may potentially be 
paid to their child's surviving partner or children. However, older 
bereaved parents may well be the subject of other forms of social 
neglect, such as being isolated by their status of a bereaved parent 
(Rothaupt & Becker, 2007) or their age, which has been argued to be an 
affront to the values we as a society place on beauty, youth and vitality 
(Green & Grant, 2007), which may worsen their experience of 
bereavement. Therefore, a research study that pays attention to the 
personal phenomenology, relational aspects and societal influences of 
bereavement would crucially add to the literature on older parental 
bereavement literature and help to inform wider bereavement theory.
The current studv
The earlier literature review revealed that, although older parental 
bereavement has been investigated, there are two notable gaps in the 
research. The first is that previous research has tended to overlook the 
experiences of parents who were over 70 years of age when their child 
died and how this may potentially be different to younger parents. 
Therefore, this study aims to fill in this gap by exploring the experiences 
of parents who are at least 75 years of age and who were at least 70 
years old when their child died. Second, given that the main cause of 
death of the children of older adults is illness it is surprising that the 
majority of research literature into bereaved older parents has tended to 
focus on the deaths related to suicide, war or accident. Therefore, it
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seems that the everyday experiences of older people whose children 
died through unexceptional circumstances may represent an exception 
in the literature. As such, the current research aims to gain insight into 
this under-researched area and in doing so, to gain as much insight as 
possible into individual experience. It  is the intent of this study to 
examine the personal, interpersonal and wider societal aspects of the 
experience of bereaved older parents following the death of an adult 
child. The research questions guiding the study are:
Research Question 1: What does a pluralist qualitative approach 
tell us about the bereavement experiences 
of older parents after the death of an adult 
child to illness?
Research Question 2: Does age play a role in the bereavement 
experience of older parents following the 
death of an adult child to illness?
Research Question 3: How do older bereaved parents talk about 
the death of their adult child to illness to 
others, including a qualitative researcher?
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METHODOLOGY
As stated earlier, limited research has been conducted in the area of 
older parental bereavement and none when the loss is due to illness. 
Therefore, the current study was intended to be an exploratory piece of 
research using a pluralist qualitative design.
Whv use a pluralist approach?
The combination of different methods of inquiry is not new, particularly 
in health psychology research. Traditionally, mixed methods approaches 
have combined qualitative and quantitative analyses in order to find 
objective and generalisable results, but at the same time provide rich 
and meaningful descriptions of individual experiences (Frost, 2011). 
However, over the past five years, clinical psychology research has 
increasingly begun to combine qualitative methods, which is in line with 
the practice of integrating information from different perspectives for 
clinical practice, particularly formulation and intervention (e.g. Cooper & 
McLeod, 2010; Dallos et al, 2006).
One of the ways in which qualitative data can be analysed pluralistically 
is to employ multiple research strategies (Frost, 2011; Kincheloe, 2001). 
This can involve the using different levels of a particular methodological 
approach. For example. Frost (2009) used different levels of narrative 
analysis to explore the transition of middle class British white women 
from first to second time motherhood. However, researchers using a 
pluralist paradigm can also employ different qualitative methodologies in 
order to produce a variety of different ways to interpret the data. The 
interpretation gleaned from each method adds further layers of 
understanding and gradually enriches and provides texture to the 
participants' experience. Pluralistic interpretation allows for qualitative 
researchers to move beyond the constraints imposed by the use of just 
one epistemological or ontological position. Life experiences, such as an 
older parent losing an adult child, are more multidimensional than a 
single method or theory allows us to appreciate (Frost & Nolas, 2011).
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As such, previous qualitative studies into parental and older parental 
bereavement, by the nature of using a single method, have not been 
able to access all that was available to researchers in the data (Frost et 
al, 2010).
Whv use a case studv approach?
The importance of an individual as a unit of analysis has been argued 
strongly by proponents of IPA (Eatough & Smith, 2006; Osborne & 
Coyle, 2002; Shinebourne, 2011) and as discussed above, idiography is 
a central theoretical underpinning of the IPA approach. It allows the 
researcher to be committed to a detailed examination of a particular 
phenomenon. In addition, there is a strong case for the use of a case 
study approach when the phenomenon under investigation is under 
researched or little understood, because the case study can be used as a 
starting point for further analytic induction (Holt, 2011). Furthermore, 
pluralistic interpretation allows for the illumination of different 
meanings, so they can all be taken together to provide a multi­
dimensional insight into one person's experience (Frost, 2011), so it 
lends itself particularly well to a case study approach.
Ethical Issues
Due to the nature of studying bereavement, the current study had a 
number of potential ethical issues.
Procedures for addressing distress during and post Interview
If  the participants became distressed during or immediately after 
sharing his or her emotions in the context of the study, appropriate 
therapeutic skills were used to address this. All participants, regardless 
of distress demonstrated, were provided with a list of support 
organisations (e.g. Compassionate Friends, CRUSE bereavement 
services, Samaritans) and relevant literature that may have helped 
them make sense of their experiences. In addition, all participants.
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regardless of distress demonstrated, were contacted via telephone or 
email two to three days after the interview as a form of debriefing 
(Thrift, 2005).
Im pact o f the study on the researcher
By the nature of bereavement research, strong emotions were a 
consistent theme during the process, both for participants when retelling 
their experiences and for myself when listening to participants' 
experiences and transcribing their interviews. Therefore, I attempted to 
maintain 'empathie distance' in my role as a researcher to focus on the 
participants' construction and interpretation of their experiences, not 
mine (Rowling, 1999) and sought emotional support, when appropriate 
from my supervisor, therapist and trainee colleagues. Although I 
consider that I was successful in this at the time of the interviews, I 
perhaps had underestimated the emotional impact that listening and 
reading to the participants' accounts over and over again would have 
had on me.
There was a potential tension between my experience in providing 
therapeutic support for bereaved people and my role as a researcher. 
However, Coyle and Wright (1996) suggested that, with caveats, it could 
be beneficial to use counselling skills when conducting research 
interviews in order to 'create conditions in which the interviewee can 
derive therapeutic benefit' (p .434). It  was hoped that by coming 
alongside participants as active collaborators, I was able to provide 
support at specific points of time for the participants without becoming 
enmeshed with their feelings (Rowling, 1999).
The protection of the rights, dignity and wellbeing of participants was of 
paramount importance throughout the research project. Informed 
consent to participate in the current study was obtained from all 
interviewees prior to participation. Participants' confidentiality was 
ensured through anonymising the data and maintaining that only the
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author had access to the participants' identities. All written information 
and audio recordings that could potentially have led to identification of 
participants were stored and managed in a manner that was in 
accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. The decision of a 
bereaved parent not to participate in the research project was fully 
respected. All participants had the chance to refuse to participate at the 
outset, withdraw from the project at any point and request that 
interview transcripts be destroyed. After addressing the ethical issues 
described above, it was given a favourable ethical opinion from the 
University of Surrey's Faculty of Arts and Human Sciences Ethics 
Committee (Appendix 1).
Design
The aim of the current research was to explore the experiences of 
bereaved older parents in an in-depth and multi-perspective way and 
therefore used a qualitative pluralist approach to investigate this under- 
studied phenomenon.
Recruitment Strategy
Initially, established support organisations specific to parental 
bereavement or older adults were used to recruit participants (e.g. The 
Compassionate Friends, Age UK and University of the Third Age). 
Emails (Appendix 2) were sent out to national and local organisations, 
which were followed up by telephone and/or face-to-face conversations 
with potential gatekeepers if they expressed an interest in promoting 
the project. One of the participants volunteered after seeing the study 
advertised in The Compassionate Friends' quarterly newsletter 
Compassion.
Due to an initial low response rate, the recruitment strategy was 
widened to include word of mouth, local hospices, Macmillan nurses and 
local faith organisations. Professionals working in these organisations
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identified potential participants and subsequently passed my contact 
details on to them. Therefore, only participants who wanted to 
volunteer were known to the author. One of the participants was 
recruited through word of mouth and the third was recruited through a 
counsellor at a local hospice.
Participants
Qualitative methodology allows for purposive and homogenous sampling 
because the research does not aim to produce generalisable analytic 
insights from one study. Therefore, participants were selected to 
purposely go into an in-depth exploration of older parental bereavement 
whose children died through illness. However it was acknowledged that 
the sample could not have been homogenous in every way because the 
sample was in part defined by who was willing to take part (Smith & 
Osborn, 2003).
Three participants were interviewed; two mothers and a father and their 
ages ranged from 75-89 years. All of the participants were from a White 
British ethnic background and retired. Two of the participants were 
divorced and had not remarried and the other was a widower. One of 
the participants volunteered to take part in the research because his 
daughter was a Clinical Psychologist and he valued psychological 
research. Another participant took part because the interview provided 
her with an opportunity to talk about her son "with permission" and the 
third participant wanted to use her experience to help other bereaved 
parents. Two of the participants had had grief counselling, while the 
third had not. More demographic details of the participants will be 
described prior to reporting the analysis of their transcripts.
Inclusion criteria for the research study were that participants had to be 
at least 70 years of age at the time of their child's death and at least 75 
years of age at the time of the interview. A minimum of two years must 
have elapsed between their child's death and the time of the interview.
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so as not to intrude on participants' raw grief and to allow enough time 
for them to have some perspective on their bereavement. Participants 
were excluded from the study if they were experiencing mental health 
problems including anxiety problems, depression, psychosis, alcohol or 
illicit substance misuse or dementia. In order to be included in the 
study, participants must have had realistic expectations of the research 
interview, for example, they did not want to use it as a means of 
accessing therapeutic support.
A sample size of three was chosen for this study, based on similar data 
analyses using a pluralist methodology (e.g. Frost et al, 2010; Frost, 
2009) and idiographic case studies (e.g. Eatough & Smith, 2006; 
Osborne & Coyle, 2002). However, increasingly, pluralistic researchers 
are using sample sizes in accordance with I PA methodology (e.g. 
Goodbody & Burns, 2011) for doctoral research as outlined by Smith 
(2003). If  the current study had a sample size comparable to single 
method projects (six to eight; Smith et al, 2009) then this would have 
been beyond the scope of the Major Research Project.
Materials
Those who volunteered to promote the project were given information 
sheets to give to potential participants (Appendix 3) which gave a short 
outline of the purpose of the study and what would be involved. All 
volunteers completed a telephone screening assessment prior to being 
accepted into the research project (Appendix 4). This was based on the 
assessment screen developed by Thrift (2005) when conducting 
qualitative research with mothers bereaved through suicide. This 
ensured the appropriateness of potential participants' involvement in the 
research project. The assessment questions focussed on exclusion and 
inclusion criteria of the study.
The semi-structured interview schedule was developed alongside a 'key 
informant' (Gilchrist & Williams, 1999) who volunteered to take part in
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the research but did not fulfil the inclusion criteria. The initial interview 
questions focussed in the participants' early life experiences in order to 
ensure that participants became familiar with the interview process prior 
to being asked questions about their child's death and also made it 
possible for their responses to be positioned in terms of their context. 
The middle section of the interview asked questions about the events 
leading up to their child's death and the participants' experiences 
afterwards. Finally, the participants were invited to reflect on the 
potential influence their age may have had on their experiences of 
bereavement and what, if anything helped them through that time in 
their lives.
The interview schedule was designed to explore the death of the 
participants' child in the context of their biographies. It  was hoped that 
by focussing on participants' life stories, the interviews could potentially 
be less emotionally charged at the beginning and would enable a rapport 
and sense of trust to be built between myself and the participant before 
we talked about the death of their child.
One of the tensions of using a pluralist paradigm involved different 
methodologies employing different approaches to data collection, based 
on differing ontological and epistemological backgrounds. For example, 
the semi-structured interview is the most prevalent methodology used 
by I PA and narrative researchers (Smith, 2003; Osborne & Coyle, 2002; 
Esin, 2011). However, semi-structured interviews have been out of 
favour in discourse analysis in recent years, because they are 
considered to create an artificial context, when discourse analysts often 
prefer to analyse phenomena using naturally occurring talk (Wiggins & 
Potter, 2008).
Therefore the tension between using discourse analysis to analyse data 
generated from a semi-structured interview was acknowledged. 
However, it was considered that using naturally occurring data would
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not have allowed for data that were suitable for analysing from I PA and 
narrative perspectives. Therefore, the interview schedule in the current 
study attempted to combine aspects of the semi-structured interview 
format of both I PA and narrative approaches (Appendix 5). 
Furthermore, this is consistent with precedent set by other pluralist 
studies, which have applied discourse analysis to interview data (e.g. 
Frost ef a/, 2010).
At the end of the interviews, participants were encouraged to comment 
on the interview experience. The author was available for support if 
required by any of the participants during and after the study. After the 
interview, all participants were given a debriefing sheet which listed the 
author's supervisor's contact details, support organisations and self-help 
books (Appendix 6).
Interview Procedure
Three individual interviews were conducted and took place at locations 
convenient for the individual participants. Two of the interviews took 
place at the participants' homes and one took place at a therapy room in 
local hospice and her grief counsellor was present at the interview at her 
request. Surrey and Borders Partnership NHS Foundation Trust's lone 
working procedures were adhered to in all cases. This decision was 
taken in order to reduce the likelihood of people not wanting to take 
part due to time practicalities such as travel or location. It also meant 
that participants had as much control over the interview process as 
possible, such as choosing a location in which they were most 
comfortable. Participants completed a demographic information sheet 
(Appendix 7) and a research consent form (Appendix 8) prior to their 
interviews commencing. The length of the interview ranged from 80 to 
97 minutes in duration. Interviews were recorded on a digital dictation 
machine in order to facilitate transcription.
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Analytic Process
The earlier review of the literature on parental bereavement and older 
parental bereavement demonstrates that bereavement is not only a 
personal, but a relational and social phenomenon. Although a review of 
bereavement literature has been conducted through an interdisciplinary 
perspective (Neimeyer et at, 2002; Rosenblatt, 2008), to date, there has 
been no qualitative research that uses multiple methods to explore the 
individual, interpersonal and wider social and cultural aspects of 
bereavement. Employing a qualitative pluralistic approach will address 
this gap in the literature.
Rationale for usina the three methods in the current studv
The three methods that were used to analyse the data were: 
Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (IPA), Narrative Analysis and 
Discourse Analysis, which have all been used to study the experience of 
bereavement (e.g. Gilbert, 2002; Golsworthy & Coyle, 1999; Makatu et 
a!, 2008). Each of these three methods can therefore make a distinct 
contribution to the development of a complex picture of the 
phenomenon of older parental bereavement and each method will be 
discussed in more detail below.
Interpretative Phenomenoiogicai Anaiysis (IPA)
IPA is concerned with the lived experience of the individual and is well 
suited to ask questions about an individual's sense of self and identity, 
which can be shattered following the death of a child (Polatinsky & 
Esprey, 2000). It  acknowledges the impact of historical, social and 
cultural context of shaping individual experience but it asserts that 
human experience cannot be reduced to these processes (Eatough & 
Smith, 2006). IPA as an analytic strategy places idiography as one of 
its main theoretical underpinnings (Shinebourne, 2011) and therefore 
enables a fine-grained and contextual analysis of a participant's 
experience. It  also acknowledges the uniqueness of a participant 
attempting to make sense of their personal and social world and the
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researcher attempting to make sense of the participant's interpretation, 
also known as double hermeneutics (Smith, 2004). Furthermore, given 
that the literature on parental and older parental bereavement has 
focussed on the negotiation of identity following the death of an adult 
child, IPA is particularly well suited to answering questions regarding 
identity and sense of self in the current study (Shinebourne, 2011).
Narrative Analysis
Narrative analysis aims to provide a coherent story of the connection of 
events and people's experience in a meaningful way for a definite 
audience (Esin, 2011). In terms of the current study, it was hoped that 
the narrative analysis would enable the participants' experiences of 
losing their child to be understood within the context of their lives and 
relationships. There is also an interactional-performative level of 
narrative analysis (Reissman, 1993; Denzin, 2001) which explicitly 
views the process of the qualitative interview and its context of as much 
interest as the content of the participant's responses. The interview is 
seen as a performance in which both the story teller and the listener 
bring in the meanings to weave the shared story (Esin, 2011). It  
therefore widens out the context of the telling of the story to a wider 
arena, because generally stories are told or written with the assumption 
that they would be read or heard, to give witness to their experiences 
(Murray, 2000). This then places the narrative within a wider social and 
relational context, which can be a story of an individual or the story of a 
wider community.
IPA and narrative research are both often concerned with questions of 
identity, so are particularly well suited to explore the phenomenon of 
older parental bereavement. However, IPA has focusses on the 
individual phenomenology of an emotional experiences, such as losing 
an adult child to illness, for example. Given that bereavement 
fundamentally has to do with human relationships, specifically the 
ending of a relationship, any research that does not take into account 
the relational aspect would be considered to be incomplete. Unlike IPA,
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the interactional-performative level of narrative analysis (Reissman, 
2008) does allow for the examination of the interpersonal dimension of 
bereavement and the impact of someone's grief reaction on others to be 
examined. Furthermore, IPA is relativist in its ontology, therefore does 
not provide scope for exploration of how individuals use language to 
construct their understanding of their experience.
Discourse Anaiysis
It  is acknowledged that some forms of narrative analysis are social 
constructionist, but they still privilege the individuals' role in the 
construction of the meaning of experiences. There are levels of 
narrative analysis that allow social and political influences on the 
construction of stories, but neither IPA nor narrative analysis allow for 
an explicit examination of the social or public function of bereavement. 
Therefore, the use of discourse analysis in the current research is 
necessary in order to examine how age and bereavement are 
constructed in the wider social and political realm in which the parents in 
this study are located. Holt (2011) has suggested that there is a wide 
variety of forms of discourse analysis, which come from a broad range of 
theoretical traditions. Therefore, it is difficult to provide a definitive 
explanation of the method of discourse analysis (Coyle, 2012). Indeed, 
during the process of this study, it seemed as though discourse analysis 
seemed to be less of an analytic procedure than a shift in the way of 
examining the social world.
What the different varieties of discourse analysis tend to have in 
common is foregrounding language and are grounded in social 
constructionism. Discursive psychology is interested in questioning 
assumptions that are taken for granted and the implications of these 
assumptions on individuals when these assumptions are practised into 
being (Holt, 2011). Examining accounts from a discourse analytic 
perspective allows for exploration of how people construct their 
experiences, their subjective position in society and the moral contexts 
in which they are located. Discourse analysis therefore forces the
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location of emotional experience in the public realm and that the 
meaning of an emotional experience, such as the loss of an adult child, 
is obtained from its location and performance in the social world and 
challenge "taken for granted" assumptions that people have about older 
parental bereavement.
Analvtic Strateov
The analysis and interpretation of the data was a fluid process, because 
it was a product of telling, listening and reading, so that each reading 
produced different meanings (Reissman, 2008). Each transcript was 
initially analysed using IPA and the procedure outlined by Smith and 
Osborne (2008). The first task involved reading each transcript, 
generating initial codes and annotating these in the left hand margin of 
the transcript. These initial codes were then grouped into repeated 
themes in the right hand margin of the transcripts. Finally, these 
themes were then collated into a master list of themes and the themes 
that were most represented in the analysis were subsequently collated 
into superordinate and subthemes.
Following on from IPA, each transcript was then analysed using the 
personal and the interpersonal/dialogical levels of narrative analysis. 
The first task in narrative analysis was to gain an overall sense of the 
entire narrative, then break this into a beginning, middle and end, 
providing summaries of each section. The second task was to examine 
how the story teller talked about their biography and characters in the 
story (Esin, 2011). When analysing a transcript at an 
interpersonal/dialogical level, narratives are seen as a joint enterprise in 
which both participants are involved (Murray, 2000). Finally the 
different context, identities, assumptions and experiences both parties 
brought to the interview were considered in order to illuminate how the 
story was co-constructed (Goodbody & Burns, 2011).
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Finally, the data were analysed using basic discourse analysis outlined 
by Coyle (2012), with some positioning and ideas of power being 
analysed. This involved identifying what the functions of participants' 
language might have been, such as promoting, legitimising or 
counteracting certain versions of events. Therefore, it was a shift in 
focus from 'what' was said to 'how' language was used.
Reflective Box 1: Although the  above structure was used in the  analysis of the first 
transcript, it transpired that over the course of analysing the  other tw o  transcripts, it 
was difficult to  disentangle interpretations tha t emerged from  each of the methods. 
Therefore, in the initial readings of Transcripts Two and Three, annotations w ere  made 
in a 'free-form ' way as they came to  mind and then w ere subsequently coded and 
analysed using the procedures described above.
Analvtic Structure
As the pluralist approach is a relatively new means of thinking about and 
analysing qualitative data, there is no single strategy of writing up and 
presenting pluralist research (Frost, 2011). During her published work 
on pluralist research, Nollaig Frost (2011b) recommends writing up 
reports by separating out the findings that emerged from different 
analyses and placing them under separate headings. However, this 
could have potentially overshadowed the themes that emerged about 
participants' stories and experiences. Therefore, the results section in 
the current study privileged the content that emerged from the 
analyses, while the methodology that these findings emerged from was 
noted, but not of primary concern. It  was hoped that this would protect 
against the current research project being seen as an extended IPA 
study. Furthermore, there were also tensions between the type of 
language traditionally used in different methods, e.g. "lived experience" 
for IPA, "story" or "scenes" in narrative analysis or "talk" in discourse 
analysis. The write up attempted to match terminology to the type of 
analysis.
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The Researcher's Own Position 
Theoretical and Methodological Orientation
I view myself as privileging qualitative research that is based upon 
people's lived experiences. On reflection, I most align myself with the 
social constructionist paradigm, which has been influenced by my clinical 
work with groups of people who are marginalised by social constructions 
of illness or disability. Combining IPA, narrative and discourse analysis 
approaches allows me to think about phenomena from a 
phenomenological perspective as well as different parts of the social- 
constructionist continuum. In addition, when working clinically and 
when conducting research, I consider it useful to think about 
phenomena from as many perspectives as possible. I also believe that 
by taking an in-depth approach to understanding phenomena from 
different theoretical perspectives can help to illuminate understanding in 
a more nuanced and complex way than would be achieved by looking at 
phenomena from a single approach.
Clinical Experience Relevant to Subject Matter
My interest in exploring the experiences of older parental bereavement 
was initiated and consolidated when working in an older adult 
Community Mental Health Team as an Assistant Psychologist prior to 
beginning clinical training. I worked with two bereaved mothers, both of 
whom lost their daughters to cancer. When preparing for working with 
these mothers, I considered that there were gaps in the literature base 
to assist in me gaining an insight into their experience. Therefore, I 
entered training with an interest in investigating the experience of older 
bereaved parents.
Issues of Rigour
Validity refers to the extent to which research reflects what it claims to 
examine and is used most meaningfully in research with a realist 
epistemology. Therefore, the quality of qualitative research is
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determined by the research demonstrating adequate rigour and 
credibility, which are based on criteria other than reliability, 
generalisability and objectivity (Yardley, 2000).
Due to the nature of qualitative research, a researcher's own views and 
preconceptions are argued to influence the analysis of the data, but the 
quality and rigour of the analysis can be improved by acknowledging 
these assumptions. Therefore, in this study, evidence of rigour was 
demonstrated by making the relationship to the data, the process of 
interpretation and transformation of the data transparent (Frost, 2011). 
One of the criticisms that is often levelled at qualitative research is that 
many researchers do not present their primary data in their publication, 
so consequently, their data is not available for scrutiny (Yardley, 2000). 
The use of multiple methods in the current research allowed for heighted 
transparency, by focussing on the individual use of each method and the 
findings reached from their combined use (Frost, 2011). In order to 
evaluate the evidence produced by a pluralistic approach, allowance 
must be made for the range of epistemological positions underlying it 
(Madill et al, 2000). Therefore, for the current research project, the 
data transcripts and the preliminary analyses from all three methods 
were included in Appendices 9-20. This made the analytic process 
transparent to the reader and makes the analysis available for 
challenge.
In addition, Whitley and Crawford (2005) and Stiles (1999) 
recommended the use of 'credibility checks' to address issues of rigour, 
such as checking understanding with the original informants. All of the 
participants were given the transcripts of their interviews and were 
asked if they wanted to offer their perspective on the findings. 
However, none of the parents who took part in this study wanted to 
read the analysis of their data. Therefore, credibility was ensured by 
using multiple qualitative analysts, specifically the author's research 
supervisor to provide feedback on the findings that arose from the 
transcripts.
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ANALYSIS 
Case Study One: W alter: ''I t 's  like being a participant in creation  
and then you've lost th a t creation "
Walter is an 82 year old man whose daughter, Samantha, died of cancer 
when she was 36 years old. She died four years before the research 
interview took place. He lives in the north-west of England in warden- 
assisted accommodation. Walter's wife, Betty, died of heart failure 
when Walter was in his seventies. Samantha was the younger of his 
two daughters, unmarried, and did not have any children. Walter's 
surviving daughter, Jane, lives in the north-east of England with her 
husband and two children.
Reflective Box 2: Parallels between Samantha and me
Even before the interview, I was aware that there  w ere some parallels between me 
and W alter's late daughter Samantha. She was a clinical psychologist and would have 
been around my age when completing her clinical training and w e shared a gender and 
ethnicity. Our generation was also the  first in our families to  attend university. 
Therefore, I was curious w hether I represented something about his daughter during 
the interview. Furthermore, W alter's narrative o f talking about feeling the  loss o f a 
lifelong companion, both in his w ife and his youngest daughter, created a sense of 
intimacy. Perhaps my expression of interest in his life helped to  represent an aspect o f 
that companionship.
The analysis of the first transcript yielded various themes and 
subthemes, which came from all three of the analytic approaches and 
are outlined in Table 1 below. To assist the reader, the overarching 
themes are listed in the left hand column and subthemes that emerged 
from each of the methods can be found in the respective columns. 
However, it should be noted that the analysis of the themes is not as 
discrete as might appear from the table below. Although the majority of 
the analysis of each subtheme tended to be generated from one 
particular method, there was an overlap and blending of results from the 
different methodologies and the analysis will identify where a particular 
interpretation emerged from. In order to heighten the coherence of the
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story of each transcript, the general themes will be presented, but the 
analysis will not be divided into subthemes.
Table 1: Themes generated for Transcript 1
Theme IPA Narrative Discursive
Agency as a 
protective factor
Agency as a 
protective factor in 
bereavement
Lifelong pattern of 
having control over 
his life
Bereavement as a 
threat to agency
Religion as a 
protective factor
Belief in the afterlife Walter's
relationship with 
God
Faith as a cost- 
benefit analysis
Process of 
bereavement
Oscillation between 
a task-oriented and 
continuing bonds 
perspective of 
bereavement
The (in)visibility of 
age
The transition to 
older age
Difficulties talking 
about age during 
the interview
W alter not self- 
identifying as an 
older person
Agency as a protective factor
The narrative analysis highlighted Walter's story as a man looking over 
his life, towards his future and finding a sense of progression and 
optimism (Murray 2008). When Walter was asked to talk about his early 
life, he began to talk about his career as a train driver and seemed to 
position himself as a hard-working man. This could have been 
understood in the context of Walter being a working class man who 
grew up during a period when it was expected that men would have "a 
job for life" [line 16]. Moreover, upon his friend getting married, Walter 
made an active choice to join organisations to help him meet people: 
"what do I do with myself?" [lines 51-52]. This ultimately led him to 
meet his wife: "the Catholic Ramblers was broadly, for want of another 
name a marriage bureau" [lines 118-119].
Walter also talked about how the ways in which his late daughter, 
Samantha, had actively taken steps towards a healthy lifestyle, which 
were not consistent with a diagnosis of cancer:
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"I couldn't understand how she got cancer because she never smoked 
and she wasn't a drinker in that sense and I think she was a fairly 
healthy person" -  [lines 234-236].
He talked about his disbelief in her death ("I couldn't understand, 
couldn't anticipate her dying" -  lines 237-238) because he thought that 
she would overcome the cancer. This could have been seen as an 
exception to Walter's overall narrative where people who work hard or 
live good lives should be rewarded, as he was.
After the loss of his wife and daughter, Walter returned to this pattern of 
actively seeking out new activities to help with cope with crisis, including 
joining the University of the Third Age [line 328] and a male voice choir 
[line 308]. This could be interpreted as agency being a protective factor 
for most of his life, which subsequently acted as a protective factor in 
his experience of bereavement. After the death of his daughter, Walter 
narrated how he seized the opportunity of "dealing with her affairs" [line 
461] and he explicitly referred to this activity as something that 
"detracted from the actual loss of Samantha" [line 460]. The IPA 
findings suggested that this process acted as an intellectual exercise 
(e.g. "it was interesting to see how the legal system worked" -  line 745) 
which provided him with an opportunity to take control over the 
'emotional aspect of it all' [line 474]. Therefore, Walter's agency in the 
probate process not only helped him to make sense of the loss of his 
daughter but also allowed him to continue his relationship with his 
daughter as "the legitimate father" [lines 471-472 ]. This suggests that 
Walter's sense of agency helped him to invest in life tasks and be 
absorbed by something other than his own experience of bereavement 
(Rubin & Malkinson, 2001).
The theme of agency was also present when Walter described his 
emotional response to his daughter's death:
At Samantha and Betty's graveside: "Well the tears just dripped out of 
us, you know. We had to hold onto each other, you know. And I hadn't
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had that emotional breakdown, which indicates to me that we were both 
so fond of Samantha and so fond of our family. It  er really brought the 
emotions forth...yeah. It  made me happy afterwards anyway to realise 
that our love for each other was so deep" [lines 295-300].
From a discourse analysis perspective, Walter positioned himself as 
someone who was able to exercise control over his emotional expression 
during the interview. He used a common conversational device whereby 
the description of powerful, negative emotions was followed by talking 
about something positive. This therefore did not leave me as the 
listener with his unresolved painful experiences. In addition, most of 
Walter's account took the form of a factual report, where he described 
events in an objective way, rather than focussing on emotional talk. 
This could have been understood in the context of his age and gender 
(Bennett, 2005) as well as an attempt to increase the validity and 
legitimacy of his account.
As described above, Walter had positioned himself as a man of agency, 
a hard worker and someone who took control over his retirement and 
his emotional reaction to his daughter's death. However, from a 
discourse analytic perspective, the talk in the above extract worked to 
contradict this subject position. Indeed, bereavement could be 
conceptualised as a threat to Walter's agency. His use of metaphor in 
"the tears just dripped out of us" [line 295] worked to present a lack of 
control over the act of crying. Furthermore, his use of the phrase 'we 
had to hold on to one another', portrayed Walter and his daughter Jane 
as being unable to do anything but hold on to one another in the face of 
being beside the graves of half of their family. Therefore, bereavement 
could have been constructed as a threat to agency in Walter's account 
and was all the more striking because they were exceptions to the rest 
of his agency-focussed talk (Wiggins & Potter, 2008).
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Religion as a protective factor
One of the themes that emerged from all three methods was 'religion as 
a protective factor'. One of the themes that was generated from the 
interpretative phenomenological analysis was 'belief in the afterlife':
"I firmly believe that we will meet again. Otherwise, what is the point in 
life, to go through life with such affections and love for people that if you 
die there's an eternity of nothing? I think basically that's what's kept 
me sane, that we shall meet again" [lines 226-230].
Walter's belief in the afterlife could have been interpreted as a way of 
him attempting to make sense of his daughter's death, which he viewed 
as senseless. He explicitly referred to how his experience of 
bereavement had helped him to make sense of his view of human life. 
Furthermore, it could also have been a way of him maintaining a 
connection with his wife and daughter even after death. In the above 
extract he also spoke of his faith as a coping mechanism and repeatedly 
came back to this theme throughout the interview.
One of the other ways in which Walter's faith was constructed as a 
coping mechanism in his account was through his descriptions of his 
relationship with God. The narrative analysis explored the theme of 
religion as a protective factor from an attachment perspective. His 
relationship with God appeared to be deeply personal, rather than 
institutional. Walter positioned God as many things: a protector against 
temptation, e.g. "I'm grateful that I'm not an alcoholic, wallowing 
in my own misery" -  lines 402-403), 'a source of guidance" [line 191], a 
provider of 'spiritual support' [lines 395 and 401] and a source of 
'pleasure' [line 396]. Despite this, there were times during the 
interview when Walter appeared to question his faith in God. However 
he did not explicitly state that the death of his daughter had resulted in 
doubts about or a crisis of his faith: "whether I'm getting help from God, 
I couldn't even say yes I am" [lines 388-389]
(...) to  represent that text has been om itted
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Walter had positioned himself as a devoted Catholic during the 
interview, so expressing doubts may have been an exception to that 
part of his identity. Therefore, Walter's ambivalence in the above 
extract was all the more striking. He did not talk about his early life, 
therefore it was difficult to gain a sense of his attachment history, but I 
speculated that his relationship with God could be seen as secure. 
Perhaps his ambivalence about his relationship with God may in itself 
have been a reflection of the security of that relationship. If  his 
relationship with God was based on unconditional love, then he may 
have felt that it was strong enough to withstand his questioning about 
the support he received at the time of Samantha's illness and death.
Indeed, Walter explicitly mentioned weighing up the support he received 
from God. During his account, Walter used a metaphor to construct 
faith as a logical exercise where belief could be either 'proved' or 
'disproved' depending on whether God answered his prayers:
"I asked God several times to cure Sam. It  never happened. Do I put 
that as a plus or a minus? I don't know" [lines 393-394].
From a discourse analysis perspective, this worked to construct faith as 
a result of a cost-benefit analysis and could have been seen as an 
attempt to draw on how a person without a faith might view religion. 
This may have also acted as a way of Walter protecting himself against 
potential criticisms of his faith which may have arisen in the face of such 
a tremendous loss. In addition, Walter's ambivalence and equivocation 
may also have served to protect him against perceptions of himself as 
dogmatic in his expressed beliefs. This could have been understood in 
terms of a wider societal context, in which religion is potentially under 
threat by secularism. There was evidence that Walter referred to this 
wider social context:
" I think I can cope on my own because I do a lot of praying to God. I'm  
not ashamed to say so" [lines 387-388].
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Oscillation between a task-oriented and continuing bonds perspective of 
bereavennent
Throughout his account, Walter repeatedly drew on a construction of 
bereavement as task-oriented, where one had "to get over" the death of 
someone (the phrase "get over was used three times, "getting over" 
once, "overcoming" once and "overcome" six times). From a discourse 
analysis perspective, this was positioned in the account as being a 
'canonical view', or something that is an established story within, a 
culture (Reynolds & Wetherell, 2003). However, there were times when 
he drew on the 'continuing bonds perspective' of bereavement (e.g. 
Klass, 2006), but these were mainly used when he was talking about his 
belief in the afterlife, described above. Walter was also aware of the 
discourse, located within a psychology-influenced Western culture, that 
talking about loss was constructed as universally helpful. He resisted, 
but did not reject this discourse by not attending a bereavement support 
group held through the church:
"They have a bereavement group in our parish church but I've never felt 
the need to go (...)  I don't know whether it's my own obstinate nature, I 
don't know" [lines 382-385]
By positioning himself as 'obstinate' Walter emphasised that it was not 
the discourse that was at fault. Rather he suggested that he was at fault 
because he did not fit with the way of talking about bereavement that 
was prescribed by society. By framing his talk within the term 'nature', 
he presented his opposition to this discourse as constant and 
unquestionable, because this negated the option of choice. However, 
the above statement was grounded in qualifiers, which worked to 
protect his account from being perceived as fixed or dogmatic.
The (injvisibilitv of ace
Ageing was a relatively minor theme that was produced from the IPA 
and narrative analyses, but the absence of ageing as a theme was 
considered to be of sufficient interest to be explored.
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After several careful readings of the transcript using a discourse analytic 
framework, it seemed as though age was only briefly made visible which 
may indicate that Walter lived in an ageless world. As a white employed 
man, he was likely to have been part of a majority-conferred pseudo­
dominant position for most of his life. So, even though as an older 
bereaved father he was in a minority, even within his social group, 
perhaps his wider social status was of greater importance (Goodbody & 
Burns, 2011) than his age. Therefore, although his age could have 
placed him within a marginalised social group of older people, his lack of 
talk about ageing potentially served as a means of him resisting the 
subject position of an 'older' person. Indeed, when I attempted to 
explore the issue of age with Walter, it resulted in a disjointed part of 
the account:
I: "You mentioned that there seemed to be a different experience
between the loss of your wife and the loss of Samantha. I was 
just wondering if you getting older has...
W: What?
I: If  you getting older has changed your experience of bereavement
if at all?
W: The fact that I'm older?
I: That you...that you have gotten older in between your wife
passing...you losing your wife and losing Samantha.
W: Has it played a profile...played a part in it?
I: Yeah
W: My age? Umm [pause] do you mean a philosophical approach in
the loss of somebody?
I: Hmm
W: [Pause] I'm not quite...I'm not quite sure where to place this
question about how I adjusted because of age, what...what part 
does age have in the position of losing erm...I don't know" [lines 
517-533].
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The disjointed nature of this part of the interview may have been 
affected by Walter's hearing difficulties, but the sense I got from reading 
and re-reading this exchange using the interpersonal level of narrative 
analysis was that I attempted to impose my own subjective 
understanding of Walter's account. As described above, Walter never 
self-identified as an older person. Therefore in future readings of 
Walter's transcript I attempted not to cast an age-influenced perspective 
on his role as a bereaved parent (Frost, 2009). However, this created a 
tension between the research questions being formulated in terms of 
chronological 'older-ness' of parental bereavement and how Walter 
positioned himself. This served as a reminder that 'older-ness' is a 
subjective category of meaning.
Indeed, Walter rarely discussed his age during the interview. However, 
when he did discuss ageing, it tended to be related to activity and ways 
in which he filled his day, which emerged from the IPA findings. He 
mentioned it as something that inevitably restricted his abilities e.g. he 
had to pay a "lady cleaner" [line 372]. Furthermore he seemed to 
position others' opinions above his own in this decision: "through the 
influence of my daughter and others" [line 371]. However, he also spoke 
of attempts to resist this inevitability by maintaining an active lifestyle 
after retirement: "sometimes I think my social programme is too 
ambitious for my age profile" [line 307]. Walter seemed to have taken 
the opportunity to seek out meaningful activities that only became 
available upon his retirement, such as discovering poetry [line 331] or 
attending the University of the Third Age. In addition, Walter appeared 
to use the interview to reflect back on his experiences and how they had 
influenced his views on his relationships with God and others, love and 
his future. Perhaps Walter's age afforded him a distance from and 
perspective on what had happened in his life, which he may not have 
had 10 or 20 years ago (Matthews, 2010).
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Reflective Box 3: During the interview, I was mindful of the potential power imbalance 
between W alter and me, because the role o f a researcher may have positioned me in 
the 'knowing' role. However, I was brought up in a tradition of deferring to  older men, 
so I assumed on the basis o f W alter's masculinity and age that he would have taken the  
lead during the interview. Indeed, this seemed to  m eet with W alter's expectations 
because from the outset he seized the opportunity to tell stories about his life (M urray, 
2003). However, on occasion, he asked for guidance regarding the  direction of the  
interview, but did so in such a way to  indicate a positive and collaborative attitude  
towards the interview  process (e.g. "w hat else can w e embrace?" -  line 455). In 
addition, W alter's use of asides ("you know" was used 17 times) seemed to  position me 
as the  listener in a common world of meaning. Perhaps this helped to  draw me more  
actively in the experiencing of the story, rather than as a passive listener (Reissman, 
2008).
Case Study Two: M argaret: "He was ordinary...but he was m ine"
Margaret is an 88 year old woman whose son, Jon died after a stroke 
when he was 47 years old. This happened thirteen years before the 
interview took place. She lives in the south of England in the home she 
raised her children in. Margaret is divorced and has two other sons, 
both of whom were older than Jon. Jon was unmarried and did not have 
any children.
The analysis of the second transcript yielded various themes and 
subthemes, which emerged from all three analytic approaches (see 
Table 2 below).
Table 2: Themes generated for Transcript Two
Theme IPA Narrative Analysis Discourse
Analysis
Identity as a 
bereaved mother
Ownership of her 
son before his 
death. Uniqueness 
of being a bereaved 
parent
Connecting with 
other bereaved 
parents
Challenges of 
talking about the 
death of a child
Lack of 
opportunities
Interpersonal 
context of talking 
about bereavem ent
Talking about 
bereavement as not 
wholly positive
Process of 
bereavement
Drawing on different 
discourses of 
bereavement
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Identity as a bereaved mother
The overall narrative arc of Margaret's story seemed to be one of her as 
a single mother, for whom motherhood was everything and the loss of 
her son acted as a disruption to her identity. Her account told the story 
of her transition from being a mother to being a mother without a son to 
parent. Her narrative style was flowing (Frost, 2009) and she often 
used reported speech which served to collapse time and bring things 
that were said in the past into the present, which helped to draw me as 
the listener into her story (Reissman, 2008).
Margaret also described her role as a mother before her son's death. 
This became particularly prominent when Margaret talked about Jon 
being in the hospital after his stroke. When Jon was in the hospital, 
Margaret washed his hair for him, which was reminiscent of a maternal 
act that likely would not have happened for at least 40 years. It  
seemed as though she used her instinct to decide what her son wanted: 
"if my hair's clean, I feel better...and I'm sure he was similar to that" 
[line 259]. Furthermore, this act of washing her son's hair allowed 
Margaret to continue parent Jon even if it was not in the traditional 
sense (Toller, 2008). This sense of returning to an earlier 
developmental stage of the mother-son relationship, even to the point of 
ownership, was highlighted during a remembered conversation. Her 
middle son had decided that Jon would live with him and his wife after 
he left the hospital, which Margaret did not even contemplate, saying 
with certainty "he will come to me" [line 264; emphasis in original]. 
This also highlighted the sense of certainty that was held by members of 
Jon's family that he would have survived, although he did not. Margaret 
went on to describe how she seemed to own the grief after Jon's death: 
"your sorrow if you like, belongs to you, you were the mother" [line 
449]. Finally, she explicitly described the ownership of her son, even as 
a middle aged man: "he was ordinary...but he was mine" [line 660].
When she went on to talk about her experience as a bereaved mother 
later on in her account, Margaret described how her bereavement placed
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her as separate from other people, which was identified in the IPA 
findings:
"When people had deaths I used to th ink'oh, how awful, how tragic' but 
when you've lost a child, but you have no idea, until it happens to you" 
[lines 334-336]
She went on to emphasise a view that other people were unable to 
comprehend the experience of losing a child: "nobody can understand, 
really, unless it's happened to them" [line 462]. Therefore, because she 
viewed her grief as so unique and incomprehensible to others, she 
initially chose not to attend a CRUSE bereavement counselling service 
because she "understood at the time [CRUSE] was for widows" [line 
554]. This highlighted the isolation she experienced from other 
bereaved people. Indeed, it seems as though the meaning Margaret 
found in the uniqueness of her experience as a bereaved parent 
extended to her uniqueness from other bereaved parents. She spoke of 
her fear about potentially being confronted with too much of her 
experience being reflected back at her before her first Compassionate 
Friends meeting and "going into a room full of parents who [had] lost 
their 47 year old sons" [lines 487-488]. Indeed, holding on to her 
difference also seemed to be present in how she compared herself to 
parents who had lost an only child:
"They're very isolated and they value the company of other bereaved 
parents, to the exclusion, I think, to other people" [lines 504-505].
Given the sense of being separate from other people, as described in the 
IPA findings above, the narrative analysis focussed on her story of being 
connected to other people when the death of her son had caused her to 
feel adrift from her identity and those around her. Margaret's narrative 
told the story of a change in her identity from being a parent to being a
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bereaved parent. This was illustrated by her account of going to 
Compassionate Friends meetings. She began attending a local meeting 
approximately two months after Jon's death, on the advice of a friend:
"I suppose the thing I kept going for was the fact that all the parents in 
this room had lost a beloved child" [lines 491-492]
Her story of connection and belonging to this group of bereaved parents 
built up the sense that this was a special, unique place for her at that 
time in her life: "there was nowhere else like it" [line 496]. However, 
she used her experience to narrate the progression of her bereavement 
and involvement with The Compassionate Friends to locate it as suitable 
for her at a particular time. She attended for a year before her 
commitments to her grandchildren clashed with the meetings: "to start 
with I tried to get someone to sit in...but slowly the numbers dwindled" 
[lines 527-528]. However, she chose not to lead a new group because 
she did not consider that her experience at that time allowed her to 
support other parents "and tell them that it would be fine and they'd be 
fine because it isn't and you're not" [lines 515-516].
Challenges of talking about the death of an adult child
One of the subthemes that emerged from the interpretative 
phenomenological analysis was 'lack of opportunities' to talk about the 
death of a child. This highlighted Margaret's struggle to talk about Jon 
to others: "I couldn't do it, really" [line 352]; "it wasn't very easy to talk 
about him" [line 366]. However, there were other times when she was 
unable to stop herself talking about Jon: "I told all sorts of people who I 
needn't have told" [line 355]. These interactions tended to occur in a 
context where it was expected for her to talk about her son and her 
experience of grief, including the CRUSE bereavement service or when 
she called the Samaritans. In both of these cases, she described the 
listener as not being able to "get a word in edgeways" [line 543]. 
Furthermore, it seemed as though Margaret considered that there was a 
time limit on being able to talk about her son: "the opportunity to.
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actually say how you feel, erm, diminishes as the years go by" [lines 
439-440].
However, in contrast to the way in which Margaret talked about the 
difficulties of talking about Jon described above, which located these 
difficulties in her, the narrative analysis highlighted an interpersonal 
context of talking about bereavement. One example was illustrated by 
the following extract:
"My eldest son at one point very early on, he was furious with me 
because I couldn't look at either of them without spilling over. And he 
took it as a direct, I don't know. He hated it. And I realised that's how 
they feel you know, they, they need to be valued for themselves, not 
because they're not the brother that's gone" [lines 454-457]
Margaret's recollection described how her raw grief affected her 
relationship with her eldest son at times, and this was demonstrated by 
a difficulty in tolerating how she showed her grief (Rubin & Malkinson, 
2001). It  could well be that her response to her son's death did not fit 
well with her family's established rules for expressing emotion ("we're 
not a family that is demonstrative verbally" -  lines 110-11). She later 
described how the way she talked about her grief to other people was 
influenced by the potential impact it could have on them: "it's unfair in a 
way [pause] to keep saying 'look don't forget, don't forget my son died" 
[lines 449-450]. It seemed as though she needed to protect other 
people from the strength of her grief, even though for her it was still 
very much present. Furthermore, she spoke of the five scrapbooks she 
made filled with poetry, photographs and artwork to commemorate her 
son. However, she implied that they would have had to be stored away 
from the sight of her partner, who was in Africa at the time of the 
interview: "that's why my books are somewhere on the kitchen table" 
[lines 584-585].
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Reflective Box 4: Part o f the narrative analysis involved exploring how M argaret and I 
co-constructed this story and I therefore focussed on how she described talking to me 
about Jon. There w ere times throughout the  interview when M argaret became 
demonstrably distressed and similarly to  how she talked about wanting to protect 
others from  her pain, she also w anted to  protect me. The first tim e she became 
tearful, she asked me if I wanted to  stop the interview or have another cup o f tea and 
said that she was "alright, honestly" -  [line 279]. She not only adhered to  a societal of 
convention o f telling her audience tha t she is able to  manage her distress, but also 
seemed to  take on a role of taking care of me, by offering to  make me a cup o f tea and 
asking if I w anted a break, in case I was overwhelm ed by her distress. This contrasted 
with my expectation tha t it is my role as a clinical psychologist to  contain others' 
distress. In addition, later on in the interview, M argaret seemed to find it difficult to  
believe tha t I was interested in talking to  her about Jon and could to lerate her distress. 
W hen I said that we w ere coming towards the  end of the interview, she remarked "I 
bet you're glad my dear" -  [line 632] and when I asked if there was anything tha t we 
had not talked about so far, she replied "you're not, kind of, you haven't got your 
fingers behind your back?" -  [line 637]
Furthermore, it seemed as though talking about her deceased son and 
her grief reaction was a struggle for Margaret, even to people who were 
trained in bereavement work. From a discourse analytic perspective, 
Margaret's talk worked to challenge a discourse that disclosure about 
bereavement would be helpful:
"[Margaret's CRUSE counsellor] started to suggest that I join a CRUSE 
group because they had a nice social life and Beetle drives. And I can 
remember, coming up short and thinking '/je's got no idea [emphasis in 
original transcript], he's got no idea'" [lines 550-552]
Margaret's talk in the above extract constructed an interpersonal context 
of talking about bereavement as described above. It also served to 
highlight how a mismatched interpersonal transaction could potentially 
result in a misunderstanding of between the speaker and the listener. 
The affective tone of the above extract could well have been influenced 
by Margaret's expectation that the bereavement counsellor should have 
communicated an understanding of her experience.
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Furthermore, Margaret alluded to another discourse on talking about 
bereavement during her account, specifically that mutual bereavement 
support groups could be potentially unhelpful and do not serve a 
purpose: "My eldest son used to say 'well what do you go [to The
Compassionate Friends support group] for? All have a grizzle?" [line 
494]. Margaret's use of an active voicing device acted to establish 
objectivity and rhetorical distance from her account (Hutchby & Woofitt, 
1998). In addition, her eldest son's voice could have been read as 
adopting a male, patriarchal position, which critiqued the function of 
bereavement support groups. The use of the word 'grizzle' worked to 
belittle and undermine the quality of the talk in the group and indicated 
that a group of people talking about painful experiences would not be 
useful. Margaret's recounting of this conversation could have worked to 
illustrate her awareness that not everyone valued talking about loss and 
thus protected her from an accusation that her decision to attend 
Compassionate Friends meetings was unwise.
Drawing on different discourses of bereavement
At many times throughout her account, Margaret drew on a normative 
discourse of bereavement and a 'natural' course of grieving, which 
worked to construct this as unquestionable and authentic (Edwards, 
1997). For example, when talking about the change of the speed at 
which she completed scrapbooks to commemorate Jon, she said that:
"It wouldn't have been natural to have, be still [completing them], with 
the same desperation now as I was then" [lines 407-408].
Furthermore, she used the phrase 'natural progression' twice to describe 
her choice not to attend The Compassionate Friends meetings. Drawing 
on this discourse could also have worked to support the decisions she 
made and afford a sense of legitimacy to her account. In addition, this 
talk also served the function of pathologising bereavement, thus locating 
it within the realm of psychiatry and psychology (Neimeyer, 2002): "it is
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a form of madness" -  [line 557]. She also referred to shock as "nature's 
way of stopping you from...feeling that this way, madness lies" [line 
344]. This construct therefore privileges an 'expert' position of the role 
of mental health professionals in talking about grief and negates the 
value of non-professionals having the resources to talk about 
bereavement.
However, Margaret also drew on a contrasting discourse of grief as 
unique and took a relativist position later on in her account: "it's really 
how, how you are and, and what's right for you and what's right for me" 
[lines 600-601]. This could have been seen as emphasising a transition 
from a global, 'natural' view of bereavement, to a more relativist one. 
However, it could also have been read as Margaret using a realist 
perspective to defend against the potential for her bereavement to be 
constructed as 'unnatural'.
Case Study Three: Judith: " I 'd  never w orried about my future, 
because I  knew she'd always look a fte r me"
Judith is a 75 year old woman whose daughter, Maria, died of cancer 
when she was 46 years of age two years before the interview took 
place. Judith lives in the south east of England on her own and Maria 
was the younger of her two children. Maria was married with three 
sons, aged between 15 and 11 when she died. Judith has limited 
contact with her son and his wife.
The analysis of the third transcript yielded various themes, which came 
from all three of the analytic approaches used and are outlined in Table 
3 below:
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Table 3: Themes generated for Transcript 3
Theme IPA Narrative Analysis Discourse
Analysis
Involvem ent versus 
exclusion
Involvem ent before 
her daughter's death 
versus exclusion 
after her daughter's 
death
Loss of role as 
grandmother
Legitimacy being 
taken away
Positive experience 
of the hospice
Hospice as a secure 
base
Idealising the 
hospice
Fear of growing old 
alone
Loss of future 
caregiver
Presence of ageist 
discourses
Involvement versus exclusion
Judith juxtaposed two narratives in her account. One of the narratives 
told the story of the care she gave to her daughter, Maria in the days 
leading up to her death. The other described her being ostracised from 
her daughter's family by her son-in-law after Maria died. Before Maria's 
death, Judith described her presence at her daughter's side while she 
was cared for at the hospice -  " I was here every day. I stayed some 
nights" [line 298] -  which emphasised the perceived centrality of the 
role she played within her daughter's care. This was in contrast to her 
description of her son-in-law's behaviour while his wife was dying:
"Their father [that is, the father of her grandchildren] was sent for 
[when Maria was admitted to the hospice] and came home some of the 
time. Reluctantly" [lines 306-307, emphasis in original].
From a discourse analytic perspective, this seemed to locate Judith and 
her son-in-law's behaviour in a moral context, with Judith placing herself 
in a 'good' position and her son-in-law in a 'bad' position. Although she 
only explicitly criticised her son-in-law's behaviour eight times during 
the interview, these criticisms were applied retrospectively to the way 
she talked about him when he first met her daughter, and his role as a 
husband and a father. Furthermore, from my subjective experience of 
Judith during the interview, the negative affective tone she used when 
talking about her son-in-law supported this interpretation.
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In addition, her talk during her account worked to position herself as the 
'legitimate' carer who was acting out her daughter's wishes, when Maria 
was unable to do herself:
"She did squeeze my hand when we said that [Judith and the doctors 
saying that it would not be right to prolong Maria's suffering], so that 
was right" [line 426]
The use of the word 'right' emphasised Judith's position as morally 
'good' and the squeeze of her daughter's hand was taken to affirm 
Judith's decision that she was acting in a way that was consistent with 
Maria's wishes. She went on to narrate her involvement with Maria at 
the end of her life: " I was with her when she died, I was with her" [lines 
355-356]. However, after Judith's son-in-law was informed about 
Maria's death, she reported that he took the opportunity to close his 
family to her:
"She'd been dead about half an hour here. And [her son-in-law] came, 
because the hospice had phoned for him and he said to me 'you'll never 
see the boys again" [lines 227-229, emphasis in original]
Judith's narrative went on to describe being excluded from Maria's 
funeral arrangements, which were organised by her son-in-law and his 
mother -  "she said 'when it's all arranged, we will tell you what's going 
to happen'" [line 469] -  which contested and undermined her position 
as the legitimate person to organise her daughter's funeral. This 
contrasted with the caring role that she described having for Maria, 
especially towards the end of her life. Furthermore, from a discourse 
analytic perspective, Judith's talk invoked a subject position of herself as 
a victim to her son-in-law's decision, with little or no option for re­
establishing her legitimacy:
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"My name was taken off, you know, the schools have safe lists, my 
name was taken off that and everything. And that's hard to bear" [lines 
230-232].
In the above extract, Judith's use of the phrase 'safe list' served to 
position her as a potential threat to her grandsons in the eyes of their 
schools, which contrasted with the role of a grandmother she described 
earlier in the account:
"[Being a grandmother was] wonderful, even better than being a 
mother. (...) You can take them out and buy them things and spoil 
them" [lines 219-220]
Positive exoerience of the hosoice
Most of Judith's account tended to tell a story of loss but there were 
exceptions to this overall narrative arc. She appeared to find solace and 
comfort in the hospice where Maria died. Indeed, it seemed as though 
the hospice acted as a secure base, in that it provided affect regulation 
and emotional containment (Bowlby, 1988):
"I think I could come into this room in trouble and sit here quietly on my 
own and peace would come" [lines 373-375]
The sense of comfort that Judith described seemed to be mainly related 
to the physical building of the hospice: "it pervades the whole 
atmosphere" [line 372]. However, she also reported a connection to the 
people who worked there, occasionally naming specific members of 
staff, but mostly referred to the whole staff team, e.g.: "they are 
special, the people who work here (...) I never saw anyone grumpy" [line 
371].
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In addition, Judith's continuing attachment to the hospice was also 
reflected in other parts of her account, in that she went there to buy her 
Christmas cards [line 513], took part in charity walks [line 510] and 
"occasionally getting a massage" [line 508] at the hospice. This 
suggested that the care and dignity that her daughter received during 
the last weeks and days of her life transferred to Judith being the 
recipient of care and dignity. This was particularly striking given that 
she had reported this to be lacking from other people in her life, 
including her son and her son-in-law. Indeed, when asked what helped 
after Maria died, Judith initially replied "nothing" [line 507]. However, 
she went on to say that "it was this place [the hospice] that looked after 
me" [lines 508-509]. This notion that the hospice acted as a secure 
base for Judith both before and after her daughter's death was 
supported by her statement that to die at the hospice "would be the 
biggest privilege that I could ever have" [line 349]. Given that 
Carstensen (1995) asserted that when we age and are dying, we often 
return home, it could be argued that Judith's desire to return to the 
hospice to die indicates that this was a place of security and comfort for 
her. It  could well be that Judith maintained her bond with Maria (Klass, 
2006) through the security of the hospice.
Indeed, the depth of attachment that Judith seemed to have to the 
hospice was demonstrated in her describing the hospice in wholly 
positive terms. From a discourse analytic perspective, it seemed as 
though she was idealising the hospice. This could have been read as 
Judith attempting to promote the value of the hospice to me as an 
outsider, who knew relatively little about the organisation. Some of the 
adjectives she used to describe the hospice included: "magic" (used 
twice), "wonderful" (used four times) and "special" (used three times). 
Although these terms were not extreme case formulations in the way 
that Pomerantz (1986) defined them (e.g. 'perfectly', 'every', 'forever'), 
it could be argued that they served a similar function, e.g. to assert the 
strongest case for the rightness of the practices of the hospice.
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Fear of growing old alone
One of the subthemes that arose from the interpretative 
phenomenological analysis was 'loss of future caregiver', which explored 
Judith's fears about who would care for her after Maria died. It  seemed 
as though Judith was not only grieving for the loss of her daughter but 
also for the potential caring role that her daughter might have provided:
"I'd never worried about my future, because I  knew she'd always look 
after me. Not to live with me, but she'd have brought food in and made 
sure I'd got shopping in" [lines 549-551]
The above statement suggested that the loss of her daughter left Judith 
feeling more vulnerable than she would have been if her daughter had 
lived. It also implied that she will become more dependent as she ages. 
Furthermore, her account included references to being alone since the 
death of her daughter: "if I didn't get home, who would know? Who 
would care?" [line 607]. This indicated the added loss of being held in 
someone's mind and being valued enough to be cared about, which 
might not have been present before the death of her daughter.
From a narrative analysis perspective, it seemed as though Judith was 
not only narrating the loss of the practical support that her daughter 
may have given her, but also the potential secure base that her 
daughter might have provided as she aged. At one point during her 
account, she described the support that she would have expected from 
Maria after having tests to see whether she had mouth cancer: "I never 
would have suffered alone with Maria" [line 624]. There appeared to be 
an imagined role reversal, where Judith would have looked to Maria for 
security in the face of fear and 'suffering'. Furthermore, the potential 
role of her daughter in providing care and emotional support was 
highlighted when Judith described the lack of support provided by her 
son: "he promised he'd look after me but I haven't seen him [for three 
months]" [lines 460-461].
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The fears and lack of support that were described during Judith's 
account seem to be influenced by ageist discourses around growing 
older. She seemed to construct ageing as something that would 
inevitably lead to a loss of functioning and abilities:
"It's just when you think about the future, the real future, when I can't 
do things, that's scary" [lines 464-465]
From a discourse analysis perspective, Judith's use of the word 'when' 
worked to construct the loss of functioning as a certainty of growing 
older and the present tense of 'when I can't' heightened this. In 
addition, the use of the phrase 'the real future' added legitimacy to this 
claim. Furthermore, this construction of ageing widened to include not 
only her, but all older people:
"I'm  sure everybody else would, if they told you the truth would say 
they worry about being old and on their own" [lines 645-646]
Judith's use of the word 'truth' again served to add a sense of veracity 
about her expressed position on ageing and the above statement 
worked to guard against those who would contradict her by positioning 
them as being less than truthful. It  also normalised worry and deflected 
any positioning of her as weak or neurotic. However, from an IPA 
perspective, it seemed as though it was not just growing older and the 
potential for losing her abilities, but also not having someone to care for 
her which have been described above.
During her account, Judith at times located the responsibility of care of 
older people from relatives, as described above, to the government via 
employed carers, which worked to construct older people as objects of 
state assistance (Phelan, 2011).
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"The government says they're changing [how older people are cared for 
in hospital], but it isn't" [line 445]
She also referred to wider media representations of negative 
stereotypes of older people and their care:
"There's lots of programmes on older people on the television and the 
bad treatment they get, so it's scary, it scares people on their own, 
there are lots of people who are scared" [lines 556-558]
This worked to locate the discourse of older people not receiving good 
care in wider society and using television as an example, added a sense 
of legitimacy to Judith's claim that ageing is something to be feared and 
positioned herself as someone who was vulnerable to societal influences 
beyond her control.
It  is of note that Judith's self-identification as an older person was 
variable. Sometimes she positioned herself as 'other' to older people, 
e.g. "lots of the older people in hospital, you realise when you visit" [line 
443]. However, there were other times when she positioned herself as 
an older person, e.g. "we're just a nuisance. Once you stop being able 
to do things, you're a nuisance" [lines 580-581]. Her statements about 
ageing also alluded to a wider societal discourse of older people, 
specifically that the value of a person depends on their ability to be 
active and contribute to society (Phelan, 2011) and therefore older 
people were not seen as valued, particularly by younger people:
"Youngsters just think you're, they're paying to keep us, they forget that 
we paid for their education and all those things. National Health" [lines 
582-583]
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This statement alluded to an ageist discourse that served to construct 
older people as not being able to contribute to society and privileged 
contributions that were made in the present or will be in the future, over 
those made in the past. This construction also added legitimacy to 
negative stereotypes of older people, to which Judith herself may have 
subscribed.
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DISCUSSION
Summary of findings
The current study set out to capture the bereavement experiences of 
older parents after the death of an adult child through illness. The 
analysis crucially adds to the existing knowledge base in illustrating the 
personal, relational and societal elements of bereavement via 
integrating multiple methods of analysis. It  was noted that this study 
was designed to elicit information on particular aspects of older parents' 
experiences after the death of their adult child, but the most interesting 
findings were those that were unexpected and unsought-after, which is 
consistent with a qualitative tradition (Bennett, 2005).
Although the analysis of the data using a qualitative pluralist approach 
resulted in many different findings of the experience of the three 
participants' experience of older parents losing an adult child to illness, 
there were some commonalities of their experience. All of the 
participants were able to find something in their lives to provide them  
with support, comfort or peace. Whether that was religion, making 
scrapbooks, helping others or visiting the hospice where their child died, 
there was a sense of strength and resilience that allowed the parents in 
this study to be supported in their bereavement. The analysis also 
demonstrated that perceptions of ageing are complex and subject to 
multiple processes. It seems as though the context in which the parents 
in this study found themselves being older and being a bereaved parent 
influenced their experience of the loss of their child. The resources that 
were available to them before their loss were also available to them  
after the death of their child and provided support in the face of their 
bereavement. However, if, after their child's death, the parent 
experienced further losses or lack of support, then this resulted in 
emphasising a sense of isolation and fear of ageing. The qualitative 
pluralist approach was well suited to be able to capture the nuance and 
complexity of these parents' contexts, which answered the first research 
question of this study.
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The use of IPA in this study captured personal experiences of 
bereavement which included agency and religion as protective factors, 
processes of bereavement and varying levels of involvement in a child's 
care before and after death. The narrative analysis added a relational 
aspect to older parental bereavement by highlighting interpersonal 
challenges of talking about the death of a child to illness, how 
relationships with God and family members were affected by 
bereavement and how new relationships could be formed by meeting 
with other bereaved parents. The discourse analysis shed light on the 
different discourses that are available to older bereaved parents, such 
as bereavement being constructed as 'natural', belonging to mental 
health professionals or being understood within a religious context. 
What this study demonstrated, through the use of the qualitative 
pluralist approach, was that the different layers of the bereavement 
phenomenon may well mingle, clash (Neimeyer et al, 2002) and make 
competing demands on the individual. However, it seemed as though 
the parents in this study were able to use the different discourses that 
were available to them to make sense of their own bereavement.
The second question that the study set out to explore was the role that 
age played in the bereavement experience of older parents following the 
death of an adult child to illness. The analysis demonstrated that 
perceptions of ageing are complex and subject to multiple processes. It  
seems as though the context in which the parents found themselves 
being older and being a bereaved parent influenced their experience of 
the loss of their child. One of the participants, Walter, did not self- 
identify as an older person. Therefore, age was not invoked by Walter 
as something that influenced his reported experience of bereavement 
which is similar to other findings of older bereaved men (Wendon- 
Blixrud, 2008). Furthermore, the analysis of Walter's account suggested 
that attempting to cast an age-influenced perspective on his experience 
resulted in a disjointed narrative. However, for Judith, it seemed as 
though the loss of her daughter when she was 75 brought to the fore 
fears of growing old alone. Furthermore, it seemed as though her
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daughter's death occurred within a context where she seemed to be 
accumulating losses, such as the loss of contact with her grandsons, her 
estrangement from her son and potential loss of physical mobility. Her 
fears of ageing could have been conceptualised as an existential crisis, 
which have been well documented among older people (Bennett, 2005), 
including bereaved and non-bereaved parents (e.g. Azaiza et al, 2011; 
Polatinsky & Esprey, 2000). Furthermore, the current study illustrated 
that fears of growing older may also be influenced by social support and 
ageist discourses which older people may either reject or subscribe to.
The third question examined how older bereaved parents talked about 
the death of their adult child to others, including a qualitative 
researcher. It was noted that there was not a single way in which 
people talked about their experience of bereavement or their deceased 
child. Although Walter tended to use objective talk to describe his 
daughter's death, there were times when he used more emotionally 
charged words. Furthermore, Margaret's account illustrated the 
influence of other people and the passage of time on how she talked 
about her son's death. She seemed to suggest that her pain was a 
private affair and could not be shared because few would understand, 
unless they were a bereaved parent as well (Smith et al, 2011; Toller, 
2008). This included difficulties talking to grief counsellors and family 
members (Smith et al, 2011).
Links with previous research
The findings of the current study supported other research into the 
experiences of older parental bereavement. Some of the themes that 
emerged from this study were consistent with those found in Smith et 
a/'s (2011) hermeneutic study of older bereaved parents. These 
included the loss of a future caregiver, limited influence on funeral 
arrangements, decreased involvement in their grandchildren's lives and 
decreased quality of life. However, not all of these themes were present 
in all of the parents' accounts, which is to be expected when bereaved 
parents present with such a wide range of circumstances (Calderwood,
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2011). Furthermore, the depth of this study extended Smith et a/'s 
(2011) findings, by examining the role of religion, difficulties talking 
about bereavement and the identity shift from being a parent to being a 
bereaved parent. Furthermore, this study also highlighted the resources 
that older people can draw on when faced with the life changing event of 
outliving their child. This study therefore reflects current research on 
bereavement which acknowledges the sorrow and pain of someone's 
journey after an immediate loss, but at the same time pays attention to 
resilience and protective factors (e.g. Bonanno et al, 2007; Wendon- 
Blixrud, 2008).
The role o f religion In older parental bereavement
This study also highlighted the role that religion plays in the experience 
of bereavement, which supports findings from other research. The 
findings from the current study suggested that, for some older people, 
religious or spiritual faith can have a positive impact on managing 
parental bereavement by framing the loss within a pre-existing belief 
system (Damianakis & Marziali, 2012). The results that arose from the 
analysis of Walter's account were consistent with other studies that have 
examined the experiences of older adults after partner loss. It  has been 
argued that religion is important in the lives of older adults, perhaps 
more so than younger adults (Benjamins, 2004). For example, 
Golsworthy and Coyle (1999) suggested that, for some older people, a 
perceived personal link to God was a key support throughout the 
grieving process. Furthermore, a belief in the afterlife seemed to 
provide a sense of certainty for some older bereaved people, in that 
they knew they would meet their deceased loved one again (Damianakis 
& Marziali, 2012). However, the results of this study suggested that, 
even if a religious belief system was helpful for a bereaved parent, that 
this did not provide immunity from doubts and uncertainty (Golsworthy 
& Coyle, 1999). However, by using a pluralist paradigm, this study was 
able to explore the influences of relational, cultural and contextual 
factors on older parental bereavement and thus add richness and depth 
to findings from previous studies.
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It  is acknowledged that much of the literature on older parental 
bereavement has come from Israel, which have emphasised the 
centralised and pervasive nature of bereavement in the fabric of 
everyday life of older bereaved parents (Malkinson & Bar-Tur, 2005). 
From the analysis of the accounts in this study, bereavement seemed to 
play an important role in parents' lives, but it did not seem to be 
preoccupying and potentially overwhelming for all of the parents in the 
study, unlike the parents in Malkinson and Bar-Tur's (2005) study. It 
could well be that the findings from Israeli older parents reflect a 
specific cultural and political influence on how parents grieve for their 
children who died during armed conflict. Therefore, these findings may 
not be applicable to parents whose children died through illness, whose 
bereavement may not hold as much political or social weight as those 
who are killed during military service, who are publically constructed as 
heroes (Lebel, 2006; Rosenblatt, 2008). Therefore, the current study 
has added to the literature base on older parental bereavement by 
looking at this phenomenon through parents from a white-British 
background who lost their adult children to illness.
Capacity for self-reflection
One of the striking findings from this study was that all of the parents 
interviewed were able to look back over their lives to provide a context 
in which their response to the loss of their child could be understood. 
Walter may have provided the clearest demonstration of this capacity 
for self-reflection. It  could well be that this was facilitated by his 
spiritual beliefs (e.g. Damianakis & Marziali, 2012; Matthews, 2010) or 
wisdom that has developed with age (Jonson & Magnusson, 2001). The 
interview data do not allow the determination of which, if any, of these 
accounts is the most probable. Perhaps there are elements of both of 
these accounts present in Walter's experience. However, this study 
illustrated the capacity for older parents to be able to seek connections 
and meaning, even in the face of the most profoundly life changing 
events. All of the participants were able to seek comfort and solace in
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something; their faith, grief counsellors, the hospice where their child 
died or maintaining scrapbooks. Therefore, the current findings 
suggested that it was possible for the older bereaved parents in this 
study to connect to the loss of their child, while at the same time 
making connections with other people or places (Damianakis & Marziali, 
2012).
The interpersonal nature o f older parental bereavement
One of the strengths of the current study was that it allowed attention to 
be paid to the co-construction of the parents' narratives, specifically the 
story of their bereavement and how they talked with others about their 
deceased child. Similar to other research findings, the results of this 
study demonstrated the interpersonal implications of the bereavement 
experience and how this is influenced by the social network of the 
bereaved individual (e.g. Baddeley & Singer, 2009; Shapiro, 2001). 
Margaret's account in particular described the negative impact her 
talking about her deceased son had on her relationships with both her 
eldest son and her partner. Indeed, she considered that she had to hide 
the expressions of her grief, such as her scrapbooks or the emotional 
pain from others. This illustrated the role others have in affect 
regulation following bereavement. It  also highlighted the challenges 
that may emerge if one family member's response violates long- 
established family rules for emotional expression (Shapiro, 2001; Walsh 
& McGoldrick, 2004). Furthermore, the way that Margaret talked to me 
about my willingness to listen to her story suggested a sense of disbelief 
that anyone would want to listen to her story, or about her deceased 
child. This implied that some bereaved older parents may have 
assumptions that their stories are not worth hearing or burdensome to 
others (Toller, 2008).
The current findings also demonstrated the role of communication in 
how older bereaved parents negotiated being a parent to a deceased 
child, which is consistent with other research (Rando, 1985; Toller, 
2008). Some older bereaved parents may feel isolated from other
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people In their social network, so might seek connections with other 
bereaved parents or people who can tolerate their pain, such as grief 
counsellors. Seeking out these connections could be interpreted as a 
move towards individuals and situations that facilitate renegotiating 
parental identity and their relationship to their deceased child (Rubin & 
Malkinson, 2001), which may well be a life-long process (Malkinson & 
Bar-Tur, 2005). However, this was not a universal finding from all of 
the participants in the current research.
Clinical implications
It is acknowledged that any implications for clinical practice from a study 
with a sample of three should be made with caution. However, the 
evidence from the current study can be used alongside findings from 
other studies to suggest some clinical implications. At the same time, 
some features will require more research before confident 
recommendations for clinical practice can be made. These features will 
be discussed later in the discussion.
Professionals working with older adults in a clinical setting may well 
come across bereaved older parents, even if they are not referred 
directly for 'grief work'. One important theme that emerged was the 
power of an individual to sit with, and give witness to the stories of 
bereaved older parent's grief, because there may not be opportunities 
for them to talk about their child in other contexts. One tentative 
suggestion that could be made from the findings of the current research 
is that it should not be assumed that people supporting older bereaved 
parents will fully understand the impact of the loss of an adult child.
The potential Influence o f age
It was important to note that not all of the participants in this study 
defined themselves by their age (Wendon-Blixrud, 2008). Therefore, 
clinicians should not assume that a person who is 65, 75, 85 or older will
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necessarily self-identify themselves as an older person, or that this self- 
identification is fixed. However, the current findings also indicated that 
the experience of older bereaved parents might be influenced by ageist 
discourses. This may well result in fears about growing older, increased 
dependence or one's own mortality. Attention should be paid to these 
fears and validated or challenged where appropriate. It  could well be 
that taking a social constructionist perspective and critically examining 
where ageist discourses come from help to challenge negative attitudes 
towards age. For example, it might be helpful to talk about other 
cultural perspectives of age where learning to grow old is seen as 
something that requires wisdom and courage (Jonson & Magnusson, 
2001; Matthews, 2010). Furthermore, it could also be useful to 
challenge discourses that make inextricable links between 'successful 
ageing', the value of an older person and activity (Phelan, 2011; 
Polatinsky & Esprey, 2000).
The role of religion
Given that the results of this study have suggested that religion can play 
an important role in the experience of older parental bereavement, 
professionals need to acknowledge this in their clinical work. However, 
there may well be barriers to addressing religious issues in therapy 
(Hodson, 2008). Traditionally, mental health services have been 
perceived as secular and mental health professionals may feel 
uncomfortable bringing religion in to the therapy room (Hodson, 2008). 
However, in recent years, increased attention has been paid to the role 
of faith and spirituality in mental health services (Lowis et al, 2010). 
Despite this, there may well be a tension between promoting spirituality, 
while at the same time not alienating people who do not identify with an 
organised religion (Matthews, 2010). Indeed, Matthews has suggested 
that this may have resulted in a secularisation of spirituality, while 
downplaying the influence of religion. She argued that what is often 
described as spiritual, such as attempts to find meaning, acceptance and 
integration (Royal College of Psychiatrists, 2006) could be more 
accurately described as psychological. Therefore, the term spirituality 
could be considered to be more neutral than religion and thus more
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acceptable to mental health professionals. Yet the current research 
suggests that clinicians need to acknowledge the role of faith in the 
bereavement of older parents and validate the struggles that may arise 
in their belief system.
Drawing on different models o f bereavement
The findings from this study are consistent with Neimeyer et a/'s (2002) 
paper, which argued that different models and discourses on 
bereavement are available to bereaved individuals. It  was noted that 
these discourses were available to participants, even if they have been 
challenged or fallen out of fashion in academic circles. It suggests that 
the idea of "getting over" the death of someone, even an adult child, is 
still pervasive among laypeople (Rosenblatt, 2008) and therefore some 
bereaved older parents may consider themselves to be under pressure 
to conform to prescriptive durations and expressions of grief. However, 
it was noted that participants in this study did not simply adopt a single 
discourse of bereavement; they oscillated between different models, 
even within a single account. Therefore, it may behove clinicians to be 
aware of different theoretical models of bereavement, either to support 
bereaved older parents in the model(s) they may use, but also bring 
other perspectives in to the therapy room, in case an adherence to a 
particular approach is unhelpful for the individual (e.g. placing undue 
pressure on them to 'get over' the loss of their child).
Limitations of the studv
The accounts of older bereaved parents in the current research cannot 
be said to be representative, because certain realms of experience were 
omitted. It  was noted that the sample used in this study was small and 
all of the parents were from a White British background and were either 
divorced or widowed. That said, case study design is particularly well 
suited to a qualitative pluralistic approach due to the detailed level of 
analysis required. Indeed, qualitative research is a cumulative project in
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this way, in that it proceeds towards increasingly comprehensive 
pictures of the phenomena that are being researched.
Furthermore, it was not possible in the current study to explore how 
older bereaved parents discussed the influence of the death of an adult 
child on their spousal relationship, because all of the parents interviewed 
for this study were divorced or widowed. Previous research has 
suggested that unmarried bereaved parents often experience a lack of 
support from another adult who has shared the experiences of raising a 
child (Polatinsky & Esprey, 2000). Therefore, it could be argued that 
one limitation of the current study was its use of interviews with 
individual parents, thus potentially overlooking the process of co­
construction of meaning between two or more people (Baddeley & 
Singer, 2007). Perhaps a richer understanding of the way parents talk 
with others and the influence of bereavement on relationships with 
others in their family could be reached by interviewing older couples 
together, or parents with their surviving children.
It  is also difficult to link the findings of the current study with other 
research because qualitative pluralism is not a widely used approach. To 
date, this is the first study to examine accounts of older parental 
bereavement from a multiple analytical perspectives, so its applicability 
to conceptualising bereavement is not widely acknowledged as yet. It  
may not be viewed as a pragmatic approach due to the high intensity 
nature of analysing data using multiple methods. Such disinclination 
could be overcome by disseminating these findings and inspiring more 
researchers to use a pluralist approach.
Future research
Some suggestions for future research have been highlighted in the 
limitations above, so these will not be repeated. Given that semi­
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structured interviews have been argued not to be particularly well suited 
to being examined with discourse analysis, it would be interesting to 
explore whether qualitative pluralism could be used with naturally 
occurring data. There have been studies that have analysed 
bereavement therapy groups with older people after the loss of a spouse 
(Damianakis & Marziali, 2012). Perhaps this study could be extended to 
explore how bereaved parents talk about their deceased child in mutual 
support group meetings, such as The Compassionate Friends groups or 
on online forums.
Furthermore, although many studies have been conducted in to religion 
and spirituality in older adults following partner loss no studies to date 
have examined the role faith plays in older adults after the death of an 
adult child. As noted above, the literature on older parental 
bereavement has been heavily influenced by the experiences of Israeli 
parents, but did not explicitly explore the role that religion played in 
their experience (Malkinson & Bar-Tur, 2005). Future research could 
examine the influence of Judaism on bereavement in older parents more 
fully, or this study could be extended to include parents from other 
religious backgrounds.
In conclusion, this study has crucially added to the literature base of the 
power of qualitative pluralism in illuminating the far reaching impact of 
the death of a child through illness for older parents. This study is the 
first step in bringing together multiple perspectives on qualitative 
bereavement research, which points towards exciting and promising 
future directions in the field of thanatology.
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Trainee Clinical Psychologist 
Department of Psychologist 
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27^ May 2011 
Dear Michelle
Reference: 610-PSY-11 (with conditions)
Title of Project: an exploration of older parents' experiences of losing 
an adult child to illness: A pluralist qualitative approach
Thank you for your submission of the above proposal.
I am pleased to advise that this proposal has received a favourable ethical 
opinion from the Faculty of Arts and Human Sciences Ethics Committee 
provided that the following conditions are adhered to:
• Please add to the information sheet for participants and the email 
for the support organisations that the study has received a 
favourable ethical opinion from the Ethics Committee of the Faculty 
of Arts & Human Sciences at the University of Surrey.
If there are any significant changes to your proposal which require further 
scrutiny, please contact the Faculty Ethics Committee before proceeding 
with your Project.
Yours sincerely
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Deputy Chair
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A P PEN D IX  2: EM AIL SENT TO SUPPORT O RG ANISATIO NS
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To whom it may concern
I am a Trainee Clinical Psychologist at the University of Surrey and I am 
conducting a research study looking at how older parents have experienced 
the death of their child in adulthood and how other people have reacted to 
their loss.
I am contacting you because I hope to be able to recruit participants 
through your organisation, as it is committed to promoting the wellbeing of 
older adults/bereaved parents *Delete as appropriate.
I would like to hear about some of your members’ experiences of losing 
their adult child as an older person and how other people have treated 
them since their loss. Unfortunately, there has been very little research 
investigating the experiences of older adults losing an adult child. This is 
why I am conducting this study.
I hope that this research will help psychologists and other therapists 
working with older bereaved parents who lost a child in adulthood. I also 
hope that participants in the research will find it helpful to talk about their 
experiences.
In order to carry out this research I am seeking parents who are aged 75 
years or above and who lost their son or daughter through illness, who was 
over the age of 18, at least two years ago.
If this applies to people who you support within your organisation and you 
would like to advertise the research project, then I would like to come to 
your base and meet with you face-to-face in order to discuss the study in 
more detail. If so, please feel free to call me on 01483 689441 or email me 
at michelle.miles@surrev.ac.uk
Prior to participating in the study, I will speak to all volunteers over the 
phone. This is just to make sure that we both think it’s the right time for 
them to do take part in the study. If we agree to go ahead then we can 
arrange an interview which should last between 60 and 90 minutes. There 
is a chance that the interview may go on longer than this, in which case we 
can talk for as long as you feel comfortable with and if necessary, we can 
arrange for a second interview. All information will be handled in 
accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998.
At the end of the interview, if they wish to talk further, I will be happy to 
arrange another meeting or direct participants to local support or 
counselling organisations depending on their preference. Interviews will
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either take place at the University of Surrey in Guildford or at a support 
organisation near where they live.
This study has received a favourable ethical opinion from the Ethics 
Committee of the Faculty of Arts & Human Sciences at the University of 
Surrey.
I look fonA/ard to hearing from you
Kind regards
Michelle Miles®
Trainee Clinical Psychologist
Supervised by:
Dr A Coyle 
Senior Lecturer 
Department of Psychology 
School of Human Sciences 
University of Surrey, Guildford 
GU2 7XH
Email A.Covle@surrev.ac.uk
® Change of name due to  the author getting married during the course of this project
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A PPEN D IX  3: P A R TIC IPA N T IN FO R M A TIO N  FORM
Dear Parent
I am a Trainee Clinical Psychologist at the University of Surrey and I am 
conducting a research study which looks at how older parents have 
experienced the death of their child in adulthood and how other people 
have reacted to their loss. I would like to hear about your experience of 
losing your child and how you think other people have treated you since 
your loss.
Unfortunately, there has been very little research investigating the 
experiences of older adults losing an adult child and none that has 
specifically looked at this type of loss when it is due to illness. This is why I 
am conducting this study.
In order to carry out this research I am seeking parents who are aged 75 
years or above and who lost their son or daughter, who was over the age of 
18 through illness at least two years ago. If this applies to you and you 
would like to volunteer to participate in the study then I would like to speak 
to you over the phone. This is just to make sure that we both think it’s the 
right time for you to do this. If we agree to go ahead then we can arrange 
an interview which should last between 60 and 90 minutes. There is a 
chance that the interview may go on longer than this, in which case we can 
talk for as long as you feel comfortable with and if necessary, we can 
arrange for a second interview. All information will be handled in 
accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998.
At the end of the interview, if you wish to talk further, I will be happy to 
arrange another meeting or direct you to local support or counselling 
organisations depending on your preference. Interviews will either take 
place at the University of Surrey in Guildford or at a support organisation 
near where you live.
I hope that this research will help psychologists and other therapists 
working with older bereaved parents who lost a child in adulthood. I also 
hope that if you do decide to participate in the research you will find it 
helpful to talk about your experiences.
I would suggest that you think carefully about your feelings in regard to 
taking part in this research and possibly discuss it with close friends or 
relatives. If you would like to take part in this research, find out more about 
it or arrange a meeting in which I can discuss the research further then 
please feel free to ring me on 01483 689441 or email me at 
michelle.miles@surrev.ac.uk.
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This study has received a favourable ethical opinion from the Ethics 
Committee of the Faculty of Arts & Human Sciences at the University of 
Surrey.
Kind regards 
Michelle Miles
Trainee Clinical Psychologist
Supervised by:
Dr A Coyle 
Senior Lecturer 
Department of Psychology 
School of Human Sciences 
University of Surrey, Guildford 
GU2 7XH
Email A.Covle@surrev.ac.uk
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(Offer to ring him/her back so he/she is not paying for the call)
Broad areas to cover (in conversational tone; this is NOT an interview)
Introduce myself and the research -  this research is an exploration of the 
implications of older parents losing an adult child through illness.
Explain the commitments that the interviewees have to make -  you
should be willing to attend an interview in the next few weeks, which will 
last between 60 and 90 minutes, although the length of the interview will 
really depend on how long you need.
Research not therapy -  it is imperative that he/she is clear that what I’m 
inviting him/her to be involved in is a piece of research and not therapy.
That means that while I’ll be taking care to ensure the wellbeing of 
interviewees. I’m not offering anything long-term and being interviewed 
might not be the right thing for to you to get involved in at this time. We can 
look at this more in a minute.
Exclusion criteria -  in order to ensure the wellbeing of the participants in 
the research, I need to ask you some questions about your loss and your 
current health status. You don’t need to tell me more about it if you are not 
comfortable with it but perhaps one of these criteria apply to you?
Unfortunately, I cannot involve anyone who was younger than 70 
years old at the time of their loss or who lost their child less than two 
years ago.
My research specifically looks at bereavement through illness, so I 
cannot invite people to take part if their child died through suicide, 
homicide or accident.
I also cannot involve anyone who is currently seeing a mental health 
professional for issues related to their bereavement, or who is 
struggling with psychosis, post-traumatic stress, dementia, alcohol 
or drug use.
If yes: Explain that unfortunately I cannot invite him/her to take part. Thank 
him/her for his/her time and interest. Mention that I am aware he/she has 
taken the time to make contact and might feel disappointed not to be 
offered an opportunity to tell his/her story. Ask if he/she would like me to 
give him/her some information on services that he/she can get in touch 
with. Take some time over this so he/she does not feel dismissed.
If no: Just so we can make sure that this is the right thing for you to get 
involved with, do you mind if I ask you a few questions? Do you have some
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privacy for us to talk for a bit? If no, arrange to call him/her back at a more 
convenient time.
Questions
Maybe you could start off by telling me something about why you have 
responded to my letter?
Is there anything in particular you are hoping to get out of taking part? 
Watch for signs of wanting therapy.
Do you have friends and other supportive people in your life that you feel 
comfortable talking to or leaning of in times of need? Exercise caution if the 
answer is no or there are covert signs that support is not all it could be.
Could you talk to him/her/them after the interview if you needed to? 
Exercise caution if there is hesitancy, deliberation or the answer is no.
How do you feel about taking part in research like this? Do you have any 
reservations or worries?
Do you feel you are ready to take part in this kind of research?
Explain that the interview will be conducted sensitively and will be flexible in 
terms of letting interviewees decide what and how much they want to say. I 
hope they may be of some benefit to those taking part. However, there is a 
possibility that talking about an experience like this could trigger 
unexpectedly powerful emotions. Does he/she seem able to hear that?
If you did decide to take part and you became upset, how would you like 
me to respond?
Concluding the call if deemed suitable: I won’t be starting interviews for 
the next few weeks. However, I think it’s important that you have a few 
days to think about the things we have talked about just to make sure that 
you are comfortable with taking part or you may decide that it is not right for 
you to take part at this time. So if it’s OK with you, can you give me a call 
or can I call you in a couple of days?
Concluding the call if deemed unsuitable: Thank him/her for getting in 
touch and for showing an interest. Say that. I’m wondering whether this is 
the best thing for him/her to get involved in right now. Mention that I am 
aware he/she has taken the time to make contact and might feel 
disappointed not to be offered an opportunity to tell his/her story. Ask if 
he/she would like me to give him/her some information on services that 
he/she can get in touch with. Take some time over this so he/she does not 
feel dismissed.
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APPENDIX 5: SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEW  SCHEDULE 
Life story
1. Perhaps you could begin by telling me about yourself?
{Prompt if necessary: Where were you bom? Who did you grow up with? 
What were your parents like? Where did you go to school? Was there 
anyone else particularly close to you?) Listen out for close relationships, 
early losses/separations, e.g. evacuation, moving, miscarriages, sibling 
death. If so, ask in more detail about what they thought the impact of this 
was, how other people responded to them).
2. What did you do when you left school?
3. When did you have (name of child)?
4. What was he/she like when he/she was growing up?
5. Did you have any other children?
6. Could you possibly tell me something about your life while (name of 
child) was growing up?
{Prompt: ask about his/her leisure interests, work, friends)
7. What was it like being a mother/father?
8. Can you tell me something about your relationship with (name of 
child) as you both got older?
{Prompt: did it change, in what way did it change? How did you get on?)
9. Can you tell me something about your experiences of 
retirement/your spouse’s retirement/getting older?
{Prompt: How has your life changed since then, if at all? How do you pass 
the time? What do you like to do? With whom do you spend your time?)
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Context of the death of his/her child
1. I see from the questionnaire that (name of child) was XX years old 
and that he/she died XX years ago. Could you tell me about the 
events leading up to (name of child)’s death?
{Prompt: When did you find out he/she was ill? How involved were you 
with his/her treatment? Where did he/she die? Was it expected? Were 
you there? If not, when did you find out?)
2. If the deceased child had their own children...how involved were you 
with looking after your grandchild(ren)when (name of child) was 
sick?
3. How involved were you with the decisions surrounding the end of 
(name of child’s) life?
{Prompt: How comfortable were you with those decisions?)
4. How involved were you with the funeral arrangements?
{Prompt: who arranged the funeral? Were you comfortable with the 
arrangements?)
5. Did you tell anyone about (name of child)’s death?
{Prompt: What was that like?)
6. How did other people talk to you about (name of child)’s life then?
7. What, if anything, helped you get through that time of your life?
impact of ageing on bereavement
1. How has your experience of bereavement changed as you’ve got 
older, if at all?
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2. How has being XX years when (name of child) died affected you as 
a bereaved parent, if at all?
3. How do other people talk to you about (name of child) now?
4. Can you tell me something about your relationship with other family 
members changed since (name of child) died?
5. What has been the hardest thing to get used to since (name of 
child) died?
6. What is still difficult, if anything?
7. Can you tell me something about your feelings of loss in the XX 
years since (name of child) died?
8. What is it like to talk to other people about (name of child)?
9. We’re coming towards the end of the interview. Is there anything 
else you would like to talk about? What has the interview been like 
for you?
General prompts that can be used during the interview
1. Could you tell me more about that?
2. Could you give me an example of what you mean?
3. Why do you think that might be?
4. It is by no means expected that you would have had these sorts of 
experiences or have been affected in this way.
5. There is no correct answer, I am interested in your experiences.
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If you have any questions, comments or concerns after the interview, 
then you are very welcome to contact me. I will be available during 
office hours (Monday -  Friday 9am -  5pm). Otherwise please leave a 
message and I will get back to you as soon as I can.
Michelle Miles
Trainee Clinical Psychologist 
Department of Psychology 
School of Human Sciences 
University of Surrey, Guildford 
GU2 7XH
Email: michelle.miles@surrev.ac.uk 
Tel: 01483 689441
If you have any concerns or complaints about any aspect of the way you 
have been approached or managed throughout the course of this study 
then please contact Dr Adrian Coyle on the same number above.
If you have been affected in any way by the interview process then please 
find below a lost of additional support services that you may find helpful. 
These services will require you to access yourself (self-referral). They do 
not require you to go through your GP.
Additional support services
Bereavement specific services
Cruse Bereavement Care
Tel: 0844 477 9400 
Web: www.cruse.org.uk
Cruse is the largest bereavement support organisation in the UK. They 
provide one-to-one support to anyone who has suffered a bereavement as 
well as a telephone helpline.
The Compassionate Friends
Tel: 0845 123 2304 
Web: www.tcf.orq.uk
An organisation of bereaved parents and their families offering 
understanding, support and encouragement to others after the death of a 
child.
The Bereaved Parents Network
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Garth House
Leon Avenue
Cardiff
CF15 7RG
Tel: 029 2081 0800
Web: www.careforthefamilv.orq.uk.bpn
The Bereaved Parents Network aim to offer support and encouragement to 
anyone who has lost a child. Their work is motivated by Christian 
compassion, but its resources and support are available to everyone, of 
any faith or none. They offer a telephone support network and events.
Wellbeing and mental health
Samaritans
Tel: 08457 909090 
Web: \A/ww.samaritans.orq 
Email: io@samaritans.org
Provides confidential, non-judgemental emotional support 24 hours a day to 
people who are experiencing feelings of distress or despair.
Older adult specific support
U3A (University of the Third Age)
Tel: 020 8466 6139 
Web: www.u3a.orq.uk
U3A groups are for people who are no longer in full time work, providing 
opportunities for their members to share learning experiences in a wide 
range of interest groups and to pursue learning not for qualifications, but for 
fun.
Age UK
York House
207-221 Pentonville Road
London
N1 9UZ
Tel: 0800 169 6565 
Web: www.aqeuk.orq.uk 
Email: contact@aqeuk.orq.uk
The combined name for Age Concern and Help the Aged works to improve 
later life for everyone by providing life-enhancing services and vital support.
Books for bereaved parents
The bereaved parent
Harnett Samoff Schiff
A comprehensive book on coping with the death of a child, whether it 
happened in infancy, teenage years or adulthood. It is aimed at parents at 
any stage of bereavement.
Learning to live, laugh and love again after the death of an adult child
Jan Jaworski
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Jan tells the story of her pain and the lessons she has learned after the loss 
of her daughter from cancer at 31 years of age. It is written for other 
parents to learn from her experiences.
I wasn’t ready to say goodbye
Brook Noel
This book focuses on advice and support for anyone coping with the 
sudden death of a loved one. It covers all relationships including friends, 
partners, parents and siblings.
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Thank you for participating in this study. It would be very useful if you 
would read this information sheet about you and your child. The 
information that you give will never be used to identify you in any way 
because this research is entirely confidential. However, if you do not want 
to answer some of the questions, please do not feel pressurised to do so.
1. How old are you? years
2. Which of these best describes your current Tick the appropriate 
status? answer
Married □
Divorced □
Separated □
Single □
Living with partner □
Widowed □
3. How would you best describe your ethnic origin?
Choose one section from (a) to (e) and then tick the appropriate 
category to indicate your ethnic background
(a) White Tick the
appropriate
answer
British □
Irish □
Any other white background, please write in below
(b) Mixed
White and Black Caribbean □
White and Black African □
White and Asian □
Any other mixed background, please write in below
(c) Asian or Asian British
Indian □
Pakistani □
Bangladeshi □
Chinese □
Any other Asian background, please write in below
(d) Black or Black British
Caribbean □
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African
Any other Black background, please write in below
(e) Other
Any other ethnic background, please write in below
4. What is your highest educational Tick the appropriate
qualification? answer
None □
GCSEs/O-Levels/CSEs □
A Levels/AS Levels □
Diploma (HND, SRN etc) □
Degree □
Postgraduate degree/diploma □
5. What was your main occupation during your working life?
6. Was your child a son or a daughter to you? 
Son □ Daughter □
7. How long is it since your son/daughter died?
Years
8. How old were you at the time of your son/daughter’s death? 
Years
9. How old was your son/daughter when he/she died? 
Years
10. a) Do you have any other children?
Yes □ Please go to part b) No □ Please go to Question 11
11. Have you received any sort of counselling or therapy since your 
child’s death?
Yes o No □
Thank you for completing this questionnaire
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A PPE N D IX  8: PA R TIC IP A N T CONSENT FORM
UNIVERSITY OF
y /
An exploration of older parents losing an adult child through illness: a 
pluralist qualitative approach
The aim of this research is to explore older parents’ experiences of losing a 
child through Illness.
You have agreed to take part in an informal interview about your 
experiences of bereavement as an older person. The interview will be 
recorded on an audio recording device so that in writing up the research, I 
can cite interviewees’ experiences directly. In order to protect your 
confidentiality I will not quote any identifying information such as names 
and locations. In making the transcripts, therefore, your name will be 
replaced by a pseudonym. If you would like, you are invited to pick a 
pseudonym of your choice. I will not record the names of other people or 
places that may arise during the interview. The researcher will aim to 
transcribe all interviews as quickly as possible and prior to transcription, all 
audio recordings will be securely encrypted and the dictation machine will 
be locked in a secure place. Once transcribed, the audio recordings will be 
erased. All data will be stored and managed in accordance with the Data 
Protection Act 1998.
You are free to withdraw from the interview at any time and can refuse to 
answer any of the questions. Please note that there are no correct 
answers to any of the questions, the research is interested in your 
experiences of bereavement.
Please read the following paragraph and if in agreement, sign where 
indicated.
I agree that the purposes of this research and what will be expected of me 
as part of my participation have been clearly explained to me in a manner 
which I understand. I therefore consent to being interviewed about my 
experiences following my child’s death. I also consent to an asudi 
recording being made of the interview and to all parts of this recording to be 
transcribed for the purposes of research.
Participant
Print Name.....................................   Signed......................
Date.................
On behalf of those involved with this research project, I undertake that, in 
respect of the audio recordings made with the above participant.
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professional confidentiality will be ensured and that any of the audio 
recordings or transcribed material from the audio recordings will be for the 
purposes of research only. The anonymity of the above participant will be 
protected.
Researcher
Print Name......................................  Signed........................ ........
Date.................
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A P PEN D IX  9: COPY OF IN T E R V IE W  TRANSCRIPT 1
 ^ Igflscript 1:82 year old man whose daughter died at 36 through cancer four
2 years ago
3 I: So, i've got a few...I've got an idea of some questions to ask you but
4 mainly the topic, the conversation will got pretty much go wherever
5 you lead it. Yeah. So, talk about what's most interesting or what
6 you d like to talk about. If you don't want to answer any questions,
7 then feel free not to. Erm, so perhaps you could begin by telling me
8 about yourself.
10 W:
11 1:
12 W;
13 1;
14 W;
15
16
17
18
19 1:
20 W:
21
22
23
24
25
25
27 1:
28 W:
29
30
31
32
33 1:
34 W;
35
36
Your early life? Where you were born, where you grew up.
School days?
Yeah
Wow. Well I left school at 15. Erm... no qualifications. M other was 
anxious at that time to have a Iputs fingers in air to demonstrate air 
quotes] a job for life was the criteria. Erm...she eventually had a 
contact in the parish, erm who was a railway personnel and he 
obtained an introduction for me to start my railway career.
Oh OK
Which eventually finished up in the locomotive department [clears 
throat] in one of the depots in [large northern city] which er originally 
was a Lancashire and Yorkshire steam depot. From there I transferred 
to about three different locomotive depots, this was a certain 
promotional system from being a cleaner o f the engines to shovelling 
coal as a fireman on the engines and then eventually became a 
qualified driver.
Right.
And [clears throat] during that period of time being fortunate enough 
to experience the change from steam and when they went out 
oi..,[clears throat] out of service we then had diesel locomotives and I 
have a feeling that during the diesel locomotive period that my 
hearing loss started because o f the noise and the confined place.
Oh
Then we went on to electrics when they were Introduced, [clears 
throat] I suppose the most impressive period was during the time 
when I worked at the depot that served [large northern rail station]
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37 which was most o f the West Coast main line so 1 did have trips to
38 London and back during my duties and that sort o f thing. The
39 Pendolinos, the new ones were introduced when I retired.
40 I: Oh OK
41 W : So briefly that’s my working life. M y erm recreational life I suppose
42 started when I was 24/25. 1 had a friend who we palled up with from
43 school days. We were mostly interested in going to the pictures
44 I; Uh huh
45 W: Erm I can still remember the newspaper, the full sized newspaper, the
46 front page was full o f cinemas in [large northern city] 1 think we've got
47 about four or five now.
48 1: [chuckles] W ow
49 W: Something like that. And our recreationalist cinmeas, erm eventually
50 we started going dancing, but anyway that friend o f mine got married
51 at about 24 or 25 and that left me in the lurch so to speak. W hat do I
52 do with myself then?
53 I: Yeah.
54 W: And I was fortunate enough to find an advert in the local newspaper
55 about the [large northern city] Catholic Ramblers Association and they
56 had a list of activities they had apart from rambling. They had
57 football, they had tennis.
58 I: Hmm
59 W: Erm, socials every week. So I wrote away and 1 got the information of
60 where to meet and that sort o f thing. 1 was nearly put o ff because the
61 secretary who I had to write to had to, his name in the advert, and he
62 had a couple o f qualification letters MSc or something like that
63 [/oup/js] and they're a little bit above my standard there but er that
64 was, that was just him, had to have his qualifications known, you see.
65 I; Oh right.
66 W; Anyway, it opened up to me a completely new world, [clears throat]
67 Bearing in mind that where I lived, nearer the city then where I am
68 now, erm, it was mostly long terraced houses.
69 I: Ah.
70 W: So every window you looked out on was another brick wall. And to  go
71 out on a ramble, my first ramble out in the countryside, with the
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74 1:
75 W;
76 1:
77 W:
78
79
80
81
82 1:
83 W:
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91 I:
92 W:
93 1:
94 W:
95
96
97
98 1:
99 W:
100
101
102
103
104 1:
105 W:
106
107
footpaths and the sky and the trees everywhere, it was absolutely 
astonishing.
Whereabouts did you go rambling?
1 went rambling.
Yeah, whereabouts?
The outskirts of {torge northern city], Er, we've got quite a good 
stretch along the coast o f between here and [name o f town] which 
has got numerous footpaths all over the place as well as the walks 
along the beach and the sand dunes along that side. And then across 
the [river] we've got the [area o f large northern city].
Yep
And that's got plenty of places for walking where you could spend the 
whole day. And then we have the coach trip, we had a coach trip once 
a month that would take us further afield. And that introduced me to 
the higher up mountains o f Snowdon and the Lake District. I think 
Snowdon w as  my first encounter with big mountains and erm 
eventually when I got home my own vehicle which was a motorbike, 
friends of mine used to go o ff into the mountains doing our own thing 
and I was introduced to erm...scrambling as they call it.
Scrambling?
Yes.
What's that?
I joined the [name o f northern city] mountaineering club which is a 
little bit more adventurous than walking around the countryside. So 
that started climbing these dangerous looking outcrops [chuckles] and 
things like that you know
[laughs]
And that led to being more ambitious as well as adventurous and I 
finished up going into Europe, to the Alps for holidays which erm 
invariably included guided walks and climbs in snow and ice 
conditions. The only regret in my outdoor pursuits was that I never 
learnt to ski.
Ah.
1 had one year where I w ent to  a holiday skiing and the following year 
when I booked the holiday I decided to  get engaged and married at 
the same time [laughs].
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72 footpaths and the sky and the trees everywhere, it was absolutely
73 astonishing,
74 I: Whereabouts did you go rambling?
75 W: I went rambling.
76 I; Yeah, whereabouts?
77 W: The outskirts of [large northern city]. Er, we've got quite a good
78 , stretch along the coast o f between here and Inome o f town] which
79 has got numerous footpaths all over the place as well as the walks
80 along the beach and the sand dunes along that side. And then across
81 the [river] we've got the [area of large northern city],
82 I: Yep
83 W: And that's got plenty of places for walking where you could spend the
84 whole day. And then we have the coach trip, we had a coach trip once
85 a month that would take us further afield. And that introduced me to
86 the higher up mountains o f Snowdon and the Lake District. I think
87 Snowdon was my first encounter with big mountains and erm
88 eventually when I got home my own vehicle which was a motorbike,
89 friends of mine used to go o ff into the mountains doing our own thing
90 and I was introduced to erm...scrambling as they call it.
91 I: Scrambling?
92 W: Yes.
93 I; What's that?
94 W: I joined the [name o f northern city] mountaineering club which is a
95 little fait more adventurous than walking around the countryside. So
96 that started climbing these dangerous looking outcrops [chuckles] and
97 things like that you know
98 I: [laughs]
99 W: And that led to being more ambitious as well as adventurous and I
100 finished up going into Europe, to the Alps for holidays which erm
101 invariably included guided walks and climbs in snow and ice
102 conditions. The only regret in my outdoor pursuits was that I never
103 learnt to ski.
104 I: Ah.
105 W: I had one year where I went to a holiday skiing and the following year
106 when I booked the holiday I decided to get engaged and married at
107 the same time [laughs].
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108 1; Oh right.
109 W; And in no way could 1 afford to go skiing so that was the end of my
110 skiing session in my outdoor life. I got married that year. Don't ask
111 me what year I got married, I'd have to do some mathematics or
112 something. I've never looked back, I've always been outdoor, erm,
113 not sports wise, I’ve never been a sports man, football or things like
114 that. I've had a go at tennis but I find my height a disadvantage in
115 terms of getting the ball over the net [foughs]
116 I: [laughs]
117 W: Er...so that’s my recreation/social life. I met the, er, wife in the club
118 [clears throat] erm, I think the Catholic Ramblers was broadly, for
119 want of another name a marriage bureau [/aughs]. It was where men
120 and women could meet in a social atmosphere. W e had a dance every
121 week actually. I suppose looking back it was the beginnings of DJs
122 because it was always someone’s voluntary job to put on the record
123 which was an LP o f various foxtrots and things like that and er that
124 would be a social part of our club. Looking back I can still see all the
125 men sitting around one wall and all the women sitting on the other
126 wall, all waiting to be er...encouraged to  get up and have a dance you
127 know.
128 I; Who would...how would that stalemate be broken?
129 W: Well usually the person who was the MC, he would have somebody to
130 start o ff with, he would encourage some of his close friends to start
131 the floor. Erm, the easiest dances to organise were the country
132 dances where you have a set number of people, up to six or more
133 where the steps and routines were repeated. They were a bit more
134 robust in movements and that...a bit more exciting to do. And you
135 didn't stick out like a sore apple [laughs] you know, you were part o f
136 a group. So they were a lot easier to organise. Um...and again maybe
137 once a year we'd have a big grand dance in one of the big halls that
138 are available in [large northern city].
139 But strange as this may seem I knew my dear wife for ooh it must
140 have been about six years as a member o f the same rambling club.
141 I: Ah OK
142 W ; Yeah. W e didn't'click'as they say until one year we had a group of us
143 went up to Scotland for a holiday and six of us. There should have
144 been six girls to six men, but unfortunately my wife was the only one
145 left {laughs) the others had dropped out of the holiday. So...it was just
146 ourselves and us five men. And we seemed to get to know each other
147 better. And coming back in the car I was sitting on the back seat with
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148 her, so, we got to know each other a bit more in conversation. And it
149 led from there that, I think the holiday took place in somewhere about
150 August o f that year and we found ourselves committing to an
151 engagement by Christmas. And the following year we were married
152 and that was followed by two beautiful children. Jane was first, she's
153 a pharmacist and she's now married to a [rivalling county] man [draws
154 breath through his teeth  and laughs]
155 I: Oooh [laughs]
156 W: And they live up in [large northern city]. And Samantha followed two
157 years after. And they, they got on well as friends, I think it's got
158 something to do with the difference in years not being great, they're
159 more or less o f the same disposition in regards to entertainment and
160 dancing, that sort o f thing.
161 I: W hat were they like when they were growing up?
162 W: Never any trouble. I got the impression, as far as I remember that
163 they were well behaved, one o f my problems I suppose, being on train
164 driving duties was...my hours of duty was such that 1 might be trying
165 to sleep while they were active and out o f doors you see. M y hours of
166 duty were completely unsocial, sleeping during the day sometimes or
167 in the afternoon sometimes. You can never...whenever there's a train
168 running somewhere throughout the 24 hours, there's always a train
169 crew either on duty and then going home. So it was quite a, quite a
170 problem trying to adjust to a normal 9-5 family life. But what I saw of
171 them and what 1 remember o f them were that they were two lovely
172 children and 1 loved all three o f them. 1 still do love the...Jane.
173
174 [Pouse] The funny thing you know, when coming from a religious
175 background, I was always pondering the thought, you know should 1
176 go into the priesthood having 40 years without making any move.
177 Should 1 go into the priesthood or should I make a real good attem pt
178 at getting married? And of course this idealism kept slipping by year
179 in and year out.
180 I: W hat do you mean by idealism?
181 W: Well, doing something positive with your life. Up until that point of
182 being married, I was a free agent.
183 I: Hmm
184 W: I could go where I want, erm, I had no responsibility really. Mum  was
185 still looking after me I suppose, providing the comforts of home
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186 [laughs]. Erm, but as a person with an objective in life, I always felt a
187 bit conscious that I should be doing something more positive. And the
188 result was 1 didn't become a minister o f the church. I became a
189 married man.
190 [Pousej And looking back, it's strange phenomena, here I am praying
191 to the Almighty for some guidance, but you never think of the
192 ■ consequences and the consequences for me is that 1 do get happily
193 married, 1 do have a wife, 1 do have children and then suddenly I lose
194 the wife, she dies.
195 [Pause] Rather strangely too. W e were on a club ramble and 1 was the
196 leader and she collapsed and died on my walk, it turns out it was a
197 complete heart failure. Yeah. So that was one blow to my newly
198 found status and the worst o f all was losing Samantha. That was the
199 biggest blow. So now we're only half a family to what we had five, ten
200 years ago.
201 I: {Pousej Could you talk some more about erm, what that was like after
202 you lost your wife?
203 W; Err..[pousel it's a further time back. It'll be hard to recollect..it'll be
204 hard to recollect my emotions through both periods, there's the usual
205 sadness, 1 suppose words will be difficult to find, to convey the
206 feelings o f the time. Somehow, you're carried along by the life that
207 you have to get over the next hour, to get over the next day.
208 [Pause] I don't think I was ever erm..in a mood of, how can I put it,
209 absent from normal living, I never sat at home pondering my
210 situation, I think I was always busy doing something, because 1 was
211 working at the time and the girls were away being educated. So I was
212 quite fully occupied mentally I think, looking after me and all that
213 entails, shopping and the housework, that sort of thing. Err...so
214 emotionally, I can only assume looking backwards, emotionally 1 must
215 have been able to cope and 1 wonder if my religious faith played a part
216 in that because 1 would overcome any missing her., thoughts with
217 one day we'll meet again. In the heavenly place that we'll travel to
218 through our faith. 1 think that has been the mainstay in overcoming
219 the loss of my wife.
220 Er, 1 can never understand why she was called Betty. She had a
221 beautiful name, Elizabeth...never got Lizzie but got Betty, I don't know
222 what the relationship between Betty and Elizabeth.
223 I: And did she call herself Betty?
224 W ; Oh yes, yes, she accepted it.
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225 But for Samantha it was the same sort o f process I think. Such a huge
226 loss that in no way could I accept that we'll never meet again. I firmly
227 believe that we will m eet again^ Otherwise, what is the point in life,
228 to go through life with such affections and love for people that if you
229 die there’s an eternity of nothing. I think basically that's what's kept
230 me sane, that we shall meet again.
231 Getting over Samantha was a bigger problem because I couldn't
232 accept that she was going to die. Even though this cancer business
233 was quite erm, a claimant on people's lives. 1 always thought that her
234 treatm ent would overcome it. I couldn't understand how she got
235 cancer because she never smoked and she wasn’t a drinker in that
236 sense and l think she was a fairly healthy person. She liked walking.
237 W e had quire a few holidays walking. She liked skiing. So I couldn't
238 understand, couldn't anticipate her dying, I think that's the best way
239 to put it. There was always the [dears throat] positive thought, and
240 that was that she would overcome it. Because she's quite a
241 determined character, but the trauma of her death has left me with
242 frequent repercussions o f the final days o f her life.
243 1 was in London at the time and I stayed in her place in London. She
244 had her own flat. I was in the hospital almost every day I suppose.
245 And that final week when they decided to take her out o f the main
246 ward and put her in the specialist intensive care ward down, in as I
247 thought in the basement. It was a traumatic experience for me. Erm,
248 they allowed me into her bedside when I think she was very heavily
249 sedated and her consciousness was very vague. I think she recognised
250 me by the look in her eyes. Erm and as for her conversation, she had
251 no control over her voice so...what she was saying [pause] and then
252 they asked m e to leave and during that period she'd died her last
253 breath, you know and when I came back the next time, she'd already
254 died you know.
255 I was lucky in the sense that my sister in law, my wife's sister was with
256 me at the same time and unfortunately she'd gone for a break and a
257 cup o f tea when the final moments o f Samantha's life were stirred. As
258 she was, I was running like a...like a wild person looking for her to find
259 her, to bring her into the bedside. Eventually...eventually she found
260 me. And the other sad part about it was...was Jane. She was on
261 holiday with her husband which she cancelled as soon as I let them
 ^W  later amended this statement to say that he is looking forward to being 
with his wife and daughter's personality/character again, which some people 
refer to as the spirit
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262 know. This is er...a useful thing...having the mobile facility which
263 enabled me to get in touch, but by the time they came back to
264 England Samantha had already died. But...losing Sam and the
265 circumstances in which I was present does cause me flashbacks of that
266 period.
257 [Pause] And to overcome them, I let them pass over me with the
268 thought that [s/ghs] we're going to meet again, so her personality is
269 still there to cherish. [Pouse] Having had two disappointments in
270 regards to Samantha's illness, when Sam first discovered that she had
271 cancer, which was five years before she actually died, Jane and her
272 husband David had emigrated to Australia. Jane got a 12 month work
273 permit, so she took herself off and her husband got a teaching Job,
274 he's a teacher. They found a lovely flat in Melbourne and I have a
275 funny feeling they would have stayed there, but when 1 told them,
276 Jane that Samantha had discovered that she had cancer they came
277 back to England. And then poor Jane was absent when she lost her
278 sister because she was on holiday at the time you know.
279 I: Yeah. [Pause] W hat impact do you think that had? Her being
280 absent...her not being there when Samantha died
281
282 W; W hat impact did that have on Jane?
283 1; Yes because it seems that being there seemed to be quite important
284 for you.
285 W: They were two great friends [pause] and It had just as much impact on
286 her. 1 think we do support each other in that regard, it was only this
287 year that we both happened to be available to go Samantha's grave
288 with her mum.
289 I: Ah
290 W : [Pause] Over at [name o f town], that's where the wife came
291 from...actually the wife came from Ireland but er they lived in [name
292 of town] which is not far away from here and um we both happened
293 to  have occasion to be up at the graveyard together and we hadn't
294 done that since either of them died where we'd both been up at the
295 graveside together. And well the tears just dripped out o f us, you
295 know. We had to hold onto each other, you know. And I hadn't had
297 that emotional breakdown, which indicates to me that we were both
298 so fond of Samantha and so fond o f our family. It er really brought
299 the emotions forth...yeah. It made me happy afterwards anyway to
300 realise that our love for each other was so deep.
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301 I: Yeah
302 W; [Pause] I think the only thing that's keeping me going now is looking
303 after me [chuckles]
304 I: Can you say some more about that?
305 W: Looking after me?
306 I: Yeah
307 W; Well sometimes I think my social programme is too ambitious for my
308 age profile. Erm, I'll be going to a choir practice tonight [name o f male
309 voice choir... as if  to promote it to the dictation machine and laughs]
310 I: [Laughs]
311 W: W e hope to be famous one day but...we do several charitable
312 concerts throughout the year and 1 only Joined that about 8 years ago
313 after I retired. [Pause] I still go walking at the two clubs, the Catholic
314 Ramblers and the Ramblers Association. The Ramblers Association
315 here in [large northern city] have got a subgroup that goes out on a
316 Tuesday.
317 I: Ah OK
318 W: So that's Monday taken care of and that's Tuesday taken care o f going
319 out on a local walk.
320 1; Hmm mmm
321 W: And I must admit that the walks are a bit too far for me, I usually start
322 off and I might do half the walk, especially if  it's doing any hills, but
323 again it's only local round the catchment area o f [large northern city].
324 Erm, so that's that and Wednesday i've started at the U3A
325 I: Ah yes...
326 W : You've heard of that?
327 1: Yeah, yeah
328 W: The University of the Third Age [laughs] Having never been to a
329 University I thought that it would be a bit of a novelty at my age to  go
330 to a University but it's not...academic, it's social. Erm...and I've
331 decided to join a poetry group.
332 I: Poetry?
333 W: I've taken a liking to reading poetry to myself. I can get an emotional
334 response from the poet's use o f words to convey uh feelings. I've
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even attempted to write some myself, I've got a folder I can...at quiet 
moments in which I've wrote some things, in fact I'll show...This 
particular poetry group they do have a subject m atter for each 
meeting and the first one that they picked was night and I though 
'how the devil am 1 going to write about night?' But anyway I made an 
attem pt at it and I brought it along and they were most impressed. 
They said, this is the first time anyone has ever, in the group, there's 
only about half a dozen of us, has submitted something to read. 
Because normally they do research amongst their own readings and 
they've all got poetry books on the shelves.
Right, yeah
And bring along a poem about night 
Oh ok
The next one of them I'm having difficulty about thinking of, it's love 
and marriage [laughs] I had found a...I went on the internet and just 
typed in 'poems, love and marriage' and just clicked on the first one 
that came up and I'm going to submit that to the next meeting. So 
that's Wednesday. Thursday, we have a practice night for the choir, 
tw o Thursdays a month and if I'm not going there, i'll go to the 
Ramblers' social night which is on a Thursday and they invariably have 
someone giving a talk and slide show. And then there's about six of us 
who adjourn to a pub in the city where we have a beer or two before 
we go home. So that's Thursdays, Friday...what's Friday? 
Hmm...Fridays' a free day. Saturday, Saturday I'll be walking and 
Sunday I'll be walking.
And in between that, I go shopping. I try to walk everywhere if I can, 
erm...the shops are about a 20 minute walk along the canal.
Ah, nice.
Which is most pleasant 
Yeah
Sometimes i'll venture further to Asda, which is you know when you 
came off the roundabout there’s a big motorway
Yeah
Well that takes about 40 minutes to get to Asda, which is along the 
canal and through some fields but 1 get the train back if I'm too 
loaded. Erm, i've now through the influence of my daughter and
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others, I have a lady cleaner who comes in to clean the place for me, 
otherwise I used to be involved in cleaning the flat out. But I find 
myself doing the laundry , which I'd done the other day because 1 
wouldn't be able to do it today [laughs]. So all my laundry’s done and 
the shopping and the cooking.
Who did the cooking...
Sometimes in the morning I’ll go to church
I was going to ask you about church because you said that your faith 
has been a tremendous support to you and I was wondering how  
formal your involvement with the church was.
They have a bereavement group in our parish church but i've never 
felt the need to go.
Hmm
1 don't know whether it's my own obstinate nature, I don't know. Or 
whether I like to think that 1 can cope with my bereavement on my 
own. I think I can cope on my own because I do a lot o f praying to 
God. I'm not ashamed to say so. fPouse] W hether I'm getting help or 
not from God, I couldn't even say yes I am. Err, I don't know. I've 
never given much thought about my relationship with God and what 
I'm getting from God, erm, I've never sat down and thought...and out 
a plus and a minus on a piece of paper and go through my thoughts 
and say 'well I've asked God for this' and I asked God several times to 
cure Sam. It never happened. Do 1 put that on a plus or a minus? 1 
don't know...but I think that without some sort o f spiritual support 
that I feel I'm getting, I think without the pleasure o f the Lord, i'd be a 
frequent customer over there [points out o f his window]
Oh it's a pub
[laughs]
Oh yeah, it’s Just directly there isn't it?
I think if I didn't have that spiritual support from the Almighty I think 
I'd be a frequent visitor over there. I’m grateful for that, that erm, Tm 
not an alcoholic, wallowing in my own misery. Anything else? Am I 
running out of subject matter?
Not at all...Tm just really struck by the richness of your story actually 
I think you'd better check that, to make sure it's recorded 
[break while I play back the recording to test the recording quality]
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408 W : You see, sometimes 1 think I have a soft voice.
409 1: And so do I as well, so between the two of us, it should be fine. No, ITI
410 be able to hear that back, so thank you. Erm...
411 W ; I don't play the piano anymore.
412 I: Oh OK. How long did you play the piano for?
413 W: Well since I was about, I was never any good, I was only a novice.
414 Erm...l started playing the piano about, when I was 13 or 14
415 something like that
416 I: OK
417 W : I distinctly remember when M other bought the piano, it cost 2 and
418 sixpence per week and 1 had the task of going with the 2 and sixpence
419 to the shop where we bought it [laughs] in town. I went to music
420 lessons. M y two sisters who were younger than me, they went to
421 music lessons as well. None of us, got beyond our own personal
422 recreation, there was no genius amongst us. Having said that, though,
423 Jo, the eldest sister she did reach cap and gown status which enabled
424 her to teach pupils at home. Eileen never progressed, the same as
425 myself, just for our own recreation. I used to enjoy playing but I was
426 only ever at a novice stage. One of the erm, I suppose, not
427 restrictions, but I suppose hesitations in this flat is the noise the piano
428 makes with the neighbour underneath [laughs]
429 I: Oh [laughs]
430 W ; Erm, it sort o f puts you off making too much of a noise. Plus the fact
431 that playing the piano does require the discipline of exercises
432 frequently.
433 I: Oh OK
434 W : To keep your fingers supple enough and to keep your eye sight
435 reading as well
436 I; Ah
437 W; I hope I don't regret not playing it. That was another interest I had. I
438 also liked going to the classical concerts in [large northern city]. They
439 had a great orchestra in [large northern city], the Philharmonic. I used
440 to go there on a regular basis with some of my social friends. Erm,
441 I've stopped going to that because it's become very expensive and I'm
442 getting just as much pleasure out of classical music on the radio. I'm a
443 Radio 3 fan. I hardly look at the television, it's there as an ornament
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[laughs]. Don't get newspapers now, fed up with the negative 
reporting.
Hmm
They paint a rather...a gloomy picture o f the world at large and most 
of it's really opinionated news rather than news I find. There's too 
many personal slants on what's newsworthy rather than printing what 
actually happened and let one just read the facts, you know.
Hmm
That's the same for the television. I only put it on for something like 
the 10 o' Clock News and that's about it.
OK
[Pouse] W hat else can we embrace?
I was wondering if I could, if we could.-.come back to the tim e around 
erm...Samantha's, the end of Samantha's life. I was wondering how 
involved were you with the decisions at the end of Samantha's life?
I'm glad you raised that because maybe one of the occupations in my 
mind which detracted from the actual loss o f Samantha was the 
process o f dealing with her affairs, her estate.
Hmm
Because she had this place in London that she was renting...was she 
renting or did she buy it? No she bought it. And...er...l found myself 
engrossed in obtaining probate because the poor girl would never 
dream of having a will already laid out, not at 36 years o f age. Erm, so 
the legal process of becoming responsible for her affairs, I found 
myself being involved and interested in what was necessary in order 
to achieve the winding up o f her estate. The first thing was 
establishing the right of the person to deal with her affairs, that's the 
first thing that had to be involved. And that I was the legitimate 
father and I was able to act in her place. So that took quite a while 
that and it absorbed quite a bit o f my mental state I suppose, which 
did help me to overcome the emotional aspect of it all. Erm, it was 
interesting to see how the legal system worked in this process as well. 
It culminated in having to dispose o f her property, close her bank 
accounts and all that support o f her. She never had insurance on her 
life [chuckles] so that's one aspect that I didn't have to get involved in.
[Pouse] I suppose in a way that must have been some sort of 
detraction from the emotional loss, the fact that I was involved so 
much and it took quite some time. I've still got the folder there and
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482 the only thing that's missing is that I can't find her diploma for Clinical
483 Psychology, but whether that got lost in the office where she worked
484 in, I don't know. I'm in the process of obtaining a duplicate at the
485 moment. The counter-signature of the application has to be done by
486 a lawyer [mokes a surprised exclamation]. Jane's got a friend who's a
487 lawyer so she, she's getting the thing counter-signed by her...and
488 she's going to send it off to the college. And I hope in a little while,
489 they'll get me a new one. I'll just like to have it displayed, yeah.
490 [Pouse] So winding up her affairs may well have psychologically
491 helped me to overcome the emotional loss o f Samantha
492 I: [Pause] It seems like there were quite a few  people involved,
493 professionals, that kind of thing. I was also wondering, what was it
494  like telling people about...
495  W; About her?
496 I: Yeah, about her dying
497 W: [Pause] I wasn't-.wasn't aware of me telling people. Erm, you know,
498 'I've got a daughter who's just died', erm, most of my friendship circle
499 were well aware o f her death. Erm and that circle of friends were all
500 at her funeral, so there's no need for me to tell people, but if I do
501 mention it to non-friends in my circle and they utter the fact that it
502 was harder emotionally to get over the loss of Sam than It was her
503 M um  for reasons I couldn't define. Maybe because my wife was
504 older, she was 65 1 think she was. I was disappointed we didn't reach
505 our first, 2 5 *  wedding anniversary [chuck/es] but that's the story of
506 getting married late isn't it?
507 Hmm [pause]
508 The wife's aunty was very much encouraging us to get married at such
509 a late time in our lives. I don't know why she took that line. Maybe
510 she was jealous because she was a spinster, apparently a beautiful
511 young Irish lady who must have missed the boat somewhere along the
512 way [laughs]: But she thought we were a bit silly at our age at 40, I
513 was 40 and the wife was 38 in getting married, but err, in no way has
514 it been a wrong decision. It was the right decision to get married. It's
515 a good job that we don't know what was to come isn't it?
516 Hmm [pouse] Anything else?
517 I: You mentioned that there seemed to be a different experience
518 between the loss of your wife and the loss of Samantha. I was Just
519 wondering if you getting older has..
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520 W: What?
521 I: If you getting older has changed your experience o f bereavement if at
522 all?
523 W: The fact that Tm older?
524 i: That you...that you have gotten older in between your wife
525 passing...you losing your wife and losing Samantha.
526 W: Has it played a profile..played a part in it?
527 I: Yeah
528 W: M y age? Umm [pause] do you mean a philosophical approach in the
529 loss of somebody?
530 I: Hmm
531 W: [Pause] Tm not quite...Tm not quite sure where to  place this question
532 about how I adjusted because of age, what...what part does age have
533 in the position of losing erm...l don't know. I suppose there's an
534 inevitability that we're all going to die at some time and somewhere.
535 How is it going to happen, thank God we don't know. Erm...l suppose
536 the reality that we all have to die somewhere somehow may have
537 played some part in my understanding o f my wife dying and then my
538 daughter dying. Maybe because I've heard of other people who have
539 lost their loved ones has also played a part in my understanding of the
540 loss of life. Erm...there's a friend in the rambling circle who confided
541 to me [inaudible] during the RA on a Tuesday, you know. And she said
542 that she woke up...l was...l think we got onto the conversation of
543 losing our partners...iosing our married partners. I explained to her
544 the unusual circumstances that my wife died on my walk, whether I
545 was trying to impress or make an emphasis on the unusual occurrence
546 with me that it happened on my walk and it didn't happen on the
547 street somewhere when she was by herself. But then she related her
548 own circumstances vrhich were that when she woke up in the morning
549 her husband was dead alongside her, he'd died in the night and that
550 has...has impressed upon my mind ...this inevitability that we're all
551 going to die somewhere and sometimes and the circumstances of
552 dying...! think we just have to accept it.
553 1: Hmm
554 W: Hope that it's not a traumatic and painful experience [pause] and
555 whether that is part of my basic philosophy in life and because o f my
556 age I've lived with other people's circumstances, I don't know. I don't
557 know if that answers your question.
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558 I; It does, thank you, And...so it seems that you were able to in some
559 circumstances to  talk about the loss o f your wife, how do other
560 people talk to you about Samantha?
561 W : Samantha?
562 1: Yeah, both at the time when she died and now.
563 W ; The common [clears throat], the  common response is 'you don't
564 expect your children to  die before you'.
565 I; Hmm
566 W : That's the...common phraseology ...the implications that this brings
567 about in one's own emotions that er...it's something that you don't
568 expect.
569 I; Uh huh
570 W : Especially when.-.your child has grown up to  adulthood, erm...this is
571 not to say that it is...a bigger burden than losing a child at birth
572 [pause] but it must be erm ...just as much as an emotional loss I think
573 at a couple losing their children at an early age. Erm...whether it is
574 different when the person goes into adulthood, I wouldn't like to
575 make comparisons. It's all to do with loss o f one's offspring isn’t  it
576 [pause] and the loss of one's offspring makes no difference when it
577 occurs, either in infancy or in adulthood. 1 shouldn't think so. On a
578 scale of measurements, they're, they're both equal I would think and
579 the trauma and the emotional experience of losing one's
580 offspring...erm...it's like being a participant in creation and then
581 you've lost that creation that you have created so to speak [pouse]
582 So when people ask me about Samantha, it's usually, they express an
583 understanding...how...traumatic it must have been for
584 me...erm...being younger and being your offspring but it must be the
585 same for all parents who lose their offspring to a degree which is
586 equal to themselves really [pouse]
587 I don’t know of any recompense...the only recompense I have is that,
588 as I said before I pray and hope that erm, we all meet again. That's
589 my recompense [pause]
590 Anything else?
591 I; Erm...[pouse] I suppose we're...! was just...wondering what's been the
592 hardest thing you've had to get used to since Samantha died?
593 W: What's that?
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594 I: What's been the hardest thing to get used to  since Samantha died?
595 W: [pause] it may seem frivolous but I look at that phone every time I
595 come in to see if there's been a call, because she often called me.
597 Hmm...in fact, now that I mention it, 1 think I got more phone calls off
598 Samantha than anyone else, the thing is more or less silent now
599 [chuckles]. So„.it may seem trivial but she was always ringing me up.
600 Because I did go down there frequently, erm...making use o f her
601 accommodation [laughs] to see the things that London has to  offer for
602 visitors, you know. Hmm..,[pouseJ so, 1 think I could say that, even
603 though it sounds frivolous that I often look, and see if there's anyone
604 who had made a call and it was only Sam who would ring on a fairly
605 regular basis to say that she did not have her own social life down
606 there and was always ringing up her Dad but...that is something I do
607 miss is her phone calls. She’s always have something in mind for...to
608 our entertainment down there, like when we went to  the last night o f
609 the proms, things like that. 1 miss those visits to London, I had a
610 couple o f meals in the 0 X 0  tower [smiles]. Hmm...[pause] mmm...
611 She was a very friendly person [pouse] erm...how are we doing?
512 1: Well we're coming towards the end...and I was just wondering if there
613 was anything else that you’d like to talk about and if there's anything
614 important that you feel is important that we haven't spoken about.
615 W; Pardon?
616 I: Is there anything important that we haven't spoken about?
617 W: In regards to me?
618 I: Yep, or your experiences, yeah
619 W : Anything important? About me? From what angle? W hat aspect?
620 I: I was just wondering if there was anything that we haven't spoken
621 about that you...that I've missed?
622 W: [Pouse] In my life?
623 I; Hmm, yeah I was just wondering...
624 W; Anything that we haven't spoken about? [Pouse] Erm...l do miss
625 having a permanent life companion, jokingly i'll tell eveiy'one that Tm
626 looking for a rich widow [laughs] but I think underneath that
627 phraseology is living alone...and concluding that 1 am a social animal
628 and I do like company. I’ve got to get myself out o f this place in order
629 to engage myself with company. I suppose that's the only thing Tm
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and I have an opportunity to say something in regards with what 
they're doing with themselves. 1 put a plug in for getting some 
education in them. I might even pop in an advert for pharmacy 
[laughs]
Not psychology?
I remember Jane saying that she was very lucky because she only 
scraped...is it a points system that you have?
Yeah,yeah
To get into university and the nearest one was [large northern city], so 
she scraped into [large northern city]. So I usually mention, 
pharmacy's a good job you know [laughs]
W hat makes you promote pharmacy over psychology? Speaking out 
of self interest here
Jane
Jane, yeah
I don't know. I'm going to ask her on Tuesday 
OK
I'll ask her why she picked pharmacy, it's not in my memory box why 
she picked that [pouse] I can give her a ring every now and again and 
say, hey I need something [laughs] I need a fix. W hy Sam took 
psychology I don't know....oh I think I did know...yes, she was in her 
final year at school, what would she have been 15 or 17?
Yeah
Yeah she was 16 and you know how they have visitors from different 
professions? And I think this particular year they had a psychologist 
and she was most impressed by his delivery and the subject
That's recall, that's not a bad recall that, that must have made an 
impression on me and Sam, that's why she went into psychology. She 
went to [large northern city] first for her BSc.
Ah I see. So they both stayed fairly local then? In the north
I think Sam went down into London for her diplomas,..her Masters 
and her Clinical [pouse] They said...it was Samantha that mentioned it 
more than Jane, that it was a pity that I didn't er...take up education 
even though I missed the opportunity when I was a child. She saw
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700 things in me that I didn't see (poüsej yeah...we were great friends
701 [pause]
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A PPEN D IX  10; L IST OF MASTER THEMES FROM IP A  ANALYSIS OF 
TRANSCRIPT 1
Preliminary list of themes
Importance of education 
Importance of being busy 
Finding pleasure 
Importance of hard work 
Regret
Social comparison 
Uniqueness of individual experience 
Location as a means of establishing identity 
Opening up new opportunities 
Nostalgia
Consequences of choices 
Standing by his decision 
Loss
Belonging
Companionship/loss of this 
Religion as a protective factor 
Contributing something positive 
God as a source of advice 
Belief in after life 
Pride in faith 
Relationship to God 
Questioning faith 
Child being the biggest loss 
Impact of loss on wider family 
Shock/disbelief
Searching (for reasons, personality, companionship) 
Loss as a trauma 
Presence/absence 
Distress 
Ageing
Loss of activity due to age 
Not seeking out formal support 
Independence 
Acceptance
Special connection with daughter 
Daughter being too young to die
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Inversion of natural order
Talking about wife's loss
Not talking about loss of daughter
Clustering of themes
Values
Importance of education 
Importance of being busy 
Finding pleasure 
Importance of hard work 
Seeking out new opportunities
Reflecting on consequences of choices
• Consequences of choices
•  Standing by his decisions
• Regret
• Nostalgia
Loss
Loss of friend at 24/25 to marriage 
Chiid being the biggest loss 
Impact of loss on wider family 
Shock/disbelief
Searching (for reasons, personality, companionship) 
Loss as a trauma 
Presence/absence 
Distress
Companionship/loss of this 
Daughter being too young to die 
Inversion of natural order 
Talking about wife's loss 
Not talking about loss of daughter 
Social comparison 
Uniqueness of individual experience 
Identity
• Belonging
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Religion
Religion as a protective factor
Religion as a means of contributing something positive
God as a source of advice
Belief in after life
Pride in faith
Relationship to God
Questioning faith
Acceptance
Ageing
Loss of activity due to age 
Seeking out new opportunities
Master list
Agency 55-57: they had a lot of activities apart from rambling. 
They had football, they had tennis
206-207: Somehow, you're carried along by the life 
that you have to get over the next hour, to get over 
the next day.
208-209:1 don't think 1 was ever...absent from normal 
living
209-210:1 never sat at home pondering my situation, 1 
think 1 was always busy doing something
302-303:1 think the only thing that's keeping me going 
is looking after me
317-318: So that's Monday taken care of and that's 
Tuesday taken care of [male voice choir and rambling]
323: Wednesday I've started at the U3A
351-353: Thursday we have a practice night for the 
choir, two Thursdays a month and if I'm not there I'll 
go to the Ramblers' social night
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374-375: So all my laundry's done and the shopping 
and the cooking
457-458: Maybe one of the occupations in my mind 
which detracted from the actual loss of Samantha was 
the process of dealing with her affairs, her estate
471-472: It absorbed quite a bit of my mental state 1 
suppose which did help me to overcome the emotional 
aspect of it all
477-479:1 suppose in a way that rhust have been some 
sort of detraction from the emotional loss, the fact 
that 1 was involved so much and it took quite some 
time.
482: I'm in the process of obtaining a duplicate [of 
Samantha's Clinical psychology doctorate certificate]
Consequences of 
choices/regret
31-32:1 have a feeling that during the diesel 
locomotive period that my hearing loss started 
because of the noise and the confined place
66: [Joining the Catholic Ramblers] opened up to me a 
completely new world
102-103: The only regret in my outdoor pursuits was 
that 1 never learned to ski
109-110:1 no way could 1 afford to go skiing [and get 
married] so that was the end of my skiing.
112: I've never looked back.
163-165: One of my problems 1 suppose, being on train 
driving duties was...my hours of duty was such that 1 
might be trying to sleep while they were actives and 
out of doors
163-170: So it was quite a, quite a problem trying to 
adjust to a normal 9-5 family life
177-178: Should 1 go into the priesthood or should 1 
make a real good attempt at getting married?
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190-194; And looking back, it's strange phenomena, 
here 1 am praying to the Almighty for some guidance, 
but you never think of the consequences and the 
consequences for me is that 1 do get happily married, 1 
do have a wife, 1 do have children and then suddenly 1 
lose the wife, she dies.
274-276: and 1 have a funny feeling they [Jane and her 
husband] would have stayed there, but when 1 told 
them, Jane that Samantha had discovered that she had 
cancer they came back to England.
395-396:1 think without the pleasure of the Lord, I'd 
be a frequent customer over there
436:1 hope 1 don't regret not playing [the piano]
502-504:1 was disappointed we didn't reach our first, 
25^ *^  wedding anniversary but that's the story of getting 
married late isn't it?
512-513: It was the right decision to get married. It's a 
good job that we don't know what was to come isn't 
it?
695-697: It was Samantha that mentioned it more than 
Jane, that it was a pity 1 didn't er...take up education 
even though 1 missed the opportunity when 1 was a 
child
Loss
Loss of child being the 
biggest loss
198-200: And the worst of all was losing Samantha. 
That was the biggest blow. So now we're only half a 
family to what we had five, then years ago.
231: Getting over Samantha was a bigger problem
499-501: It was harder emotionally to get over the loss 
of Sam than it was her Mum for reasons 1 couldn't 
define.
561-562: You don't expect your children to die before 
you
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578-579: It's like being a part in creation and then 
you've lost that creation
697-698: [Samantha] saw things in me that 1 didn't see
Shock/disbelief/trauma 231-232:1 couldn't accept that she was going to die.
232-234: Even though this cancer business was quite 
erm, a claimant on people's lives. 1 always thought her 
treatment would overcome it.
241-242: The trauma of her death has left me with 
frequent repercussions of the final days of her life
247: It was a traumatic experience for me
258-259:1 was running like a wild person looking for 
[my wife's sister, when Samantha was dying] to find 
her, to bring her into the bedside
264-266: But...losing Sam and the circumstances in 
which 1 was present does cause me flashbacks of that 
period
295: And the tears Just dripped out of us
296-297:1 hadn't had that emotional breakdown
463-464: the poor girl would never dream of having a 
will laid out...not at 36 years of age.
475-476: She never had insurance on her life
565-566: the implications [of losing a child] that this 
brings about in one's own emotions that er...it's 
something that you don't expect
Presence/absence 243-244: U was in London at the time [of Samantha's 
death] and 1 stayed at her place in London. 1 was in the 
hospital almost every day 1 suppose.
248: they allowed me into her bedside
251-254: and then they asked me to leave and during 
that period she'd died her last breath, you know and
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when U came back the next time, she'd already died
255-257: My wife's sister was with me at the same 
time and unfortunately she'd gone for a break and a 
cup of tea when the final moments of Samantha's life 
were stirred
260-262: And the other sad part about it was...was 
Jane. She was on holiday with her husband which she 
cancelled as soon as 1 let them know.
263-264: By the time they [Jane and her 
husbandjcame back to England Samantha had already 
died
270-272: When Sam first discovered that she had 
cancer, which was five years before she actually died, 
Jane and her husband David had emigrated to 
Australia.
287-288: It was only this year that we both [he and his 
daughter Jane] both happened to be available to go to 
Christine's grave with her mum.
293-295: we hadn't done that since either of them 
died where we'd both been up at the graveside 
together
544-555: [my wife's death] happened on my walk and 
it didn't happen on the street somewhere when she 
was by herself
547: [his friend's] husband was dead alongside her
Loss of companionship 297-298: We were both so fond of Samantha and so 
fond of our family
593-594:1 look at that phone every time 1 come in to 
see if there's been a call, because [Samantha] often 
called me.
596: the thing is more or less silent now
598:1 did go down there frequently, erm...making use
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of her accommodation
604-605: that is something 1 do miss is her phone calls
607:1 miss those visits to London
622-623:1 do miss having a permanent life companion
625:1 am a social animal
626:1 do like company
626-627: I've got to get myself out of this place in 
order to engage myself with company.
628-629: I'm not happy living on my own
697-698: [Samantha] saw things in me that 1 didn't see
698: [Samantha and 1] were great friends
Social comparison 62-64: [the secretary of the Ramblers' Association] had 
a couple of qualification letters MSc or something like 
that and they're a little bit above my standard there 
but er, that was, that was just him.
381-382: They have a bereavement group in our parish 
church but I've never felt the need to go
384:1 don't know whether it's my own obstinate 
nature
395-396:1 think without the pleasure of the lord. I'd be 
a frequent customer over there [pub]
636-538: Maybe because I've heard of other people 
who have lost their loved ones has also played a part in 
my understanding of the loss of life
540-541: [he and a friend] got onto the conversation of 
losing our partners
568-569: Especially when...your child has grown up to 
adulthood, erm...this is not to say that it is...a bigger 
burden than losing child at birth
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570-571: it must be erm...just as much as an emotional 
loss 1 think as a couple losing their children at an early 
age.
571-573: whether it is different when the person goes 
into adulthood, 1 wouldn't like to make comparisons.
573: it's all to do with the loss of one's offspring isn't 
it?
574-575: the loss of ones' offspring makes no 
difference when it occurs, either in infancy or 
adulthood. 1 shouldn't think so.
575-576: on a scale of measurements, they're, they're 
both equal 1 would think
583-584: it must be the same for all parents who lose 
their offspring to a degree which is equal to 
themselves
Religion as a protective 
factor
175-178:1 was always pondering the thought, you 
know should 1 go into the priesthood having 40 years 
without making any move. Should 1 go into the 
priesthood or should 1 make a real good attempt at 
getting married?
190-191: Here 1 am praying to the Almighty for some 
guidance
215-219:1 wonder if my religious faith played a part in 
that because 1 would overcome any missing 
her...thoughts with one day we'll meet again. In the 
heavenly place that we'll travel to through our faith. 1 
think that has been the mainstay in overcoming the 
loss of my wife
225-230: But for Samantha it was the same sort of 
process 1 think. Such a huge loss that in no way could 1 
accept that we'll never meet again. 1 firmly believe 
that we will meet again. Otherwise, what is the point 
in life, to go through with life with such affections and 
love for people that if you die there's an eternity of 
nothing. 1 think basically that's what's kept me sane.
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that we shall meet again.
267-269: And to overcome [the flashbacks], 1 let them 
pass over me with the thought that [sighs] we're going 
to meet again, so her personality is still there to 
cherish.
381-382: They have a bereavement group in our parish 
church but I've never felt the need to go
386-387:1 think 1 can cope on my own because 1 do a 
lot of praying to God. I'm not ashamed to say so.
387-388: Whether I'm getting help or not from God, 1 
couldn't say yes 1 am. Err, 1 don't know.
389-394: I've never given much thought about my 
relationship with God and what I'm getting from God, 
erm. I've never sat down and thought and out a plus 
and a minus on a piece of paper and go through my 
thoughts and say 'well I've asked God for this' and 1 
asked God several times to cure Sam. It never 
happened. Do 1 put that as a plus or a minus?
400-402:1 think if 1 didn't have the spiritual support 
from the Almighty 1 think I'd be a frequent visitor over 
there [the pub]. I'm grateful for that, that erm. I'm not 
an alcoholic, wallowing in my own misery.
578-579: it's like being a participant in creation and 
then you've lost that creation
Ageing 307-308: Well sometimes 1 think my social programme 
is too ambitious for my age profile
327-329: The University of the Third Age. Having 
never been to a University 1 thought that it would be a 
bit of a novelty at my age to go to a University but it's 
not academic, it's social.
370-372: I've now through the influence of my 
daughter and others, 1 have a lady cleaner who comes 
in to clean the place for me, otherwise 1 used to be 
involved in cleaning the flat out
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410:1 don't play the piano anymore
425-427: One of the erm, 1 suppose, not restrictions, 
but 1 suppose hesitations in this flat is the noise the 
piano makes with the neighbour underneath [laughs]
429: It sort of puts off making too much of a noise
436:1 hope 1 regret not playing it
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APPEN D IX  11: L IST  OF THEMES FROM NARRATIVE ANALYSIS OF 
TRANSCRIPT 1
•  Hard working man
• Defined self by job
• Defined daughters' identity by their jobs
• Success in life determined by hard work and choices (promotion in job, 
actively chose not to become a priest)
• Active choice to join organisations to meet people (after loss of someone, 
e.g. friend and wife/daughter)
• After the loss of his wife and daughter actively seeking out new activities 
to help with cope with a crisis, e.g. managing Samantha's estate after her 
death, joining U3A and a male voice choir in addition to the two rambling 
societies of which he was already a member.
• Faith as a constant support
• Doing as a means of coping
• Crises in life are painful but not insurmountable
• Reflecting back on experiences -  Gerotranscendence
How Walter positioned himself
• Hard worker, a father, a Catholic, and a husband.
•  Man who did not have any formal qualifications - left school at 15 without 
any qualifications.
•  Associated some stigma with this and made negative social comparisons 
between himself and other people, e.g. when he described joining the 
Catholic Ramblers, he was almost put off the organisation as a whole 
because the secretary put his qualifications after his name. 'Always 
regretted not having a good command of English' [645-55].
•  Attempted to rectify his lack of qualifications, through his involvement 
with the University of the Third Age (U3A; 'I thought it would be a bit of a 
novelty at my age to go to a University' [329-330]). However, he qualified 
this statement as soon as he said it by explaining that it was more social 
group than academic.
• It was a 'pity' [698] that he was not able to attend university.
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Advice giver or patriarch of sorts within his local community, which was 
potentially strengthened through merit of his age, by extolling the virtues 
of education to supermarket employees when he conversed with them 
[660-661].
Relationships with his family
• Did not ascribe many characteristics to wife and daughters. He did not 
talk about his wife's personality, although he described their marriage as 
happy [192].
• Walter only mentioned his wife's name once throughout the whole 
narrative - 'my wife' or 'the wife'.
• Samantha -  'determined' and 'healthy' in the context of her receiving her 
diagnosis: 234-236:1 couldn't understand how she got cancer because she 
never smoked and she wasn't a drinker in that sense and I think she was a 
fairly healthy person.
• Disbelief in her death (e.g. 237-238:1 couldn't understand, couldn't 
anticipate her dying).
• Friendship that he had with Samantha and the friendship between 
Samantha and her sister, Jane.
• He and Jane were sources of mutual support for one another [286].
• Depth of feeling between him and his whole family, which was reflected 
in the level of emotion and pain that he described as he and Jane were 
together at his wife and daughter's gravesides: [296-300].
Relationship with God
• Secure attachment with God. Faith as a constant in his life and through 
Joining a Catholic activity group, he met his wife.
• Faith as a coping mechanism, describing it as a 'mainstay' and that it kept 
[him] sane [229-230]'.
•  Belief in the afterlife brings a sense of meaning to his view of human life 
and existence (e.g. Otherwise, what's the point in life, to go through life 
with such affections and love for people that if you die, there's an eternity 
of nothing? [ 227-229])
• Belief in afterlife as a way of maintaining that connection with his wife 
and daughter even after death (e.g. in no way could I accept that we'll 
never meet again [226].
• Walter's relationship with God is deeply personal, rather than through the 
Catholic church as an institution.
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Rejected the idea of going to a formal bereavement support group held 
through the church [385]
Walter positioned God as many things: a protector against temptation 
(specifically alcohol as a coping mechanism, e.g. I'm grateful for that, that 
erm. I'm not an alcoholic, wallowing in my own misery [402-403]), a 
source of guidance [191].
Faith was not merely based on whether God answered his prayers but 
also talked about the spiritual support [395; 401] and pleasure [396] he 
derived from God.
Walter appears to question his faith in God, without necessarily explicitly 
stating that the death of his daughter resulted in doubts or a crisis in faith. 
If his relationship with God is based unconditional love, then he may have 
felt that it was strong enough to withstand his questioning about the 
support he received at the time of Samantha's illness and death.
Whether I'm getting help from God, I couldn't even say yes I am [388-389]
I've never sat down with a piece of paper and go through my thoughts 
and say well "I've asked God for this" and I asked God several times to 
cure Sam. It never happened. Do I put that as a plus or a minus? I don't 
know [391-394]
How did we co-construct the story?
•  Power imbalance between me and Walter -  role of a researcher and 
interviewer implies that I would have more knowledge or that I would 
take a greater role in directing the interview.
•  Me in the 'knowing' role.
•  I was brought up in a tradition of respecting older men, so I assumed that 
he would have taken the lead during the interview. ). However, he would 
ask for direction from me but did so in such a way to indicate a positive 
and collaborative attitude towards the interview process (455: 'what else 
can we embrace?').
•  Parallels between me and Walter's late daughter Samantha -  age when 
completing her clinical training, gender and ethnicity. Our generation was 
also the first in our families to attend university.
• The parts where the story felt less fluid occurred when I attempted to 
steer the conversation more towards my own preconceptions and 
assumptions about what I expected to be important to Walter's 
experience, such as whether his age had affected how he viewed the loss 
of his daughter [517-533].
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•  Walter's hearing difficulties
•  I attempted to impose my own subjective understanding of Walter's 
account, but I was unaware of doing so during the interview. After all, 
Walter never closely identified his age as part of his identity, he 
mentioned it as something that was happening to him, which he either 
resisted (307: 'well sometimes I think my social programme is too 
ambitious for my age profile) or resulted in a slight restriction of his 
activities, such as having to pay a cleaner. Therefore in future readings of 
Walter's transcript I attempted not to cast an age-influenced perspective 
on his role as a bereaved parent.
The vividness of particular scenes
• Most of Walter's narrative took on the form of a report, where he 
described events in a distant way. He demonstrated a tendency towards 
understatement rather than over dramatisation
•  Only rarely engaged the use of simile or metaphor (e.g. 258:1 was running 
like a wild person looking for [his sister in law]; 295: the tears just dripped 
out of us).
Scene 1: Samantha's death
Walter set the scene of Samantha's death: [245-247] - Anticipatory burial
His attempt to connect with Samantha during her last moments:
She was very heavily sedated and her consciousness was very vague. I 
think she recognised me by the look in her eyes [248-250]
She had not control over her voice [251]
Searching for a sign of his daughter's spirit or personality.
Missing the special connection he had with Samantha: she would be the main 
person to call him on the telephone and she would be the reason he would visit 
London
Walter goes on to describe the last moments of Samantha's life, during which he 
was not with her:
They asked me to leave and during that period she'd died her last breath, 
you know, and when I came back the next time, she'd already died, you 
know [252-254]
Presence at death important - He was there when his wife died and he implied 
that he was glad she was not alone when it happened. Jane was on holiday when 
her sister died.
Scene 2: At Samantha and Betty's graveside
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And well the tears just dripped out of us, you know. We had to hold onto 
each other, you know. And I hadn't had that emotional breakdown, 
which indicates to me that we were both so fond of Samantha and so 
fond of our family. It er really brought the emotions forth...yeah. It made 
me happy afterwards anyway to realise that our love for each other was 
so deep [295-300].
A proud and emotionally contained man letting himself feel the extent of 
his loss for the first time.
Presence of his daughter and the location of the graveside gave Walter 
permission to cry.
Raw emotion that comes with the loss of a child
Walter's ability to find love and hope in the face of that tremendous loss.
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APPENDIX 12: LIST OF THEMES FROM DISCOURSE ANALYSIS OF
TRANSCRIPT 1
Gender and ethnicity
Walter appeared to live in a largely un-gendered and de-raced world 
Age
Walter became markedly less articulate when he was asked to speak about his 
age and how this may have influenced his experience of bereavement, which 
indicates that he lived in an ageless world.
Age and experiences confer the position of an expert/authority in his philosophy 
of life -  certainty
Class
Social class appeared to be an exception to Walter being in a pseudo-dominant 
position (as he was in terms of gender and ethnicity). The impression that comes 
across from Walter's talk is that he was a man who had aspirations to be educated 
and thus elevate himself above the class into which he was born. However, these 
aspirations were curtailed by the decision his mother took to get him a "job for 
life" (16) as a train driver (via "a contact in the parish" 17), which required hard 
manual labour (e.g. shovelling coal) to achieve promotion from an engine cleaner 
to a "qualified" (26) driver. Indeed, several times Walter mentioned conferred 
importance to qualifications. Almost the first thing he said during the interview 
was that he left school at 15 without any qualifications. He also joined the U3A 
(describes it as a novelty) and spoke of promoting the value of education, in 
particular to young people working in supermarkets, "always regretted not having 
a good command of English", social comparison between himself and others who 
are more eloquent.
I was nearly put off [applying to the Catholic Ramblers] because the 
secretary who I had to write to, his name in the advert, and he had a 
couple of qualification letters MSc or something like that [laughs] and 
they're a little bit above my standard there but er that was, that was just 
him, had to have his qualifications known, you see [lines 60-64]
In the above excerpt, Walter assumed an "outsider" position in relation to the 
Catholic Ramblers: "they're a little bit above my standard". Even though Walter 
had been a member of the Catholic Ramblers for almost 60 years at the time of 
the interview, he used the pronoun "they" rather than "us" to describe the 
organisation in this paragraph. He also used the phrase "just him" to separate out 
the secretary from the rest of the Catholic Ramblers, thus supporting his decision 
to join the organisation and position it as somewhere where he belonged.
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By laughing at and mildly ridiculing the secretary, Walter not only authorised his 
own moral position as someone who resists the social norm of putting 
qualification letters after one's name but also indicated that he could be hurt by 
the dominant social culture.
Towards the end of the interview, Walter stated that he had "missed the 
opportunity (699)" for education when he was a child, but his daughter Samantha 
recognised that it was a pity that he did not "take up education (698)". Perhaps 
this indicates regret at the loss of what could have been a further connection to 
both of his daughters, who both went on to higher education. Indeed, rather than 
using evaluative words to describe his daughters or use words to describe their 
personalities, Walter repeatedly came back to their professions, or where they 
went to university when describing them.
Beautiful, pharmacist, who Jane's married to, well behaved, poor Jane, scraped 
into university, pharmacy's a good job
S: never smoked, not a drinker, fairly healthy, liked walking, liked skiing, poor girl, 
collecting her certificates, Sam called, I went to visit Sam, Sam deciding to take 
psychology at school, went to northern university for her BSc, London for her 
Masters and her Clinical.
Conferring authority onto medical professionals: "they" during the scene of 
Samantha's death.
After several careful readings of the transcript, it seemed as though gender and 
ethnicity were invisible within Walter's talk. Even age and class were only briefly 
made visible. As a white man, he was likely to have usually been part of a 
majority conferred pseudo-dominant position for most of his life. So, even though 
as an older bereaved father he was in a minority and within his social group (and 
within the bereavement literature), perhaps his wider social status was portable 
and of a higher order (Goodbody & Burns, 2011) than his age or class. Therefore, 
although his age could have placed him within a marginalised social group (older 
people), he resisted the subject position of himself as an 'older' person.
What were the dominant discourses?
Religion: doubt vs. certainty (specifically in relation to afterlifej/personal vs. 
organisational faith/taken for granted that faith stopped him from being an 
alcoholic
Winding up her estate as an intellectual exercise -  protective, positions him in 
authority and engaging with authority figures
Bereavement as a series of tasks vs. continuing bonds
Resisting dominant discourse (now) of talking about loss as a universally good 
thing
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A PPEN D IX  13: COPY OF IN T E R V IE W  TRANSCRIPT 2
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Interview Transcript 2
So Margaret, perhaps you could begin by telling me a bit about yourself, um where were you
born? W ho did you g row  up with, that kind o f thing?
Urn, I was born locally in (nome of southern tcnvn] the old {narrre o f town] hospital. Um...l 
went to a convent and then a grammar school. I have one sister, an older sister, who's 
seven years o lder than 1 am, bu t we've never got on and never had anything much to  do 
with one another. Urn...parents are dead, been deed a long time. Erm, : never knew what I 
wanted to do so I tried many different jobs and 1 don't think r ever found my niche up until 
retirernent really tcnuck^es]. You live in hope you know. Ahhh. I think I got married when 1 
was 21 and 1 was expecting my first son. M y husband was quite a lot older than me. We 
went on to  have three sons. Erm, but sort o f d rifted  apart and erm ..,he has since remarried. 
He's been married fo r  about 30 years I suppose now. Erm, w hat more can I tell you 
Michelle? W hat do you want to know?
Erm...5o...how...so you had three, th ree  sons with your husband 
Yes that's right. Urn...
W ha t were they like when they  were growing up?
Uh, people used to say "three boys, my goodness, that's a handfur but It always sounded 
worse than It was and they were, they were fine. I really can't look back and say I had 
(rouble with one or the other. They were just boys. Noisy, erm, er...what can I say again? I 
loved it, they were my achievements. I think that's why my husband drifted off really, 
because he kind of js/ghsj I suppose felt not pushed out, but he was quite ambitious. And I 
wasn’t. I um...we've lived in this house since my f irs t son was, was born and urn I d id  
consider moving when Jon died I. because i have a partner and I though t it would be a good 
th ing  to start afresh but 1 couldn't do It I'm OK here, it 's  quite quie t, qu ite  private, it's  in the  
turning circle. Um.,.yes, the boys were fine, they_.very different, which makes having 
children so interesting, because they come ou t looking like a selection o f boiled eggs, but 
ernr) [laughs], they're all so d iffe re n t you know. And you could have, um my grandmother, 
my mother was the eldest o f 11. In those days they had enormous families. And erm, all of 
them were different, you know. Only a couple le ft now, a couple of aunties bu t all so 
different. And my three again, so different. They were Just a joy if you like, when they were 
younger and I er, ju s t wish that we'd been m ore affluent to  have given them a better time 
bu t they seem to manage, you know, as you do. And my husband was, er, you know l kept
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him [sighs] he, he distanced himself quite a lot but er, he was their father, I would never 
have moved anyone in because my boys had a perfectly good father of their own, you know, 
so...they've, they seem OK, quite grounded, quite different.
How are they different?
How are they different? M y eldest son is quite ambitious and he worked, he's worked very 
hard to gain qualifications and...push up through the ladder and he's a governor o f a young 
offenders prison in [name o f prison]. He started as a ...a you know, the uniform sort of thing 
and er, and he's quite, he's got a home in [name o f town] and he's let that and bought 
another one in f norrje o f town]. So he's quite, quite ambitious and quite driven and I wonder 
whether it's because we had no money when they were small. You do think of these things. 
M y other son is so laid back, he's nearly horizontal. He's had more jobs than you can shake 
a stick at. He's amusing, he's ah, he makes the best o f whatever comes his way but he 
doesn't look for it and he drives one of the yellow buses. So you see there are two different 
personalities. My other son was, erm, uh, computer...computer, he used to work for what 
was [name o f company], um I think the name's changed now. 1 can never remember it, but 
it's an American company and um he used to have um, be called in the middle of the night if 
something went wrong. I used to  say "you should have been a doctor, you know, got less 
calls". So, he branched off somewhere else again, you know and relationships have er, been 
a bit tricky for them. Um, my eldest son has two children with his then partner. When 
Jonny died, that split up. When my other son, my middle son I want to  say, um, his 
relationship split up. Um, I'm er...very close to  his ex-partner and indeed the mother of my 
two grandchildren. So that...that’s been quite a struggle because they were both quite 
bitter, you know. Erm, Jonny was too busy having a good tim e. He did have a partner, but I 
think he was nowhere near settling down. And I don't know. He used to envy Thomas and 
Jack for their relationships and after he died, they split up. So, you know, things change 
Michelle, all the tim e.
Hmm
[Pause] Is there anything else I can think o f that would interest?
£rm...what was it like being a mother? Or what is it like being a mother?
Being a mother?
Mmm
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63 M: Oh I think my sons were my achievements and anything else went by the board once I had
64 them. It was one of those, I think it's rny generation, when, if you got married when you
65 were 21 or whenever it was that's what you did, you stayed home with your children, you
66 know. And erm...err, oh yes, uhh I suppose sometimes I think I wish 1 had more children, but
67 my husband didn't want more children. He was quite distressed at the time when a third
68 one came along. I think probably because I wasn't supposed to have any children. I had um,
69 um, what do you call it? Um . in the fallopian tube 1 had a, I had one removed because I had
70 a pregnancy in the fallopian tube. And the other one was damaged, so when I was about 20
71 they said, "I'm so sorry", you know, "you w on't be able to have children". So I think possibly
72 the outcome may have meant a lot more to me perhaps than someone who hadn't been
73 told that. And er, I think I would have gone on and on, which was another bone o f
74 contention. So we stopped at three. My husband would have liked me to have dealt with
75 the third pregnancy, but it, it couldn't be done so. Yes, being a mother was brilliant. And it
76 gave me confidence. I'm not a very confident person, I know I've talked to you non stop
77 [sm/7es], but it's the opportunity to speak of Jon and what have you that prompts this but
78 erm. I could do anything when 1 had the children with me, you know, ludicrous state of
79 affairs. So yes, it was, it was one of my enormous joys and pleasures to  have had children.
80 I: Thank you [pouse] Can you tell me something about your relationship with Jon as you both
81  got older, as he grew up?
82 M: M m m, are you, are you...sort o f teens or twenties or..,?
83 I; Yeah, because, I suppose. I'm interested in that transition from childhood to adulthood, as
84 their personalities start coming out more.
85 M : Yes, that's true. They, they did, Jonny was quite spiky and temperamental. Um, 1 think
86 being the youngest, the older boys probably pushed him around a lot, you know and um, but
87 once, once he left school and started to work, he started to w o rk ..I found him quite spiky as
88 well, he liked his own way and he...um we did quarrel quite a bit, well I don’t  know about
89 quite a bit, but when he was in his teens, but I probably quarrelled with them when they
90 wanted to do things that 1 wasn’t  keen on. I mean, for example. Jack whizzed around and
91 looked in the kitchen window, and saw me and shot off again upstairs and I thought "what is
92 he up to?" and erm, he's only been given a pet rat [chuck/es]. Which I wasn’t  keen on, you
93 know, but erm, yeah Jon got interested in computers and erm, he had a number of
94 girlfriends and he went to live with one of them  and 1 suppose he moved out in his early
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95 twenties and then he moved back in again and um then he moved out, uh into a flat and
96 when moved out o f the flat, the other boys went to  help him and he had, they were, it was
97 three o'clock in the morning with all this crashing going on in the drive because he, he
98 Thomas said "he hadn't even emptied the wardrobe", he said "he was just watching the
99 television", so um, and he had a girlfriend for about a year and I think that was quite fiery.
100 Um and when he had the stroke, he was due to, he used to  come home for weekends unless
101 something else, you know, he had something else to do. And um, he was living in [name o f
102 city] and working in [name o f city] as well, and erm, I don't know, I used to, my mother was a
103 very difficult woman and he used to  say "is Nan eating with us Mum?" and um, I said,
104 because every Sunday she used to come up and I used to go fetch her and bring her up, and
105 he used to say "oh. I'll stay then. I'll stay, can’t  leave you alone with Gran" because she was a
106 bit prone to undermining everything you did but... Um, so that's not very comprehensive
107 Michelle, but memory plays tricks slightly, you know. Um, sometimes, memory is, is
108 quite...triggered off by something, or memory can be painful, cos, those occasions when
109 things weren't right tend to spring into your mind, you know, but er...and I often wonder
110 whether he knew he was loved. 1 mean, 1 think that about them all, because we’re not, a
111 family that Is demonstrative verbally if you like, you know and er, 1 can remember a
112 colleague who also lost a son about a year after mine, she said to me "not a day went by
113 without me telling each other we, 'I love you"’ and 1 thought God, mine would think I was
114 barmy if I started...if 1, if I, if I was like that, I don’t know. And 1 said to Thomas about this
115 and he said "oh Mum", he said "take it for granted, you know, don’t, don't start beating
116 yourself up about that" and I said to my partner and he said "well it shouldn’t  be taken for
117 granted" and 1 thought, oh well, everyone has conflicting views, you know.
118 1; Hmm
119 M : And I hope he did, because he always came back and forth and never doubted that there
120 was a home here when he needed one, you know [long pause]. I'm stumped [laughs]
121 I: OK. Can you tell me about, something about your experience o f retirement?
122 M: Retirement?
123 I: Yeah
124 M: Erm...
125 I: You mentioned that you found your niche after retirement.
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126 M: Oh well, retirement was brilliant. People say "how are you getting on, whatever do you do?"
127 I love it. I had so many grim jobs over the years, because my husband wasn't very keen on
128 um financing us really and er. I've been a cleaner. I've been a decorator, i've painted the
129 inside of tanks with bitumen, cash in hand, cash in hand, anything to kind of, the boys never
130 did things for school trips, you know. They never used to even tell me apparently, because
131 they knew we couldn't afford it. But, erm, retirement, yes. I, erm, one o f the downsides I tell
132 my sons is that you have to be very old, because they say "it’s alright for you, it's alright for
133 you" [laughs]. I think, retirement, as long as you’re upright, coherent, erm...which at the
134 moment I am, I mean, 1 might talk a load of rubbish but I actually think 1 know what I'm
135 talking about and erm, then you’re free, you're free of being owned.
135 I: Hmm
137 M: I always felt owned by somebody because I needed the money, you know, I needed the
138 wage. Erm, 1 don’t  have tremendous ambitions for retirement, 1 Just, it’s so nice to be able
139 to decide that you’re actually free, free and you can do whatever you want or not. I love it, I
140 love it. So, erm, and my partner, I met him when my husband split up which was when
141 Jonny was seven. Erm, and he’s a recovering alcoholic, that came much later, he came back
142 from Africa, which is where he is now visiting his family and um, I think the lifestyle he led
143 out there started things off because there’s not a great deal to do once you've exhausted
144 the ex-pats and the tennis and the social life and you see the same people and, 1 mean, who
145 knows why anybody drinks, he's a clever person, he's a lecturer, he was a lecturer, erm, he's
146 got all sorts o f qualifications, but...Um l...he..,and I think the other thing was he used to  be
147 waiting for me to finish what 1 was doing at home. So, the two things never...and he’s never
148 been married, he's never had children. I found that a plus in those days because other
149 people's children often, I forget what your original question was, is this alright?
150 I; Yes, yes
151 M: Um, other people’s children, in my experience erm, seem to be quite problematical to the
152 person who’s not their parent. OK, it works a lot sometimes but then my partner is very,
153 he’s not...used to children if you like and not very, 1 would say elastic, err, he didn’t  make
154 allowances for boys being boys, so there was never any question of him moving in. And
155 then the drink took over, so we split up and then Jon died and then, I mean he kept in
156 contact all the way along. And er, it was not until my mother died and his parents died that
157 we thought maybe it might work. He's 75, Trn 78, if we're ever going to have a life together.
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erm, the boys had all gone, we'd give it a try, you know. And err, I found it very difficult to  
share a house with someone for a long time, you know, because you become very selfish 
when it's just you. You know, you go to work and it looks like this [gestures to the living 
room], well not this particularly, but erm, you come home and it’s exactly the same. And I 
live with someone who's wildly untidy and doesn’t even notice. So it's kind, of, it’s always 
compromise when you live with someone and compromise if you have children. It's what 
you make it, really, you know, f  used to say to  the boys "1 wasn't born nagging” [in a stern 
voice, then laughs]. But, I, erm,..yes...l...!'ve lost the plot entirely, you better prompt me 
[laughs].
Well, this is the purpose of the interview, to get to know you and your experiences of...your 
experiences.
I tell the boys sometimes, they say "do you remember so and so, blah blah blah blah blah" 
and 1 say "I don’t  like these trips down memory lane, because their memories are quite 
different to mine [/oughsj. I'm a bit deaf as well, Michelle, so remember that.
And I have quite a soft voice, so...
You are, you are...
So...[laughs]
I've got erm. I'm supposed to be having a hearing aid once it gets all sorted out, so, I told you 
I’m a Samaritan. Brilliant, have a listener who can't hear a word you're saying, isn't it, you 
know [/oughs]. Especially the ones who don't want anyone to hear
All
Anyway, er, yes it’s erm, you must prompt me when I run down.
Would it be OK if we talked a bit more about Jon?
Of course, o f course.
So Jon died thirteen, almost fourteen years ago 
Yes
Could you tell me about the events leading up to his death?
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185 M: Well it was just an ordinary life. He would come home at weekends and it was Easter and he
186 was coming back here fo r Easter and I think he had mates and friends down here, from
187 [name o f city] this was. And erm ...it was the Thursday before Good Friday I think. And, 1 was
188 living on my own then, in those days, because, er, my partner and 1 split up for about four
189 years I think and I was in bed and the phone rang and they said “there's been an incident
190 and you need to go to [name o f c/ty] because he's in hospital" and erm, 1, I didn't, didn't
191 think for a moment that it was something that would be final, that it would be death. And
192 they said "you need to ring this number in [name o f city]". Have I missed, do you
193 want...there's not much leading up to  it, really Michelle, just an ordinary week in an ordinary
194 life.
195 I: Yeah
196 M; They said "oh yes erm, if you'd like to come up, you know, he's in ITU" and erm, and the
197 young nurse, they said "is there anyone else" so I rang each of the boys, 1 rang David [their
198 father] and it all came together so fast. Erm, they came here, I got dressed, erm, I suppose
199 they went, 1 can't remember v/hat happened to them. But we all met here in what seems
200 like moments, you know, everyone moved so quickly, I can remember Thomas was with his
201 partner, the mother of his children and she answered the phone and I said "could Thomas
202 come, Jonny's in hospital" and I heard her say "Jonny's in hospital" and I heard him say "I'll
203 come". Erm, so I went with and the same with Jack and his first partner, they came. So we
204 travelled up in two cars and erm...and that was the start of things, Michelle. Do you want
205 me to go on?
206 I; Yes please
207 M: And he looked so normal. He just looked, 1 mean he wasn't dead, he was hooked up
208 and...erm...all over the place and they were not...they talked to us. 1 stayed there whenever
209 it was, because they let you stay in a special room. I think we all stayed all night until the
210 next day. And I got in touch with his then girlfriend who travelled up, like a bat out o f hell
211 from  down here. And er, 1 never met her. Oh that was the funny thing, Michelle, when he
212 talked, on Sundays, when I said to  you about "is Nan eating, oh well I'd better stay and eat
213  with you then, can't leave you alone", otherwise he would go erm, he had a girlfriend, which
214 I, I've never met her. One night he brought her back and Td just washed my hair and had a
215 bath and was looking at my most unbecoming and he said "I've got Chris outside, do you ant
216 to meet her?" and 1 said "I look so awful, Jonny", I really, I was in a dressing gown that was
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217 all frayed at the bottom and [sighs] I looked terrible. I'd rather look nice and he said "that's
218 alright, another tim e". But before that, when he was on the phone he'd say "so anyway
219 Chris", erm, this that and the other and I'd used to think...! wonder, male or female? And er
220 [laughs] and er I thought "well, does It matter?" One way or the other, life's, I thought, "I
221 hope it's a woman" because life's hard enough in a straight world. And erm, I...I imagine
222 Jack and Thomas must have. It probably hasn't crossed their minds but, he never knew,
223 that's what I wondered. And he wasn't, he was Just, just a man, you know, he never, I never
224 had any thoughts about his sexuality at all, so why I should have done, but this Chris and her
225 name was Christina o f course.
226 I; Yeah
227 M: Anyway, she came up to the hospital and erm, er...she was lovely and er...my husband's wife
228 came and I'd never had anything to do with her because she wouldn't m eet me and...ever,
229 over the years. If I telephoned, she didn't like it, if I wanted him to come to the school, and
230 then, he was supposed to be...l'm drifting about all over the place, you must stop me if I'm...
231 I; It's OK, because I'm interested in, these are the things that are important to you, if they're
232 coming to mind
233 M; David was supposed, was supposed to be responsible for, erm.,.erm, things that went wrong
234 or to help if something's broke. Erm, structurally or to help out, that was part of the divorce
235 settlement. And, erm, then came a time when he said what he wanted to do, Vanessa
236 wasn't happy with him having contact here, which I always found very poor, because your
237 children are your children, no m atter what you do, you know. And erm, but he wanted to
238 make this house over to  me, then he wouldn't be responsible for it.
239 I: Hmm
240 M ; And he, erm, which is what he did. So I'm eternally grateful to David, in that 1 have, because
241 in the old divorce settlements, when your youngest child turned 17, you had to sell and find
242 alternative accommodation, because that was what happened in those days. And of course
243 a 17 year old and you, where are you going to find, you know. Anyway, we, she came with
244 him and Sam who I hadn't m et before and er, she was fine and you know, she said "l'm"...in
245 an awful way it, we had to come together, because of this awful thing that was happening.
246 And erm, Jon died on the Wednesday...and he went into hospital on the Thursday. It was
247 horrendous weather that Easter.
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M m m  [pause] How is it talking about it?
How is it talking about it?
Oh [s/gte] I suppose it indicates to me how...less clear the years that the memory becomes 
over the years, you know. I remember someone saying to me "all you can think about now 
is his death, but there will come a time when you will remember his life" and I think in a 
sense that's got a lot of truth. Because the erm...the...alt those things, going to the hospital, 
and I remember they came up every day, the boys and David and erm...and before, the day 
that he died, I drifted in like, like erm...you felt a bit like an actor, it just isn't real, you know. 
One o f the male nurses let me wash his hair, because he was always...very laid back about 
getting to  work on time and he would be washing his hair and then he,..and I'm a bit like 
that too, if my hair's clean, I feel better and I can...And I'm sure he was similar to that. But, 
erm...no it just seemed a bit dream-like and it never occurred to us that he would die. And 
Thomas, rny eldest son was saying "he’ll stay with us Mum ", you know, he said, "because 
Lorraine's home with the children, so she'll be able to look after him, you're working. 
There's no doubt in our minds that he comes to us". And, so, and I never thought that he 
wouldn't. Bee- and I was thinking "uh oh, no 1 don't think so, he will come to  me". Erm...and 
that was all in the mind, you know.,.and it never occurred to  me that he wouldn't be coming 
out. And the morning he died, erm, before anyone arrived, because they came up every 
day, erm, the nurse said to me, "is someone coming today" and I said "oh yes, his father and 
brothers are coming". She said "I think...you should contact them and tell them to come. 
[Pause] Erm..,and I rang each one and there was no reply, because they were on their way, 
you know. W e all stood like lemons and then it slowly, erm, life support just went blank and 
Jack said "that's it". And I...I couldn't think, I wanted to be closer, but there was such a 
group of us all kind of, sort o f waiting for something to happen, but erm, it's just not real, 
Michelle [tang pause]. Not real [voice breaks, tears come to Margaret's eyes, long pause]. 
Doyou want to stop, or have another cup o f tea? I'm alright, honestly.
Would you like to have glass o f water, or something like that?
I'll get a ...ril get us a glass o f water [148 second break while M argaret gets us two glasses o f 
water]
Are you warm enough?
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It's lovely.
Right.
Thank you. Is it OK to  continue talking about Jon?
Yes, Michelle, I feel that’s what you're here for. If, don't take any notice o f me. I'm, I'm fairly 
dry most of the time, but obviously we're going back over old ground and erm...
Yeah
You know, if  it helps, then why delay things, you know.
Well, thank you 
I'm alright.
Umm, how involved were you with the funeral arrangements, because it seems there was 
David and the boys...
Absolutely involved. Um, how involved? I suppose we all did it together. And...! think 1 was 
the only one [brief pause] I'm going to  turn the fire out, is that alright?
Oh yes, absolutely fine.
I contacted [name o f funeral directors] because in the days, back in the day, I was very 
friendly with [name o f funeral director], who's my age and the father had passed on to the 
sons and so on. Erm...and he'd retired and his son offered, his son said he'd, and I only 
wanted to  see his father. Bless him, he did come round which was good o f him and [sighs] 
it's just something that you...um [pouse]. Trying to...trying to erm, make arrangements for 
your own son. David was very odd, not very odd, but he found it so impossible to show 
emotion, you know and when he did cry it was like an explosion. Anyway, that's not what 
you asked me. Erm, we had to, we had to choose these things you know, the [pouse] David's 
wife had a, had some knowledge o f flowers and we thought Just one...not...a wildly 
expensive coffin. Because you can go absolutely mad with erm...and the time and the date 
and then he wanted to know what music and what hymns and none of mine have any 
religious bent at all. And 1 was trying to think, I was trying to say to them, "do you know this 
one", "no" "are you familiar with that one" and erm...and then I could go and see Jon at the 
funeral home and it was only me who wanted to see him. David wanted to remember him 
in other ways and the boys and the girls didn't want to go but erm...so I did that and then it
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308 was cars and then what to do afterwards and we were in the kitchen and I thought, erm,
309 what do people do and he belonged to a football club, he belonged to...i don't know, all
310 sorts o f things, activities he did, he was very sporting and [pause]. And then, I think it was
311 Thomas, he said "M um , you know, we don't have to do anything." He said "it's not
312 mandatory, you don't have to" because when you start discussing "oh yes, well at this or
313 that club, it will be so much a head" as if it's some sort of...joHification if you like. So, David's
314 wife, again, they had a big house where they had students and they erm, Vanessa was, erm
315 housekeeper at one o f the big hotels in [name o f city] and so, was quite adept at catering, so
316 she said, "we'll have it at our house". Which is what we did. Which was oh so much nicer,
317 you know. Not nicer, nicer than what? But...such a relief. And erm, funeral cars. But er,
318 honestly, there's a bit o f a fog over it all and the funeral. I can remember thinking "people
319 will think that Vanessa is his mother" because we were, if you see what 1 mean, my
320 husband's wife. Oh and it was, you know how all these reports are, it was absolutely jam
321 packed because there were so many young people there. And I remember someone ringing
322 up and saying "Mrs Smith, would you mind" oh but he had a motorbike, he belonged to that
323 club as well, "would you mind if we came on the bikes?" and I said "you can come on pogo
324 sticks, just come, you know". Erm, so it was a bit foggy. M y partner, then, was...in full cry
325 with the...erm...alcohol, not that it showed. He was very...but he was almost spherical
326 really. M y great friend, that was the other thing, my greatest friend that I went to school
327 with as a child, erm, we always laughed and said, I said "mine don't get married". And if
328 ever I, if ever we said, if ever any of them did, not to worry because...she's very fashion
329 conscious because she's got three girls. W e always said she's come down and make me
330 look...acceptable. But we never [s/ghs] took into consideration that she'd come down
331 [pause] to make sure [voice breaks and tears come to Margaret's  eyes] to...[long pause] to
332 make sure I looked alright for the funeral [sobs]. And I had a hat and a coat, 1 can't
333 remember, as 1 say, it's a bit foggy Michelle, you just, it's just something that happens to
334 somebody else. When people at the doctor's surgery [where Margaret used to work], when
335 people had deaths fused to think "oh, how awful, how tragic" but when you've lost a child,
336 but you have no idea, until it happens to you...But yes [pause] I mean, I would like to see it
337 again. With hindsight, but you know, it's a bit o f a blur really. Erm, bit o f a blur [pause].
338 And 1 left my mother out in the car and she went absolutely ape-shit. Not intentionally, I
339 remember saying to her, l...you know...l Just...l had never organised transport for a funeral
340 before my son. And anyway, we sorted tiiat one out. You make mistakes because it's such
341 a...unknown quantity [pause]. And he was cremated and the boys sorted out his clothing
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342 and stuff. W e had to empty his flat in [name o f city], we all went up together and that
343 was...that was just...again all such a blur, such a long time ago. 1 think shock does that to
344 you really, it's nature's way of stopping you from...feeling that this way, madness lies [long
345 pause]. So yes, pretty much Involved.
346 I: Hmm. W hat was it like talking to people about Jon's death?
347 M; When?
348 I: Soon after he died, and compared to now. If people asked you about him, or telling them
349 that you'd lost him?
350 M : W e did put it in the local paper [pouse] erm, so I suppose, I don't know, I used to..I used to
351 rely on the postman coming every day with all these cards, I don't know, 1 thought that
352 would go on forever, I think. Erm, talking about him, I couldn't do it really. If people left m e
353 alone, I was alright when 1 finally went back to  work, but if anyone was nice to me...]slghs]
354 i'd think crumbs... 1 must have lived in a welter o f water for so long. A very depressing
355 person. Erm, [pause] yes not good, and I told all sorts o f people who I'd needn't have told as
355 well, it erm, they didn't really need to know. Because it was the thing that just occupied my
357 mind...aU the tim e. At work, they were very good, very good, all the doctors and staff and
358 what have you. Each came to  see me individually and one of the doctors had a daughter
359 who was erm...handicapped because it was a birth trauma and it was his first daughter.
360 They went on to have four children altogether and when he came he said, "you know,
361 Maggie, had Jonny lived" he said, "he would have been a vegetable" and...! hadn’t
362 considered that at all, because he didn't look, he didn't have trauma, to  his person, outside
353 you know. Oh and 1 thought "oh I'd rather have had him back as a vegetable than not at all".
364 Obviously, not obviously, but when I think about it over the years, I think "could I have
365 coped?”, I don't know. It's a hypothetical, who knows, but the actual feeling that you'd have
366 him back in any shape or form, you know, alive. So, so it wasn't very easy to talk about him,
367 1 mean that's why...that's why...um...um I thought of the Samaritans, because it takes so
368 little to turn things back to the personal rather than the general, you know. So, yes, not
369 easy. Still not brilliant, but I'm better now. Just depends if something catches me unawares.
370 Erm, I've got an enormous collection of books on death and bereavement and loss and...I
371 think a lot o f bereaved parents do that, you know, they look for...the written word in any
372 shape or form to,..and that's comforting to see how other people feel, how they cope, what
373 helps, if anything.
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374 1; That was going to be the next question 1 was going to ask you, what, if anything helped you
375 through that time?
376 M: I used to, when I went to TCP (The Compassionate Friends) meetings first o f all, I don't think I
377 spoke for about the first six, I just sat and was wet in the corner and everyone else did all the
378 talking. 1 can remember asking there, "what helped?" And erm...one lady said "nothing,
379 nothing helps" and e im , I didn't really...get an answer, but for me what helped with
380 hindsight, I mean 1, I started erm..scrapbooks and I've always been a bit...photograph
381 minded. Erm, that one there, on the wall with the three of them [points to a photograph on
382 the wall o f her three sons when they were in their teens/early twenties], Jon was the one on
383 the right. Erm, I used to always be taking photos of the three boys. Erm and I'll show you
384 something in a minute but, and then finding things that moved me and music, classical music
385 came into its own 1 suppose and walking.
386 I: Hmm
387 M: The trouble was, I was always getting lost, you know and er..it sounds silly, I remember Jack
388 saying "well wherever you are, you're only in [name ofcaanty]. But you, go, you walk a long
389 way into the country in [name o f county] and it wouldn't save you if you haven't got a sense
390 o f direction [leaves to get a scrapbook to show me]. And photography. Erm, I was just going
391 to, don't worry 1 don't expect you to look all the way through all of them because you
392 haven't got three weeks to spare, but I started, where am I? That was my first one, because
393 ' I wanted things that would erm, that would moved me and as you see, they're all the...they
394 were the great poets, amateur poets [s/phs] the modern...that was Jon [pointing a t a
395 photograph in the scrapbook] and that was myself and Jon, and that was Lorraine, the
396 mother of Thomas's children. But, as 1 say, I started and I couldn't stop. It became my
397 main...erm, desperate thing, books and books and...and I found over the years, 1 mean, that
398 was volume one, I know.
399 I: That's a lovely photo.
400 M: isn't it? Yes. I'm going through...it gave me something tangible, erm, and a connection if
401 you like. And as I say, that was volume one, which went on to volumes two and three and in
402 the kitchen Tm on volume five. But the desperation has gone. And the speed. It's just
403 something, that if, if I read something or find something that moves me, or reminds me,
404 then 1 can put it into the last one, and that, compared to  the first two...it's just a connection
405 that's all. Erm, and I need never stop if I don't want to. And there's always something
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406 wonderful to read or...something that somebody has said that resonates, you know and
407 er...so I, I found that quite helpful. So as I say. It wouldn't have been natural to have...be
408 still...with the same desperation now as I was then but, at that point, a t that time, it was. It
409 was good for me, that's about the best I can say.
410  I: Hmm
411 M: And erm, walking so far and 1 slept. I have been lucky in that respect that I could sleep for
412 Britain. I could have 'A' levels in sleep [laughs] you know and I do sympathise with people
413 who can’t  sleep, not just the bereaved but those that don't sleep well. Erm...but yes, as I
414 say, that, that was one of the things that helped me, sorting out the photos. I mean, I wish
415 I'd laminated that because they've got so dog-eared but er...and...Jonny's In [name o f
416 cemetery], which Is, I can walk to, so if I, which I often do, I mean I used to go every day for
417 years and, I suppose I go two or three times a week. But...I don't know exactly why, erm...in
418 as much as I know that he's, that's where his last mortal remains are but sometimes I’ll just
419 wander in and I'll eat a cake. It’s a companionable thing. Just to see, there he is and he
420 started a new row. Because that was the other thing, my friend, the one that was coming to
421 help me dress finding, erm...finding what do you put on a stone for your son, for..she took
422 me to every blimming cemetery and graveyard in...she was living in [name o f town] then.
423 And erm, I mean there are even pockets o f hilarity in that, because 1 though, what do you
424 put? Son? Brother? Uncle? Friend? There's so much that he was, you know and erm, and
425 she said "you can always out P.T.O. (please turn over) and carry on the back, you know". So
426 there were pockets of lightheartedness if you like. And er...but I did find something
427 eventually...and...erm...and I didn't like anywhere in the cemetery [pause], that was Just like
428 a crowd, like a council estate, you know and erm, oh I know that’s an awful thing to say but,
429 erm, and then [the funeral director] said they were going to start this new row of
430 crematlon....sites and he was the first one there and it looked so lonely, just this little stone,
431 but since then, there's about 20 of them in the row. Erm...so I find that's...if I haven't been
432 for a few days I, 1 have to go, just...l don't know what, what moves anybody to do these
433 things but, it's near enough, if I become decrepit and...what have you, it's near enough for
434 me to walk if I need to, you know. So, there are lots of things that I utilised to help. I used
435 to put fresh flowers on all the tim e, for, while I was still working and then the squirrels. It
436 was an expensive thing to  do and they didn't last, so I don't do that now, apart from
437 birthday or the day o f death or something like that. I have lovely artificial flowers but...good
438 ones that, and I change those twice a year and it's all so unimportant, Michelle, really, but
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439 erm, you do gain, derive comfort from these small things, you know. Erm, because the
440 opportunity to...actually say how you feel, erm, diminishes as the years go by. So I can see
441 why, much older parents don't want to go down that road, you know, it's all so hurtful, so
442 hard to cope with [pause]. Anyway.,.l keep forgetting what you've asked me in the first
443 place [laughs],
444 I: That's OK. You mentioned that there's less o f an opportunity to  talk about Jon as the years
445 go on. Can you talk some more about that?
446 M: About the reasons why?
447 1: Yeah
448 M: Because I think, erm...those that are near enough to  you know what has happened [pause]
449 and...your sorrow If you like, belongs to you, you were the mother. And it's unfair in a way
450 [pause] to keep saying, "look, don't forget, don't forget my son died”. I don't mean say it,
451 but indicate it in some way. And it's relief for people that you're the person you are now,
452 those that care for you. Even brothers, they, they don't illuminate his name purposely, I
453 mean sometimes they'll say "do you remember when Jon did, oh, blah, blah, blah" and they
454 all cackle together. I know my eldest son at one point very early on...he was furious with me
455 because I couldn't look at either o f them without spilling over. And he took it as a direct...!
456 don't know, he hated it. And I realised that's how they feel, you know, they...they need to
457 be valued for themselves...not because they're not the brother that's gone, or..,something
458 along those lines. And friends, they know how devastated I was and am. Was more then,
459 they know about the books, they've looked at the books. They still are interested in....what I
460 do as 1 direct result o f Jonathon's death bub on the whole I suppose, 1 don't go on, 1 don't
451 deliberately bring him into things because it's past Michelle, it's past. And erm, it's not fair
462 to, nobody can understand, really, unless it's happened to  them . And if it's happened, and
463 what you wouldn't want in a million years is for it to happen to them. So yeah, life as they
464 say, goes on. And that's fine because I have my things that 1 do and my feelings and if I
465 couldn't...delineate between what is acceptable to my friends and family, then something
466 would be wrong, Td be very stuck. And erm...[pouse] and not someone you would ever
467 want to be with. I'd think you'd be fed up, because yes he died, get over it. And I do see, I
468 do see this, even if it's reading things that aren't there, I am careful now, of course I'm
469 careful. 14 years ago. But sometimes I look at them [looking a t  photographs o f her older
470 two  sons] and they're greying and I think, he'll (Jon) always be young, you know, to me. And
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471 every year, we, David and I put an In Memoriam  in. Because it's what we do, it's cur
472 generation's thing. He leaves it to me and that feels like a great responsibility to, not,
473 not..,[coughs] not be flowery, not select these sad little poems, not, but to do something
474 that's right for him and 1, you know and erm ...er and that's another thing, that is planned for
475 that we do, you know. So, there are many, many things that help me, the more I think about
476 it, you know, some deliberate, some accidental [c/eors rhroot]. i hope you're going to have a
477 jolly reception when you go home again [laughs],
478 I: I've just been so moved by your story, and the richness of what you've been able to convey
479 to me, thank you.
480 M: it's. I, 1 said to you, it's lovely that somebody actually, you clutch at straws, you know and
481 just your letter in Compassion (The Compassionate Friends Newsletter, which advertised the
482 project) I thought, so it's nice for me that I, not nice. I'm glad I did make the effort to contact
483 you, Michelle.
484 I: Thank you
485 M: It's quite a big subject isn't it? And varied I should think, you know. When I went to TCF
486 first, the meetings, a friend took me because she'd seen it advertised in the local paper. And
487 I didn't know what to expect. I mean, I thought..."am I going to go into a room full of
488 parents who've all lost their 47 year old sons?" and o f course, you know, you've got such an
489 intense variety of the way that child died, murder, illness, stillborn and...enormous
490 differences between all the parents, you know. And some come and are never seen again,
491 You didn't get many fathers. Erm.,.but, the...l suppose the thing I kept going for was the fact
492 that all the parents in this room had lost a beloved child. And, erm...so we all had some
493 awful thing in common, whether, regardless o f age or...or age of the child. My eldest son
494 used to say "well what do you go for? All have a grizzle? W hat do you keep going there?
495 W hat do you keep going? W hat do you do?" and I thought "well what do we do, not a lot".
496 But, it was just somewhere, there was nowhere else like it, you know and gradually, people
497 perhaps come back, came back to visit. Having taken advantage o f those early, early months
498 and they were sort of normal and cheery and say "oh 1 haven't seen you for a long time". So
499 that gave you a bit o f hope as well, you know, that people do...do get by and we'll all, many
500 think they don't want to go on, they don't want to live on, but I didn't have that, because 1
501 thought, "how would it be for rny remaining children if I [sighs] didn't think that they were
502 worth living for" you know. So that's why I think that's one of the most terrible things is to
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503 lose an only child. 1 communicate with [name o f mother], you might have seen her
504 contributions to the Compassion and she lost, she'd just lost her only son. And they're very
505 isolated and they value the company of other bereaved parents to the exclusion, I think, to
506 other people. Erm, that...that is just so terrible [pause].
507 I; Did you ever go back to TCF?
508 M: Oh yes, I would still do, but my branch closed and one o f the leaders erm died and someone
509 else moved to France. So it all, kind o f broke up. One of the patients at work lost her
510 daughter and asked me if I would go in with her too create a branch but...that time had
511 gone, I didn't want to do that.
512 I: Hmm
513 M: And I probably upset her, but she was...two years and I thought that's too soon and it was, I
514 don't know how long it was for me, but I couldn't do that, I couldn't, I couldn't support other
515 parents at that point. And tell them that it would be fine and they'd be fine, because it isn't
516 and you're not, you know. So it kind of, but if, if it had all, if the original group had still been
517 going I probably would have popped in or at least spoken to one and said "you know, shall I
518 come?" and erm, and I think that's a naturai progression, that's how it should be really.
519 Because to start with, I used to think "I wish it v/as every week, I wish it was every week"
520 but, no. because you become so dependent. I mean 1 looked forward to the monthly ones. I
521 used to think "oh not long now, not long nov/'. Not long for what? It's a natural
522 progression, you, 1 think most people tend to attend for about a year. And then slowly,
523 things change, you know.
524 1: How long did you attend for?
525 M; About a year but I, my grandchildren needed...to stay here tw o nights a week because their
526 mum was working in a care home, so, those nights were Monday and Tuesday night and TCF
527 was Tuesday night. So it kind of, to start with, I tried to get someone to sit in, sit in and...but
528 slowly it, you know, the numbers dwindled and we were very few and er...and then the lady
529 died. So it, it wasn't a decision that I had to make, it slowly folded you know, and I think the
530 hall charges got too much and, and so it went on.
531 1; How soon after Jonathon passed away did you...
532 M ; Sorry?
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533 1; How soon after Jonathon passed away did you first attend TCF?
534 M : It was almost at once, you know. M y friend found this advert or someone was being
535 interviewed in the...our kind o f once a week newspaper, you know. And she thought that
536 would be the very thing for me. So it was very shortly after I suppose, a month, a couple o f
537 months after.
538 I: You mentioned that you had counselling...
539 M: Oh yes
540 1: W hat led you to pursue counselling...how did you find that?
541 M : I’d, I'd must have started, because I took my scrapbook with me. It was a man and it was
542 part of CRUSE I think. I think, I erm, I can't remember where, how I got there, it was in
543 [name o f town] somewhere and it was weekly. And this poor chap, he didn't get a word in,
544 Michelle, he didn't get a word in edgeways, I just...it must, with hindsight it must have been
545 so daunting for him and erm...and I cried and I cried and I talked and I talked and it was
546 supposed to be an hour and I suppose it was and I came back the next week and I did the
547 same thing. I think after about, I mean it was good for me...he didn't have to  do anything,
548 really except listen and one week when I came he started to talk about, now wait a minute,
549 he started o suggest that I join a CRUSE group because they had quite a nice social life and
550 Beetle drives. And I can remember...coming up short and thinking "he’s got no idea, he's got
551 no idea" and that was the end of that, really, I never went back. And I said "I couldn't,
552 couldn't possibly, what are you talking about? W hat are you thinking of?" and 1 thought,
553 that poor man, erm...he did the best he could and I just wasn't the person, but he did help
554 and erm and CRUSE, I, I, 1 understood at the time was for widows and, and you could see
555 them in the other, one o f the other rooms round a big table, but you know, 1 didn't want to
556 be round a big table, 1 just wanted him to sit still, shut up and listen [laughs] dreadful, really.
557 But you know, it is a form o f madness, I think, Michelle [pause] and you...either ride with it,
558 go with it or, do what you can do, you can't predict really, how it will affect you, because it's
559 never happened before, it's like that...erm...is it Dylan Thomas "after the first death, there is
560 no other". And I think, I didn't understand that at the time, but if. I'd never lost before, I
561 can't remember much about my father, erm, no one significant to me 1 had ever lost. And I
562 think that's what it means, the, you know, 1 said to my partner, Harry, when we were
563 estranged on the phone, 1 said, "nothing this bad can ever happen to me ever again" and he
564 said "oh Margaret, if something, if, if Thomas or Jack were knocked dead", he said "that'd be
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565 as bad" and ! had to put the phone down because it just took my breath away. That, that
566 even to consider that, but I see with hindsight that, erm, that the first loss you ever have has
557 got to be...ever....if it was other children, yes it would be equally terrible, but you've gone all
568 through that, so you would go through that again, so it wouldn't be alien to you, which it is
569 with the first death [sighs]. 1 um [pouse] yes I think er [pouse] er, I understand in later life
570 what it all meant. I forget what you said again, what you asked me [pouse]. Yes they were a
571 lifeline really, lots o f people were a lifeline [pause],
572 I: What's been the hardest thing to get used to since Jon died?
573 M ; Since Jon died? [Pause] Just that gap in everything, just that, just that extraordinary,
574 extraordinary feeling....every, every day, that life will never be right again. My eldest son's
575 getting married in August. Erm, and I, I find that, it's the first once who's got married, we
576 don't do weddings, I was a registry office and...and It [pause] and he was quite bemused by
577 how it's all got to  be done and it's all got to be sorted out. His partner is obviously the one,
578 they've both been marr- he hasn't been married but Mary's been married before and has
579 three adult children, so she knows, but 1 find that, I can't...work out why 1 feel the way 1
580 do...erm, it's because there's....you know...there will never be...and I need to watch myself
581 that, I don't...that I'm as enthusiastic as I could possibly be erm, my friend must come and
582 do what we originally planned and dress me for a wedding. Because 1 have no idea, clothes
583 are just not my thing. And...I don't know, every day o f my life, Miclrelle [pause] since he
584 died. Erm, Harry's been in Africa for the last month, and that's why my books are
585 somewhere on the kitchen table. Erm..erm...[pouse] photography, I think I wrote, you tend,
586 I tend to write quite a bit o f poetry, rubbish old poetry and I...[sighs] went to visit someone
587 in a dementia home that's a friend's husband, the friend died. And I couldn't, I couldn't visit
588 because there was erm, a Noro virus or something like that. And it seemed long and erm, so
589 1 stopped and thought I'd go for a walk by the river, you know, might as well do something
590 that was a day rather like this one, and erm...and it was, I had my camera, always got my
591 camera and 1 walked by the river in a big circle and came back on the riverbank and crossed
592 over and sat on a log and, and I see, I wondered if I might see a kingfisher, because that's
593 always a bonus, you know, you don't see many of those and I kind of do it and it's Jon's
594 camera which is, in its day was a good one...pre-digital if you like and its the old snap and go
595 and take the film in, which people don't. So I tend to photograph through his eyes, if you
596 like, or imagine that I am, Erm, [pause] so yes, no day goes by without him. And that's a kind
597 of quote from one of the In Memoriam  things I put in one year. In some way, Erm...but I
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598 don't, it's not all day, every day, whatever I do, wherever I go, at some point always, he's
599 there. Or I think o f him and erm, you know I could put all photos away, I could put
600 everything connected with him, which some people do. But it's really how, how you are
601 and, and, what's right for you and what's right fo rm e. So I blunder along and er...yeah I can
602 do the Samaritans, I can listen, I can listen to harrowing tales, I can listen to the mentally
603 disturbed, I can listen to the masturbators and not cry. And think o f life from their point of
604 view. So, you know...we each [pouse] have conclusions of our own and they're all very
605 different as far as I can see. Which I'm sure you'll find or are finding. 1 don't know if you
505 know much about the Samaritans but, doing that, it makes me think about other people,
607 apart from  myself, you know. And they're all so good. I did ring, shortly after 1 lost Jon and
608 again, like the poor counsellor, I went off on one and 1 don't think he ever got a word in
609 either. But that's a good listener. And 1 never rang again. Erm, and 1 suppose, recently I was
610 thinking "I could do that, I could do that", such a lot more than I ever thought, you know.
611 It's not just suicides, you know and there are so many other numbers now for people to call,
612 for different things. And er, but it's very...very, often very distressed and upset, depressed
613 people, mentally unbalanced. You get the sex calls, because it's cheaper than a sex line.
614 i; I had no idea.
615 M: No, I didn't either.
616 I: Do they tell you that in the training?
617 M: Oh yes.
618 I; Oh OK.
619 M : And In practice, you know. But forewarned is forearmed and I'm too old to be shocked by
620 anything, you know [laughs]. Erm, but, then you wonder what prompted it, you know, it and
621 there's so much more to it than I ever thought and I come out sometimes If you get them,
622 and you get the ones that are just winding you up. You know, every thing you could think of
623 and you come out and you think, "well, what good was I?" And I'm still not sure if I want to
624 go on with it, but 1 want to give it a good try, you know and not be. Because some are
625 rubbish, Michelle. You get the regulars that some up with the same story every time and
626 you think "oh come on", because they seldom get the same, erm, volunteer, because there's
627 hundreds of us and if you're engaged it gets cascaded to the next branch and...that sort of
628 thing. I don't know, really, but I think, well persevere and be sure before you think "oh no, I
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can't do that". And you get insulting ones and you know, ones that don’t  like you. Ones that 
never want to get off the line. It's all very different, to what 1 ever thought.
Hmm, hmm [tong pouse]. W e're coming towards the end of the interview
1 bet you're glad my dear [laughs]. You are, you've been my absolute captive audience. You, 
you must have an inkling of why, er, what can I say, the fact that It still moves me so much to  
find someone who is 1% interested or whatever. Anyway, go on.
I was just wondering, if there was anything else you'd like to talk about. Anything important 
that we've missed?
[Laughs] You're not kind of, you haven't got your fingers crossed behind your back? 
[Laughs]
No [shows open palms and laughs]
Anything else important to talk about, apart from?
Well, is there anything important about your experience that we haven't talked about so 
far?
[Pause] Erm...no, 1, I, I suppose that I can maintain an even keel as long as I do...as long as 
my small rituals if you like are, are achieved. Erm...like for example, 1 have books from TCF 
library and erm, they're kind o f running out o f suitable things for me, apparently I've been 
one of the longest members of the library which is not...consciously
{S/x minute break when phone rings and M argaret answers it]
W hat were we talking about? This is the final...
Yeah, I was just wondering if there was anything else you wanted to talk about?
That isn't?
That we haven't talked about so far.
Ah, }...l...thought you were going to say that isn't anything to do with Jon, Erm, I've got a 
video, which I. I haven't looked at for a couple of years. Now it was a training video for 
[name o f company Jon worked for] and he was so nervous. Erm, and his body language was, 
he had to give some kind of demonstration. But er, erm. I, I've had that, which is quite...and 
it's a video which...[s/phs] which we've got a video player somewhere or another, but it's not
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as if I want to be glued to it all the time, but it's ju st-n ice , nice to have, you know, erm 
[pause] I, I, I can't, I can't. I've probably bored you witless, but erm, I can't. I hope I've 
painted a picture because...[s/ghs] he was nice. He was lovely. He was ordinary, Michelle, 
nothing out o f the ordinary, but he was mine.
Uh huh
And I miss him [sighs] and I think I'll always miss him. He [voice breaks, sighs] they sounded 
off one from the other when they were altogether. It was such a row and half the tim e I 
could never get a word in. Even now with their partners and themselves and their children, 
but when the three boys were together there was always...always activity and...and they 
made me laugh which is now...you know, which is an awful thing to say, now he makes me 
cry. And he was so generous as well, you know. W e used to grapple and stamp on one 
another's feet and he'd come tearing in going "feed me". There's so many things that you 
juts don't really think about you know until there's...no point in thinking. But you know,..I'll 
always miss him and...there's nothing you can do about it. You can collect all the things in 
the world, the photographs, the mementoes and we're so used to controlling our own 
destiny, but in this instance when, when it's...the end o f life, you can't change it at all. You 
just have to try to think o f positively of it and think. He went to  the games, you know. He 
did 50 much and there's so many action photos in there and enjoyed life and I wonder 
whether he crammed In a lot, whether it was meant that he crammed in a lot, into, I mean, 
it was a lifetime, 27. I feel that it's gone too soon and I think probably lots o f people think, 
many people think it's gone too soon. But, I did have a lovely son for 27 years and erm...I 
have to remember that sometimes when i'm, when I'm feeling sorry for myself, you know 
[pouse]. But er [pause] yeah I can [pause], I , it's been a bonus to be able to talk about him 
and not feel guilty, because [os I f  to a different visitor] "you don't want to know, you haven't 
come here for that" and it would be awful..if, for someone, even a friend, or someone I 
know. They don't want to sit where you are and listen to  this lot, it's very depressing 
[laughs]. No, I hope n o t But it's a deep subject, Michelle, isn't it? I hope you can cope with 
it. And I think it's time I shut up.
W hat has this interview been like for you?
Sorry, what?
I've got some idea, but what’s this interview been like for you?
This interview?
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689 I; Yeah.
690 M; I've found it, erm...one o f the, one o f the,..what's the right phrase? A bonus, if you like, a
691 gift. Because it's enabled me to trundle backwards and forwards over...past events and
692 Jon's death with permission, rather than...rather than putting it firmly aside where it lives.
693 In my heart, in my mind, so yes-.it's beneficial, thank you.
694 1: And it's been an absolute privilege to witness what you've been speaking about, thank you,
695 M: That's a kind thing to say. M y goodness [pause]. Anyway, I wish you every success with
696 your...
697 I: Thank you.
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TRANSCRIPT 2
Preliminary list of themes
Motherhood as a joy 
Mother as a protector 
Motherhood as an achievement 
Motherhood as identity 
Threat to motherhood 
Special connection between mother and son 
Ordinariness of her son 
Viewing her son as a child again 
Guilt/regret 
Resilience of her sons 
Specialness of fatherhood 
Impact of divorce
Overwhelmed by choices at funeral arrangements 
Shock/disbelief
Balancing positive and negative memories 
Social comparison 
Retirement 
Memory as fallible 
Gender
Possession of son 
Anger?
Words rendered useless 
Continuing bond 
Grief as dynamic 
Protective factors 
o Activity 
o Creativity 
o Relationships 
o Rituals
Seeking experience reflected in others/fear of too much similarity 
Control 
Lack of control 
Sealing over 
Commemorating 
Age as a deterioration 
Looking back as an older person 
Uniqueness of experience of bereaved parent 
Death of son as life changing
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Unchartered territory
Using lived experience to help others
Clustering of themes
Motherhood
Motherhood as a joy 
Mother as a protector 
Motherhood as identity 
Threat to motherhood 
Resilience of her sons 
Special connection between 
mother and son 
Possession of son 
Ordinariness of her son 
Viewing her son as a child 
again
Age
• Retirement
•  Looking back as an older 
person
• Pathologising dependence
• Age as a deterioration
Impact of son's death
• Overwhelmed by choices at 
funeral arrangements 
Guilt/regret 
Shock/disbelief 
Continuing bond 
Grief as dynamic 
Using lived experience to 
help others 
Lack of control 
Control 
Sealing over
• Commemorating
• Death of son as life changing
• Un charte red territory
•  Social comparison
Protective factors
• Activity
•  Creativity
•  Relationships
• Rituals
Challenges about talking about the 
loss of son
• Anger?
• Words rendered useless
•  Belonging to TCF
• Uniqueness of experience of 
bereaved parent
• Seeking experience reflected 
in others/fear of too much 
similarity
• Memory as fallible
• Balancing positive and 
negative emotions
• Impact of divorce
• Gender
•  Crying
• Specialness of fatherhood
• Anger?
Master List
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Motherhood
Motherhood as a joy 29: They were just a joy
19:1 loved it
24-25: Which makes having children so 
interesting
75: Being a mother was brilliant
79: It was one of my enormous joys and 
pleasures to have had children
Mother as a protector 152-154: Then my partner is very, he's 
not...used to children if you like and not 
very, 1 would say elastic, err, he didn't 
make allowances for boys being boys, 
so there was never any question of him 
moving in
235-237: Vanessa wasn't happy with 
him having contact here, which 1 always 
found very poor, because your children 
are your children, no matter what you 
do, you know
Motherhood as identity 19: They were my achievements
63-64: Oh 1 think my sons were my 
achievements and anything else went 
by the board once 1 had them.
76: It gave me confidence
78:1 could do anything when 1 had the 
children with me
69-73:1 had a pregnancy in the fallopian 
tube. And the other one was damaged, 
so when 1 was about 20 they said, "I'm 
so sorry", you know, "you won't be able 
to have children". So 1 think possibly 
the outcome may have meant a lot 
more to me perhaps than someone who 
hadn't been told that.
Threat to motherhood 318-319: People will think that Vanessa 
is her mother
Resilience of her sons 31: They seem to manage, you know, as 
you do
34: They seem OK, quite grounded
Possession of son 259: If my hair's clean, 1 feel better and 1 
can...and I'm sure he was similar to that
264: He will come to me
305-306:1 could go and see Jon and it 
was only me who wanted to see him
449: Your sorrow if you like, belongs to 
you, you were the mother
660: But he was mine
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Ordinariness of her son 25: They come out looking like a 
selection of boiled eggs
185: It was just an ordinary life
195: Just an ordinary week in an 
ordinary life
207: He looked so normal
223: He was just, just a man
275-276: Life support just went blank 
and Jack said "that's it"
270-271: There was such a group of us 
all, kind of, sort of waiting for 
something to happen
659: He was nice. He was lovely
660: Nothing out of the ordinary
Viewing her son as a child again 257: One of the male nurses let me 
wash his hair
427-431: And 1 didn't like anywhere in 
the cemetery [pause], that was just like 
a crowd, like a council estate, you know 
and erm, oh 1 know that's an awful thing 
to say but, erm, and then [the funeral 
director] said they were going to start 
this new row of cremation....sites and 
he was the first one there and it looked 
so lonely, just this little stone, but since 
then, there's about 20 of them in the 
row
Gender 20-21: [Her husband] was quite 
ambitious. And 1 wasn't
40: [Her eldest son] is quite ambitious 
and quite driven
138:1 don't have tremendous ambitions
240-242: So I'm eternally grateful to 
David, in that 1 have, because in the old 
divorce settlements, when your 
youngest child turned 17, you had to 
sell and find alternative 
accommodation, because that was what 
happened in those days
491: You didn't get many fathers
541: Male CRUSE counsellor
582-583:1 have no idea, clothes are just 
not my thing
Crying 298-299: David was very odd, not very 
odd, but he found it so impossible to 
show emotion, you know and when he 
did cry it was like an explosion
283: I'm fairly dry most of the time
364:1 must have lived in a welter of
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water for so long
Impact of divorce 49-50: Relationships have, er, been a bit 
tricky for them
151-152: Um, other people's children, in 
my experience erm, seem to be quite 
problematical to the person who's not 
their parent. OK, it works a lot 
sometimes
158-160:1 found it very difficult to share 
a house with someone for a long time, 
you know, because you become very 
selfish when it's just you
227-229: My husband's wife came and 
I'd never had anything to do with her 
because she wouldn't meet me 
and...ever, over the years. If 1 
telephoned, she didn't like it
Impact of son's death 55-56: [Jon] used to envy Thomas and 
Jack for their relationships and after he 
died, they split up
245: We had to come together, because 
of this awful thing
354: A very depressing person
356-357: Because it was the thing that 
just occupied my mind...all the time
Grief as dynamic 369: Still not brilliant, but I'm better 
now. Just depends if something catches 
me unawares
401-402: That was volume one, which 
went on to volumes two and three and 
in the kitchen I'm on volume five. But 
the desperation has gone. And the 
speed
451: And it's relief for people that 
you're the person you are now
496-498: Gradually, people perhaps 
come back, came back to visit. Having 
taken advantage of those early, early 
months and they were sort of normal 
and cheery
518:1 think that's a natural progression
519-520: Because to start with, 1 used to 
think "1 wish it was every week, 1 wish it 
was every week" but, no, because you 
become so dependent
522-523: And then slowly, things 
change
Death as a child as life changing 515-516: [1 couldn't tell other parents] 
that it would be fine and they'd be fine.
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because it isn't and you're not
573: Just that gap in everything
573-574: That extraordinary, 
extraordinary feeling....every, every day, 
that life will never be right again
580-581:1 need to watch myself that, 1 
don't...that I'm as enthusiastic as 1 could 
possibly be
583-584: Every day of my life, Michelle 
[pause] since he died
670: I'll always miss him and...there's 
nothing you can do about it
Control 405: And 1 need never stop if 1 don't 
want to
Lack of control 545:1 cried and 1 cried and 1 talked and 1 
talked
671-672: We're so used to controlling 
our own destiny, but in this instance 
when, when it's...the end of life, you 
can't change it at all
Commemorating 436-437:1 don't do that now, apart 
from birthday or the day of death or 
something like that
470: And every year, we, David and 1 put 
an In Memoriam in.
472-474: That feels like a great 
responsibility to, not, not...[coughs] not 
be flowery, not select these sad little 
poems, not, but to do something that's 
right for him
Continuing bond 350-352:1 used to rely on the postman 
coming every day with all those cards, 1 
don't know, 1 thought that would go on 
forever
400-401: [The scrapbooks] gave me 
something tangible, erm, and a 
connection if you like
-
425-419: Jonny's in [name of cemetery], 
which is, 1 can walk to, so if 1, which 1 
often do, 1 mean 1 used to go every day 
for years and, 1 suppose 1 go two or 
three times a week. But...l don't know 
exactly why, erm...in as much as 1 know 
that he's, that's where his last mortal 
remains are but sometimes I'll Just 
wander in and I'll eat a cake. It's a 
companionable thing
595-596: [Using Jon's camera] So 1 tend 
to photograph through his eyes, if you
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like, or imagine that 1 am
596: No day goes by without him
598: It's not all day, everyday, whatever 
1 do, wherever 1 go, at some point 
always, he's there
662:1 miss him [sighs] and 1 think I'll 
always miss him
Overwhelmed with choices 300: We had to choose these things
302: And the time and the date
303: [The funeral director] wanted to 
know what music and what hymns
307-308: And then it was cars and then 
what to do afterwards
Shock/disbelief 190: it just didn't occur to me
192-193:1 didn't, didn't think for a 
moment that it was something that 
would be final, that it would be death
255-256: The day he died, 1 drifted in 
like, like erm...you felt a bit like an actor, 
it Just isn't real
260: It Just seemed a bit dream-like and 
it never occurred to us that he would 
die
277: It's Just not real
318: There's a bit of a fog over it
333-334: It's Just something that 
happens to somebody else
343-344:1 think shock does that to you 
really, it's nature's way of stopping you 
from...feeling that this way, madness 
lies
337: It's a bit of a blur, really
Memory
Memory as fallible 170-171: "1 don't like these trips down 
memory lane because their memories 
are quite different to mine"
' 251-252: ] 1 suppose it indicates to me 
how...less clear the years that the 
memory becomes over the years
343: It's all such a blur, such a long time 
ago
Balancing positive and negative 
memories and emotions
30:1 er. Just wish that we'd been more 
affluent to have given them a better 
time
40-41:1 wonder whether it's because 
we had no money when they were 
small
88: We did quarrel quite a bit
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89:1 probably quarrelled with them 
when they wanted to do things 1 wasn't 
keen on
108: Memory can be painful, cos, those 
occasions when things weren't right 
tend to spring into your mind
110:1 often wonder whether [Jon] knew 
he was loved
Ageing 440-442: So 1 can see why, much older 
parents don't want to go down that 
road, you know, it's all so hurtful, so 
hard to cope with
471-472: Because it's what we do, it's 
our generation's thing
569-570: 1 understand in later life what 
it all meant
Valuing youth 131-132: One of the downsides 1 tell my 
sons [about retirement] is that you have 
to be very old
470: [Jon will] always be young, you 
know, to me
433-434: If 1 become decrepit 
and...what have you, it's [her son's 
grave] near enough for me to walk if 1 
need to
Retirement 7-8:1 don't think 1 ever found my niche 
up until retirement really
126: Retirement was brilliant
133:1 think retirement as long as you're 
upright, coherent
138-139:1 don't have tremendous 
ambitions for retirement, 1 Just, it's so 
nice to be able to decide that you're 
free, free and you can do whatever you 
want or not.
Uniqueness of being a bereaved 
parent
334-336: When people had deaths 1 
used to think "oh, how awful, how 
tragic" but when you've lost a child, but 
you have no idea, until it happens to 
you
462: Nobody can understand, really, 
unless it's happened to them
491-492:1 suppose the thing 1 kept 
going for was the fact that all the 
parents in this room had lost a beloved 
child
496: There was nowhere else like it
502-503: So that's why 1 think that's one 
of the most terrible things is to lose an
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only child
504-506: And [bereaved parents of only 
children are] very isolated and they 
value the company of other bereaved 
parents to the exclusion, 1 think, to 
other people. Erm, that...that is just so 
terrible
554: CUSE, 1,1,1 understood at the time 
was for widows
563: Nothing this bad can ever happen 
to me ever again
370-373: I've got an enormous 
collection of books on death and 
bereavement and loss and...l think a lot 
of bereaved parents do that, you know, 
they look for...the written word in any 
shape or form to...and that's comforting 
to see how other people feel, how they 
cope, what helps, if anything
Fear of too many similarities between 
other parents
487-488:1 thought..."am 1 going to go 
into a room full of parents who've all 
lost their 27 year old sons?"
Social comparison I l l :  We're not a family that is 
demonstrative verbally if you like
112-117: remember a colleague who 
also lost a son about a year after mine, 
she said to me "not a day went by 
without me telling each other we, '1 love 
you'" and 1 thought God, mine would 
think 1 was barmy if 1 started...if 1, if 1, if 1 
was like that, 1 don't know. And 1 said 
to Thomas about this and he said "oh 
Mum", he said "take it for granted, you 
know, don't, don't start beating yourself 
up about that" and 1 said to my partner 
and he said "well it shouldn't be taken 
for granted" and 1 thought, oh well, 
everyone has conflicting views, you 
know.
301-302: Not a wildly expensive coffin. 
Because you can go absolutely mad
361-363: Flad Jonny lived" he said, "he 
would have been a vegetable" and...l 
hadn't considered that at all, because 
he didn't look, he didn't have trauma, to 
his person, outside you know. Oh and 1 
thought "oh I'd rather have had him 
back as a vegetable than not at all
378-379: 1 can remember asking there.
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"what helped?" And erm...one lady said 
"nothing, nothing helps" and erm, 1 
didn't really...get an answer
676-677: 1 feel that it's gone too soon 
and 1 think probably lots of people 
think, many people think it's gone too 
soon
522: 1 think most people attend for a 
year
Unchartered territory 339-340:1 had never organised 
transport for a funeral before my son
340-341: You make mistakes because 
it's such an unknown quantity
578-579: You can't predict really, how it 
will affect you, because it's never 
happened before
566-569: The first loss you ever have 
has got to be...ever....if it was other 
children, yes it would be equally 
terrible, but you've gone all through 
that, so you would go through that 
again, so it wouldn't be alien to you, 
which it is with the first death
Talking to other people about Jon 352: Talking about him, 1 couldn't do it, 
really
352-353: If people left me alone, 1 was 
alright when 1 finally went back to work, 
but if anyone was nice to me
355-356: And 1 told all sorts of people 
who I'd needn't have told as well. It 
erm, they didn't really need to know
366: So it wasn't very easy to talk about 
him
439-440: Because the opportunity 
to...actually say how you feel, erm, 
diminishes as the years go by
449-450: And it's unfair in a way [pause] 
to keep saying, "look, don't forget, 
don't forget my son died
454-457:1 know my eldest son at one 
point very early on...he was furious with 
me because 1 couldn't look at either of 
them without spilling over. And he 
took it as a direct...1 don't know, he 
hated it. And 1 realised that's how they 
feel, you know, they...they need to be 
valued for themselves...not because 
they're not the brother that's gone
458: And friends, they know how
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devastated 1 was and am
459: [Friends]have looked at the books
460-461:1 don't go on, 1 don't 
deliberately bring him into things 
because it's past Michelle, it's past. And 
erm, it's not fair
513-515:1 thought that's too soon and 
it was, 1 don't know how long it was for 
me, but 1 couldn't do that, 1 couldn't, 1 
couldn't support other parents at that 
point
543-544: He didn't get a word in, 
Michelle, he didn't get a word in 
edgeways
550-552: And 1 can remember...coming 
up short and thinking "he's got no idea, 
he's got no idea" and that was the end 
of that, really, 1 never went back. And 1 
said "1 couldn't, couldn't possibly, what 
are you talking about? What are you 
thinking of?"
564-565: [Harry saying to her] "oh 
Margaret, if something, if, if Thomas or 
Jack were knocked dead", he said 
"that'd be as bad" and 1 had to put the 
phone down because it just took my 
breath away
Protective factors
Activity 385: Walking
Creativity 378-379: But for me what helped with 
hindsight, 1 mean 1,1 started 
erm...scrapbooks
380-381: I've always been a 
bit...photograph minded
384-385: Finding things that moved me 
and music, classical music came into its 
own 1 suppose
393-394:1 wanted things that would 
erm, that would move me and as you 
see, they're all the...they were the great 
poets, amateur poets [sighs] the 
modern
396-397: But, as 1 say, 1 started and 1 
couldn't stop. It became my 
main...erm, desperate thing, books and 
books
Rituals 434-435:1 used to put fresh flowers on 
all the time
438-439: It's all so unimportant really.
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but erm, you do gain, derive comfort 
from these small things
643-644:1 suppose that 1 can maintain 
an even keel as long as 1 do...as long as 
my small rituals if you like are, are 
achieved
Relationships 501-502: How would it be for my 
remaining children if 1 [sighs] didn't 
think that they were worth living for
Searching for meaning 674-676:. He did so much and there's 
so many action photos in there and 
enjoyed life and 1 wonder whether he 
crammed in a lot, whether it was meant 
that he crammed in a lot, into, 1 mean, it 
was a lifetime, 27
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A PPEN D IX  15; L IST OF THEMES FROM NARRATIVE ANALYSIS OF
TRANSCRIPT 2
Optimism 
Style is flowing
Use of direct speech -  collapses past and present 
Role as a mother -  strengthening her identity 
o Children as a source of power 
The son who could have been aborted died
The girls in her sons' lives are transient, the role of her as a mother is 
constant
Transgenerational stories -  the complexity of mother-child relationships 
Son was a protector for her 
Locates herself within her family culture
Did not allow her partner to be in her and her family's life if he could not 
adapt. Only contemplates the possibility of being in a relationship again 
when hersons are adults
Locates her son's death in her own timeline and wider time plots 
Collapses time
Details she can recall contrasted with blurriness of recollections 
Different roles he had coming together surrounded by people in the 
hospital, son, brother, partner (uncle, friend)
Husband's wife as an intruder in her grief
She was separate to the rest of the family -  she was up there all the time 
Funeral -  series of tasks and a sense of being overwhelmed, too much 
choice, not enough resources
Contrast between where the societal norm does not fit with family culture 
Juxtaposition of her friend doing her hair and make up for a funeral, when 
it should have been for a wedding 
Her grief as depressing to other people it is interpersonal 
She belongs to a group -  that of other bereaved parents 
Seeking connection with son through emotional resonance -artistic 
expression, poetry, music, photography 
Impact of her grief on other people 
Her grief as overwhelming 
She doesn't belong to other widows 
The first loss as uncharted territory
Anger at partner -  not a parent so his opinion does not count 
Her relationships kept her alive, literally
Her grief reaction doesn't belong to her other feelings -  she has to hide it 
from others now, because it makes them uncomfortable.
• No room for others when she talked about her son
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Co-constructing the story -  disbelief that someone else wanted to listen
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A P PEN D IX  16; L IST OF THEMES FROM DISCOURSE ANALYSIS OF 
TRANSCRIPT 2
Motherhood constructed as a challenge 
Uses continuing bonds 
Crafting the interview
Societal discourse of role of mother/woman when she was younger 
Tensions between husband and wife -  lack of agency -  her needs were 
subjugated
Glorifies her dead son
A life defined by others' choices or circumstances -  motherhood/jobs/ 
loss of child 
Retirement as freedom
Compares her family culture to increasing societal norm of expressing 
emotion
Global world view -  works to validate her choice in her family culture 
Positioning herself as a single mother, overcoming adversity, lack of 
support through hard work and putting her sons first 
The options that were available to women of her status were unskilled 
and temporary Jobs 
Working constructed as imprisonment
Memory is constructed as fallible, but draws on a discourse that it should 
be accurate and factual (finds it difficult to tolerate this dialectic) 
Contrasts the extraordinariness and suddenness of his death and the 
ordinariness of his life
Role of women as less powerful, e.g. divorce settlements 
Positions her distress as unimportant
Likens the organising of the funeral to a party, e.g. so much a head 
Gender -  women are judged by their appearance 
Grief as natural phenomenon 
Grief as belonging to psychology/psychiatry 
Challenges the idea that talking about grief is wholly positive 
Prescribed, normative processes of grief 
Oscillates between talking about her son as positive and negative 
Competing expectations between her personal experience of grief and 
societal expectations of grief 
Locates commemorative rituals in her cohort 
Gender -  TCP mainly had mothers 
Bereavement as not task-oriented, it's about the process 
Rejecting 'time as a healer'
Constructs age as giving her wisdom
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A PPEN D IX  17: COPY OF IN T E R V IE W  TRANSCRIPT 3
1 1;
2
3 J:
4
S
6
7
S
9
10
11
12 1;
13 J;
14
15 1;
16 J:
17 1:
18 J:
19
20
21 1:
22 J:
23 1:
24 J:
25
Transcript 3: A 75 year old mother whose daughter died through cancer two and 
a half years ago aged 46
i thought maybe we could begin by you telling me about yourself, 
something about your early life and growing up.
[Pouse and sighs] Alright, well I grew up in London in a terraced house. 1 
slept down the tube In (nome of tube station] during the iSecond World] 
War. We had bag wash and went to the public baths because we didn't 
have a bathroom, once a week It happened. {Brief pause] There was a 
little room we had opened which was a scullery kitchen which eventually 
my father turned in to a bathroom with a great big geyser and the 
neighbours came In to view it. And we were the first house In the street 
to have a bath. You know, my mother was so proud, she must have 
polished that every day.
Hmm
And I won a scholarship to (nomc of school], how 1 don't know, but that's 
what i won.
Can you tell me some more about that?
What, you mean [name of school]?
Yeah
Well now if you look at the school tables when they come out, is it about 
June or July? It’s one of the best schools in the country. But it’s now a fee 
paying school.
But it wasn't at the time?
No it wasn’t at the time.
And what was it like going to that school?
[Pause] You, you mixed with people, some of them, some of the girls you 
didn't know people lived like it. I went to parties in houses and you were
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26 absolutely gobsmacked, you know. There was great big halls and not just
27 a yard out the back and the loo with the corrugated iron on the top, which
28 we had. But people weren't so snobby, it was alright, 1 got some friends
29 and I have a friend 1 met when I was eight and we are still friends. But
30 there we are.
31 1: And so who was in your family?
32 J; Myself and my brother who is seven and a half years younger than me
33 I: Ah OK
34 J: And 1 didn't want. Too big a gap. I didn't want to  share my parents then.
35 It's difficult being the centre of attention and then, some little upstart
36 comes in.
37 I: So you weren't evacuated at all then?
38 J; No
39 I; Oh OK
40 j; No 1 wasn't, we weren't, my mother wasn't going to leave the house for
41 anything, I mean we just didn't.
42 I: And was your father in the service?
43 J: No he was too old.
44 I: Oh OK.
45 J: Both o f my parents were both born in 1901 you see, so he was over the
46 age.
47 I: And what was it like growing up during the War?
48 J; You just accepted it, you know. 1 was born in '36 but it started in '39 and
49 you just remember it. We had one of those, was it a dining room table air
50 raid things, not Anderson, what did you guys call it? They weren't
51 Andersons, they were in the garden, we only had a square yard.
52 Morrison, Morrison shelter, a tin table. Which we used as a table, a long
53 chenille tablecloth. W e'd creep under there. But when it was very bad
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we went to  the tubes because it was deep. [Pause] There were bombs 
down the road, but we were OK. And after that, new estates were built 
and my parents bought a house for £990 pounds, a detached house.
Sounds incredible now
There were all sorts of schemes to get people to go out and buy these 
houses. And they were huge rooms. But it was lovely.
And you went to a very good school.
Yes, my brother and my father went to the boys' school there. I took O 
Levels the first year they existed.
Oh
And I got six
Six? W hat did you get?
English language, English Literature, French, Biology, not Maths. I can't 
remember. But not, I was glad it wasn't matriculation because 1 would 
never have passed the Maths.
Oh right
I was so lucky to get six. Latin.
Latin?
Yes
So you're much more of a linguist than you are with numbers
Latin wasn't hard, in those days, it's very logical isn't it? Once you've got 
the pattern and the way it works. And that's only up to 0  Levels, A Levels 
if you do it, it's much...because I didn't do any A Levels.
I ieft...when I left school I left, I did secretarial work.
W hat was that like?
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79 J: I hated it. I wanted to do nursing, but you did what your parents said. I
80 wasn't allowed to do nursing because my mother didn't.-thought you
81 might have to see parts of men that were not necessary to see as a single
82 girl. So I wasn't allowed to do it. But I went in to  that when I was
83 divorced.
84 1: Oh, so you retrained?
85 J; Yes because [nome o /tosp/to /j, J was just over 40. If I had agreed when I
8 6  did my training to do night work, which I did, they would, they moved the
87 goalposts for me to train. And I worked in the theatres for permanent
8 8  nights for 32 years.
89 I; W ow.
90 J: Because with children, you get a week off and you can plan your life
91 round that. I don't think people are allowed to do night duty like that, it's
92 all shift work now. Then they had permanent night staff.
93 I: And I suppose that might have been, rather than shift work where you
94 always have to change your body clock, if you get in to night work...
95 3: Well yes and you got 30p an hour more. For unsocial hours, which really
95 swung it. It made a lot of difference. W hen you're bringing up children
97 on your own it's very important.
98 I: Definitely. U mm, every little bit counts.
99 J: Yes, yeah.
100 I: And where did you meet your husband?
101 J; 1 got married at 2 4 ,1 met him at 20.
102 I: And how did you...
103 J; How did I m eet him?
104 I: Yes
105 J; I, I bought a Lambretta and you just get some instructions and then you
106 drive it, 1,1 was going along, probably in first gear and I almost, I nearly
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107 ran his dog over. And he shouted at me "you've got to learn to"...that
108 sort of thing "ride it". And I said "If you're so clever at that sort of thing,
109 you better show me" and he did and we got married eventually.
110 1; Hmm [Pouse]. W hat was marriage like?
111 J; [S/0 hs] It was alright. M y father was Victorian and very strict, you know.
112 Very strict. The last day he smacked me was the day before I got married
113 and that was the only time he apologised because my Mum said "if you
114 don't say sorry to her, you'll never see her again". So he did. And I had
115 been cheeky. I've got opinions about everything. I've always said too
115 much, what I'm thinking. [Long pause] Once 1 had my children, I was a full
117 time mother.
118 I: W hat was it like being a mother?
119 J: Wonderful. Absolutely wonderful. The best thing ever. [Sighs] You
120 know, you could please people with such simple things. Little smiles that
121 they gave and you felt just for you, made you feel good and lovely. I'm
122 not a big wanter in life. Little things that m atter. I never wanted huge
123 houses or big cars. I mean I like to have a holiday every year, but I don't
124 have to have 5 star and a new dress everyday or anything like that.
125 That's, it isn't me. [Pause] All these posh restaurants, really posh
126 restaurants for people. I think it's just a waste o f money, you know.
127 [Pause] I loved my children. Probably I put my children first after I got
128 married and that wasn't what we wanted. 1 can understand that now,
129 that that happens. [Pouse] I'm not a good person to  talk to about
130 marriage because I don't know, you know. My mouth was the wrong
131 thing again. 1 [places emphasis on this word] hate people who haven't,
132 who don't know anything. Well not hate, but you know, they irritate me.
133 Even now in clubs when they're [in a mocking type voice] "well I don't
134 know. I'll have to ask my husband" and I think "well haven't you got a
135 brain?" I don't say it anymore probably, my face might show it, but I have
136 learned to keep my mouth shut. But I still find that I think like that. When
137 I watch Question Time on television, which I do and they can hear
138 shouting next door. I'm sure [laughs].
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[Laughs]
1 mean, my opinions are only for me, I don't ever think any one else 
should do them, but people take it the wrong way. And I, talking really to 
[name o f  counsellor]. I've realised for the first time in my life, that, 
because I'm, because I've got strong, people think you're trying to change 
them, which I'm not. I'd hate it if everybody had the, but I quite like 
discussions, I like politics
Yeah
But people don't, ladies—lots o f ladies d o n 't 
Hmm, hmm
And they say, "well I'll do v^hat my husband says" and I think "grrr". But, ! 
don't say it to them [pause].
So you were saying how when you had your children, they took priority. 
Oh they did, they were so wonderful. You know.
How old were you when you had them?
I was 28 when j  had my daughter and I've had terribly high blood pressure 
still, so I was in hospital for seven months. I didn't walk when I had either 
of my children from seven months pregnant.
Wow [pause] and how did that work with your daughter, did she come to 
visit you?
No, they weren't allowed. Which was very difficult, but my mother gave 
up her job to  have my daughter when I had my son and I was eternally 
grateful. But when I came home, well she wouldn't let me touch her or 
anything. And she wanted the baby to be taken away and you know. If, if 
I touched the baby, I had to wash my hands before I touched her, but we 
got round It. But we got round it. And she was always a D add/s  girl. But 
when I got divorced, we suddenly became very, very very close, very 
close.
Can you say some more about that?
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168 J: Well they used to do things together, they'd watch, I don't know, certain
169 television programmes together and suddenly he wasn't there.
170 t: Ahh
171 J: [Pause, sighs] And without, I mean I didn't work at it, I tried to be
172 everything to both, two parents to both of them, but it became like that.
173 M y son wanted to, more freedom and to go out more, but she didn't.
174 !: And you became closer
175 J: Yes, we'd go shopping and little things, go to the cinema and it was nice.
176 She was a hard worker at school, she tried, she was very easy to manage.
177 She was, oh, I don't know. Always wanted to do the best and please
178 people. She was a sweet little girl. M y son was very different. But always
179 off on his own. That's not a complaint, really, he was just different. They
180 just want their own way all the time. Don't try at school and...she knew
181 the age of when she was really little that she wanted to be a
182 radiographer. That she had to get the exams and A Levels, so she worked
183 for it. She was always like that, determined. She went...she got into
184 [name o f hospital] to train and she never lived at home again. She came
185 home every weekend for a start. And then she met the man she married.
186 She phoned me up and said she was going to live with him. Which I
187 wasn't happy about. Although I had met him then, but and, you know,
188 she was "well that's what I'm going to do" so she did it. And you don't
189 say, "well don't come home". You go along with it.
190
191 I: And what was that like for you when she left home?
192 J: Well it was sad but I was proud of her because she'd worked to train for
193 radiography and she got in to the hospital of her dreams, because she
194 went round several. And that was, so I was proud. I was glad. I knew it
195 would come, I mean I didn't go about in black or anything. I was glad. I
195 never thought about her living with a man.
197 I: Hmm, what was that like when she did live with a man?
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198 J; That was quite sad, quite, and I didn't see him for a long, long time.
199 None, none of the family saw him, it was [pouse], but you just have to
200 accept it, because you don't want to lose your daughter. And she phoned
2 0 1  two or three times a week but the conversation was "oh he's lovely, he's
202 wonderful, he's that", it was all about "Robert, this, Robert, the other".
203 You know she's besotted, so you can't do anything. They were together
204 many years before they got married. I suppose she started living with him
205 when she was 19 and she was 24 when she got married.
205 I: How did she meet him?
207 J; There is a restaurant where she used to go with girlfriends every Saturday
208 night, I forget the name of it, it's still there. There was this bar and you
209 could drink and that. And this man, was opening this restaurant and he
2 1 0  gave a lot of the regulars tickets to go to the opening night and there he
211 was. [Pause] But he already had a girlfriend then, but he took her phone
212 number, because he contacted her some time. Which drove me, you
213 know, I used to  think "he's never going to contact her" but about five
214 months later, yes, he phoned her because he got rid of the other girl. And
215 the rest is history.
216 I: [Pousej And did she go on to have children?
217 J; Yes, she's got three boys.
218 I; W hat was it like being a grandmother?
219 J: Wonderful, even better than being a mother. Oh you can take them out
220 and buy them things and spoil them. I had a bit more money then. I took
221 them to Paris Disney, with her as well. Wonderful, absolutely. Took them
222 in the London Eye, it was magic. Nothing like having grandchildren. The
223 eldest will be 18 in April, Alfie is 16 and Callum is 13. I don't see them
224 much. I'm not allowed to go to their house or anything because I
225 annoyed my son in law by my mouth.
226 I: And was that since you lost your daughter...was that the situation?
227 J; Yes, it was...fpouse] I should think, I don't know, she'd been dead about
228 half an hour here. And he came, because the hospice had phoned for him
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229 and he said to me "you'll never see the boys again". But I have seen
230 them, but not much. But my name was taken off, you know the schools
231 have contact lists, my name was taken off that and everything. And that's
232 hard to bear. .
233 I: Yeah
234 J: So they did go to school. I don't know what the boys are going to do. The
235 eldest boy, James was clever but he isn’t  now. He'll leave in...and he lives
236 with a girl, which his father knows about [pause] but he doesn't bother
237 about them very much. 1 mean, yes, they're fed and watered and they
238 have care, I don't mean, well he wouldn't be allowed to, but he doesn't
239 leave them without care. But, [pause] he's never there, he works abroad,
240 in Georgia on the Russia border, so he's never there to make sure they do
241 their homework and things like that and they don't. I mean, you can't do
242 it for them, but Maria would have been there "come on, you know, for
243 your future". They're not thinking about the future. So, you, you, moving
244 on is hard [pouse]. Maria would hardly recognise them. They've got ear
245 studs, they've got shaved heads [pousej. James is going to get a tattoo as
246 soon as he's 18. Up til then, you've got to get someone to sign a form, but
247 he's says he's going to happen, so [pause] I don't argue with them much,
248 because there's no point. And the girl he lives with is very sweet, but her
249 parents, isn't, aren't how, what you'd like [pouse]. Not the right, I mean
250 he was living with her when she was 15 and they bought her a double bed
251 and it, what do you do? But they're kind to him, he's more settled, but
252 not in a more thinking about the future sort of the way [pause]. So I you
253 know, what he'll do when he leaves school I suppose in July, or college,
254 it's called college. I don't know. I don't know what he's studying at the
255 moment. He doesn't want to talk about school because he hates it. And I
256 don't push it [pause]. Boys I think need a push. They're close though. I
257 think the youngest one, I think he's forgotten his mother is the one who's
258 doing best at school, he got a lovely report at Christmas term  [pause],
259 Which he sneaked out to  show me on Christmas eve when they came for
260 their presents, but it's not nice that he said [wh/spers] "don't let anybody
261 know".
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262 I; He didn't want anyone to know he'd done well?
263 J: No, that he'd brought the report to  show me
264 i: Oh OK
265 J: Oh no, he wanted me to know [pouse]. But it was quite a good report on
266 every subject, so perhaps he's going to do much better than all of them.
267 And 1 said to the other ones, "are you going to show me your reports?"
268 and they looked at me, raised their eyes and 1 said "alright, don't bother".
269 I knew they weren't but I'd imagine they're awful. Because, they're ready
270 to answer back all the time and not in a nice way. You know, if you say
271 anything they don't want to hear, a look passes their face. And I don't
272 press it.
273 I: Would it be OK if we could talk some more about, talk about Maria and
274 leading up to...
275 J: Yes, yes.
276 I: So when did you first find out that Maria was ill?
277 J: [S/pbsJ She'd had a bad leg all year. She was backwards and forwards to
278 the doctor in the hospital and it scared us when she couldn't walk very
279 well. Backwards and forwards, backwards and forwards. On her birthday
280 it was absolutely dreadful, that was August and she went to the doctors
281 the next day and...it...the skin looked so stretched and she went in to
282 hospital and she never came out. Well she came here which was
283 wonderful. And I thought, well we both thought that if they amputated
284 her leg she'd be alright, we didn't realise she'd got cancer everywhere. It
285 was such a shock to know that she wouldn't make Christmas. I couldn't
286 believe that they couldn't do something [sighs]. She came here some
287 time in September and died in October. That's all. But after those wards
288 on [name of hospital, where M aria had worked when she became a
289 nurse], to come here, was magic. Magic. Absolute. Everyone's got time
290 for you, nothing's too much trouble [starts crying], they realised even
291 though she was dying she'd like to wash every day, shower, that was
292 never too much trouble. She had the therapy because she wasn't
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293 sleeping well, she was given an Indian head massage, is it? And she fell
294 asleep doing that and we carried her still on to the bed and she slept for
295 about three hours after, it was wonderful and she said when she woke up,
296 she felt so much better.
297 I; Hmm
298 J; I was here every day. I stayed some nights because her husband was
299 working abroad and didn't want to come home. I mean, I think the
300 marriage had gone wrong by then, once he went, once he started working
301 abroad [pause]. She got fed up with it, looking after three boys and being
302 on her own all the time. And we became close, because you help, you
303 know, when your daughter's unhappy, you help. And we were very close,
304 so. Her boys visited a lot [s/g/is]. Their other grandmother looked after
305 the boys when I was with Maria. They were still at school. They didn't
305 have time off school. Their father was sent for and came home some of
307 the time. Reluctantly [pause], 1 mean, Tm not being rude, saying that,
308 because one of the ladies, nurses here answered the phone to him and he
309 was furious at being phoned [pause]. You see, I think that's ironic
310 because he'd been home last week and seen his mother, he went back
311 Friday and she's died this morning [pause]. So somebody, somebody, I
312 don't know who it was, somebody said "what goes around comes around"
313 and I, not smiling, because, you know, I didn't want no one, anybody to
314 die but it's er, it serves him right. [Name of counsellor] didn't mind me
315 saying that. I know you should be nice and forgive and everything but
316 there's some things you can't ever, I mean you could say it, but you
317 wouldn't be true. Now [name o f counsellor] has never been cross with
318 me, or never [laughs] she's never, I bet she thinks [makes an utterance to
319 indicate frustration], you've got to forgive, but never did that impression.
320 She knows the real me and she can only help me if she knows the real me.
321 Well I know it's wrong not to be able to forgive. I've learned that much,
322 but...if you say you have and you really haven't, that's wrong as well.
323 How some things can you forgive? You know? Like in Syria, how can
324 those people forgive? I don't know. But I don't wish him any harm,
325 because that will upset the boys more. I've got to  be, qualify that, I don't
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325 wish anything to happen to  him bad at all. Even though he has got a 27
327 year old girlfriend [long pause]. Which I only know about, not that they'll
328 say much but one o f their neighbours phoned me, one of my daughter's
329 old neighbours phoned me, said they thought I'd ought to know [long
330 pause]. I don't know [s/ghs] I mean we didn't discuss her dying, t don't
331 think the boys wanted to realise.
332 I: How did you talk about that with Maria?
333 J: We didn't. She made me promise not to, she made me, I mean she knew
334 she was dying, she made me promise. She only ever cried once in
335 hospital, when she heard, and then she never cried again [pause]. I mean
336 I know sometime she was uncomfortable in bed which she was in most of
337 the time and sometimes in the nights here, she would want to shuffle
338 round in the corridors and somebody would always be with her. They
339 werejust wonderful [pouse], you know. And, oh everything. People
340 would go past and they kept the doors open and people went go past and
341 they'd smile in at her and look in, the people who gave the food you
342 know. The people who gave the food, you know. They'd give her those
343 little things, but she couldn't even open them up, but they'd always keep
344 appearing, I don't even know where they'd came from. A Philippine type
345 man who bought the food round, very, very sweet, English not perfect
346 but, but he'd always be appearing with one of those, pull it for her and
347 just hold it to her, for you. Everybody was nice. If I have one wish it's that
348 when I'm dying I can come here. Stupid isn't it? [Starts crying] But that's
349 what I'd like, it would be the biggest privilege that I could ever have
350 [pause]. Because I just wanted to, at the end, to make her mouth moist,
351 and they, one of the nurses explained to me, if they did, the stage I
352 wanted it, they could grease her lips, she would choke, but 1 did try and
353 make it a little and she was coughing and it was awful. And then I knew
354 she was dying. But they let me sit by her bed when I wanted to and
355 everything, some of the time [long pause, sighs]. I was with her when she
356 died. 1 was with her, but I knew she was going because 1 was counting in
357 between each breath and it got to 40 and I knew this couldn't go on. And
358 that terrible noise, that she could, you hear it right from the front door of
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the hospice. It was a terrible noise. Every breath. That was about three 
days, wasn't it? [Looks to counsellor] Oh gosh, it was awful. Even though 
you, you work at the hospital, you don't realise death takes so long to 
come. But 1 don't think she was aware, you know. I mean, the last 2 0 ,4 8  
hours, you could squeeze the hand, but there was no real, real reflex. You 
try and kid yourself and maybe she could tell it was me, because I kept 
telling her that I loved her, but [pause], but they turned her and looked 
after her and wiped her and you know. The care was just fantastic for 
everybody [long pause]. Anybody who comes here is so lucky. It's not 
like hospital, where you see them, if you want a drink, it's "can you reach 
it? Do you want it in a mug? How much do you like?" [ot the hospice]. 
Just little things, that you don't get anywhere. It must be special, well 
they are special, the people who work here. Nobody's, well, I never saw 
anybody grumpy. But it's nice, eventually it pervades the whole 
atmosphere. You can come in here, you can sit in here, I think I could 
come into this room in trouble and sit here quietly on my own and peace 
would come. Which is nice. And I'm sure there are lots o f counsellors like 
that, but that first counsellor put me off entirely. She didn't mean to. I 
saw the chief lady, the one I didn't like. She was never nasty or rude, but I 
didn't like her tone or anything. The way she...and I came here to have a 
service, a church service for people who had been recently, what's the 
word? After six months, oh yes bereaved. I was crying, not...and [name 
of counsellor] sat next to me and put her hand on my arm and it was like 
oil being poured over you. And she said afterwards "would you like to 
talk to me?" and that was it. [Pause] Meeting her makes me believe in 
counsellors. I mean I, they were good for other people I would have 
thought before but I didn't need it. But I did need it.
How long were you seeing [name o f counsellor] here at the hospice for?
Oh my goodness, over a year.
Over a year and was that weekly?
No it wasn't. I was wanting to do it on my own. I'm very independent 
and like to manage on my own. It worked out about once every three
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weeks or something like that. Because she doesn't have to agree with 
you, although she does, she does that, but if you explain how you feel, I 
feel she could get in to that position. And asks you questions from that 
which is what you need. People can tell you from their point, which is not 
the same.
No
That is her great gift. For her to  be able to, under...even if it's completely 
wrong, something silly, but to be able to understand how you're thinking. 
Because then she can advise you properly and not pushing, it's just gentle 
persuasion really. And you can...you think about it. Which is good 
[Pause], A real gift [eyesstart to tear]. Well, she's been,there you go 
again, cry. But she's just been fantastic to me. And when we stopped 
doing it, she always said if I was desperate, I could phone here and she 
would contact me and It...[voice breaks] sort of, having that, you know, a 
safety net, yeah a safety net [voice breaks].
Not that you'll need to use it, but just to know it's there.
Yes, yes, I want to know I'm not alone. You need to. Because you must, 
people who are newly bereaved again must need her help. You can't be 
selfish [Pause],
At least you've been able to...
[Emphatically] Yes
Make that connection
Oh yes [/ong pousej.
How involved were you with the decisions made at the end of Maria's
A lot. She would, erm, about a week before she died, she was having 
difficulty going to the loo and they said "well you could have a catheter 
in", you know. And she looked and I said "I think that will be more 
comfortable for you" because she wasn't getting better and there were so 
many tablets, I don't know what they could have given her for another
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421 couple of days and 1 thought "this doesn't need to be dragged out any
422 more". It was only, that would have been for me. It wouldn't have been
423 for anyone else and that wouldn't be right, to live another 24 hours like
424 that.
425 I: Hmm
425 J: But she did squeeze my hand when we said that, so that was right Two
427 doctors came and explained it to us, very nicely, she understood and I
428 understood and it was nice. This is the only place I could think o f to die. I
429 would love to be able to come. I know it wouldn't be the same people
430 [voice breaks and starts to cry] but I'm sure the treatm ent would be the
431 same. Absolutely wonderful [poi/sej. When, when you come in here, the
432 the, you sort of, there’s a sack, sack o f worries on your back and it takes it
433 away. It's good, but it is the people, really. And that's nice. And they,
434 they must be special people because I'm sure they're not paid a bomb
435 and there's Alice, I don't know who she is, a health care assistant or
436 something, you know, she's she was fantastic. Changing, you know,
437 nothing was too much trouble, you know "this is a pretty colour", the
438 nightdress and things she found, "which do you like?", she didn't have to
439 do that at all, she could just, not being nasty, but she was, she'd always
440 got the time, or appeared to. I'm sure she's only paid the going rate. So
441 they, there are special people around, I have learned that. Everybody
442 couldn't do it. Don't, everybody doesn't want to. That's the thing. Lots
443 of the older people in hospital, you realise when you visit, when you, you
444 know, drinks are banged down, they are banged down and all these, the
445 government says they're changing, but it isn't. I visited someone last
446 week and it wasn't. It's, it's criminal. And on my own it's very, very scary,
447 so if I could book, I know you can't but if I could book a place. I'd be first
448 on the list. I'd trundle people down to get to the top of the list. It's
449 dignity as well, and you're not a nuisance, because to my son, i feel a
450 nuisance. And 1 don't ask him for anything. 1 did, I did want to see them
451 at Christmas but...they were going away, 1 tried to get in contact with him
452 but they said "we've got to move on and we've got our lives to live,
453 Mum", so they can get on with it. But I tried, and I know that made me
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454 cry and that's stupid, because I cry easily, don't 1? [Looks a t counsellor and
455 brief pause] He doesn't wish me any harm, he just doesn't want any
456 bother [Pouse], I was being thoughtless and they worked hard, you know.
457 It was awful to hear, once I'd explained it, "you're being really selfish
458 Mum". So there you are [long pause].
459 1; W hat was your relationship with your son like after Maria died?
460 J; Well, they were, he was very fond of her but he, and he promised he'd
461 look after me but I haven't seen him since a week before Christmas. So,
462 [pause] well, I mean, he only lives in [name o f town], I mean, we're not
463 talking about the other end o f the country, but I am sort o f getting used
464 to it, because I have to. It's just when you think about the future, the real
465 future, when I can't do things, that's scary.
455 I: How involved were you with Maria's funeral arrangements?
467 J: Not at all, not at ail. They took me home that day, when I got out of the
458 car, her husband didn't even turn round, his mother was there and she
459 said "when it's all arranged, we will tell you what's going to  happen" and I
470 said "thank you" and walked in to my house and burst in to tears. They
471 didn't send me a card or anything. They didn't speak to me at the funeral
472 at all. And the boys came up to hold my hand and they were pulled away
473 [/oog pousej. I learned my place on that day, or how it was going to be.
474 And they put her in the chapel, there was a member of staff, she
475 whispered to me as I went out "if you come early tomorrow morning,
476 she’ ll be in our chapel of rest, you can come in and say your goodbyes
477 properly then, because", she said "the undertakers never comes til about
478 12 o'clock". I'll never forget her for doing that. A neighbour brought me
479 and I was in there for about two hours, you see, that was something else
480 that somebody here did. But that was a little kindness, because i didn't
481 know they got a chapel here. And It was, that was very kind of them. Her
482 husband didn't want to see her when she was dead. Didn't go to the
483 undertakers or anything. Her ashes were still a t the u...u...undertakers til
484 last October. Nothing, my brother phoned the undertaker to see if we
485 could do something with them, but it had to be Robert, he had to sign for
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486 it. I think the law's an ass because he didn't care. I was really upset that
487 her ashes were just in a cupboard really. But last October, they were put
488 in the ground, which was better.
489 I: And where you there when it happened?
490 J: Yes I was. Well, when I got to the church, my son came from work, he
491 came, and the only other ones there were Robert and his mum and the
492 three boys. But the undertaker gave them to  me to put in the ground and
493 I knelt and put them In the hole. The boys stood there and my son knelt
494 down beside me and kissed his hand and touched her and that's all. Then
495 he had to rush off back to work. And they dropped me home and as we
496 got out of the car, Robert's mother said to Robert, "we're just in time to
497 have a nice luncheon" so I was dropped off and the three boys went off
498 without me. There was no need to say that. I wasn't involved with
499 anything. And you have no self-worth. But [name o f counsellor] gave my
500 self-worth back and that's something [voice breaks and starts crying].
501 Which you need to survive alone. That's good. She's a special lady. Here
502 we go again [referring to crying and speaks to counsellor], but you are a
503 special lady. And I do think about her every day, because you wake up
504 with low moods and then I think [name of counsellor] said you've got to
505 carry on, you know, it's no good being like this and you do. You manage.
506 I; And what...what helped during that time? ■
507 J: [Long pause] Nothing. Just thinking about what she said [pousej. I would
508 occasionally get a massage from here. But...it was this place that looked
509 after me. I still come to the carol concert at Christmas. I've done the walk
510 they do, 5 mile walk with sponsors, I do that, because you don't have to
513. do it at any pace, you just do it. It's not a race, but I can do that [pouse]
512 and that's all [pause]. But it's special to come here. I came here to get
513 my Christmas cards, 1 didn't have to, but it, you can sit down and you can
514 feel it. It's wonderful. There is nowhere else quite like it. And although
515 [name o f member o f staff] isn't here any more, you can always come and
516 have a coffee, go in the chapel, you know and just sit. Nobody's going to
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517 mind. I do occasionally, because it's quite a journey, but 1 do. But not so
518 much. So you are coping more j/ong peruse].
519 I: W hat was it like talking to other people, after she died?
520 h  1 don't think people want to talk about it. I think people are embarrassed
521 on the whole, I mean for a couple of weeks but then they think, you've
522 got to get over It. It's all "oh, life's got to go on" and you think "why?"
523 and you don't want it to [long pause]. But it doesn't get any easier by
524 doing nothing and Just sitting there under a cloud, so eventually, you do, I
525 do a lot of socialising, but it hasn't got the same kick that things used to
526 have. It's not quite the same joy, ids not the same.
527 I: Hmm [pause]
528 J; But I have got some friends and you do, 1 do
529 1; And what's it like if you meet new people and they ask you if you have
530 children?
531 J: I don't like it. I met somebody on a coach trip and they said "how many
532 children have you got?" and 1, because 1,1 had to walk away, I just
533 couldn't, 1 don't know what to say. Do you say, "I used to have two and
534 now I've only got one?" I don't know how to answer that question.
535 Because I think about her all the way through [pause]. She hasn't stopped
536 being my child, but I haven't got her anymore. That's a question I don't
537 know how to answer. So people probably think I'm very rude and 1 don't
538 want to be rude to people, when people are just being pleasant, I can't
539 answer it. I don't know what the answer is. To me, she's still just as
540 important. You don't need to  cry in front of people, I mean not you,
541 you're not embarrassed, which is great. I mean, 1 talk to  [name o /
5 4 2  counsellor] for over an hour and sometimes it seems like ten minutes.
543 You know, I want to smash the clock to stop it saying the time's finished.
544 It's awful, but it's true. That’s a compliment, really. When I picture her,
545 which I do, when I'm really low, she's sitting in a red chair with a red
5 4 6  cardigan |/ong pouse].
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547 I: I was just wondering, how has your experience of bereavement been
548 influenced by being in your early seventies when Maria died?
549 J: Yes, well. I'd never worried about my future, because I knew she'd always
550 look after me. Not to live with me, but she’d have brought food in and
551 made sure I'd got shopping in. I had to go shopping this year on my own
552 in the snow and 1 had a nasty fall. You know, which I'd, I'd there was so
553 much I hadn't got and 1 thought, right 1 gotta do. But I fell. You should
554 take a stick, but with two bags o f shopping, you can't. So I didn't. I mean,
555 I didn't do any lasting damage, my knees were, walking's not quite the
556 same. It is a shock. And there's lots of programmes on older people on
557 the television and the bad treatm ent they get, so it's scary, it scares
558 people on their own, there are lots of people who are scared. Because 1
559 belong to U3A [The University o f the Third Age],
560 I: Oh yes
561 J: And there are lots o f widows then. Because they haven't got family, they
562 are scared about what will happen. They don't spend money because
563 they think, "i've got to go in to a home and the more money you have, the
564 better home you can have". And we went to have a look round, there's a
565 new complex they're the most expensive and it's sensational, but it's
566 about £1300 a week. I mean it's, beautiful to  live and you have a silver
567 service waiter and you can have a drink with your meals, they don't
568 there's not a real kitchen where you live, but there's a bedroom and a
569 bathroom, just a toaster and a kettle and they have the health things and
570 there's even a dementia wing and a garden where you can, but who can
571 afford that? So people are really scared and it is scary. When I know that
572 there's a wonderful place like this there that you can go there, that’s why
573 you hope that you can go there [pause]. There should be more places like
574 it. It's essential, that you have dignity for the last few days. And there
575 were male nurses in the hospital when my mother died and she hated
576  young men washing her and things, because and she tried pushing them
577 away and they knew, they said and this isn't right, and she was 89, you
578 don't want young men washing you, it is wrong. You know?
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579 I; Hmm [long pause]
580 J: W e don't treat people very nicely. W e're just a nuisance, once you stop
581 being able to do things, you're a nuisance [long pause]. And youngsters
582 just think you're, they're paying to keep us, they forget that we paid for
583 their education and all those things. National Health. I mean, I remember
584 when there was no National Health, you know. 7 and 6 if the doctor came
585 to the house, but only half a crown if you went there.
586 I: Right
587 J: So M um , I mean she would try and push us in pushchairs you know,
588 because I had asthma as a child, in [name o f children’s hospital] a lot.
589 Most winters, that's money, you were pushed in a pushchair. So they
590 don't realise how lucky they are.
591 I: How involved was your ex-husband in Maria's care?
592 J: No, he wasn't. He came here and I think my son had phoned and told him
593 and he came here eventually and the nurses asked me quiet, because she
594 could hardly speak at that time and I said, no she didn't want him. And .
595 we had discussed it and she didn't want him. She said "he's never
596 bothered about me since", you know, so she said "no 1 don't think he is",
597 she said "he's my biological father" and she said "a father's a title you
598 have to earn" but she said "he hasn't earned it, he's not my father". Sol,
599 he didn't, 1 didn't let him in. And that's what 1 knew, I knew it's what she
600 wanted, so I'm not sorry about that. No good being guilty when
601 someone's got, you know. So...but my son, I think is in contact with him.
602 Which is fine, it's his father, I don't mind that.
603 1; What's been the hardest thing to get used to since Maria died?
604 J: Loneliness [/ong pousej. You never get used to it. You accept it, but you
605 don't get used to it. Because I go to the ballet a lot, that's my thing. I
506 spend my money on that and she'd always phone m e. 1 mean now, if I
607 didn't get home, who would know? Who would care? I don't think, some
608 people wouldn't be sad, but 1 mean. I've got an answer phone and if I
609 didn't answer it because I'd fallen down, nobody would know, it would
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610 be days, weeks maybe before somebody came to find me. M y son or his
611 wife phone once a fortnight, but I mean, if I didn't answer, it would
612 probably be another fortnight before they tried again. Those sort of
613 things worry you.
614 I; Yes, yeah
615 J; [long pouse] There are times when you just need nice words to be said to
616 you. It would make a difference. You need a push, a kick occasionally.
617 When you've had a really bad day, you need a kick [long pause]. Hmm, a
618 kick start. Not a kick, a kick start [long pause]. And I mean, I January 1
619 went to the dentist and he found something nasty in the roof of my
620 mouth and I had two biopsies at [name o f hospital] and I learned
621 yesterday that it isn't cancer. And you go through all that alone. I didn't
622 tell my family, I mean, who would care? But yesterday I had that wet sack
623 of cement taken off my back because when I went in she said it isn't
624 cancer. Which I would never have suffered alone with Maria, you know. I
625 mean, she couldn't have made it better, but she would have been there
626 and she definitely would have come with me yesterday.
627 I: Hmm, hmm
628 J; When 1 walked in to the room, I thought, I need, I should have brought a
629 walking stick, my leg wouldn't work, but I did get in. She said "oh no,
630 you're perfectly alright". Just an infection, it's common for people who've
631 got false teeth and I got upset. I'd suffered all these weeks, but there you
632 are, you coped and I got through it. But it's nice to have someone to
633 share it with, that's another thing that's missing, the sharing. Problems
634 shared are problems halved. But there we are.
635 1: W e're coming up to the end o f the interview
636 J; Yes, yes
637 I; And I was wondering if there was anything important that we hadn't, that
638 you think we haven't talked about so far.
639 J: No I don't think so
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540 I: OK [brief pause] what has this interview been like for you?
641 J; It's been nice, very nice. I think you've got that sort of calm about you.
642 Because you need that calm auras well, because you hope it, when you
643 know them, it will eventually pass on to you and it does. It does. It does.
644 I'm fairly normal now and I don't think I would be without [name of
645 counsellor]. I'm sure everybody else, would, if they told you the truth
646 would say they worry about being old and on their own. They'd like to go
647 to sleep one night and not wake up. It rarely happens. Old people think
648 "oh I'll stop eating and drinking" and they think that'll be it. I'll die In
649 about six hours, o f course you don't, you go on for weeks. But you don't
650 tell anybody that, but it is scary [long pause].
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APPENDIX 18: LIST OF MASTER THEMES FROM IPA ANALYSIS OF
TRANSCRIPT 3
Preliminary List of Themes -  Transcript 3
Motherhood
Separation from daughter 
Separation from son 
Lack of control over daughter's life 
Being a grandmother 
Loss of grandchildren 
Loss of mother's influence on her sons 
Criticism of son-in-law 
Shock/disbelief
Care of daughter not being good enough 
Hospital care not good enough 
Dignity 
Presence
Special relationship with daughter 
Experience of grief counselling 
Involvement in care before death 
Protection 
Idealising hospice
Not talking about death before dying 
Suffering
Anticipating daughter's death 
Contemplating own mortality 
Older people not receiving good care 
Loss of caregiver
Excluded from funeral arrangements 
Daughter being rejected by husband 
Bereavement as an interaction 
Difficulties talking to others
Bereavement as time limited/ Talking is not wholly positive 
Bereavement as something that fundamentally changes someone 
Words not enough to express emotion 
Continuing bond 
Loss of mobility/security 
Loneliness
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Clustering of themes
Separation
• Separation from daughter
• Separation from son
• Lack of control over 
daughter's life
*Added losses after daughter's
death
• Loss of grandchildren
• Loss of mother's influence 
on hersons
• Loss of caregiver
Quality of care
• Care of daughter not being 
good enough
•  Hospital care not good 
enough
• Dignity
• Presence
• Idealising hospice
^Involvement versus exclusion
• Excluded from funeral 
arrangements
• Presence
• Involvement in care before 
death
• Protection
•  Expectations of grief 
counselling
Expression of grief
•  Bereavement as an 
interaction
•  Difficulties talking to others
•  Bereavement as time limited
•  Talking is not wholly positive
•  Bereavement as something 
that fundamentally changes 
someone
• Words not enough to 
express emotion
• Continuing bond
• Bereavement as changing
Anticipatory grief
• Shock/disbelief
•  Not talking about death 
before dying
•  Suffering
• Anticipating daughter's 
death
♦Ageing
•  Loneliness
•  Loss of mobility/security
•  Contemplating own 
mortality
• Older people not receiving 
good care
Expectations of grief counselling
Maternal role
• Motherhood
• Being a grandmother
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• Daughter being rejected by 
husband
• Criticism of son-in-law
• Special relationship with 
daughter
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Master list
Separation
Separation from daughter 155:1 was in hospital for seven 
months [after my daughter was 
born]
159: [My daughter] wasn't allowed 
to visit me
161-162: When 1 came home, well 
[my mother] wouldn't let me touch 
[my daughter] or anything.
162: [My mother] wanted the baby 
to be taken away
163: If 1 touched the baby, 1 had to 
wash my hands before 1 touched her
164: She was always a Daddy's girl
168: [Her daughter and her 
husband] used to do things 
together, they'd watch, 1 don't 
know, certain television 
programmes together
183-184: She got into [name of 
hospital] to train [as a radiographer] 
and she never lived at home again.
184-185: She came home every 
weekend for a start. And then she 
met the man she married.
195-196:1 knew it would come [her 
daughter leaving home], 1 mean 1 
didn't go around in black or 
anything.
196:1 never thought about her living 
with a man.
Separation from son 173: My son wanted to, more 
freedom and to go out more
178-179: My son was very different. 
But always off on his own. That's 
not a complaint, really, he was Just 
different.
180: They Just wanted their own 
way all the time. Don't try at school.
Lack of control over daughter's life 186-187: She phoned me up and 
said that she was going to live with 
him. Which 1 wasn't happy about.
188-189: You don't say, 'well don't 
come home'. You go along with it.
203: You know she's besotted, so 
you can't do anything
Volume One
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212-213: [Her son-in-law giving her 
daughter his number, when he had 
a girlfriend] drove me mad, 1 used to 
think 'he's never going to contact 
her'
Added losses after daughter's 
death
Loss of grandchildren 224-225: I'm not allowed to go to 
their houses or anything because 1 
annoyed my son-in-law by my 
mouth
227-229: She'd been dead about 
half an hour here. And [her son-in- 
law] came, because the hospice had 
phoned for him and he said to me 
'you'll never see the boys again'.
229-230:1 have seen them, but not 
much.
230-232: My name was taken off, 
you know, the schools have contact 
lists, my name was taken off that 
and everything. And that's hard to 
bear.
234:1 don't know what the boys are 
going to do.
247-248:1 don't argue with them 
much, because there's no point
254:1 don't know what he's studying 
at the moment
472: The boys came up to hold my 
hand and they were pulled away
497-498:1 was dropped off and the 
three boys went off without me
Contradiction of this theme 493: The boys stood there
Loss of mother's influence on her 
grandsons
235: The eldest boy, James, was 
clever but he isn't now.
236: [James] lives with a girl, which 
his father knows about
242-243: Maria would have been 
there 'come on, you know, for your 
future'.
243: They're not thinking about the 
future
244: Maria would hardly recognise 
them
257: The youngest one, 1 think he's 
forgotten his mother
Quality of care
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Care of daughter not being good 
enough
277-279: She'd had a bad leg all 
year. She was backwards and 
forwards to the doctor in the 
hospital and it scared us when she 
couldn't walk very well. Backwards 
and forwards, backwards and 
forwards.
287-289: But after those wards on 
[name of hospital, where Judith had 
worked when she became a nurse], 
to come here, was magic
Idealising hospice 282-283: Well she came here which 
was wonderful.
289: Magic, absolute.
289-290: Everyone's got time for 
you, nothing's too much trouble.
295: [The treatment] was wonderful
338: Someone would always be with 
her
339: They were Just wonderful
347: Everybody was nice
349: It would be the biggest 
privilege that 1 could ever have [to 
die at the hospice]
366: The care was Just fantastic for 
everybody
367: Anybody who comes here is so 
lucky
367-369: It's not like hospital [at the 
hospice], if you want a drink, it's 
'can you reach it? Do you want it in 
a mug? How much would do you 
like?'
370: Just little things that you don't 
get anywhere else
370-371: It must be special, well 
they are special, the people who 
work here.
371-372:1 never saw anyone 
grumpy
430-431: I'm sure the treatment 
would be the same [if she were to 
come to the hospice]
431-432: When you come in here, 
the the, you sort of, there's a sack, 
sack of worries on your back and it 
takes it away.
433: It's good, but it is the people, 
really. And it's nice.
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434: They must be special people 
because I'm sure they're not paid a 
bomb.
441: So they, there are special 
people around.
480: That was a little kindness
481: It was very kind of them
507-508:1 would occasionally get a 
massage from here
508-509: It was this place that 
looked after me
512: Its special to come here
514: It's wonderful. There is 
nowhere else quite like it.
573: There should be more places 
like it
Involvement versus exclusion
Involvement in care before death 294: We carried her still on to the 
bed
298:1 was here every day. 1 stayed 
some nights
350:1 just wanted to, at the end, to 
make her mouth moist
352-353:1 did try and make it a little 
better
355-356:1 was with her when she 
died. 1 was with her
416: [After being asked if she was 
involved with the decisions at the 
end of Maria's life] A lot.
417-419: [The doctors] said 'well 
you could have a catheter in', you 
know. And she looked and 1 said '1 
think that will be more comfortable 
for you'.
421-424:1 thought 'this doesn't 
need to be dragged out any more'. 
It was only, that would have been 
for me. It wouldn't have been for 
anyone else and that wouldn't be 
right, to live another 24 hours like 
that.
426: She did squeeze my hand when 
we said that, so that was right.
Dignity 290-292: They realised even though 
she was dying she'd like to wash 
every day, shower, that was never 
too much trouble.
293: She was given an Indian head
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massage
340: People went past and they'd 
smile in at her
352: They greased her lips
365-366: They turned her and 
looked after her and wiped her
367-369: It's not like hospital [at the 
hospice], if you want a drink, it's 
'can you reach it? Do you want it in 
a mug? How much would do you 
like?'
449: It's dignity as well and you're 
not a nuisance.
574: It's essential that you have 
dignity for the last few days
Excluded from the funeral 
arrangements
467-469: [1 wasn't involved] at all, 
not at all. [Her son-in-law's family] 
took me home that day, when 1 got 
out of the car, her husband didn't 
even turn round, his mother was 
there and she said 'when it's all 
arranged, we will tell you what's 
going to happen'
461: They didn't send me a card or 
anything
471: They didn't speak to me at the 
funeral at all.
473:1 learned my place on that day, 
or how it was going to be
498-499:1 wasn't involved with 
anything
Experience of grief counselling
Experience of grief counselling 376-378: That first counsellor put 
me off entirely. She didn't mean to.
1 saw the chief lady, the one 1 didn't 
like, she was never nasty or rude, 
but 1 didn't like her tone or anything.
383-385: Meeting [her grief 
counsellor] makes me believe in 
counsellors. 1 mean, they were good 
for other people 1 would have 
thought before but 1 didn't need it. 
But 1 did need it.
391- 394: She doesn't have to agree 
with you, although she does, she 
does that, but if you explain how 
you feel, 1 feel she could get in to 
that position. And asks you 
questions from that which is what
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you need.
397-398: That is her great gift. For 
her to be able to under...even if it's 
completely wrong, something silly, 
but to be able to understand how 
you're thinking.
399-400: She can advise you 
properly and not pushing. It's just 
gentle persuasion, really.
402: She's just been fantastic to me
402-405: When we stopped doing it, 
she always said if 1 was desperate, 1 
could phone here and she would 
contact me and it sort of, having 
that, you know, a safety net.
499-500: She gave me my self-worth 
back.
501: She's a special lady
503:1 do think about her every day
503-505: You wake up with low 
moods and then 1 think [name of 
counsellor] said 'you've got to carry 
on, you know, it's no good being like 
this and you do. You manage.
541-542:1 talk to her for over an 
hour and sometimes it seems like 
ten minutes
543:1 want to smash the clock to 
stop it saying the time's finished
Expression of grief
Bereavement as changing 517: It's quite a journey
518: So you are coping more
523-524: It doesn't get any easier 
doing nothing and just sitting under 
a cloud, so eventually, you do.
Talking is not a wholly positive 
thing
520:1 don't think people want to 
talk about it.
52-521:1 think people are 
embarrassed on the whole
531:1 don't like talking about [her 
daughter's death]
531-534:1 met somebody on a 
coach trip and they said 'how many 
children have you got?' and 1, 
because 1,1 had to walk away, 1 just 
couldn't, 1 don't know what to say. 
Do you say, '1 used to have two and 
now I've only got one?' 1 don't 
know how to answer that question.
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Continuing bond 535:1 think about her all the way 
through
536: She hasn't stopped being my 
child, but 1 haven't got her anymore
539-540: To me, she's still just as 
important.
Grief as time-limited 1 mean, for a couple of weeks but 
then they think, you've got to get 
over it. It's all 'oh life's got to go on'
Bereavement as something 
fundamentally life-changing
523: You don't' want [life] to [go on]
525-526:1 do a lot of socialising, but 
it hasn't got the same kick that 
things used to have.
526: It's not quite the same joy, it's 
not the same.
Anticipatory grief
Suffering leading up to death 279-282: On her birthday it was 
absolutely dreadful, that was August 
and she went to the doctor's the 
next day and...it...the skin looked so 
stretched and she went in to 
hospital and she never came out.
292-293: She wasn't sleeping well
336: She was uncomfortable in bed, 
which she was in most of the time
353: She was coughing and it was 
awful
358: That terrible noise [of the 
ventilator]
359-360: That was about three days 
[while she was dying]. Oh gosh it 
was awful.
416-417: About a week before she 
died, she was having difficulty going 
to the loo.
419-420: There were so many 
tablets
Shock/disbelief 283-284: And 1 thought, well we 
both thought that if they amputated 
her leg she'd be alright, we didn't 
realise she'd got cancer everywhere
285: It was such a shock to know 
that she wouldn't make Christmas
285-286:1 couldn't believe they 
couldn't do something.
360-361: Even though you, you work 
at the hospital, you don't realise 
death takes so long to come.
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Not talking about death 330-331: [She and the boys] didn't 
discuss her dying. 1 don't think the 
boys wanted to realise
333: We didn't [talk about her 
dying]. She made me promise not 
to, she made me
Anticipating her death 334: She knew she was dying
353-354:1 knew she was dying
356-357:1 knew she was going 
because 1 was counting 1 between 
each breath and it got to 40 
[seconds] and 1 knew this couldn't 
go on
262:1 don't think she was aware
363: You could squeeze the hand, 
but there was no real, real reflex
419: She wasn't getting better
Ageing
Facing own mortality 347-348: If 1 have one wish it's that 
when I'm dying 1 can come here
428-429: This is the only place 1 
could think of to die. 1 would love to 
be able to come.
447-448:1 know you can't but if 1 
could book a place. I'd be the first 
on the list. I'd trundle people down 
to get to the top of the list [to come 
to the hospice]
571-573: When 1 know that there's a 
wonderful place like this there that 
you can go there, that's why you 
hope that you can go there.
Older people not receiving good 
care
443-445: Lots of the older people in 
hospital, you realise when you visit, 
when you, you know, drinks are 
banged down and all these, the 
government says they're changing, 
but it isn't.
445-446:1 visited someone last 
week and it wasn't.
446: It's criminal.
556-538: There's lots of 
programmes on older people on the
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television and the bad treatment 
they get, so it's scary, it scares 
people on their own, there are lots 
of people who are scared.
575-578: When my mother died and 
she hated young men washing her 
and things, because and she tried 
pushing them away and they know, 
they said and this isn't right and she 
was 89, you don't want young men 
washing you. It is wrong.
580: We don't treat people very 
nicely.
580-581: We're just a nuisance. 
Once you stop being able to do 
things, you're a nuisance
582-583: Youngsters just think 
you're, they're paying to keep us, 
they forget that we paid for their 
education and all those things. 
National Flealth.
Fear of ageing 446: On my own, it's very, very 
scary.
464-465: It's just when you think 
about the future, the real future, 
when 1 can't do things, that's scary.
551-552:1 had to go shopping this 
year on my own and 1 had a nasty 
fall
556: It is a shock
561-562: [Widows at U3A] haven't 
got family, they are scared about 
what will happen.
562-564: They don't spend money 
because they think 'I've got to go in 
to a home and the more money you 
have, the better home you can 
have'.
571: So people are really scared and 
it is scary.
645-646: I'm sure everybody else 
would, if they told you the truth 
would say they worry about being 
old and on their own.
646-647: They'd like to go to sleep 
one night and not wake up. It rarely 
happens.
749-650: You don't tell anybody 
that, but it is scary.
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Loss of caregiver 460-461: [Her son] promised he'd 
look after me but 1 haven't seen him 
since a week before Christmas.
549-551: I'd never worried about my 
future, because 1 knew she's always 
look after me. Not to live with me, 
but she'd have brought food in and 
made sure I'd got shopping in.
624:1 never would have suffered 
alone with Maria
Loneliness 463-464:1 am sort of getting used to 
[being alone] because 1 have to
501: You need [self-worth] to 
survive alone.
604-605: [The hardest thing to get 
used to after Maria's death is] 
loneliness. You accept it, but you 
don't get used to it.
607: If 1 didn't get home, who would 
know? Who would care?
621: You go through all that alone.
633: That's the other thing that's 
missing, the sharing.
Maternal role
Motherhood 119: [Being a mother was] 
wonderful. Absolutely wonderful. 
The best thing ever
120-121: Little smiles that they gave 
and you felt just for you, made you 
feel good and lovely.
127:1 loved my children.
127-128: Probably 1 put my children 
first after 1 got married and that 
wasn't what [her husband] wanted
171-172:1 tried to be everything to 
both, two parents to both of them
Being a grandmother 219: [Being a grandmother was] 
wonderful, even better than being a 
mother
219-220: You can take them out and 
buy them things and spoil them
220-221:1 took them to Paris Disney
221: Wonderful, absolutely
221-222: Took them in the London 
Eye, it was magic
222: Nothing like having 
grandchildren
Special relationship with daughter 165-166: When 1 got divorced, we
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suddenly became very, very, very 
close, very close
173: [My daughter] didn't [want 
more freedom]
175: We'd go shopping and little 
things, go to the cinema and it was 
nice
176: She was a hard worker at 
school, she tried
176: She was very easy to manage
177: Always wanted to do the best 
and please people
178: She was a sweet little girl
192-193:1 was proud of her because 
she'd worked to train for 
radiography and she got in to the 
hospital of her dreams.
302-303: We became close, because 
you help, you know, when your 
daughter's unhappy, you help.
303: We were very close
364-365: Maybe she could tell it was 
me [who was with her when she 
died], because 1 kept telling her that 
1 loved her
92: The undertaker gave them to me 
to put it in the ground and 1 knelt 
and put them in the hole.
Criticism of son-in-law 236-237: [Her son-in-law] doesn't 
bother about [his sons] very much
237-239: [Her grandsons are] fed 
and watered and they have 
care...but he's never there.
240-241: He's never there to make 
sure they do their homework and 
things like that and they don't.
308-309: One of the ladies, nurses, 
here, answered the phone to him 
and he was furious at being phoned.
Daughter being rejected by her 
husband
298-299: Her husband was working 
abroad and didn't want to come 
home
300: The marriage had gone wrong
301-302: She got fed up with it, 
looking after three boys and being 
on her own all the time.
306-307: Their father was sent for 
and came home some of the time. 
Reluctantly.
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326-327: He has got a 27 year old 
girlfriend
482: Her husband didn't want to see 
her when she was dead
483-484: Her ashes were still at the 
un...u...undertakers til last October.
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A PPEN D IX  19: L IST OF THEMES FROM NARRATIVE ANALYSIS OF
TRANSCRIPT 3
Transgenerational stories
o Mother being proud of a bath 
o Stoicism
o Receiving/giving care
o Three generations -  grandmother wanting to protect her 
grandchild, mother being separate from the child 
Hard work 
Marrying young 
Minimising abuse
Tension between husband and wife when it came to children
Sees disagreements as something that happens between people
Separation from children when born -  attachment
Changing relationship to her daughter - was only allowed to be close to
her when Dad was absent
Separation as rejection
Sees elements of Maria in herself
Leaving for study is OK, leaving for a man is not
Not being involved in her daughter's decision to marry
She was there for her daughter, her son-in-law was not
Special relationship with grief counsellor
Hospice as a secure base
Brings in other family members for support
Bereavement rituals -  threatened by her son-in-law
Father not involved -  her decision and Maria's, wasn't even present at
the scattering of the ashes
Bereavement rituals -  threatened by her son-in-law
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APPENDIX 20: LIST OF THEMES FROM DISCOURSE ANALYSIS OF
TRANSCRIPT 3
Discursive themes in Transcript 3
•  Valuing material status
o Rejects material things 
Status through academic achievement 
Class 
Gender 
Lack of agency 
Sexual taboos
Using euphemisms for abuse 
Positions herself as different to other women her age 
Difference between thought and speech 
Positions self as opinionated
Privileges the monetary support she can give her grandsons 
Legitimacy has been taken away
She works hard to position herself as legitimate and the right person 
o Adds legitimacy to her decisions by saying that that was what 
Maria wanted 
Moral judgement -  uses moral absolutes 
Brings in politico-legal aspects to personal grievance 
Idealising the hospice
o Compares hospice to hospital 
Excluded after her daughter's death -  lack of agency 
Individual vs. governmental responsibility for treatment of older people 
Media portrayals of treatment of older people
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RESEARCH LOG
1 Formulating and testing hypotheses and research questions V
2 Carrying out a structured literature search using information 
technology and
literature search tools
V
3 Critically reviewing relevant literature and evaluating research 
methods
V
4 Formulating specific research questions V
5 Writing brief research proposals V
6 Writing detailed research proposals/protocols V
7 Considering issues related to ethical practice in research, 
including issues of
diversity, and structuring plans accordingly
V
8 Obtaining approval from a research ethics committee V
9 Obtaining appropriate supervision for research V
10 Obtaining appropriate collaboration for research V
11 Collecting data from research participants V
12 Choosing appropriate design for research questions V
13 Writing patient information and consent forms V
14 Devising and administering questionnaires V
15 Negotiating access to study participants in applied NHS 
settings
16 Setting up a data file V
17 Conducting statistical data analysis using SPSS V
18 Choosing appropriate statistical analyses V
19 Preparing quantitative data for analysis V
20 Choosing appropriate quantitative data analysis V
21 Summarising results in figures and tables V
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22 Conducting semi-structured interviews V
23 Transcribing and analysing interview data using qualitative 
methods
V
24 Choosing appropriate qualitative analyses V
25 Interpreting results from quantitative and qualitative data 
analysis
V
26 Presenting research findings in a variety of contexts V
27 Producing a written report on a research project V
28 Defending own research decisions and analyses
29 Submitting research reports for publication in peer-reviewed 
journals or edited book
30 Applying research findings to clinical practice V
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QUALITATIVE RESEARCH PROJECT:
Celebrities, m arriage and infidelity: Perceptions of women
in th e ir m id-tw enties
Year One 
June 2010
ABSTRACT
Background: There is a body of literature suggesting that celebrity 
culture impacts on individuals' viewpoints in various ways. However 
there appears to be a gap in the research in relation to celebrity 
infidelity; a topic which has received recent media attention.
Aims: The current research was aimed at exploring young females' 
perceptions of marriage and infidelity in celebrities and non-celebrities; 
and whether celebrity culture impacted on young females' perceptions of 
relationships.
Participants: Each of the five female researchers recruited a female 
participant from their social network, in their twenties or thirties.
Method: Semi-structured interviews were digitally recorded and 
transcribed. Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (IPA) was utilised 
to make sense of the meaning participants' made of marriage, infidelity 
and celebrity culture. There is an acknowledgement within I PA 
methodology that researchers bring. their own interpretations and 
experiences to the work; a reflective section was incorporated to 
illuminate this.
Results: The findings demonstrated the emergence of three
superordinate themes: 'Movement of Marriage', 'Levels of Infidelity' and 
'The Wider Impact of Celebrity'. This report focussed on the in-depth 
analysis of the theme 'Levels of Infidelity' as this was most relevant to 
the research question. This theme Included four subordinate themes: 
'justification for infidelity', 'hierarchy of infidelity', 'othering' (describing 
people as 'other' to oneself') and the 'role of technology'.
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Discussion: The topic of infidelity may be fuelled with emotion for some 
clinicians, making it difficult to avoid making personal judgements of 
service users. Further clinical implications and recommendations for 
good and ethical practice are outlined.
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